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LEARNING TRANSVERSAL SKILLS WITH ICT-ENHANCED
ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS
Mario Barajas and Anna Trifonova
Faculty of Pedagogy, University of Barcelona
Passeig Vall Hebrón, 171, 08035 Barcelona, Spain
{mbarajas; trifonova}@ub.edu

Abstract
Tangible and manipulative objects are often used in teaching, especially for small children.
Physical objects and toys attract children’s attention, motivate exploration and are associated
with play, free time and imagination. Children learn easily through interaction with objects as
they are actively involved in the manipulation. Physical objects might stimulate the sensormotor abilities, preoperational and concrete operational abilities of children (in accord with
Piaget’s Cognitive Development Theory). Thus physical objects and toys might stimulate
learning across several domains, including language, fine motor, gross motor, socialemotional, and cognitive development (Guyton 2011).
Physical objects have been the basis for many structured teaching materials, stimulating
specific fundamental skills, such as mathematical or logical ones (Boggan 2010, Drews
2007). Examples of such teaching materials are Pattern blocks, Attribute blocks (also called
Logic blocks), Base-10 block, Fraction strips, Geoboards, etc.
Herby, we present Block Magic1 – a smart technologies system which enhances the
traditional attribute blocks with ICT (see www.blockmagic.eu). Block Magic is based on the
structured teaching material developed by Dienes (Dienes 1974) which consist of 48 plastic or
wooden blocks each distinct by at least one attribute from the other blocks in the set. The
attributes are colour, (red, yellow, blue); shape (square, circle, triangle, rectangle); thickness,
(thick, thin) and size (small, big). Our system is an “intelligent” version of the Dienes’ logic
blocks. Each block is equipped with a RFID sensor for automatic identification of the blocks.
The child manipulates the blocks and places them over a small board, which is an RFID
reader device, i.e. an antenna that reads the blocks identifiers and communicates them to the
software. On the other hand, Block Magic allows assisting the learner through a formative
feedback and automatic scaffolding in the knowledge construction. The software suggests to
the learner the exercises/games to be played and provides instructions and corrections
triggered by the child’s activities. The software analyses student’s interactions and adapts the
set of exercises with the goal of maximising students learning.
Magic aims to trigger creative, mathematical, logical, language, strategic and social skills in
pre-school and primary school children (Trifonova 2012). Two types of learning activities are
designed – a single play mode in which one child plays with one Block Magic system and
a social play mode in which a small group of children collaborates in solving the exercises on
the same Block Magic system. A large number of exercises available in three different levels
help keeping studenst motivation and constant progression towards learning the target skills.

1

Block Magic project (517936-LLP-1-IT-COMENIUS-CMP) has been funded with support from the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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During June and July 2013 Block Magic was tested and evaluated in classroom settings. In
Spain 45 children 6 and 7 years old and four teachers participated in the trials. Pre and post
tests of the students’ logical skills were made. The trial involved four sessions of minimum
20 minutes play time with Block Magic. Students were randomly assigned to play either
single or in a group mode before the first session.
The preliminary results of the Block Magic trial showed very high motivation both before and
after the trials in students to use the system in the class and also outside (in their free time).
Furthermore, the pre and post tests reveil clear learning trends for the logic skills. In the post
tests 95% of the children resolve the exercises better than in the pre-tests. Three parameters
were analysed: the number of exercises resolved (out of the 12 in the test), the number of
errors made before resolving correctly and the total time. 65% of the participants showed
improvement in all three parameters.
During the workshop, the Block Magic system will be presented. Participants will be given
free time to experience it and experiment with its exercises. In a group activity attendants will
design their own learning exercise targeting specific skill (e.g. problem solving, creative
thinking, etc.) Finally, in a group discussion attendants will evaluate the approach agains the
possibilities and constraints for implementation in real classroom settings.
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ICT AS A PATHWAY TO INQUIRY BASED SCIENCE EDUCATION
Mario Barajas
Faculty of Pedagogy, University of Barcelona
Passeig Vall Hebrón, 171, 08035 Barcelona, Spain
mbarajas@ub.edu

Abstract
The aim of the Pathway2 project (www.pathway-project.eu), triggered by European policies
and recommendations (Rochard, 2007), is to set a standard approach to inquiry-based science
teaching. The chosen way for doing that is by supporting science teachers across Europe,
understanding the constrains they have within the school organisation, training them and
demonstrating exemplary scenarios of both effective introduction of inquiry to science
classrooms and professional development programmes. Pathway delivers a set of guidelines
for the educational community to facilitate the integration of the unique benefits of the
proposed approach in science teaching (Barajas et al., 2011; Bogner & Sotiriou, 2013).
Technology, and more concretely ICT tools and learning environments, can efficiently support
and promote inquiry-based learning and teaching in various ways. A study by Pathway3
consortium specifically focuses on computer tools and learning environments supporting
collaborative inquiry learning and presents exemplary cases as these were suggested by a synoptic
review of the research field Computer-Supported Inquiry Learning (CSIL) and by Pathway
partners, focusing on their effects on students’ learning processes in relation to the desired
learning outcomes, teaching strategies and assessment procedures. In the report, we identified two
general reasons for the use of computer tools for inquiry: a) computer tools help students to focus
on higher learning processes being characteristic of inquiry, such as planning investigations or
constructing knowledge, by assuming large parts of routine processes, like calculating, acquiring,
sorting, or visualising data, retrieving and saving information and b) they promote students’ selfregulated learning with all its positive effects on motivation, as students can access information
and hints via the interface on their own pace and do not rely on the teacher.
In general, we can identify three general areas in
which ICT tools support Inquiry-Based Science
Education (IBSE): a) lesson preparation; b)
classroom use and c) resources / experience sharing.
Furthermore, for the classroom use, tools could be
groups around the different inquiry learning
processes, such as questioning and hypothesising,
investigation planning, data collection and analysis,
concluding and communicating, etc.
For lesson preparation, the project PATHWAY has
created the PATHWAY ASK-LDT, a Learning Design Toolkit that follows the project’s concept.
The PATHWAY ASK-LDT is used in order to design IBSE Scenarios based on pre-defined
2

The Pathway to Inquiry Based Science Teaching has received funding from the European Union VII
Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement no. 266624. This publication reflects the views
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
3
Fani Stylianidou (ed.) Pathway Deliverable D2.3 Effective learning environments for inquiry learning and
teaching
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generic IBSE scenarios, and generate packages conformant to the IMS Learning Design
specification. The three generic IBSE scenarios provided are: Guided, Open, and Structured. The
learning activities implemented in the tool are those defined by the PATHWAY IBSE model: a)
investigation of scientifically oriented questions; b) give priority to evidence; c) analyse evidence;
d) formulate explanations; e) connect explanations; f) communicate and justify, and g) reflect on
the inquiry process.

Fig. 1: Pathway ASK-LDT used for lesson preparation according to the 7-phase IBSE model

For classroom use, PATHWAY is proposing a large number of tools designed by different
partners in the context of other EU-funded projects. As an example, we will see an augmented
reality environment designed by the project Science Center to Go. It consists on a toolkit for
visualising different physical phenomena, in which students manipulate different miniatures
representing the experiments. The system allows for students to explore questions through
inquiry.

Fig. 2: Science Center to Go - an Augmented Reality software to stimulate students inquiry, on the image
particle mode with two slits

In terms of resources/experience sharing, PATHWAY has created a resources space for science
teachers, students and science museum educators. It aims to collect and organise valuable
educational content and activities that improve science instruction, to expand the resources for
teaching and learning in schools, universities and science centers & museums and to provide
more challenging and authentic learning experiences.

12

Fig. 3: Pathway repository for IBSE scenarios

The PATHWAY Repository contains educational material in the form of educational
content (photos, videos, animations, exercises, graphs, links) and of learning
activities (structured lesson plans organized according to the Inquiry Based Science Education
pedagogical model).
In this talk, we will present these PATHWAY examples, and discuss their advantages and
disadvantages.
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PROČ JE PŘÍNOS E-LEARNINGU U JEDNOTLIVÝCH STUDENTŮ
ODLIŠNÝ?
Jiří Mareš
Univerzita Karlova v Praze, Lékařská fakulta v Hradci Králové
Šimkova 870, 500 38 Hradec Králové, Česká republika
mares@lfhk.cuni.cz

Abstrakt
Přehledová studie popisuje proměnné, které se pravděpodobně podílejí na rozdílném přínosu
e-learningu pro studenty. Výklad je rozdělen do pěti oddílů: 1. osobnostní zvláštnosti studentů
(např. temperament, jáství, lokalizace rozhodujícího vlivu), 2. psychologické procesy při
individuálním učení (např. stanovování cílů, doplňování dosavadních znalosti, rozdílné styly
učení, prožívání pozitivních i negativních emocí), 3. psychologické procesy při kooperativním
učení (např. konstituování učební komunity, společné konstruování znalostí) 4. zvláštnosti
e-learningových systémů, s nimiž studenti pracují (např. makroadaptivní přístup,
mikroadaptivní přístup) 5. zvláštnosti výstupů učení, které se u studentů sledují (např. výkon ,
spokojenost, užitečnost, naplnění očekávání).
Studie shrnuje šest důvodů, proč je přínos e-learningu u různých studentů odlišný: studenti se
liší na vstupu svými osobnostními zvláštnostmi; studenti se liší svými postupy, které při učení
používají; různé systémy e-learningu jsou rozdílným způsobem senzitivní na zvláštnosti
studentů; různé systémy e-learningu dokáží v rozdílné míře adaptovat své řídící strategie
zjištěným zvláštnostem studentů; studenti se navzájem liší v postojích k e-learningu i využívat
možností, které systémy nabízejí; autoři systémů se navzájem liší v tom, co považují za
výsledek učení pomocí e-learningu, za jeho přínos.
Klíčová slova
e-learning, studenti, individuální zvláštnosti, průběh učení, kooperativní učení, výstupy
z učení, přínos učení

Úvod
Desítky let se srovnává účinnost tradiční výuky (která probíhá při osobních setkáních učitele
se studenty „tváří v tvář“) s elektronickým učení (dále jen e-learningem). Zmiňme jako
příklady nedávno uskutečněný celorakouský výzkum na 29 univerzitách (Paechterová,
Maierová, 2010) nebo meta-analýzu účinnosti obou zmíněných forem vysokoškolského
vzdělávání u finských zdravotních sester (Lahtiová et al., 2013). Občas se do srovnání přidá i
třetí člen – kombinovaná forma výuky (Al-Qahtani, Higginst, 2013). Jde tedy o porovnání
tradiční, e-learningové i kombinované formy; u té – jak známo – je část výuky tradiční a část
e-learningová. Jak různá srovnání vycházejí?
Už v r. 1999 formuloval T. Russell hypotézu o fenoménu statisticky nevýznamného rozdílu
(no-significant-difference phenomenon). Vycházel ze závěrů řady výzkumů, které
konstatovaly, že žádné technické zařízení použité při výuce studentů nevede ke statisticky
významně lepším výsledkům učení ve srovnání s tradičním hromadným vyučováním.
Nabízejí se dvě vysvětlení.
Podle Russella problém spočívá v tom, že se srovnávají možnosti technických zařízení
s tradiční výukou v parametru, který není silnou stránkou nových technologií – ve výkladu
14

učiva a jeho jednoduchém procvičování. Jakmile autor počítačového programu zvolí jiný
přístup a položí např. důraz na aktivní práci studenta s učivem, na složitější aplikování
poznatků, pak se situace může změnit ve prospěch počítačů, říká Russell.
Podle V. Kuliče (1989) je problém jinde: používané měřící nástroje (např. dotazníky) nejsou
dostatečně citlivé na to, v čem může být specifická přednost počítačového učení, např. postup
vlastním tempem, možnost volit si z různých alternativ dalšího postupu, promyšlenější práce
s chybnými odpověďmi atp. Ve srovnávacích studiích se sledují převážně výkonové ukazatele,
méně už změny v postojích studentů k učení, v jejich učební motivaci a jen výjimečně změny
v osobnostních charakteristikách, např. v sebepojetí. Situace se, bohužel, dodnes příliš
nezměnila, jak pokusíme doložit níže.
Meta-analýza, kterou provedl Bernard se spolupracovníky (2004) srovnávala distanční
vzdělávání využívající počítačové technologie s tradiční výukou studentů. Zahrnula 157
výzkumů z let 1985-2003 a prokázala statisticky významný, ale velmi malý příznivý efekt
distančního vzdělávání na výkony studentů oproti tradiční výuce (Hedgesovo g = +0,055) a
dále malý, ale příznivý efekt distančního vzdělávání na postoje studentů k počítačovým
technologiím (Hedgesovo g = +0,15). Pokud jde o postoje studentů k vyučovaným kursům
nebyly mezi oběma formami výuky zjištěny žádné rozdíly. Naopak tradiční výuka vyšla lépe
pokud jde o postoje studentů k učivu, v zapamatování učiva a v postojích studentů k učitelům.
Dodejme, že (s výjimkou postojů studentů k učivu) byly všechny nálezy statisticky významně
heterogenní, tj. mezi studenty byly značné rozdíly.
Poslední konstatování obrací naši pozornost k závažnému problému. Vliv různých forem
výuky na výsledky učení studentů se zjišťuje u příslušných souborů studentů. Jednotkou
srovnávání je tedy skupina a průměrné hodnoty, kterých po absolvování výuky dosáhla. Čím
více učiva si osvojila (a prokáže to ve výstupních didaktických testech), tím je podle
výzkumníků daná forma výuky účinnější. Právě jsme řekli, že jednotkou zkoumání je
skupina, tj. celý soubor studentů. Zůstaneme-li jen u e-learningu, pak je zřejmé, že nám
výsledný průměr souboru nestačí, neboť vzniká z individuálních hodnot jednotlivých
studentů, které bývají heterogenní. Někteří studenti dosahují na výstupu hodnot vyšších, jiní
se pohybují kolem průměru a řada studentů těží z výhod e-learningu málo, jejich výsledky
jsou slabé. Vynořuje se tedy zajímavá otázka: Proč je přínos e-learningu u jednotlivých
studentů odlišný? S touto otázkou přišli kanadští autoři Wanová, Wang, Haggertyová (2008).
Odpověď hledali v dosavadních zkušenostech studentů s učením pomocí ICT a v tzv.
virtuálních kompetencích studentů.4
My jsme pojali právě zmíněnou otázku mnohem šířeji. Cíle naší přehledové studie jsme proto
formulovali takto. Popsat ty proměnné, které se pravděpodobně podílejí na rozdílném přínosu
e-learningu pro studenty. Konkrétně se jedná se o: 1. osobnostní zvláštnosti studentů,
2. psychologické procesy při individuálním učení, 3. psychologické procesy při
kooperativním učení, 4. zvláštnosti e-learningových systémů, s nimiž studenti pracují,
5. zvláštnosti výstupů učení, které se u studentů sledují.
Zahraniční literatura, která se těmto tématům věnuje je (oproti situaci v České republice)
relativně rozsáhlá. Má však jedno specifikum, které ji činí do jisté míry problematickou.
Mnozí autoři článků nejsou psychology a věnují se spíše informatice, programování nebo
počítačovým systémům. Psychologické poznatky zařazují do svých prací, neboť pociťují
důležitost pohledu, který by se dal shrnout do výroku: přejít v e-learningu od důrazu na
výklad a poučování k vyučování zaměřenému na zvláštnosti studenta – tj. student-centered
4

Rozlišují tři virtuální kompetence studentů: 1. vnímaná vlastní zdatnost (self-efficacy) při používání ICT,
2. dovednost pracovat s médii, naplno využívat všechny možnosti, které nabízejí, 3. sociální dovednost navázat a
udržovat vztahy s lidmi ve virtuálním prostředí.
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(Lee, Tan, Goh, 2004) nebo pomocí metafory: „jedna velikost nemůže sedět všem“ (Arapi et
al., 2008). Potíž bývá v tom, že si z psychologie vybírají si témata a pojmy podle svého.

Osobnostní zvláštnosti studentů
E-learningové systémy jsou určeny studentům (obecněji uživatelům), aby se s jejich pomocí
učili. To znamená, že tyto systémy mají nejen své informatické a technické aspekty, ale i
aspekty pedagogické. Není tedy divu, že zhruba 20 let se badatelé v zahraničí intenzivněji
zabývají pedagogickými aspekty e-learninových systémů. Jedna z nejcitovanějších prací na
toto téma je studie T. Reevese (1994), v níž autor stanovil 14 pedagogických dimenzí výuky
založené na počítačích. Jde o tyto dimenze:
1. teorie poznání - epistemologie
2. filozofie výchovy a vzdělávání
3. poznatky ze základních psychologických disciplin
4. cílová zaměřenost
5. hodnota studentových zkušeností
6. sociální role učitele
7. flexibilita počítačového programu
8. pedagogická hodnota chyb
9. učební motivace
10. přizpůsobení se systému individuálním rozdílům
11. řízení a kontrola žáka/studenta
12. aktivita uživatele
13. kooperativní učení
14. kulturní citlivost systému.
Empiricky byl výskyt těchto dimenzí ověřen u e-learningových systémů na 14 evropských
školách (Čukušičová et al., 2010).
Po věcné stránce se mnohé z těchto pedagogických dimenzí se prolínají s psychologickými
(např. dimenze č. 3, 9, 10, 11, 12). My se v dalším výkladu soustředíme na psychologické
aspekty e-learningu a začneme osobnostními zvláštnostmi učících se osob. Vyjdeme ze
složek osobnosti, jak je definoval Vl. Smékal: stavba těla, temperament, zaměřenost,
schopnosti a dovednosti, charakter, životní dráha (Smékal, 2005) a poněkud jejich výčet
rozšíříme.
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Tab. 1: Složky osobnosti, které se studují v rámci výzkumů účinnosti e-learningu

Složka
osobnosti
Stavba těla
Temperament

Její konkretizace
vzhled člověka
reagování a jednání

Emoce

pocity, prožívání,
projevování emocí
navenek

Zaměřenost

cíle, postoje,
motivace

Kognice

znalosti, schopnosti a
dovednosti, metakognice

Jáství

sebepojetí,
sebehodnocení

Příklady použití při výzkumech e-learningu
nepoužívá se
teorie temperamentu Myersové a Briggsové inspirovaná
C. G. Jungem; zjišťuje se dotazníkem MBTI – MyersBriggs Type Indicator (např. Kim et al., 2013);
obecnější:
naděje (Shen et al., 2009);
vzrušení, elán, nadšení (O’Reganová, 2003; Zembylas et
al., 2008);
hrdost a pýcha na sebe sama (Ingleton, O’Reganová,
1998; O’Reganová, 2003);
pocit zmatku (Shen et al., 2009);
nuda (Shen et al., 2009);
stud, hanba, pocit trapnosti (O’Reganová, 2003);
specifičtější: technofóbie – strach z nových technologií,
včetně počítačů (Juutinen et al., 2011);
počítačová úzkost – computer anxiety; nebo úzkost
z komunikace zprostředkované počítačem - computermediated communication anxiety (např. Chua et al., 1999;
Brownová et al., 2004; Fuller et al., 2006; Wan et al.,
2008; Zembylas et al., 2008; Liaw a Huanf, 2013);
frustrace z nedokonalosti programu (Hadwin et al., 2005;
Fuller et al., 2006)
pocit osamění, izolovanosti (Zembylas et al., 2008)
učební cíle (Arapi et al., 2008; Shen, Wang, Shen, 2009);
očekávání (např. Paecher et al., 2010);
postoje (Ho, Kuo, 2010);
vnitřní motivace (např. Paolová et al., 2012);
zaangažovanost na učení – learning engagement (Shen et
al., 2009; Hu, Hui, 2012);
ochota, snaha se učit – readiness (např. Keramati et al.,
2011);
lokalizace rozhodujícího vlivu - locus of control (Joo,
Lim, Kim, 2013)
flow, pocit intenzivního zaujetí prací, pohroužení se do
práce bez ohledu na čas (Ho, Kuo, 2010; Katuk et al.,
2013)
dosavadní znalosti – prior knowledge (Lin, Lin, Huang,
2011; Katuk et al., 2013);
kognitivní styly (Paolová et al. 2012);
styly učení (přehled prací viz např. Essalmi et al., 2010;
Velázquezová, Assar, 2011; z domácích prací např.
Sebera, 2009, Kostolányová, 2012 );
metakognice (Paolová, 2012);
obecnější: sebepojetí (Makri-Botsariová, Paraskeva,
2010) a školní sebepojetí (Zhan, Mei, 2013);
specifičtější: vnímaná vlastní počítačová zdatnost –
computer self –efficacy (např. Wan et al., 2008; Hu a Hui,
2012´; Liaw a Hung, 2013);
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Charakter

Sociální sféra

Životní dráha

mravní zásady, pocit
odpovědnosti,
ohleduplnost,
poctivost
sociální role, sociální
komunikace, vztahy
s druhými lidmi

odkud jde, co zažil,
kam směřuje

nečestné jednání při e-learningu – academic dishonesty
(Trushell, Byrne, 2013);
podvádění při e-learningu – cheating (Underwood,
Szabo, 2003);
obecnější: být součástí sociálního dění – social presence
(So, Brush, 2008; Zhan, Mei, 2013)
specifičtější: počítačová komunikační ostýchavost 5 –
computer communication apprehension (Brownová et al.,
2004; Fuller et al., 2006);
nenašli jsme žádný výzkum na dané téma

Údaje v tab. 1 jsou velmi podrobné. My detailněji vyložíme jen některé proměnné, jež v této
tabulce figurují.
Typ temperamentu. Studenti se navzájem liší temperamentovými kvalitami. Při určování
jejich temperamentu se obvykle vyjde z určité typologie a pomocí dotazníku se stanoví
temperament konkrétního studenta. V rámci e-learningu se např. vyzkoušela typologie, která
je inspirována koncepcí C. Junga (Kim et al., 2013). Vytvořily ji Myersová a Briggsová , jež
rozlišují čtyři dimenze: 1. způsob vnímání okolního prostředí a reagování na ně (extraverze;
introverze), 2. způsob získávání informací (smyslové vnímání; intuice), 3. způsob zpracování
informací (myšlení; cítění), 4. způsob životního stylu (usuzování; vnímání). Jejich
kombinováním pak vznikají různé temperamentové typy.
Jáství je souhrnné označení pro studentův pohled na sebe sama a posuzování sebe sama. Jde
o proměnné, které výrazným způsobem ovlivňují studentův přístup k učení i jeho postupy při
učení. V rámci výzkumů e-learningu se studovalo např. sebepojetí studentů obecně (MakriBotsariová, Paraskeva, 2010) anebo jejich školní sebepojetí, tj. jejich zájem o konkrétní
vyučovací předměty, obliba konkrétního učiva a pocit vlastní kompetentnosti v určité oblasti
školní práce (Zhan, Mei, 2013).
Lokalizace rozhodujícího vlivu. V anglickém originálu se používá označení locus of control,
které se někdy překládá do češtiny jako „lokalizace kontroly“. Základní myšlenky teorie
rozhodujícího vlivu jsou dvě: 1. kam jedinec situuje příčiny svých úspěchů či neúspěchů - zda
mimo sebe, anebo je připisuje sám sobě, 2. zda jsou to příčiny, které může sám nějak ovlivnit,
anebo jsou z jeho pohledu neovlivnitelné. Výzkum Joa et al. (2013) ukázal, že pokud studenti
při e-learningu připisují odpovědnost za úspěchy i neúspěchy sobě, tj. lokalizují rozhodující
vlivu „dovnitř“, pak se více snaží a celkově jsou s výsledky svého učení spokojenější.
Sociální sféra. Velmi zajímavou proměnnou, která přitahuje v poslední době pozornost
badatelů, je sociální situovanost jedince; jeho pocit, že je součástí sociálního dění. Jinak
řečeno, vidět sebe sama ze sociálního i emočního hlediska jako člověka, který je součástí
učební komunity, třídy či studijní skupiny (používá se termín social presence). Výzkumy
e-learningu ukazují, že právě v této proměnné studentům chybí větší kontakt se spolužáky;
vyšší úroveň pocitu sounáležitosti se skupinou mívají studenti při přímé výuce, tváří v tvář a
při neformálních, mimovýukových kontaktech se spolužáky (Zhan, Mei, 2013).

5

U nás se zatím psalo pouze o komunikační ostýchavosti v přímém mezilidském styku, včetně komunikace mezi
žáky (viz např. Gavora, 2011), nikoli o komunikaci zprostředkované počítačem.
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Psychologické procesy při individuálním učení
Už sám mezititulek naznačuje, že se soustředíme na vlastní průběh učení. Na proměnné, které
charakterizují specifičnost dějů, jejich různých aspektů.
Učební cíle ukazují jedinci, kam má směřovat, k čemu má nakonec dospět. Mohou být
strukturovány podle existující teorie, kupř. podle Bloomovy taxonomie kognitivních cílů, jak
to doporučuje např. Arapi se spolupracovníky (2008). Mohou to být cíle, které studentům
stanovil autor programu anebo cíle, které si zvolili studenti sami podle toho, co se potřebují
naučit a proč se to potřebují naučit. Podle původní teorie B. Blooma mohou být cíle
stanoveny na pěti různých úrovních kognitivní náročnosti: znát, porozumět, aplikovat,
analyzovat, syntetizovat. Druhou možností je, že autor programu vyjde z empiricky stanovené
typologie učebních cílů, tedy cílů, které obvykle volí studenti dané univerzity. Může jít např.
o čtyři typy cílů: osvojit si určité kompetence, řešit zajímavé problémy, učit se
nesystematicky, nahodile a konečně - bavit se něčím (Shen, Wang, Shen, 2009). Tyto cíle se
pak stávají vodítkem, podle něhož systém koncipuje další postup studenta při učení (výběr
vhodných úloh, míru jejich náročnosti, způsob řazení atd.). V některých e-learningových
systémech si však student může sám nastavit obsahové zaměření i náročnost učebních cílů.
Dosavadní znalosti studenta. Zjištění úrovně dosavadních znalostí studenta je důležitým
předpokladem dalšího učení. Osvojování nových znalostí je obtížné (ne-li nemožné), pokud
student nemá solidní základy, na nichž lze nové znalosti budovat. Tradiční didaktické testy
problém neřeší, protože poskytují pouze celkové skóre každého studenta a nesledují, v čem
konkrétně má student mezery, kde učivo špatně pochopil a pracuje s miskoncepcemi a v čem
jsou naopak jeho silné stránky.
Proto se vyvíjejí počítačové systémy, které dokáží testovat dosavadní znalosti studentů a
stanovit pro každého studenta diagnózu jeho silných a slabých stránek vzhledem ke vstupním
požadavkům pro další učení. Pak cíleně u každého studenta doplňují a procvičují chybějící
nebo nesprávně pochopené poznatky (Lin, Lin, Huang, 2011). Tím diagnostika plynule
přechází do intervence a po ní už je pro studenta snadnější učit se novému učivu.
Při e-learningu nelze mluvit o učení jen v obecné rovině. Je třeba zamyslet se nad tím, jak se
učí, jak postupují při učení různí studenti. Učí se přece konkrétní jedinci a v jejich postupech
učení se musí projevovat jejich individuální zvláštnosti. Zvláštnosti se manifestují ve
svébytných postupech, které daný student používá při učení a jimiž se liší od učení jiných lidí.
Psychologie označuje tyto zvláštnosti jako styl učení.
Styl učení je jedincův psychologický repertoár postupů a strategií, které při učení používá a
které preferuje. Tyto postupy mohou být kognitivní, afektivní, motivační i behaviorální a
utvářejí jak sociální, tak individuální aspekty jedincova učebního výkonu (modifikovaně
podle Petersonová, Rayner, Armstrong, 2009, s. 520).
Aby se studenti mohli dobře učit, měl by se jim počítačový systém přizpůsobit. Studentů je
však mnoho, navzájem se liší a stylů učení je také více. Jak tento požadavek realizovat?
V zásadě jde o čtyři přístupy.


První přístup zjišťuje styl studentova učení jen před začátkem učení – jde o vstupní
diagnostiku. Podle jejího závěru pak systém přiřazuje studentovi určitou cestu
programem a řídí studentovu činnost. Obvykle to však nestačí, neboť student se
v průběhu mění, získává další zkušenosti, zkouší další strategie.



Druhý přístup vyvozuje styl učení až ze zvláštností průběhu studentova učení – jde o
procesuální diagnostiku (Kulič, 1992); v e-learningu např. Özpolat, Akar (2009).
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Třetí přístup kombinuje vstupní a procesuální diagnostiku tím, že zpřesňuje vstupní
diagnostické údaje o stylu učení podle skutečného průběhu studentova učení;
v e-learningu např. Velázquezová, Assar (2011), Özyurt et al. (2013).



Čtvrtý přístup kombinuje procesuální diagnostiku s analýzou výsledků, k nimž student
učením dospěl, tj. s analýzou kvality jeho produktů učení (využívá např. e-portfolio).



Říkali jsme, že e-learningový systém by měl být adaptivní na zvláštnosti studentských
stylů učení. Existuje pochopitelně i opačná cesta: naučit studenta ještě jiným, dalším
stylům učení, než je ten, který zatím preferuje. Vést ho k tomu, aby se student sám
částečně adaptoval na specifika práce s počítačem. Vždyť preferovaný styl (např.
abstraktně náhodný styl učení) může studentovi komplikovat učení pomocí počítače.
Touto druhou cestou je nacvičování, procvičování (snad i posilování) stylů učení
studenta, které nepreferuje, které u něj nejsou dominantní. Tuto cestu doporučuje např.
Gregorc (1982) a používá pro ni označení, které si vypůjčil z tělesné výchovy – style
stretching. E-learningový systém, který vytvořili Özyurt et al. (2013), zjišťuje
studentův tzv. primární styl učení a v průběhu studentova dalšího učení sleduje, zda
student používá i sekundární či terciární styl učení; podle toho pak zařazuje i úlohy
vhodné pro tyto další styly učení.

Naznačili jsme některé problémy spojené využíváním stylů učení při elektronickém učení.
Podívejme se nyní, jak vypadají praktické aplikace.
Turečtí autoři analyzovali 70 prací na dané téma, které vznikly v letech 2000–20116.
Výsledky shrnuté v tab. 2 ukazují, co se zatím nejvíc sleduje a které postupy se používají.
Autoři přehledové studie shrnuli své nálezy do těchto konstatování. Tvůrci adaptivních
systémů, které berou v úvahu styly učení studentů, jsou převážně technici a informatici.
Technické a programátorské aspekty zvolené problematiky jsou daleko lépe propracovány než
aspekty pedagogické a psychologické. I když se píše o dynamických modelech studenta, jde
spíše o dynamické modely studentských stylů učení, neboť jiné charakteristiky studenta se
sledují jen výjimečně.

6

Jednalo se o 47 časopiseckých článku, 17 statí v konferenčních sbornících a 6 doktorských disertací. Z těchto
prací bylo 46 ryze výzkumných studií. Nejvíce výzkumů proběhlo na vysokých školách (80 % prací), na 2. a 3.
stupni škol se uskutečnilo 13 % výzkumů, na 1. stupni 2 %, v rámci podnikového vzdělávání pak 4 %.
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Tab. 2: Výsledky obsahové analýzy publikací věnovaných systémům elektronickému učení, které berou v úvahu
styly učení (modifikovaně podle Akubulut, Cardak, 2012, s. 837)

hledisko
těžiště práce
n=70

účel práce
n=70

proměnné,
s jejichž
pomocí se
hodnotí
adaptivita systému
n=70
modely stylů
učení n=70

kategorie
adaptivita založená na
stylech učení
automatické
modelování vlastností
studenta
navrhnout koncepci
adaptivity
počítačového systému
automatické
detekování stylu učení
zjišťování efektivity elearningu
jiný účel
pouze styly učení
ještě další proměnné

model Feldera a Silvermana
modely různých kognitivních stylů
Kolbův model
Flemingův model
VARK
model Honeye a Mumforda
jiné modely

modely
studenta n=70

statické modely
dynamické modely

typ výzkumné
studie
n=46

7

kasuistiky studentů
kontrolní skupina a
rozdíl mezi pretestem a
posttestem
kontrolní skupina a
pouze posttest
opakované měření

výskyt hledisko
57
nástroje pro
(81%) dynamické
modelování
studenta n=28
13
(19 %)

kategorie
nástroje umožňující
dělení studentů do
skupin
testové skóre

výskyt
11
(39%)

41
(58 %)

preferovaný cíl učení

2
(6%)

12
(17 %)
11
(16 %)
6
(9 %)
39
(56 %)
31
použité
(44 %) výzkumné
nástroje 7
n=46

studentova volba
profilu
zpětná vazba od
studenta
čas potřebný na
jednotku učiva
více než jeden nástroj

2
(6%)
1
(3%)
1
(3%)
7
(25 %)
33
(72%)

35
(50 %)
12
(17 %)
6
(9 %)
5
(7 %)
4
(6 %)
8
(11 %)
42
(60 %)
28
(40 %)
24
(52 %)
11
(24 %)

výkonový test

8
(17 %)
3
(7 %)

V analyzovaných pracích bylo obvykle použito více nástrojů najednou.
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dotazníky a škály
zjišťující styly učení

další dotazníky
výsledky o dělení studentů do skupin
studentské komentáře
k řízení svého učení
rozhovor se studenty
učební úlohy
postojové dotazníky
jiné nástroje

5
(18 %)

26
(57 %)
24
(52%)
21
(46%)
7
(15%)
5
(9%)
4
(9%)
3
(7%)
4
(7%)

Ve zkoumaném souboru prací převládaly studie, které konstatovaly, že adaptování systému na
styl studentova učení přímo ovlivňuje výsledky jeho učení. Ve hře však nejsou jenom
výsledky učení samotné. Adaptace systému příznivě působí na učební motivaci studentů,
jejich postoje k učení i spokojenost s průběhem učení.
Probrali jsme styly učení; to znamená, že jsme se soustředili na kognitivní aspekty učení.
Podívejme se nyní na emoce, které e-learning provázejí. Setkáváme se jak s negativními, tak
s pozitivními emocemi; často se během učení navzájem střídají.
Pocit nudy mívá nejméně tři složky: student při učení zažívá útlum, únavu, ospalost
(fyziologická složka), mívá pocit prázdnoty, nechuť až odpor k činnosti (afektivní složka),
vypíná“ pozornost, nechce přemýšlet; má pocit, že se čas zastavil; myšlenky se mu „toulají
jinde“ (kognitivní složka:). Experiment ukázal (Shen, Wang, Shen, 2009), že nuda často u
studenta následuje po chvílích, kdy při svém učení zažil určitý zmatek, přestal se v něčem
orientovat, program ho náležitě neřídil. Aby takovou situaci nějak zvládl, „vypíná pozornost“,
nesnaží se ji aktivně řešit – a začíná se nudit.
Pocit zmatku se v citovaném experimentu u studenta střídal s obdobími vyšší
zaanagažovanosti (Shen, Wang, Shen, 2009). Zmatek zažíval student ve chvílích, kdy mu
nebylo něco jasné, přestal se v učivu orientovat anebo pokyny, které dostával, nebyly dost
srozumitelné.
Frustrace. Hadwin, et al. (2005) a Fuller et al. (2006) upozorňují na frustraci studentů, která
vyvěrá z nedokonalosti programu. Studentům zejména vadí, když jim systém nevysvětlí
příčinu chyby, když chybí cílená pomoc při učení, když je vizuální či auditivní efekty ruší při
učení, když program nemá jasné rozlišení hierarchických úrovní, na nichž se student
pohybuje.
Pocity studu, hanby, trapnosti. Na rozdíl od tradiční výuky musí studenti při e-learningu
mnohem častěji řešit různé úlohy. Řeší je buď okamžitě anebo (v případě složitějšího zadání)
posílají výsledky své práce vyučujícímu ke kontrole. Tím se stává, že také častěji dostávají do
situací, kdy neuspějí, i když se domnívali, že jejich řešení je v pořádku. Obdobně při on-line
diskusi ne vždy dobře zareagují a spolužáci je na chyby upozorní. Ve všech uvedených
případech pak studenti zažívá pocit, že na studium nestačí, že se ztrapnili, stydí se za svůj
výkon (O’Reganová, 2003).
Pocit osamění, izolovanosti od lidí. Při tradiční výuce se studenti učí ve skupině, sedí se
spolužáky v jedné učebně, sledují, jak si vedou v různých úkolových situacích, mohou si
navzájem pomáhat; setkávají se o přestávkách, debatují o všem možném. Při e-learningu
(zejména na začátku studia) mají studenti pocit, že jsou na všechno sami a tento pocit je
pohlcuje, ochromuje. Nevědí, jak jsou na tom jejich spolužáci a bojí se jim zavolat, zda
prožívají obdobné pocity (Zembylas, Theodorou, Pavlakis, 2008). Virtuální třída totiž není ze
sociálně psychologického pohledu totéž, co třída skutečná.
Pocit naděje. Jde o emoční stav, v němž převládá pozitivní naladění a nízká intenzita emocí.
Při experimentu s e-learningem (Shen, Wang, Shen, 2009) se naděje u studenta objevovala
nejčastěji po období nudy a po naději následovala nejčastěji zaangažovanost v učení. Anebo
se naděje nenaplnily, nastoupilo zklamání a dostavila se opět nuda.
Vzrušení, elán, nadšení. Elektronické učení pochopitelně nemá jen své negativní stránky.
Z objevování nového, z odkrývání zajímavých souvislostí, z dobrodružství poznávání se u
studentů vynořuje napětí, vzrušení. Může vyústit až v nadšení nad tím, co se dozvěděli
nového (O’Reganová, 2003).
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Hrdost, pýcha. Vzniká ve chvílích, kdy se studentům učení daří, kdy jsou úspěšní; začíná
v nich klíčit pocit hrdosti. Hrdosti na sebe sama, že jsou dobří, že v učení pokročili, že se
zdokonalili. Pocit hrdosti se může dostavit také po kladné zpětné vazbě od počítačového
systému či od učitele. Nebo po ocenění od spolužáků při internetové diskusi (O’Reganová,
2003). Někteří badatelé považují hrdost na sebe sama za klíčovou emoci pro rozvíjení
studentova učení a posilování jeho kladných postojů k učení (Ingleton, O’Reganová, 1998).
Nyní je čas přejít ke komplexnější proměnné, která se týká zaměřenosti učení, vytrvalosti
v učení.
Prožitek typu flow. Pokud student dělá to, co je pro něj osobně zajímavé, v čem je dobrý,
mívá příjemný pocit. Když začne dělat to, co ho přímo těší, ponoří se do této činnosti a
zapomene na čas. Zajímavá činnost ho úplně „pohltí“, nepřipadá mu nijak obtížná, všechno
jde jakoby „samo“. Nemusí se do ničeho nutit. Právě tyto situace, jež jsou z motivačního
hlediska velmi specifické, začal zkoumat americký psycholog maďarského původu
M. Csikszentmihalyi. Konstatoval, že se zde spolupůsobí tři důležité proměnné: lidé tuto
činnost dělají rádi; úlohy, před nimiž stojí, jsou pro ně přiměřeně obtížné; jejich dovednosti
odpovídají obtížnosti úlohy. Nazval tento prožitek výrazem flow (tj. volné plynutí, hladký
průběh). Jde o prožitek, nad nímž člověk nepřemýšlí; vzniká při snadno a hladce
uskutečňované činnosti. Přestože jde zpravidla o činnost náročnou, má ji člověk pod
kontrolou a cítí se při ní dobře.
Např. ve výzkumu (Ho, Kuo, 2010) se sledovaly čtyři dimenze prožitku flow: pocit studujících,
že mají věci pod kontrolou, že řídí běh dění; pocit naprostého soustředění - nic je od práce
neodvádělo, nic je nerušilo; pocit zvídavosti, chtěli se dozvědět něco velmi zajímavého; osobní
zájem - sami chtěli pracovat; neměli pocit, že cosi musí, že to mají zvnějšku nařízeno. Tento
zážitek výrazně přispěl k dobrým výsledkům učení pomocí e-learningu.
Stejné dimenze prožitku flow studoval v jiném výzkumu u studentů Katuk se spolupracovníky
(2013). Uvědomil si, že výstupem z učení nemusejí být pouze výsledné výkony studentů
v závěrečném testu, ale že je zde ještě další, ryze subjektivní proměnná, navíc vázaná na
průběh učení. Je jím zkušenost, zážitek z absolvovaného učení (learning experience). Pro
další postoj studentů k učení je velmi dobré, když se u nich podaří dosáhnout optimálního
zážitku z učení. Jsou-li zadávané úkoly příliš snadné, nastupuje nuda, jsou-li naopak příliš
obtížné, vzniká distres, dostavuje se úzkost. Optimální úroveň (která se ovšem dynamicky
mění s tím, jak se studentovy znalosti a dovednosti zlepšují) může vést k zážitku flow.

Psychologické procesy při kooperativním učení
Při tradiční výuce student zažívá čtyři typy interakcí: s učitelem, s učivem, se spolužáky, sám
se sebou. Při e-learningu se učební situace mění: přibývá interakce s počítačovým systémem a
obvykle ubývá přímé interakce se spolužáky („tváří v tvář“), neboť ti bývají fyzicky vzdáleni.
Přesto sociální komunikace musí nějak probíhat, neboť bez ní by studentovo učení bylo
komplikované.
Výzkumy k ukazují, že pro studenty je obtížné se učit, když nemají pocit soudržnosti,
kamarádství se svými spolužáky. Konstituování učební komunity, „virtuální třídy“, učebního
společenství mezi studenty, kteří se učí odděleně a komunikují „na dálku“ je proto
považováno za jeden z klíčových faktorů pro úspěšnost e-learningu (Palloffová, Prattová,
2005). Studenti se hlouběji poznávají, emočně sbližují, vznikají mezi nimi přátelské vztahy
(emotional bonding), pomáhají si v učení; rozbíhá se kooperativní učení (So, Brush, 2008).
Proto se objevují snahy využít sociálních procesů při e-learningu, tedy snahy vytvářet
kooperativní učební prostředí (např. Lowyck, Pöysä, 2001). Jde o tzv. kooperativní učení
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podporované počítačem, angl. computer-supported collaborative learning (Dillenbourg,
1999). Za zakladatele toho směru bádání jsou považováni Kanaďané M. Scardamaliová a
C. Bereiter. Chtěli prosadit takovou reformu vzdělávání pomocí počítačů, v níž se studenti
stanou členy společenství, které společně konstruuje své znalosti (Scardamalia, Bereiter,
McLean et al., 1989).
V posledně zmíněném případě autor programu využívá kooperace mezi studenty nikoli
k tomu, aby studenti hledali a nalézali společné řešení problému, aby se museli dohodnout, co
zadají za odpověď a kudy postupovat, jít dál, nýbrž ke společnému hledání a konstruování
znalostí z určité oblasti – collaborative knowledge construction (Hmelo-Silver, 2003).

Zvláštnosti e-learningových systémů, s nimiž studenti pracují
Celý náš dosavadní výklad prostupuje jedna společná myšlenka: počítačové systémy by se
měly přizpůsobovat člověku a nikoli člověk systémům. Jinými slovy: počítačové systémy,
které řídí studentovo učení by měly být adaptivní. Tento požadavek se ovšem dá naplnit
různými způsoby a na různých úrovních. Velmi zajímavě k němu přistoupili rakouští
odborníci, z jejichž přehledové práce budeme nyní čerpat.
Mödritscher, Garcia-Barrios a Gütl (2004) říkají, že ideu adaptivního e-learningu lze
realizovat čtyřmi rozdílnými přístupy. První dva přístupy zjišťují zvláštnosti studentů a
adaptují počítačové systémy na ně ještě před započetím samotné výuky. V literatuře se
stručně označují termínem „pre-task“.
1. Makro-adaptivním přístupem. Jak už název napovídá, jde o přístup, který bere
v úvahu obecnější charakteristiky studentů: zvláštnosti jejich osobnosti, celkové
intelektové schopnosti, celkovou motivaci a individuální potřeby, jejich osobní cíle,
jejich kognitivní styly a styly učení, dosavadní znalosti, aktuální výkony, jejich
slabiny, nedostatky, handicapy. Podle toho pak systém stanovuje vyučovací a učební
cíle, vybírá vhodné učivo, určuje míru jeho obtížnosti, míru detailů, stupeň vnější
pomoci, nastavuje strategii, jak řídit studentovo učení atd.
Příkladem makro-adaptivního přístupu je Adaptive Learning Environment Model.
2. Přístupem fungujících s ohledem na schopnosti studentů (ATI - aptitude-treatment
interaction). Tento přístup sestupuje z obecné roviny ke konkrétnějším
charakteristikám studentů, i když pojem „schopnosti“ chápe poměrně široce. Zjišťuje
strukturu intelektových schopností studentů, podrobněji studuje kognitivní styly i styly
učení, výkonovou motivaci, dosavadní znalosti studentů v konkrétních oblastech,
úzkostnost, vnímanou vlastní zdatnost (self-efficacy), míru autoregulace atd. Podle
toho pak systém koncipuje míru řízení: od relativně velké nezávislosti studenta (při
vysoké autoregulaci), přes částečnou kontrolu a řízení až po silnou kontrolu a řízení,
kdy systém „předepíše“ studentovi fixní sled určitých úloh, jimiž musí projít, aby
dosáhl potřebných kompetencí.
Příkladem tohoto přístupu jsou Computer-Management Instructional Systems.
3. Mikro-adaptivním přístupem se badatelé snaží vyřešit problémy, jak přizpůsobovat
další postup systému tomu, co student dělá během vlastního učení, se mu daří a co se
nedaří. Tento přístup se stručně označuje jako „on-task“. Z počátku vycházel z tradice
programovaného učení a zajímal se o to, jak student postupuje při svém učení a jak
kvalitních výsledků dosahuje. Sledoval se počet chyb, typy chyb, latenci odpovědí,
emoční reagování na úspěch a neúspěch atd. Později se začaly studovat složitější
proměnné, např. svébytné trajektorie průchodu učebním programem. Nakonec se
přešlo k diagnostice studenta, která vyúsťuje v preskripci toho, jak má počítačový
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systém postupovat vůči studentovi, počínaje výběrem cílů, jejich konkretizací
v podobě učebních úloh adekvátní obtížnosti, strategii řízení. Vypracovaly se postupy,
které vyhovují požadavkům formulovaným Kuličem v r. 1992 – realizovat procesuální
diagnostiku studenta a nastavit senzitivitu systému na reagování studentů. Výsledkem
pak je skutečně interaktivní komunikace mezi systémem a konkrétním studentem.
Příkladem mikro-adaptivního přístupu je Intelligent Tutoring System.
4. Konstruktivisticko-kooperativním přístupem vstupujeme do osmdesátých a
devadesátých let 20. století. Do e-learningu se prosadila myšlenka, že student by
neměl přijímat poznatky v hotové podobě, nýbrž by se měl snažit o aktivní
konstruování svých znalostí. Proto se začaly zkoumat mentální reprezentace znalostí u
jednotlivých studentů, jejich svébytné sítě pojmů v rámci tematických celků učiva, aby
bylo možné je cíleně ovlivňovat. Druhým výrazným podnětem bylo využití potenciálu
sociálního učení, tedy přechodu od individuální práce s počítačem ke skupinové práci.
Při řešení úloh se využívá dělby práce ve skupině, prodebatovávání složitějších
problémů, vzájemné povzbuzování, společné hodnocení vykonané práce. Vzniká
učební společenství, ať už na místě anebo – častěji - jako dlouhodobější virtuální
společenství „na dálku“.
Příkladem konstruktivisticko-kooperativního přístupu mohou být Adaptive
Hypermedia Systems.

Zvláštnosti výstupů učení, které se sledují
Pojem „výstupy učení“ užíváme v širokém pojetí, to znamená, že se netýkají pouze znalostí a
dovedností studentů, ať už učením jen rozvinutých nebo úplně nově naučených. Dodáváme
také, že nám jde o individuální výstupy, nebo jinak řečeno individuální dopad e-learningu na
uživatele (individual impact). Odborníci v rámci různých modelů často sledují i dopady
e-learningu na celou organizaci a její fungování (organizational impact) - v našem případě na
celou vysokou školu (Rabaa’i, 2009).
U jednotlivých studentů se nejčastěji sledují na konci učebního modulu či celého kursu dvě
proměnné: výkon a spokojenost. Výkonem se obvykle rozumí výkon ve výstupním
didaktickém testu. Jde o relativně objektivní ukazatel.
Kromě toho se v některých výzkumech pracuje se subjektivním ukazatelem, jímž je vnímané
naučení (perceived learning), jímž se rozumí velikost přírůstku učení, tedy profitu, který
student získal absolvováním e-learningového kursu, tak jak ho vidí a hodnotí student sám
(modifikovaně podle Chu a Chu, 2010). Jedním z možných výstupů je také změna školního
sebepojetí studentů, tj. jejich zájmu o konkrétní vyučovací předměty, posuny v oblibě
konkrétního učiva a změny a pocitu vlastní kompetentnosti v určité oblasti školní práce
(Zhan, Mei, 2013).
Proměnná označovaná jako „spokojenost“ může být chápána dvojím způsobem. Zaprvé jako
vnitřní psychologická proměnná, která se blíží kladnému postoji. Vzniká v interakci studenta
s e-learningovým systémem (Rabaa’i, 2009). Může mít tyto podoby (modifikovaně podle
Hassanzadeh et al., 2012):






studentem vnímaná užitečnost učiva
splnění studentova očekávání a uspokojení jeho poznávací potřeby
spokojenost se způsobem fungování celého systému
studentova důvěra v daný systém
vnitřním přesvědčení, že používat tento systém se vyplatí, že systém má svou hodnotu.
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Zadruhé jako vnější proměnná, která se projevuje pozorovatelným chováním studenta:





student jeví tendenci používat e-learningový systém i nadále
student používá systém často
student, pokud systém použije, s ním pracuje dlouho
student doporučuje tento systém jiným lidem.

Pohledy na to, co považovat za výstupy, za přínos e-learningového učení se tedy liší jak mezi
tvůrci systémů, tak mezi jeho uživateli, tj. učiteli a studenty.

Závěry
V záhlaví článku figuruje otázka: Proč je přínos e-learningu u jednotlivých studentů odlišný?
Předchozí výklad naznačil, že důvodů je nejméně šest: 1. studenti se liší svými osobnostními
zvláštnostmi (uvedli jsme jich devět) i jinými zvláštnostmi (včetně dosavadních znalostí a
cílů, které si kladou); 2. studenti se liší svými způsoby učení, tj. postupy, které používají,
když se něčemu učí - ať už je to při běžném učení nebo při e-learningu; 3. různé systémy
e-learningu jsou rozdílným způsobem senzitivní na zvláštnosti studentů, diagnostikují je
v rozdílné míře a v rozdílné míře jsou schopny vstupní diagnózu v průběhu učení zpřesňovat;
4. různé systémy e-learningu dokáží v rozdílné míře adaptovat své řídící strategie (e-teaching)
zjištěným zvláštnostem studentů; 5. studenti se navzájem liší jak v postojích k e-learningu, tak
v dovednosti pracovat s e-learningovými systémy, ale i v tom, zda dokáží využívat možností,
které systémy nabízejí a současně překonávat omezení, která dosavadní systémy mají;
6. autoři systémů se navzájem liší v tom, co považují za výsledek učení pomocí e-learningu,
za jeho přínos a podle toho koncipují své řídící strategie (užší či širší pojetí výstupů z učení).
Pro tvůrce e-learningových systémů z toho plyne, že je třeba věnovat zvýšenou pozornost
především podsystému, který figuruje v odborných pracích pod různými názvy:






learner profil (Shen, Wang, Sen, 2009)
learner model (Özpolat, Akar, 2009)
user model (Jeong, Coi, Song, 2012; Kim, Lee, Ryn, 2013)
student modeling modul (Beldagli, Adiguzet, 2010)
dynamic student model (Akubulut, Cardak, 2012)

Posláním tohoto subsystému je získat kvalitní vstupní údaje o zvláštnostech studenta, který se
začíná pomocí e-learningu učit, aby se systém mohl na ně adaptovat. Ve většině případů však
podsystém nezůstává u vstupní diagnostiky, ale doplňuje ji o procesuální diagnostiku a
dynamicky tak modeluje zvláštnosti studenta, podle toho, jak student prochází programem.
To, k čemu kdysi V. Kulič (1992) nabádal (aby se v učení pomocí počítačů prosadila člověčí,
hominitní strategií učení), dostává nyní svou konkrétní podobu v personalizaci a humanizaci
e-learningových systémů (Lee, Tan, Goh, 2004).
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Abstract
The text concentrates on the most frequent types of language interference that can be found in
texts of various kinds (especially technical and specialist texts) translated from the English
language to Czech. It compares the English and Czech languages from the typological point
of view and points at the most prominent differences in expression of the grammatical
categories and word order (connected with the functional sentence perspective). The
translation procedure is analysed and explained with the help of transformation, substitution
and stylization methods.
Keywords
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Introduction
Many studies, books and other types of publications have been written about translations of
all kinds of texts. This article wants to contribute to analyses of inter-language transfers
between the English and Czech languages and focuses mainly on professional technical texts
in a general view.

Linguistic typology
To begin with overall comparison of these two languages, we have to start with delimitation
of their types (particularly morphological, syntactic and structural) as these phenomena
influence the difficulties of translations and undesirable penetrations of “alien elements” most
of all. Czech is defined as a synthetic language, which means that syntactic relations are
indicated and expressed by affixes, in fact by word forms. Of course, there are many
exceptions to this rule, but when we take into account most of the either Czech or borrowed
and fully adapted lexical items, we can say that within a specific context we can distinguish
the basic morphological categories (parts of speech) out of the form of the word. In fact we
can also delimitate specific nominal or verbal categories of flexible words. For example, the
word otevřený within a syntagma otevřený soubor (open file) is easy to be identified as an
adjective of feminine gender, singular number and accusative case, the word otevřeme within
a syntagma otevřeme soubor (we open a file) is a perfective verb of 1st person plural,
indicative, future tense and active voice.
The other important typological character of Czech is its flexibility, which means that flexible
parts of speech (except unadapted lexemes of foreign origin) are declined (substantives,
adjectives, pronouns and numerals) or conjugated (verbs). The Czech inflexion is realized
within one morphological suffix – ending (in contrast with e. g. agglutinative languages with
suffixes attached one to another to convey the appropriate categories). This ending includes
all the necessary grammatical information in a context (even if one category can be implied
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by more types of endings, e. g. N pl. muži, pánové, stroje, hrady, kosti, písně, města, kuřata,
and on the other hand, one affix can suggest various categories, e. g. -e in cases like stroje,
kuře, nese etc.
On the other hand, English is an analytical language in which syntactic relations are indicated
mostly by the word order, which must be fixed and each infringement of this rule may bring a
modification of semantic meaning of the statement. Another way of declaration of sentence
structures is represented by the system of auxiliary words, which is more developed than in
Czech, however e. g. the Czech system of verbs and their forms includes auxiliary wods, too
(as an example we can take forms of imperfective verbs in future tense, e. g. bude pracovat –
the auxiliary verb bude has no lexical importance and it is followed by the infinitive of fullmeaning verb). English also has the character of isolation language, having inflexion with
only a few types of morphological suffixes (endings). The words do not change their forms;
there are no case distinctions of nouns, which can only take the plural ending -s or -es (except
Latinisms or other borrowed words like syllabus – syllabi, corpus – corpora etc.). Within
other parts of speech there are some further residua of the previous existence of inflexion in
the historical English, e. g. the preterite verbal ending -ed and the 3rd person singular present
indicative -s/-es, adjective comparatives and superlatives -er and -est, ordinary numerals
ending in -nd, -rd and -th etc.
We can show distinct ways of expression of the grammatical categories within an example
sentence She had her breakfast, and compare it to its Czech equivalent: Sníd-a-l-a. The
English variant includes explicit pronominal subject (in Czech it is implicit – if it was “Ona
…”, the sentence would have a modified meaning – contrastive, expressive etc.; the feminine
gender of the agent is indicated by the nominal grammatical ending -a), auxiliary verb had
expressing the past tense (in Czech this is conveyed by the stem-forming suffix -a- and wordforming suffix -l-.

Specifics of the English and Czech word order
As it has been mentioned above, the English word order is fixed (the basic structure of an
affirmative sentence is known as SVOMPT: subject – verb – object – adverbial of manner –
adv. of place – adv. of time). Especially subject, verb and object have their unchangeable
positions, which – among others – provides for wide conversions (transpositions) among the
basic parts of speech with full semantic meaning, e. g. break can have verbal, as well as
nominal character (in Czech lámat, zlomit / zlomení, zlomenina; mezera etc.). Many words
can have a function of either nouns / subjects, adjectives / attributes or verbs / predicates, e. g.
rain (in Czech déšť / dešťový / pršet), water (voda, vodstvo / vodní, vodovodní / kropit,
zavlažovat), mother (matka / mateřský / starat se o někoho jako matka, rozmazlovat někoho).
In Czech we can in fact define two basic types of such transpositions:
1. Traditional – e. g. kolem (noun / adverb / preposition), vyjma (verb – preposition), páni
(noun – interjection), vedoucí (noun – adjective) etc.
2. “New” transpositions of the newly borrowed loanwords like play off (noun play off se hraje
/ adjective play off utkání / adverb utkání se hraje play off), business (noun ve světovém
businessu / adjective business třída, business manažer).
The Czech word order is not restricted to any fixed structure, but it is not random – there are
some not numerous, however still existing rules, concerning e. g. attributes (congruent in preposition, e. g. světlá obrazovka, except specialized terms like kyselina sírová, and incongruent
in post-position, e. g. roh stolu, except poetic expressions like lásky čas), sequence of verbs in
complex verbal forms, e. g. future tense (bude pracovat – auxiliary + infinitive of full verb),
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complex predicates (musí pracovat – modal verb + infinitive of full verb), prepositions
standing in front of the words of nominal character etc.
One of the prominent chapters of the Czech syntax is represented by the functional sentence
perspective (in Czech “aktuální členění větné”), specifying the thematic and rhematic parts of
the sentence. Within a neutral Czech affirmative sentence (which is a model typical for
technical and other specialist texts), the most important or new information is brought by the
words standing at the end of the sentence, usually by the final noun phrase. This is one of the
typical incompatibilities of the English and Czech word order; as examples we can take two
quite neutral sentences used in everyday life. Within the first we would concentrate on the
sequence of the subject and adverbial: A girl came into the room should be translated as: Do
pokoje vešla dívka. A step-by-step translation preserving the English word order would be:
Dívka vešla do pokoje, which brings quite a different meaning, as do pokoje would be treated
as the most important or new information, which is probably not the case. The same situation
would occur within the following example: A dog barked in the distance. Correct translation:
V dálce zaštěkal pes. A wrong one: Pes zaštěkal v dálce.
Another example might focus on the subject-object word order. In English Peter beat Paul
means that Paul was beaten by Peter, and as a declension (accusative case) form may help us,
it is easy to translate: Petr porazil Pavla, or we can even invert the order of these two
“rivals”: Pavla porazil Petr. When using other types of nouns, e. g. feminine surnames, in
English the situation would be the same: Bartoli beat Chan. (Chan was beaten by Bartoli).
However, in Czech a problem of indeclinability of unadapted surnames becomes evident here
as the translation Bartoli porazila Chan (the same with Chan porazila Bartoli) enables both
meanings as in Czech the object may precede the subject with no problem. At this point we
should also add that inflexibility of the feminine surnames is one of the most significant
factors supporting formation of feminine forms with the suffix -ová in Czech. The second
factor is usually formulated by the identification of a female which is usual in Czech (there is
a strong influence of analogy with the Czech surnames usually ending in -ová). In the formal
style and technical and other specialist texts we can use formulations like the following used
by Prof. Daneš (2008): Jak poznamenala J. Fontainová ve své knize Le Cercle linguistique de
Prague (Fontaine, 1974), tuto tezi rozpracoval Hjelmslev… Within the text the surname is
moved (i. e. modified according to its feminine gender, especially for stylistic reasons), while
the bibliographical note keeps its original form.
The sequence of adverbials according to the SVOMPT pattern (above) can also cause
problems as in English the adverbial of time is preceded by adverbials of place and manner,
while in Czech this word order would be unnatural in most cases, for example: He found it
quickly on internet yesterday cannot be translated Našel to rychle na internetu včera – this
does not “sound” Czech; we can suppose that the nucleus of the statement is internet, so we
should translate it as follows: Našel to včera rychle na internetu or Našel to rychle včera na
internetu (with almost no difference).
A more detailed rule of the English word order also puts a set sequence of adverbials of place
(“smaller place” is followed by “larger place”), so in English we would say or write He spent
a lot of time at the Charles University in Prague, but in Czech we should decide whether the
nucleus is the Charles University, or Prague.
Adverbials of time also have appropriate sequence (“number of times” – “period of time”:
“shorter period” – “longer period”), e. g. The briefings take place three times a day on
Mondays. However, this sentence can be translated variously according to the actual semantic
nucleus (either three times a day, or on Mondays). Nevertheless, adverbials can change their
position in an English sentence without any semantic modifications, see the following
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variants: Originally he studied medicine. – He originally studied medicine. – He studied
medicine originally. In this case the Czech translation would be the same and unchanged for
all variants: Původně studoval medicínu. But in other types of structures, which allow more
solutions, contain words of potentially expressive character etc., the situation may be
different. For example, three versions of an English sentence: Immediately the nurse called
the doctor – The nurse immediately called the doctor – The nurse called the doctor
immediately could have several variants in Czech, too: Sestra ihned / okamžitě zavolala lékaře
or Sestra zavolala lékaře okamžitě.

General rules of translation
When converting English texts to Czech, we can encounter many general problems referring
to either the whole text, or its parts and the individual language means.
As for the length of the whole text, it may vary according to specific procedures used in these
two languages: in English the texts are protracted by e. g. auxiliary words and the other
analytic constructions. On the other hand, English is rich with infinitive constructions,
nominal constructions and phrases, which have economic effect and condense the text, but in
Czech we have to convey the meaning by subordinate clauses, usually much more
comprehensive. The Czech syntax also works with longer complex sentences and syntactic
constructions generally – in English these should be divided into smaller units.
That is why a comparison of length or number of words in English and in Czech is useless if
we want the texts to be organic, natural and “intelligent”. (In other communicative situations,
e. g. spoken interpretations or even film dubbing etc., the situation is different, but these
communicates have their specific devices to compensate such discrepancies.)
The sense of translation is never based in word-for-word translation; it must be an effort to
find a functional equivalent of each item – not only in fiction and belles-lettres, but also in
technical and specialist literature. The most frequent procedures used there are the following:
Transformation
In formal and specialist texts we use so-called necessary transformations, resulting from the
systemic differences between the original language (L1) and the language to which we
translate (L2) – for example those matters connected with the functional sentence perspective
(see above).
Quite often we also uncover formally almost identical expressions that can have different
stylistic functions in L1 and L2, e. g. He is hard working. We can translate it Je těžce pracující,
but also Hodně / Moc pracuje – and the second translation is more appropriate.
The aim is always to set up the most “organic” style of the Czech text; in many cases there is
a possibility of choice among various synonymic construction etc.
When dealing with proper names or some other established expressions, we have to be aware
of the fact that there might be some previous translations regarded to be usual and
appropriate, which should not be changed – either lexically, or syntactically, or semantically
etc. For example, we should know, whether the name of the documentary programme World
Chronicle has been translated as Světová kronika or Kronika světa.
Substitution
Semantically variable designation in L1 must be substituted by corresponding means in L2, e.
g. in general communication, as well as in specialist texts we can find denominations of the
periods of the day, e. g. in English there is morning – afternoon, in Czech we can distinguish
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ráno – dopoledne – odpoledne, in British English there is a lexical unit ground floor, which
denotes first floor in American English etc.
A well-known problem of translators is represented by collocations, phraseologisms and
idioms, which cannot be translated – we have to convert them, look for their equivalents, e. g.
to carry coals to Newcastle means nosit dříví do lesa in Czech, money to barn has an
equivalent peněz nazbyt etc.
We can notice that in today´s Czech language there are also many calques, i. e. word-for-word
translations, which are becoming so frequent that most of the language users actually do not
realize their origin and difference from the proper Czech communication phrases, e. g. a wish
mějte pěkný den is a calque of have a nice day, which is not Czech in fact – we should use
(and had used before this phrase was borrowed) užijte si pěkný den or just pěkný den.
Stylization
All the stylistically symptomatic language means should be distributed adequately in all the
translated texts. Within fiction and informal texts this concerns substandard means (e. g.
elements of the Common Czech, dialectical phenomena, slangs etc.). In technical texts we
concentrate especially on specialized terms, which must be used quite precisely as these items
are accustomed and standardized and their equivalents must not be “created” wilfully.
Nevertheless, we cannot eliminate usage of slang expressions which should be substituted by
slangisms regarded to be traditional in L2. And even in technical texts we do not have to avoid
possibilities of exploitation of the lexical abundance of the Czech language, e. g. diminutives,
derivations etc. (lightly – lehce, lehounce, polehounku, zlehka).
Misleading associations can be problematic when a polysemantic word (e. g. a verb) is used
in a context that theoretically permits more variants, e. g. You did not found the institution
does not have to mean *Nenalezli / nenašli jste instituci but Nezaložili jste instituci etc.
A phenomenon of “intellectualization” of translation occurs in cases when the translator
inserts some explicit information which should be only insinuated, i. e. he or she gives
“hidden meaning” openly in the text, tries to make the text more “logical” etc. These efforts –
even if meant positively – are seldom regarded to be correct.

Inter-language interference
Generally there are two basic types of interference:
a) direct – presence of “inorganic” (but not always incorrect) structures created according
to the original;
b) indirect – absence of those Czech expressions that are not present in L1 but would be
expected in analogical Czech texts.
As examples we can give the following selected nodal points:
1. Multiword nominal attributes in pre-position (i. e. preceding the noun) should be
substituted by combinations of congruent and incongruent attributes in post-position, e. g.
heat-resistant glass lamp shades – stínidla na lampu z žáruvzdorného skla;
a photo contest winner speech – projev vítěze fotografické soutěže;
the New Jersey State Senate – senát státu New Jersey etc.
2. Non-finite clauses should be translated and replaced with constructions accustomed and
“organic” in Czech:
 Gerunds with deverbative nouns:
Learning a language is difficult. – Učení …
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Infinitives with perfect or imperfect infinitives according to the context meaning:
To learn a language is difficult. – Učit se / Naučit se …



Participles with transgressives, causal or time clauses, or prepositional structures:
Knowing my temper, I didn´t reply. – Znaje/Znajíc … or Protože/Jelikož znám/jsem
znal/a …
Leaving the room, we should switch off the device. – Odcházejíce …or Při odchodu
…or Když odcházíme …
Covered with confusion, they apologized. – Zmatení / Plní zmatku …or Protože je to
(úplně) zmátlo…
The discussion completed, the chairman closed the meeting. – Když diskuse
skončila…or Protože diskuse skončila …



Infinitives with prepositional structures, object clauses, or main clauses:
The police reported the traffic to be heavy. – … informovala / podala informaci /
zprávu / zprávy o …or … informovala, že …
The decision is (for us) to leave as soon as possible. – Rozhodli jsme se odejít / odjet
…



Verbless clauses with concessive clauses:
Although working hard, he was not much successful. – I když / Přestože / Třebaže ….
Whether right or wrong, he always comes off worst in arguments. – Ať má pravdu
nebo ne, …



Verbs in passive voice with periphrastic or reflexive passive
This problem is being dealt with today. – … na programu … or … se jedná …

Conclusion
We have just suggested several points of interference that are quite common among not only
professional linguists but also all the researchers, scientists, students, teachers and other
people who work with English texts and want to use their quotations, translate key passages
etc. Generally we should always look at the original text and its translation separately as on
independent communicates that include language phenomena typical for either L1 or L2, and
should not be interchanged for the text to be comprehensible for the reader.
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Abstract
Increasing students’ motivation for study and improving their results at the university this way
is a big challenge. To face this challenge, we decided to take the advantage of Web 2.0 tools,
especially blogs, in teaching and learning activities. Several years ago we have integrated
optional blog-based assignments into our courses, in which students posted blog articles about
course related topics. With the aim to improve the organization of the blogging activity, and in
addition to motivate the students not only to write articles but also to follow and react to their
colleagues’ work, we have introduced peer-reviews into the assignment in the last course run.
During the trial semester we conducted research on students' motivation and study
achievements. The outcomes of our research confirmed that not only the students’
engagement with the blogging exercise improved but this innovation also positively affected
the exam results as well as final grading.
Keywords
Blog, peer review, education, motivation.

Introduction
Recent experience at our faculty shows general decrease in students' motivation – students are
not willing to carry out any additional course activities (i.e., activities with no influence on
grading) or study any extra information resources, much less to search for them. When it
comes to examination, students show little interest in excellent grading instead they tend to
prepare with minimal efforts required to pass each course. The lack of students’ interest often
results in poor grades or even in the necessity to enroll in the same course repeatedly.
Therefore we started to look for possible ways how to motivate students to engage and to
improve their study outcomes.
Inspired by educational theories, such as social constructivism, constructionism and
connectivism (von Glasersfeld 1995, Papert & Harrel 1991, Siemens, 2005), we searched for
tools and activities approaching the learning as a social process in which the knowledge is
constructed in cooperation with others using the network technologies. As confirmed in many
publications (Mosel 2005, Owen et al. 2006, Razmerita et al. 2009, Homola & Kubincová
2009b) the Web 2.0 tools and services correspond well with the essential features of these
educational theories. They support creative and collaborative work focused on social
construction of new knowledge and even have potential to make the learning process more
attractive for the students. Moreover, as it is clear from published studies (e.g., Popescu 2010)
students welcome their use in the educational process.
As blogging, as one of the Web 2.0 means, offers a number of benefits when employed in
education (Mosel 2005), we integrated blog-based activities into our courses already some
years ago. Our experience from the initial runs pointed out that blogging was motivating for
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the students (Homola & Kubincová 2009a), but next years' experience showed again a
decrease of students’ interest, especially in reading and commenting on colleagues’ articles.
As discussed in several papers (Lin et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2001, Sterbini & Temperini 2012,
Wu 2006, Popescu & Manafu 2011, etc.), the reciprocal reviewing of colleagues’ work not
only contributes to the development of high level thinking skills but can also become an
effective strategy promoting the students’ learning motivation. This moved us to amend the
blogging in our courses by peer review activities in the last course run.
During the trial semester we also conducted a study of students’ engagement and performance
in the course activities and evaluation. We observed that the students, who participated in
blogging, scored better than average and earned better grades in the end when compared to
those who did not. After the peer-reviews were introduced and organization of the exercise
was improved, we observed a remarkable increase in participation but in addition the exam
results and the grading of the participating students further improved.
Based on these observations we came to the conclusion that a well-organized blogging
activity has a strong potential to boost students’ motivation to study. But, more significantly, it
may bring also benefits related to the students’ learning outcomes, better quality of students’
course work, higher scoring of students on exams, and finally improved overall grading of the
students.

Motivating students with blog-based activities
In our search for ways how to motivate students we have reached for the social learning
paradigm and decided to incorporate blogging activity. In this section we first describe the
general approach that we undertook and afterwards we look in more detail at the recently
introduced peer-review process.
Blog-based assignments
Among the courses where we have employed blogging assignments were two courses of the
applied informatics study program: (a) Modern Approaches to Web Design (MAWD), which
is mandatory at the master level however a number of bachelor students take it as optional
course each year, blogging was included already as of 2006; and (b) Algorithms and Data
Structures (ADS), a mandatory course of the bachelor level, which included blogging 2009–
2010 and in 2012 (see our previous report (Homola & Kubincová 2009a) for some more
details on how blogs are used by the MAWD course). Both courses implemented so called
professional blogging assignment where students are asked to publish blog articles on topics
of their choice in order to share interesting additional information related to the course, their
experience, and opinions.
The activity was extended throughout all semester, and it was not completely mandatory
though it contributed to the grading by certain amount of points. In the MAWD course the
students could still pass the course and earn D even if they did not participate in the
assignment, while in the ADS course the assignment was even less mandatory and the
students could still earn A if they did not participate. The assessment methodology was
slightly adjusted each year. The implementation of the assignment differed in each course. In
the MAWD course, students received a certain amount of evaluation points for each article
(depending on its quality) together with teacher's feedback, as soon as the article was
published. In case of the ADS course we took a slightly different approach. The blogging
activity was divided into three monthly phases. In each phase the students had to publish
articles, and only after the phase they received feedback together with overall evaluation
points for the phase.
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We hoped that students will be motivated by the informal environment offered by the blogging
tools, and they would engage in blogging but as well they would comment upon the
colleagues’ work, thus increasing their involvement with the course topics and facilitating also
other benefits of social learning activities. However it turned out that only a small share of
students participated: on average 36.2 % in case of MAWD (2007–2011) and only 15 % in
case of ADS (2009–2010). When looking specifically on the learning outcome, we were able
to observe that the students who participated in the assignments scored better on average, then
those who did not. However, the difference was not striking, and it could also be possibly
explained by the fact that in general the better students were more likely to choose to
participate in the additional assignment. These results are presented in greater detail further on.
Introducing peer-review
To improve students' motivation and especially to encourage students to actively participate in
reading others' postings and providing comments, i.e., the activities essential in order to
achieve the desired learning outcomes, we have, starting from 2012, incorporated peerreviews into the blogging assignments We have also improved the organization of the whole
activity and reserved some of the evaluation points for reading and feedback.
The whole assignment was split into two-week rounds with exactly defined deadlines, out of
which the first week was dedicated to article writing and the second was entirely reserved for
reading and feedback. Only the students who actually submitted an article in the given round
were allowed to review in it and for this sake they were randomly assigned three articles
submitted by their peers for review. Five of these rounds were planned spanning for overall 10
weeks, during which the students were supposed to produce 5 articles (one in each round) and
to review 15 articles of their colleagues.
The reviews were carried out in structured form using a predefined set of questions:
1. Was the article interesting for you?
2. Was the article useful for you?
3. To what extent was the article understandable for you?
4. To what extent was the article related to the course subject?
5. What is your overall assessment of the article?
A screen shot of the form showing Question 2 is shown in Fig. 1. The students had to answer
on the scale from 1 to 5 points (worst to best). In addition they had to justify this assessment
by a written commentary which was required and limited to at least 100 and at most 300
characters.

Fig. 1: Example of the usefulness assessment
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There were also significant changes in the evaluation of the exercise. While in the past we had
solely rewarded students for article writing, now the evaluation points were split between
writing and feedback. In case of the ADS course articles and reviews were evaluated and
points were awarded after each round. Out of 15 evaluation points, the students could earn up
to 5 points for the submitted articles (up to 1 point each), while the remaining 10 points were
reserved for the feedback they provided to their colleagues (up to 2 points each round).
Altogether the blogging assignment contributed to the grading by 12 % and was optional: the
students who did not participate could still earn the A grade.
In the MAWD course we took a slightly different approach. The available share of 30
evaluation points was split into 3 even parts, first 10 points reserved for article writing,
second 10 points for reviews, and the third 10 for any additional discussions under the
submitted blog articles. In addition, while the students received verbal feedback after every
round, the points were only awarded after the whole blogging exercise was over. For the
submitted articles and for the reviews full 10 points were awarded if the student's contribution
as a whole was found sufficient, otherwise 0 was awarded. For the comments a value between
0 and 10 was awarded. The reason for this rather specific methodology was to prevent the
feeling that ``I have still time to get some points,'' and to postpone the activity from round to
round. Altogether the blogging assignment contributed to the grading by 25 %. The students
who did not participate could still pass but they could earn the D grade at best.

Results
We were interested if the blogging activity as described in the previous section improved
student’s motivation and whether the improvement can be traced also in the students’
achievement and evaluation in the courses. Specifically we were curious if the peer-review
process introduced in the last year influenced these results.
We have compared the data collected over the course of the years when the blogging activity
was employed in the courses (2007–2012 in case of MAWD; 2009–2010, 2012 in case of
ADS). An important factor to consider here is the students’ engagement in blogging
(percentage of students who participated). In the past years this was 36 % on average in case
of MAWD and 15 % on average in case of ADS. However, after the peer-reviews were
introduced in 2012 the engagement jumped 2.5 times, to 93 %, in case of MAWD and more
than 4 times, to 67 %, in case of ADS. While this increase by itself documents a significant
improvement in students’ motivation, it also has to be taken into account when interpreting
the results below.
Points earned in the blogging exercise
The first factor that we compared is the amount of evaluation points scored in the blogging
exercise. Recall that in the previous years, points were solely awarded for the submitted
articles while in 2012 part of the points were awarded for the reviewing activity as well. We
considered also the points for peer-reviewing in this comparison. Specifically, in the ADS
course the total amount of points one could score was the same in all three years (15 points),
hence we have a look on this course. Figure 2 captures the increase of average number of
points per blogger – in ADS course in 2012 it was 2.7 times higher (9.68) compared with the
average from previous years (3.55). This again indicates that there were certain benefits of the
peer-review process.
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Fig. 2: Average amount of points per blogger in the ADS course

Relation between blogging and examination results
Both courses feature the final written exam which is a compulsory part of the evaluation. The
positive influence of blogging on the students’ performance in the exam was observed already
in the previous years. The significant part of students who blogged usually got higher score in
the final exam than the average student (calculated as an average value of the final exam score
of all students). The results in both courses showed that students who blogged were more
successful in the exam than the others; this was the case in all investigated years (Fig. 3).
Specifically, in the MAWD course 64–86 % of blogging students scored higher than average
in the final exam, compared to 46–54 % of students who did not blog, which was the case
during 2007–2011, see Fig. 3 (a). This latter number dropped even more significantly during
2012, however it has to be noted that during this last year the number of students who did not
participate was too small (only 7%), so this result is less conclusive.
In the ADS course the percentage of students who performed better in the final exam was
more than 70 % every year for the blogging students, and it was less than 65 % for the
students who did not blog (Fig. 3 (b)). However, the trend was adverse between 2009 and
2010, while in 2012 there is a noticeable change in tendency of both observed groups – the
percentage of bloggers who scored higher than average rose by more than 10 % and the
percentage of students who did not blog and scored better than average dropped. The results
are relevant because contrary to the MAWD course the percentage of non blogging students
was still quite high (about 33 %) for this course in 2012.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: Relation between blogging and good exam score in (a) MAWD course and (b) ADS course
A – students who blogged and got higher score on final exam than average student
B – students who did not blog and got higher score on final exam than average student
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Improvement in grading
The average value of overall grading can be taken as a relevant indicator of the students’
knowledge gained in the course. However, it must be noticed that the points earned for
blogging activities also made up a part of the final student’s assessment. In ADS course they
contributed by 12 % to the overall grading, in case of MAWD it was 25 %. To compute the
average value we transnumerated the grades A–Fx8 into the numbers 1–6 in respective order.
In both coursed the average grade in the last course run was the best compared with all
previous years (Fig. 4).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: Average value of overall grading in (a) MAWD course and (b) ADS course

For example, in the MAWD the average grading was falling down step by step over the
monitored years and in 2011 it reached the value 5.03 (i.e., worse than the E grade). In the last
year, however, the average grading improved by almost one grade to 4.09 (Fig. 4(a)).
In both courses, we also noticed an increased number of students who gained the “A” grade
and a decreased number of those with “Fx” grade in the last year (see Figs. 5–6).
Although we are aware of the fact that there are many factors with an impact on the students’
grading, in our opinion these positive changes could be at least partially attributed also to the
boosted students’ motivation for studying, and to the social learning outcome from the
blogging activity especially after the peer-review process was introduced.

Fig. 5: Percentage of students who gained grades A–Fx in years 2007–2012 in the MAWD course

8

The grading used in our study programs comprises scale A-E (from the best to the worst grade) and the grade
Fx for “failed”.
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Fig. 6: Percentage of students who gained grades A–Fx in years 2009, 2010 and 2012 in the ADS course

Correlations
To get a better insight into the influence of blog-based activity on the overall learning
outcome and students’ performance in the course, we calculated Spearman’s correlation
coefficient (Owen et al., Gibbons 1985) between activity and performance in the blogging
exercise on one hand and the exam results and grading on the other hand. This statistical
measure expresses the strength of the relationship between two data values. We report the
results for the MAWD course:9
The results visualized on the Fig. 7 record the correlations in MAWD course:
A – correlation between student’s exam score and number of her articles, and
B – correlation between student’s exam score and amount of points assigned to her articles.
We see that there indeed is some correlation between these values. Specifically, this
correlation is higher (between weak and moderate correlation) in 2007, 2008 and 2012, and it
is only weak in 2009–2011. The first two values correspond to the first two monitored years
and support our statement about success of these activities in the initial runs. In next three
years the students’ interest about blogging decreased and hence also the outcome of the
activity, but finally there is a remarkable increase in 2012 when the blogging activity was
innovated with peer-reviews.

Fig. 7: Correlations related to exam scoring in the MAWD course (options A and B as described above)
9

In case of the ADS course the results were similar, however the sample of participating students was too low to
pass the Spearman’s significance test and hence the correlations are not statistically relevant.
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We further looked at the final grading and evaluated the correlations:
A – correlation between student’s final grade and number of her articles, and
B – correlation between student’s final grade and amount of points assigned to her articles.
The resulting correlation coefficients are depicted in Fig. 8. Note that in this case,
numerically, the desired correlation is negative.10 With the exception of 2009, the results
confirm at least moderate correlations. An interesting increase of the correlation between the
final grading and the article evaluation points is observable in 2012 – the value -0.69 indicates
strong correlation. Note especially that the gap between A and B correlation values
significantly broadened in 2012. We hence conclude that the introduction of peer-reviews not
only increased students’ motivation to participate in the blogging activity (almost all students
participated) but in addition those students who put more efforts to this activity (i.e., they
earned more points here) earned better grading in the end. As also the data in Fig. 7 agrees
with this observation, we may also conclude that the learning outcome of these students was
higher and the blogging exercise amended with peer-reviewing positively contributed to the
quality of students’ knowledge.

Fig. 8: Correlations related to final grades in the MAWD course (options A and B as described above)

Conclusions
Decreased students’ motivation to study in the past few years forced us to search for new tools
and educational activities. One of such activities that we incorporated into our courses several
years ago is blogging. After some initial good results we again experienced a drop in students’
interest, particularly in the context of reading and commenting on colleagues’ articles. Due to
this fact the blogging activity did not fulfill several of its goals any more. Therefore we
decided to enhance the blogging activity by peer-reviews.
During our experiments with blogging and peer-reviews we conducted a wide research on
students' motivation and study achievement. We collected, evaluated and interpreted a large
amount of data and obtained interesting information about the students' attitude and
expectations related to blogging as a course activity, the benefits of the activity perceived by
the students, about their progress in blog writing during the semester, etc. (Bejdová 2013,
Bejdová et al. 2013). The results were positive, particularly after the peer-review process was
introduced the students’ interest tripled or even quadrupled in case of one of the courses.
10

The correlation coefficients are negative, due to the fact that the numerical value of the grades increases from
best to worse. In other words, higher blogging involvement and evaluation results are associated with lower (i.e.,
better) grades.
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Besides for the increase in students’ participation, we were also curious if the effect of the
exercise can be measured by students’ evaluation results, especially in terms of final exam
results and the overall grading. We present these results in this paper. We observed that the
amount of points earned by students in the blogging exercise rose significantly in the last year,
after peer-reviewing was introduced. This again points out to improved engagement, but it
also marks certain improvement of the quality of students’ work thanks to the social learning
through the peer-review process.
We have further focused on the student’s performance in the exam, and final grading. Already
in previous years a larger percentage of students who participated in blogging scored better
than average in the exam when compared to the remaining students. After peer-reviewing was
introduced this indicator further increased. When it comes to final grading, we have observed
that especially in the final year the average grading significantly improved, in one of the
courses the improvement was by one full grade, while in the immediately preceding years the
average grading was falling. Finally, certain positive influence of the participation in the
blogging exercise on the exam performance and the final grading was also confirmed by
statistical correlations which were weakly or moderately favorable.
The outcomes of our research confirmed the assumption that blogging activities may be
beneficial for boosting students’ motivation and engagement, and may have positive effects
on the learning outcome. However we have also learned that proper organization of the
activity together with suitable evaluation methodology are essential to achieve the desired
positive effects. Particularly the peer-review process seems to be very useful in this respect;
we conjecture that this is due to it creates space for engaged reading and reflection on the peer
students’ work, which is essential in the social learning process.
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Abstract
Bobrovo is a web environment for primary and secondary teachers of school informatics
aimed at compounding and managing tests consisting of tasks from the Beaver contest. In our
article we will explore the way of using Bobrovo environment by a small group of teachers
and their pupils. We will focus on different aspects: for what purposes (or in which stage of
cognitive process) do the teachers use Bobrovo tests, according to which criteria do they
group the tasks into tests, how do pupils solve the tasks (individually or in groups, with the
computer or on the paper), whether teachers discuss the tasks’ solutions with their pupils,
whether teachers create their own similar tasks etc.
We will also try to think about positives and negatives of Bobrovo from the teachers’ point of
view and how do they affect further development of the environment.
Keywords
Beaver contest, environment for managing tests

Introduction
Bebras (or Beaver, in Slovak iBobor) is an international informatics contest with the main
objective – according to the founders – „to promote the interest in information and
communication technologies (ICT) among students of all ages” (Hrušecká et al., 2008). Kalaš
and Tomcsányiová (2009) have identified four components of informatics education in the
contest: digital literacy, programming, problem solving a data handling. The idea of
organizing the Beaver contest was born in Lithuania in 2004. In the following years more and
more European countries have joined the competition gradually, later the contest spread also
to some countries outside Europe e.g. Japan, Israel or Canada. (History of Bebras Contest)
Slovakia has joined the organization of the Beaver contest it the school year 2007/2008. Since
that time we have organized 6 years of the contest. Students’ interest in the contest raises
every year, last year we had nearly 50,000 contestants. In the school year 2011/2012 Slovakia
(as the first country) introduced a new category called “Little Beaver” for the pupils of the age
9-11 (the second half of key stage 2). Experiences from the first run of the contest in the Little
Beaver category are described in (Gujberová, 2012).
Detailed information about the competition including rules for each category, technical
details, deadlines, application form or the archive of the contest tasks can be found on the
contest website (iBobor). The archive of the contest enables to try out any of the previous
years of the contest in those categories that were organized in that year. Teachers and students
use the contest archive to prepare for the next contest. The database of the Beaver contest (in
Slovakia) stores nearly 400 tasks currently. This amount of tasks should be used not just as the
preparation to next contest but also for some other educational purposes. This was the major
impulse for creating Bobrovo environment.
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Bobrovo environment
Bobrovo is a web environment for primary and secondary teachers of school informatics
aimed at compounding, managing and viewing results of the tests consisting of tasks from the
Beaver contest. The teachers can create different sets of tasks (we will call them tests)
according to their own needs, e.g. a set of tasks to practice a specific topic, or a set of tasks
from various topics to repeat, or more demanding tasks for bright students, etc. Teachers can
also use tests created in Bobrovo to determine input or output students’ knowledge in some
informatics area. Bobrovo environment is available for free.
Bobrovo environment has been developed from the end of 2011. It was first made available
for teachers in April 2012. The environment has two basic modes: students and teachers.
The students mode is very similar to the contest mode of the Beaver contest itself however,
the time for solving the test is not restricted to 45 minutes. The time limit for solving the test
is set up by the teacher in the teachers mode.
The teachers mode offers much more options for teachers compared to the teachers mode of
the Beaver contest. The teachers can compound tests from the tasks of the Beaver contest,
create groups of students and assign them prepared tests. Students needn’t to be added to
groups one by one - teachers can import list of students from a csv file. After a group of
students has solved a test teachers are provided with the summary results of the whole group
(also with some statistics) as well as with the solutions and results of individual students.
When creating the test teachers can set up whether student will see explanations of the correct
solutions after solving the test. The teachers also can just browse and look over the tasks in
the database without creating any test.
Looking for the tasks to view or to add to the test in the whole database of nearly 400 tasks
would be quite inconvenient for teachers. That's why the teachers have to determine a subset
of tasks they’re interested in at first. This can be done using a filter form for specifying the
topic of the tasks (according to the ISCED 2 or 3 in Informatics), the contest category
(corresponding to certain age of students) and the contest year.
Each tasks in Bobrovo database consists of the assignment, topic (to which thematic group in
ISCED 2(3) the task falls), year (in which it was used in the Beaver contest), category (in
which it was included in the Beaver contest), answers (four options or a flash application). It
may further contain explanation of right answer, teacher’s evaluation (in the scale from 0 to 5
points) and comments. Evaluation of the task and comments to the task can help teachers to
decide whether or not to include the task to the test.
Teachers’ mode of Bobrovo environment offers also a discussion forum for a general
discussion about the environment.
More detailed description of Bobrovo and its functions can be found in (Tomcsányiová,
2012a; Tomcsányiová, 2012b). All the functions of Bobrovo environment are illustrated in the
following mind map (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Functions of Bobrovo environment

Using Bobrovo environment (1) – analysing data from database
Since publishing Bobrovo environment (in April 2012) 293 teachers have registered to it.
Currently 95 teachers have 236 groups of students together and 144 teachers have 261 tests,
209 of these tests consist of at least one task. Following diagrams show how many teachers
created the given number of tests (Fig. 2) and groups (Fig. 3). In brackets there are
indications of teachers with given number of tests or groups that we have interviewed.

Fig. 2: Number of teachers with a given number of tests
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Fig. 3: Number of teachers with the given number of groups

Created tests have from 1 to 75 tasks. The most common number of tasks in the test is either 5
or 15 (15 is also the number of tasks of most categories in the Beaver contest). Other
frequently used numbers of tasks in the test are shown in the following diagram (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Number of tests with the given number of tasks

Teachers can choose tasks to the tests from 361 tasks that have been used in the past six years
of the Beaver contest. The most frequently occurring tasks in the test are from the topic
Procedures, problem solving, algorithmic thinking – to 1207 occurrences. The second most
popular category is Information around us. The tasks of this category were used in the tests
1069 times. For comparison, we present the distribution of tasks in Bobrovo environment
within the main topics of ISCED 2 (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5: Distribution of tasks in Bobrovo environment

Presented numbers of groups and tests of teachers may not be actual because teachers can
delete tests and groups (if they do not need them). We do not record deleted tests and groups
in Bobrovo database. If a teacher has created just one group it doesn’t necessarily mean
he/she uses the environment too little. Some teachers have created big groups in which there
are the students from several classes (this is illustrated by the groups that have more than 30
sometimes up to 50 students).

Using Bobrovo environment (2) – case studies with teachers
Although we can get much information from the data in Bobrovo database they don’t tell us
how and what purpose do the teachers use the environment for. That’s why we have decided
to realise several detailed case studies with some teachers.
The way of preparation and implementation of case studies
Our selection of teachers for case studies was based on the database of all teachers registered
in Bobrovo. At first we have created three lists of those teachers:


in the first one teachers were sorted by the number of created tests in descending
order;



in the second one teachers were sorted by the number of created groups in descending
order;



in the last one teachers were sorted by the date of last login from the newest one to the
oldest one.

We selected several teachers from the beginning of each list: teachers with four or more tests
from the first one, teachers with three or more groups from the second one and teachers who
were logged in Bobrovo this year. Then we made union of these three lists. Thus, we created
a group of teachers internally marked as (more or less) active users. We also selected some
teachers with no test and no group and we called this group passive users. Our selection
consisted of almost 50 teachers together. We asked selected teachers for an interview about
Bobrovo environment by an e-mail.
When choosing the way of collecting data we originally considered a questionnaire and an
interview. We chose a semi-structured interview for two reasons: firstly, it allows us to react to
teachers’ answers and possibly ask additional sub-questions, secondly, we expected that the
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implementation of interview would take less time than filling out a questionnaire whereupon
the teachers would be more willing to do it.
We have suggested two separated collections of questions (respectively just areas of
questions), one for active and one for passive teachers.
In the group of active teachers we were interested in how do they use the environment (from
the perspective of education) and how are they satisfied with it (from the perspective of its
interface and functionality), specifically:


for what purpose do they create the tests in Bobrovo;



what are their criteria for selecting the tasks to tests;



what does the process of solving the test look like,



what do they think about the interface and functionality of the environment; what
would they change, what other functions would they expect;



how did their pupils manage to work in the environment;



how did they learn about Bobrovo.

In the group of passive teachers we wanted to find out why don’t they use the environment.
We were interested in:


why didn’t they create any test or group;



what is unsatisfactory, what do we have to change in the environment to make them
use it;



how did they learn about Bobrovo.

Only five teachers from our selection expressed an interest in discussion with us, all five from
the group of active teachers. Disinterest of the group of passive teachers was not surprising
for us. Probably they thought they couldn’t be useful for our research. This assumption is
confirmed by three responds of teachers from the passive group, like e.g. I use Bobrovo
environment in a passive way, just in the time of the Beaver contest.
The interviews with four teachers were implemented via Skype, one interview was realised in
person. We have made notes and recordings (with the permission of the teacher) from each
interview. Both notes and recordings were analysed later.
Teachers’ experience and their evaluation of Bobrovo environment
Teachers we have talked to are primary school teachers. They are from different parts of
Slovakia and of different age. We have already met four of them before – they are either
present or former students of our faculty or participants of training that we had organized in
the past. One teacher was completely unknown for us.
Teacher A
Teacher A was a pre-service teacher – a student of our faculty, who started to teach
informatics at a primary school during her study. We talked to her in person.
Teacher A used Bobrovo environment twice so far – both times within one informatics lesson
(one lesson takes 45 minutes). The teacher created a test aimed at the topic Problem solving
and algorithmic thinking and used it in order to practise this topic. The test consisted of 15
tasks. Students solved it individually. Students were allowed to use anything during the test
except for Imagine Logo. The teacher noticed that students had used “Paint” software but she
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didn’t know to tell us for what purpose. They didn’t use paper at all. While solving the test the
teacher helped students with individual problems. After finishing the test they discussed some
problematic tasks in common. While watching their results of the test students could also see
explanations (of correct solutions). The teacher viewed individual students’ solutions.
Teacher A found several deficiencies and errors in the interface of Bobrovo environment
especially in the part of test creation:


switching from the settings of the test (basic information about the test such as title
and description) to appending tasks to the test is not intuitive enough ‒ when using the
environment for the first time she couldn’t figure out how to get to adding tasks to the
test,



if there is a long list of tasks displayed then the buttons for saving and previewing the
test can be easily neglected because they are at the bottom of the page (under the list)
‒ the teacher added some tasks to the test, then she changed the filtering criteria (see
the description of Bobrovo environment in the section Bobrovo environment) without
saving the test before and the added tasks disappeared,



some tasks are displayed multiple times in the preview of the test for teacher and also
in the final test for student although they were added to the test just ones.

Creating groups and adding students to groups, as well as assigning a test to a group and
displaying students’ results were intuitive enough in the opinion of the teacher. However
during discussion we found out that the teacher didn’t noticed the possibility to view the
summary results of the test for the whole group.
The teacher didn’t notice any problems in the interface of the environment from the students’
perspective. Students have already took part in the Beaver contest before so they knew the
way of working in the environment (we have already mentioned that the students mode of
Bobrovo is almost identical to the Beaver contest system).
Teacher A learned about Bobrovo environment during her study while studying a subject
dealing with informatics competitions.
Teacher B
Teacher B teaches informatics in 2nd to 9th class of primary school (stages K2 and K3). He
confirmed that he had registered all his pupils and students to Bobrovo database (he created
four groups called: the school, Little Beavers, Benjamins and Kadets). Teacher B uses
Bobrovo tests as training before the contest and for selecting students who will participate in
the Beaver contest primarily. He expressed it was worth doing because he had 14 successful
solvers in the last contest year while there were only around 5 successful solvers in the
previous years. Occasionally (2 or 3 times so far) he uses the environment for creating topic
oriented tests which he uses for practising some topic. Sometimes students solve the tasks
also at home - voluntary. The teacher can imagine using Bobrovo tasks also as homework but
he didn’t use them for this purpose so far. The teacher uses the explanations but doesn’t
analyse the tasks together with students after finishing the test.
The interface of the environment was comprehensible according to the teacher, students had
some little problems when using the environment for the first time but later they didn’t have
any problems. Teacher B would appreciate some more functions in the environment: inserting
new tasks and the print (or an export) of students’ results and login codes.
Teacher B learned about the environment from the information e-mail from Mrs. Tomcsanyi.
This mail was distributed to every teacher registered in the Beaver contest.
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Teacher C
Teacher C used Bobrovo just ones as a preliminary round of the contest for the purpose to
select students who would participate in the Beaver contest. She grouped the tasks to the tests
according to the contest categories. While solving the tasks students were allowed to use pen
and paper and they also did it, mostly for drawing (e.g. in the tasks with a robot). They
couldn’t talk to each other of course. The teacher analysed the tasks with students just
individually: „Some students were not interested in right answers but some like to know what
the right answers are so we discussed the tasks with those students after the lesson.”
Explanations were probably switched on (the teacher didn’t remember). The teacher viewed
students’ solutions as well as the summary statistics after the test and gave some bonus points
to the most successful students. She can imagine using Bobrovo environment also for some
other purposes (not just as a preparation for the contest) „because there are already many
tasks from different areas in Bobrovo database” but she didn’t specify her vision.
Teacher C didn’t have problems with the interface of the environment whereas Mrs.
Tomcsanyi ‒ as her supervisor ‒ introduced it to her last year (teacher C is a graduate of our
faculty). She didn’t suggest any new options or functions of the environment. Additionally,
we asked her specifically about the export of students’ results. She didn’t miss it because she
was able to copy the table of results from the web page to the spreadsheet. Students managed
to work in the environment smoothly, on some computers there was a problem with Flash
player (this problem appears also in the contest).
Teacher D
Teacher D uses Bobrovo environment for practising and repetition and sometimes also for
introducing new topic.
When using Bobrovo for the purpose of practising and repetition she creates tests with tasks
grouped according to the topic. She has already created tests aimed at data encryption and
logo programming. While solving the test students can use pen and paper and they do it ‒ they
draw and write. She doesn’t grade the students on the basis of results in Bobrovo tests but the
best solvers are given grade 1 as a motivation. While solving the test she helps students with
individual problems, if some problem appears more times she analyses it with all students
after the test. She uses displaying explanations and encourages students to look at them to
know where they have made a mistake. The teacher takes a look at the students’ results (both
summary and individual) and she appreciates this function very much, however she doesn’t
consider necessary to save these results.
When using Bobrovo for introduction of new topic the teacher selects just individual tasks
(not in the form of test). She projects them using projector or transmits her screen to screens
of all students in the class.
Teacher D doesn’t have any problems with the interface, she finds it intuitive. She identified
adding students to groups as a little bit uncomfortable – while importing the students from
a file all names with diacritics were broken so she had to correct them manually. She liked the
new way of displaying the preview of the tasks – just by moving the mouse over the title of
the task (in the previous version of the environment you had to click at the title). At most she
appreciates the big database of tasks which she can relies on that they are correct. She likes
tasks dealing with algorithms, Logo – especially the interactive ones. She can imagine adding
new tasks by teachers „but new tasks should be reviewed by an expert first so that there were
no errors in them”.
Students do not have problems with the interface of the environment either because of its
relations with the Beaver contest system. Sometimes they forget the login code.
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E-mail from Mrs. Tomacsányi was the source of information about Bobrovo environment also
in the case of this teacher.
Teacher E
Teacher E uses Bobrovo environment for preparing students to the Beaver contest and for
practising or repeating particular topic but just during an informatics club (extra-curricular
activity) not during informatics lesson. While solving the tests students are allowed to use pen
and paper, but they use it very rarely. Since it was just an informatics club the teacher neither
use displaying explanations for students nor analyses the tasks with students („students are
not interesting in it, they like to switch to another activity”). She also doesn’t pay much
attention to the results of the tests. Students look at theirs results. After solving the test the
teacher E asks students whether it was difficult for them. „They often say that it was easy but
they do not always have the right answers. They often do not read the assignment well etc”.
Working in the environment made little problems for the teacher just for the first time. Now
she finds working in the environment quite comfortable. She would welcome simpler
(shorter) domain and the possibility of editing tasks by the teachers. Students had no problems
with the environment they knew it from the Beaver contest.

Summary
Interviewed teachers use Bobrovo environment for preparing students to the Beaver contest,
practising or repeating particular topics and for introducing new topic. One teacher admitted
using tasks as homework. No one from the interviewed teachers uses the tests created in
Bobrovo really like tests that means for the purpose of determining the state of students’
knowledge and their grading. Criteria for selecting tasks to tests depend on the purpose of
their use. Interviewed teachers who use Bobrovo tests directly at informatics lessons, analyse
problematic tasks either individually during the test or with all students after the test. These
teachers also use displaying explanations. All five teachers confirmed that students are
allowed to use some tools like pen and paper or computer (except some special software).
Some students use them, some do not.
Thanks to interviews we found out what difficulties do the teachers have while working in the
environment, what is to be improved, made more intuitive like e.g. make the phases of the test
creation more transparent, eliminate the multiple occurrence of task in the test, fix the import
of student names with diacritics. We also received some suggestions for extension of the
environment, e.g.:


the possibility of adding new own tasks which should be reviewed by some expert
before publishing,



the possibility of edition of existing tasks,



the possibility of printing or exporting the summary results and students’ codes to a
spreadsheet,



more simple domain.

Conclusion
Gradually Bobrovo environment takes its place among teachers. Based on our ideas and
experience as well as through research that is described in this article we still try to improve
the environment.
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On the base of our discussions with teachers we decided to completely revise the philosophy
of Bobrovo environment so that the related functions were more intuitive. We are also
preparing a completely new design that will match today’s modern trends of web applications
more.
In the future we plan to add some new functions: attaching materials and microworlds to
individual tasks, improved statistics, export of students’ codes. As the environment Bobrovo
has grown enough since its formation, an administrator mode will also be necessary.
Last but not least we want to promote Bobrovo environment more first of all among teachers
who are not involved in the Beaver contest. We want to show them that Bobrovo environment
can be a very useful tool in the education process (in all its stages).
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Abstract
The inquiry based science education (IBSE) differs from the instruction which insists on
remembering facts only; it is a transformation into such a process which emphasizes
understanding the concept and process of acquiring new knowledge itself. The centre of the
problem is in the fact learners become involved into inquiring science relations and principles,
they connect information into a meaningful context, develop their critical thinking and
support to the positive approach to natural sciences. The term of “inquiry“ is synonymous
with research, exploration, investigation, survey, examination, testing, i.e. with procedures
which are typical for natural sciences as such; and which should be reflected and implemented
in their process of teaching and learning. Sometimes the “inquiry-based“ instruction is
defined as the transition from the deductive to inductive instruction. Despite this really is a
method of considerable strengthening the inductive approach to the cognitive process, it
cannot displace deductive ways of cognition from the science education. It should work in cooperation of both sides of one process, i.e. it provides mutual complementarity of cognitive
tools of empirical-inductive and theoretical-deductive type. The IBSE is characterized by four
levels which relate to the share of management within pupil´s activities from the teacher´s
side – the confirmed, structured, guided and open inquiry. Each type requires specific
application of the ICT depending on the support of basic methodological tools of the natural
science cognition. Theoretical background and practical examples are described and discussed
in the article.
Keywords
Inquiry-based science education, computer supported school chemical experiment, early
chemistry education, sensors, experimental activities.

Introduction
Lately, the constructivist paradigm has been penetrating the approaches to the science
education, which is reflected in increased frequency of publication activities, mainly in
English and German literature (Nezvalová et al., 2005). The Czech scientists have been
publishing some works but the occurrence in the field of science education is relatively rare
(e.g. Doulík, 2005). The cognition as a construction activity relates both to the pupil´s
cognitive activities and supportive role of the science teacher or science didactic researcher.
The starting point is to accept the science concepts and pupils´ pre-concepts to be equal
sources for content structure re-construction. In time of running curricular re-formation in the
Czech Republic a new opportunity is provided, i.e. to increase pupils´ interest in science
education, further science studies, job positions in science and technologies and last but not
least to improve the general science literacy within the whole population. These ideas are
reflected in several lines of innovations in the science instruction listed below:


pupils´ interest in natural sciences and science instruction (What am I interested in?;
What would I like to learn?; What will I need to know?) – responses to these questions
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were dealt e.g. in analyses of the international comparative study ROSE (Relevance of
Science Education) (e.g. Bílek, 2005, Gedrovics, Bílek, Janiuk, Mojsa, Mozheika,
Řádková, 2008),


context of instruction (the ideal – “school science”, application context, social context,
personality context) (e.g. Lavonen, Juuti, Byman, Meisalo, 2006),



learning content (standards; framework and school education programmes; tradition;
new topics (e.g. Čtrnáctová, Zajíček, 2010),



competences (key competences; “scientific literacy“; science activities, inquiry-based
instruction (Held et al., 2011, Profiles Project, 2012, Primas Project, 2012).

The criticized constructivist (trans-missive) approach to instruction at schools is characterized
by the dominant position of teacher and receptive passivity of pupils. Scientific information is
received in such a form which hardly includes its later application and use. Pupils are not able
to use the knowledge in concrete situations because they do not recognize its relation to the
reality; they are not able to apply the knowledge in real situations. Teachers should focus on
creating content-rich communicative environment which will address the subjective field of
experience and at the same time it will contain new “riddles and mysteries” which invite
pupils to creative self-orientation. The teacher´s art is in predicting the chain of consequences
between the pupil´s original construction of reality and scientific information which the pupil
understands as the state of expected contradiction and solves and overcomes it using various
approaches, including the trial-error way (Bílek, Klečková, 2006).

Inquiry-based instruction in early chemistry education
The inquiry-based science education or science instruction is called IBSE in English. The
Czech equivalent is still under discussions, so currently other terms describing the same
concept can be also used, e.g. “inquiry-based science instruction“, “inquiry-oriented
conception of science instruction“ following the Slovak terminology (Held et al., 2011), or
“discovery-based science instruction“ which is close to the concept of complex teaching
methods of problem solving and the project method. In any case, the IBSE is based on turning
away from the only acquiring the presented facts to the transformation in such a process of
instruction that emphasizes the conceptual understanding and entire process of acquiring
knowledge. This process arises from learner´s engagement in inquiring (discovering) science
principles, connecting information to the meaningful context, developing critical thinking and
supporting the positive approach to natural sciences (Kyle, 1985, Rakow in Stuchlíková,
2010). The emphasis is paid on the process of instruction based on learners´ activity, i.e. on
inquiring, not memorizing facts (Profiles Project, 2012). The term of “to inquire“ has other
meanings in the educational context, e.g. to survey, investigate, research, question, and it is
also used in the substantive form – a question. That is why we agree with the Czech approach
defined by Stuchlíková (2010) or Papáček (2010) saying that “to inquire is a purposive
process of formulating problems, critical experimenting, considering alternatives, planning
and running research, deducing conclusions, searching for information, creating models of the
studied phenomena, having discussions and defining coherent arguments.“ Some authors
understand the “inquiry-based orientation” (mainly in the science education) to be the
transition from the deductive to inductive instruction (Held et al., 2011). Although it includes
the strengthening of inductive aspects of the cognitive process, we do not consider desirable
to leave deductive ways to cognition in science education. As shown in the complex schema
of science cognition (Bílek et al., 2011, p. 16) both approaches to the process of cognition
work in co-action, i.e. in mutual complementarity of tools of cognition of both the empiricalinductive and theoretical-deductive types. Within the practical IBSE applications it is obvious
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that school inquiry will not be always identical with work of scientists. Age consequences,
content consequences and material-technical consequences must be considered. Banchi and
Bell (2008) characterized four IBSE levels regarding to the teacher´s involvement in
managing pupils´ activities – the confirmed, structured, guided and open inquiry.

Computer-supported school chemical experiment and inquiry-based
approach
The IBSE is characterized by four levels of pupil´s activities – confirmed, structured, guided
and open inquiry. They relate to the share of management within pupil´s activities from the
teacher´s side. Each type requires specific application of the ICT depending on the support of
basic methodological tools of the natural science cognition.
The computer measurement systems are an example of direct connection of the real
experiment and computer, which means that computer is used for recording, storing and
processing the changing values of physical and physical-chemical quantities and as a
managing medium for the automation of experimental activities. The reasons for using
computers for these purposes are listed below (Bílek et al., 2011):


direct support to experimental activities, i.e. recording values of measured quantities
within an experiment, it means in real time,



immediate evaluation and storing of experimental data,



a more detailed insight in the role of computers in automation management systems of
technological production processes,



acquiring computer-supported methods of searching for information and processing,



compensation of expensive laboratory equipment.

The connection of real experiments and computers, i.e. the technical devices and control and
recording devices, is made either by sending the digital data directly to the input port of the
computer, or in case of analogue data by using basic components of control automation
systems – special computer peripherals - A/D - analogue-digital and D/A - digital-analogue
converters which digitalize the given signal. The A/D a D/A converters thus work for
registration of data (i.e. changing physical quantities) within the experiment and for
influencing reactive conditions via control action elements. The quantities are measured by
the computer and A/D converter and can be changed to proportional electric signal. That is
why not only electric quantities can be measured but also the temperature, pressure, weight,
tangential tension, pH-values, conductivity, light intensity etc. During these measurements the
A/D converter is connected to the sensor (electrode, detector, etc.) or to the output from the
measuring device. The D/A converter enables to transform the digital information from
computer (i.e. the result of programmed instruction) to the analogue signal controlling the
action elements. New computer measurement systems are being developed for school
application to replace expensive professional complex hardware and software systems used in
current production practice.
Basically, there exist two ways how measurement devices are connected to the computer:


The device is located outside the computer and connected by the standard interface.



A card is inserted in the computer motherboard (with A/D and D/A converters, digital
inputs and outputs) the measured signals and control action elements are connected to.
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The above described use of computers within the process of instruction evokes the problem of
suitable software. Several software packages from production practice are provided which are
applied in the process of creating managerial complexes in technological processes but their
complexity and connection to special peripherals makes them less suitable for school
experiments. That is why several attributes have been defined for school computer
measurement systems following the principles of simplicity and clearness, which mainly
include:


digital presentation of quantities (data) in adequate font size and the graphical
presentation on the monitor (either in present or switch on/off mode),



possibility to compare similar measurements, i.e. comparison of several similar data
files stored on the disc, or comparison to data from the real experiment,



work with the graphical record, i.e. to focus on part of the records, cut or increase it,
run a simple data processing,



make measurements in two ways – in time intervals or step-by-step.

Each such a measurement programme consists of three parts:


measuring of a selected quantity - MEASUREMENTS,



working with data files - DATA,



data processing - PROCESSING.

The MEASUREMENTS mode serves for setting or checking the parameters of the running
experiment. Single parameters are set either step-by-step or at a time, in the form of dialogue
window. The DATA mode enables to work with the received data stored in files, i.e. to zoom,
store, load, print or write them down. The data can be adjusted within the PROCESSING
mode. Programmes provide various possibilities how users can work with the data, from
presenting them, lining single quantities, drawing approximate curves of demanding statistic
operations etc.
Proceeding from the hardware and software advantages of computer measurement systems,
following features of computer-supported chemical experiments can be used emphasizing all
of four above mentioned IBSE levels.
I. Kinetic Aspect of Chemical Experiments
School experiments are often made in such a way, when pupils only determine the quantity in
the reaction beaker before and after the reaction. They can measure e.g. the temperature by
laboratory thermometer, the pH value by universal indicator paper, to set changes in the
colour of solution, to watch the sediment etc. Computer measurement systems enable simple
and operative implementation of the kinetic aspect in the course of experiments, i.e. pupils
can determine and record the values of changing quantities within the experiment. These can
be recorded in short intervals, e.g. less than 1 second, while if the thermometer is used, the
interval of approximately 30 seconds is required for determining and recording the quantity.
And, long observations (more than 1 hour) can be made supported by graphs designed at the
same time and storing and evaluating the experimental data later on. Systems used in
chemical experimenting mostly work in three modes of experimental data registration: first,
the registration of the measured quantity in pre-defined intervals, second, the registration of
the measured quantity in pre-defined intervals of another quantity (undependable variable on
x axis, semi-automatic measurements, change of interval indication on the x axis e.g. after
pressing any key, clicking the mouse etc.) and third, registration of the measured quantity in
relation to another one (automatic measurements, two-channel ones as minimum). If this
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approach is applied, the most important for IBSE is fast and accurate data registration so that
the verification of replies to questions (verification of hypotheses) could be provided, the data
processed and presented.
II. Speed of Measurements and Frequency of Experiments
One of advantages of computer measurement systems is a wide variability of the measuring
device (in addition to fast registration of experimental data) - an easy change of sensors (or
sensors and modules) makes the digital pH-meter from the digital thermometer during several
seconds etc. Thus numerous measurements can be made which are (often) not limited by the
measured quantity, which means that wider or complex experimental units can be analysed.
And, several approaches are available for IBSE, e.g. methodological set of experiments (i.e.
the consequence of measurements which follow one after the other, or experiments with
graduating complexity, parallel (comparative) experiments (comparison of various parameters
of the phenomenon), partial experiments (co-operative approach to verification of defined
problems), sets of experiments focusing on the same topics (complex concept of problems,
e.g. monitoring of the environment), strengthening of activating elements in the process of
instruction (technical devices for collecting relevant data from experiments in progress which
will result in trustful verification of hypotheses etc.).
III. Quantitative Aspect of Experiments
Computer measurement systems provide tools for quantitative description of phenomena
which have been characterized in the qualitative manner. They enable to make experiments,
let us call them real ones, as their motivation elements relate to pupil´s (i.e.
experimentation’s) own experience and thus are able to discover even small differences in
measured quantities. These methods applying the verification of hypotheses, efforts to
reaching the concrete product or output substantially contribute to developing intellectual and
sensual-motoric skills.
Several applications of computer measurement systems in science (chemistry) instruction can
be highlighted within the four IBSE levels (Bílek, Hrubý, 2012), e.g. the confirmed inquiry on
example of neutralising reaction within the experimental confirmation of stoichiometry
coefficients (temperature sensor for monitoring changes of temperature during the
neutralising reaction with different molar relation of reactants) (Čipera, Bílek, 1997), the
structured inquiry for verification of pH scale of samples available in households in the miniproject “Chemistry in the Kitchen“ (pH-sensor to measure pH of the set of “chemicals“ from
pupils´ homes) (Bílek, 1999), the guided inquiry to discover causes of different thermal
effects during the vaporization of liquids from the surface of the temperature sensor (Bílek,
Toboříková, 2010), or the open inquiry in evaluation of natural science principles in
suggestive TV advertisements (e.g. measuring of neutralisation with pH-sensor in mouth after
eating by using of chewing gum or in stomach after hyperacidity) (Bílek et al., 1995).
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Fig. 1: Temperature sensor for setting the changes in temperature during the neutralising reaction with different
molar relation of reactants as an example of the confirmed inquiry for experimental checking of stoichiometry
coefficients of the neutralising reaction

Fig. 2: The use of pH-sensor for measurements of set of chemicals from households as an example of the
structured inquiry for verification of the pH scale of household samples within the mini-project “Chemistry in
the Kitchen“
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Fig. 3: Measurement of changes in temperature during the vaporization of liquids from the surface of the
temperature sensor as an example of the guided inquiry for discovering causes of different thermal effects of
changes in chemicals state

Fig. 4: Measuring pH in the model experiment of neutralising the acid environment in stomach via antacids as an
example of the open inquiry for evaluating science principles in TV advertisements
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Conclusion
The computer-supported measurements both in or out of school laboratories provide new
opportunities for school experimental activities by making the pupils´ laboratory activities
more efficient applying the “inductive approach“, i.e. supporting the inquiry-based science
(i.e. including chemistry) education. Creating diagrams and graphs as means of verification of
hypotheses or expected results with direct participation of pupils is an important contribution
to developing the science literacy. The problematic availability of demanding and expensive
technical devices (automatic burettes, titration instruments, action elements) is thus replaced
by quite a simple and flexible computer-based apparatus which is affordable under the school
conditions and is used in common life as well. That is why the school paradigm should be
oriented to forming partial competences which dominate the science instruction (Bílek,
Toboříková, 2010), i.e. observation and measurements, comparison and ordering, research and
experiments, predicting and verifying, discussion and interpretation, modelling and
mathematisation, recherching and communication. The strengthening trends of increasing
simplicity, robustness and universality of school computer measurement systems on one side,
and their economic affordability on the other side are the strong promise towards necessary
required changes.
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Abstract
The article describes an approach to teaching the foundations of information systems
development. It presents the content and structure of the ‘Information Management’ course
for business oriented students of graduate studies. As a theoretical approach, the structured
methodology for information systems development is applied. The students produce an entityrelationship diagram, functional scheme, data dictionary, relational data model and the result
is created in the Microsoft Access database management system. For the successful
completion of the course, the students could select their option from a scale; the majority of
students chose the lowest grade. Research on the students’ attitude to the course and their
views on its importance was carried out using a questionnaire survey.
Keywords
Teaching, research, information system, methodology, Microsoft Access.

Introduction
At the ICTE-2012 conference the experience from teaching information systems (IS) to
students of computer science were published [1]. The article stated an assumption that the
same topics would be also suitable for teaching business oriented students, but with a
modified goal and an altered structure. Such instruction has been conducted in the current
academic year (AY) within the ‘Information Management’ course.
At the end of the course, a detailed survey of the students’ opinions on the content,
importance and quality of the course was carried out. It can be stated here in advance that the
survey results were favourable to the above-mentioned assumption stipulated at the previous
conference.
The crucial issue in focus in information management are IS. However, filling in boxes in a
business case in a commercial IS does not facilitate the deep understanding of the IS. The
importance, options and operation of an IS are best understood when you create your own IS.
Thus, the fundamental change in the content of the course the author first taught at the Faculty
of Management and Economics of Tomas Bata University in Zlín, in AY 2012-13, is the focus
on the creation of one’s own IS.

1. Structure and content of the course
KIMA – ‘Information Management’ is an optional course for students of the combined study
programme. KIMA was selected by 31 students. Out of these, 15 (48%) study Management
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and Marketing and 16 (52%) Industrial Engineering. The course was planned for 15 hours,
which were regularly divided into 3 consultations. At the first consultation, the students were
asked about the reason for selecting the course. Out of 24 students attending, 22 responded to
the question; see Tab. 1.
Ord. Reason for selecting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Num. %

Interest in IT/IS/enterprise IS
The only interesting elective course
To avoid econometrics
Continuity of subjects
Electronic enterprise
Relation to management
Merit for the field of study

11
4
3
1
1
1
1

50
18
14
5
5
5
5

TOTAL

22 100

Tab. 1: Reasons for selecting the course [Source: author]

Based on preliminary considerations on the focus of the course, the areas of study were
specified and divided into lessons with respect to the number of hours allocated to the course.
Lessons:
1. Introduction to the topic.
2. Concepts of IS and methodology of their creation.
3. IS modelling and credit work, assignment and specifications.
4. IS analysis (ERD, FS, DS models).
5. IS design (RDM models) and the transformation of the ERD to RDM.
6. IS creation (description of MS Access and its objects).
7. Application of enterprise informatics.
8. Implementation projects/changes of IS.
9. Business intelligence, data warehouse.
10. Data mining.
11. Outsourcing, cloud computing.
During the first consultation, lessons 1 to 7 were presented. The content of the second
consultation was an exercise aimed at developing one’s own IS. In the third consultation,
lessons 8-11 were presented and the credit session was conducted. For the successful
fulfilment of the credit assignment the students were provided with the following information:





Course credit requirements.
Lectures and the process of the IS creation.
Instructions for working with MS Access.
A sample of the credit assignment and an IS final application.

2. Course requirements and results achieved
The course concludes with a graded credit, which can be obtained after the students hand in
their credit assignment (CA). The credit assignment can be submitted in two versions:
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1. The IS analysis and design without its application in MS Access; grade E.
2. One’s own IS in MS Access with the description of its creation and result; grade C.
1. Proposal of the IS theme and its specifications.
2. Approval of the IS theme and its specifications by the tutor.
3. Survey for verifying the user’s requirements.
4. Entity-relationship diagram (ERD).
5. Data dictionary (DD).
6. Functional scheme (FS).
7. Transformation of the ERD to relational data model (RDM).
8. Modification of DD to RDM.
9. Completion of the IS description (for E grade).
10. Submitting the result to the teacher (for E grade).
11. Creation of the data base (DB).
12. Definition of the DB structure.
13. Creation of relations in the DB scheme (linking of tables).
14. Entering data in the data sheet.
15. Creating forms for the tables.
16. Inserting data from the forms.
17. The main form.
18. Creating queries and forms according to FS.
19. Creating reports by FS.
20. Linking forms, queries and reports with the main form.
21. Completing the IS description (for C grade).
22. Submitting the result to the tutor (for C grade).

Word; IS description
E-mail
Word; IS description
Word; IS description
Excel; IS description
Word; IS description
Word; IS description
Word; IS description
IS description
IS description; E-mail
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS; IS description
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS
Access; IS; IS description
IS; IS description
IS; IS description; E-mail

Tab. 2: IS creation process [Source: author]

Ord. Issue in focus
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total of students enrolled
Consultation attendance (3)
Surveys submitted
Not given credit
Given credit
- grades A/B/C/D/E

Number

% Note

31
24, 15, 12
22/*
82 /* only out of the number of
4
13 students, who were given credit
27
87
2/2/10/7/6 7/7/38/26/22

Tab. 3: Study results based on statistics [Source: author]

Grades can be improved based on the result of examination (voluntarily). The creation
process was specified in detail; see Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 shows the study results based on
statistics.
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3. Instruction and research methodology
The course begins with the analysis of the IS issues. The following topics are covered: the
concept of IS, its meaning and classification, data - information – knowledge and the database
system. Then follows the teaching of the IS modelling. It includes the topics of the IS model,
general principles of modelling, IS life cycle, explanation of terms methodology - method technique - tool.

Fig. 1: Survey on the KIMA course [Source: author]

Then a structured approach to the IS development and a conceptual level of modelling are
introduced. This part can be described as the core for understanding the field and the proper
basis for analytical thinking of an IS creator. The structured methodology (levels and
dimensions of modelling, application of general approaches to modelling, a conceptual level
model) are explained. The constructs and rules of the entity-relationship diagram (ERD),
functional scheme (FS) and data dictionary (DD) are presented.
After that an explanation of the MS Access functions follows, as well as an example of its
use; then comes the creation and description of the IS. Along with rethinking the teaching
methodology, the way of researching the relationship of students to the subject and its future
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development was also considered. The research methodology consisted of observation,
discussion, and, in particular, of the development and implementation of the final survey. The
survey (see Fig. 1) contains questions pertaining to the relationship of the student to the
course and its importance for their study and practice. Most of the items are closed questions;
the open questions seek the reasons for the student’s evaluation and describe his/her views.

4. The state of the area in focus
The chapter discusses the topic of teaching information systems at selected universities in the
Czech Republic and the issue of pedagogical research.
4.1 Teaching of information systems
There are numerous information sources available on teaching IS. Several Czech schools of
higher education include IS in their portfolio, such as:


Department of Information Systems, Faculty of Information Technology, BUT [7].



Dep. of Comp. Systems and Communications, Fac. of Informatics, MU in Brno [3].



Dep. of Informatics, Faculty of Business and Economics, MENDELU in Brno [6].



Centre for Knowledge Management, Fac. of Electrical Eng., CTU in Prague [2].

Department of Information Systems, Faculty of Information Technology, BUT
The Department is responsible for teaching the Master’s specialisation IS, which covers such
fields as programming, formal languages and compilers, database and information systems,
computer networks, formal specifications, internet and distributed applications. The objective
is to make students familiar with theory, technologies and procedures used in IS, and to teach
them to develop such systems, applying advanced development tools and technologies.
Besides, the Department is also in charge of conducting a number of courses in the Bachelor’s
and Ph.D. programmes. The main research areas of interest in the IS field are:



Object modelling, databases, knowledge discovery in databases.
IS implementation, SW metrics and project management, languages.

Dep. of Computer Systems and Communications, Faculty of Informatics, MU in Brno
The field of IS focuses on the knowledge and skills needed an all levels of the development,
administration and modifications of IS. The emphasis is put on the knowledge necessary for
analysing and specifying demands, and for designing the system. Graduates will be able to
work in different positions at IT departments which participate in the development and
operation of IS and in using IT for organizations’ activities.
The structure of courses in this field offers a large flexibility and enables students to graduate
in this field through the completion of individually chosen courses which suit them and which
comply with their previous knowledge of relevant areas of study. At the applied level, the
courses familiarize the students with the ‘classic’ business IS, as well as geographic,
environmental or public administration systems; or a view on IS with regard to network
technologies, safety, or data discovery and data mining.
Department of Informatics, Faculty of Business and Economics, MENDELU in Brno
In the Bachelor’s study programme, there is the IS and technology course, which provides an
overview of the IS enterprise relationship, discusses the application of methodologies and
technologies of the IS creation.
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In the Master’s study programme, the courses IS are structured in a way which provides
students with necessary skills for the IS development issues in the enterprise. A systematic
approach to solving problems is emphasized; the classic and modern methodology of systems
from a life cycle perspective, architectures and procedures for creating SW are discussed,
including the practical application of acquired knowledge, and problems of systems
integration into synergistically functioning whole within the enterprise.
The activities in the research include, for example:





Analyses and suggestions on the deployment and application of technologies based on
the IS/ICT in the area of improving competitiveness.
Development of the structure design of the consulting IS and the analysis of the ICT
utilization; the methodology of the IS for marketing activities of a company.
Analysis of the potential application of ERP, CRM and other systems, depending on
the structure of the strategic objectives of a company.
University and faculty IS and their integration into the university life.

Centre for Knowledge Management, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, CTU in Prague
In the field of IS it deals with information, the way of storing and processing it in respect of
the type of information, IS technology and its use depending on the area of application.
Furthermore, the teaching includes business processes and the deployment of an IS through a
project. The implementation methodologies, IS deployment. Legal aspects of IS and specifics
associated with the state administration. A sample of an IS depending on the area of
deployment and size of the customer.
4.2 Research on teaching
According to available resources on the Internet, it is very likely that nobody is doing research
on teaching IS. However, there is enough information on pedagogical research of different
kinds at Czech universities. The following research may be considered interesting:
1. Research on teaching, educators of the Faculty of Education, MU in Brno [5].
2. Research on teaching at the Institute for Research in School Education [4].
3. Research on teaching and study in higher education: why and how? [6].
Research on teaching according to the educators of the MU in Brno
The research includes the definition of the concept ‘research on teaching’, specifies research
topics of educational research, the exploration of interaction in teaching, the quality and
effectiveness of teaching, teaching methods and learning strategies. Each of the research areas
also provides historical approaches, especially in the Czech educational system.
Although the research on interaction and communication in education has been systematically
and intensively developing since the 1970s in the Czech Republic, it is accompanied by a
number of problems. Most research is focused on basic or higher education and examines
mainly verbal communication. Nonverbal communication has been addressed rather
marginally, which is probably the result of the fact that the methodology on its examination
has not been developed. Given the important role played by communication and interaction in
the classroom, it is expected that interaction and communication will remain one of the
intensively surveyed areas. The research on interaction and communication in the classroom
should not be implemented just for the need of the development of pedagogical theory.
Researchers could provide teachers with the results of their studies to a greater extent than
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before. The work described models of quality and efficiency of teaching, the relationship
between them and the development of opinions on them.
Regarding the examination of teaching methods, the research focuses on the teacher’s
methodological repertoire and the effectiveness of teaching methods. The research aimed at
the teacher’s methodological repertoire examines what kind of teaching methods the teachers
are familiar with and what are their attitudes to them, what are the teachers’ concepts of
teaching methods and what methods are used in teaching. These are usually descriptive
studies based on questioning or observation.
The research aimed at the effectiveness of the teaching methods examines the resulting effects
on the part of the student (in the cognitive, emotional, social dimensions, etc.) based on the
deployment of certain teaching methods, and what conditions must be ensured in order to
arrive at these effects.
As for the research methods used in the monitoring of teaching methods, we can say that in
the past the quantitative empirical methods were prevailing, but, gradually, qualitative
methods have also begun to be applied. The dominant research method is the description and
observation. Pedagogical experiment in the true sense of the word is used less frequently,
although it is just the experiment which a useful tool for examining the effectiveness of
teaching methods. Questionnaire, survey and interview are becoming more and more popular
in the research on teaching methods.
The research on learning strategies uses several kinds of methods and techniques.
Questionnaires, interviews and thinking aloud are prevailing. Most strategies are not
observable because they relate to internal mental processes. The basic methodological
problems of research strategies are the problems of the very essence of strategies. The
problems of the research areas include the problem of theoretical ambiguity, inadequate
methodological quality of studies, which begins by selecting a sample and its size, and
continues by the lack of quality in applied statistical methods and interpretation of results.
Inadequate sampling often prevents any generalization and also the testing of relationships.
Research on teaching at the Faculty of Education, MU in Brno
Topics and issues addressed within didactic disciplines are often embedded in the contexts of
individual disciplines. Outside their specialist contexts it is often difficult not only to solve
these problems, but even to address them, because they are linked to specialist terminology
and subject-specific kind of thinking. Interdisciplinary inspiration for solving such problems
is, for these reasons, difficult, but they can also be very valuable. It is therefore desirable to
build a stable platform that would allow systematic communication between didactic
disciplines and contribute to building a new culture of teaching and learning.
The traditional concept of general didactics, however, does not fulfil this task because it
abstracts from the specific contents of individual branches. It dwells at such an abstract level
that it is difficult for teacher trainees to reflect the specific teaching situations, relying on
traditional general didactics. It then seems to have little relevance to their practice. We believe
that it is necessary to develop the concept of transdisciplinary (interdisciplinary) didactics and
develop it as a platform for communication between subject-specific didactics and an
opportunity for abstraction and generalization of themes addressed within subject-specific
didactics, but with a constant regard to the specific content relevant to individual branches.
Transdisciplinary didactics will also allow the elaboration of themes that are inherently
interdisciplinary, such as inter-subject links in curriculum and in teaching, and which are
topical in the newly emerging competency concept of education, such as the interdisciplinary
transfer of knowledge and the manifestation of the problem solving competence. These topics
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are then discussed at a shared (more general) level. Transdisciplinary didactics operates in the
space between general didactics, which does not address the substantive instantiations, and
subject-specific didactics, for which it is difficult to formulate utterances at a higher level of
generality.
Research on teaching and study in higher education: why and how? [6]
This information source emphasizes the need to explore teaching and learning because it is
one of two main missions of the school and because the quality of the output of teaching is
influenced by the way the students learn. There are two approaches to learning:
1. Surface approach: aims at reproduction.
2. Deep approach: aims at understanding.
Students choose approaches according to the environment; they do not belong to personal
characteristics, but the choice of them is influenced by the teaching and assessment. The lack
of research results in the fact that there are no meaningful quality assessment criteria for our
higher education available, which leads to the consequences for accreditation, including
taking a higher doctorate and appointment procedures, as well as financing of schools.

5. Results of the survey in KIMA
Here follows the evaluation based on the survey. The survey was anonymous in the paperand-pencil form. Some students were responding when taking their credit test. However,
many students sent their credit assignments as well as their responses by e-mail, but these
were not examined by the teacher immediately; they were printed and filed with the other
ones.
1. Did the KIMA course meet your expectations?
totally: 16 (74%)
partly: 5 (22%)

least: 1 (4%)

2a. WHY did KIMA meet your expectations?
Everything that was described in the curriculum was fulfilled. I learnt something new.
Working with MS Access – 2x.
Creation of one’s own IS – 4x.
2b. WHY did KIMA not meet your expectations?
To explain the procedure of the IS creation in a more detailed way.
The course required more independent work than I expected.
To devote more time to MS Access. Not everybody owns MS Access – 2x.
3. The main content of KIMA – the creation of one’s own IS is for the course:
appropriate: 21 (96 %)
I don’t know: 1 (4%)
not appropriate: 0
4. WHY is the creation of one’s own IS appropriate for the course?
Practical work with databases, creating IS – 4x.
Course content reflects reality.
Deepening the knowledge of theory.
Developing analytical thinking.
5. Do you recommend maintaining this content in KIMA?
yes: 16 (74%)
I don’t know: 3 (13%)

no: 3 (13%)

6. Evaluation of the ‘IS analysis – conceptual modelling’ part of the course:
easy: 6 (28%)
moderately difficult: 13 (59%) difficult: 3 (13%)
7. Evaluation of the ‘IS design – logical modelling’:
easy: 5 (22%)
moderately difficult: 14 (65%) difficult: 3 (13%)
8. Evaluation of the ‘IS creation – working with MS Access’:
easy: 10 (46%)
moderately difficult: 11 (50%) difficult: 1 (4%)
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9. Did you have something similar in the previous courses at UTB?
yes: 6 (28%)
I don’t know: 9 (41%)
no: 7 (31%)
10. What are you taking away from the course for the completion of your study at UTB?
Working with MS Access – 9x.
Overview on the IS creation – 7x.
Improvement in MS Excel.
Course credit.
Revision for the final state exam.
Understanding data mining.
New information.
11. What are you taking away from the course for practice?
Working with MS Access – 7x.
Overview on the IS creation,
specifications – 10x.
12. Evaluate your tutor:
excellent: 20 (92%)

average: 2 (8%)

13. Recommendation for your tutor:
There is nothing to be changed in the course.
I'd like to meet such teachers in other courses.
communication.
Satisfaction with the content of the course.
More focus on practical work within the course.
required.

poor: 0
Keep going. Strong nerves.
Beyond reproach, fast
No objections.
Less independent work should be

14. Another comment on the course?
Satisfaction. Thank you. Excellent organization, the willingness of the teacher.
A very useful course.
To add an introduction of a system
Even the looser form was suitable; yet I took away important pieces of knowledge.
It meets expectations; but I won’t most likely use it in practice.

6. Discussion
The article, following the publication [1], presents the experience of teaching IS to business
students. The same approaches and methods with slightly modified contents as for computer
science students are applied. The resulting positive responses from students to the Information
Management course and near-unanimous recommendation to continue in the form described
in the article have been an unequivocally positive surprise, even for the author.
Teaching the foundations of the development of information systems for business students
have proved at a master's degree and will be continued in it. The experience gained will be
applied in further continuation of the course. Meanwhile, the author gained more experience
with similar subject for a bachelor's degree. For the master's students is not very effective to
form the resulting IS into MS Access, but just end the design stage. It is also necessary to pay
more attention to the analysis and design of database structure and its transformation into a
relational data model. This is the most difficult part of learning.
A number of universities teach IS with different goals, such as a mere introduction, modelling
and development, implementation and operation, integration, security, etc., at both general
and professional levels. Teaching IS is designed not only for computer science experts, but
also for business students. IS is a topic where you can conveniently share different approaches
and experiences and to use available information to carry out joint research projects. Also, a
targeted research on teaching IS would be beneficial; it would verify the applied
methodologies, techniques and tools, forms of the teaching process, communication methods,
the use of learning resources and other elements of teaching.
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The research on teaching is mostly conducted at faculties of education, and it is focused on
general issues of educational theory and practice. Compared to the subject-specific research,
described in chapter 5, the research recommends [4] to pay more attention to the
transdisciplinary (interdisciplinary) didactics in educational research.

Conclusions
The article summarizes the author’s experience in the teaching the foundations of IS
development in the KIMA course. The instruction is based on the long experience of teaching
IS to computer science students, but it is modified to the needs of business oriented students.
Teaching methodology includes the modelling procedure of an IS, its design and creation in
MS Access. The creation of the IS is well along with other lectures on information
management in the enterprise environment.
Based on the evaluation of the course, with an emphasis on the views of students, it is suitable
to maintain and develop the Information Management course for business oriented students,
to edit its content, structure and organization according to the comments received in the
survey.
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Abstract
The report presents some results of the didactic study that is focused on the use ICT in the
project-based education of physics – when improving the qualification of teachers of physics
and astronomy, and during the teaching process of these school subjects at school. Here we
consider the aspect of educational environment. Project-based education can be implemented
in various educational settings. Project-based education as a learning model can be interpreted
from the pedagogical, psychological and didactics perspectives.
There is a theoretical and conceptual frame of the research presented. The main stages of the
research are studied in its empirical basis. As a result of the training of teachers in physics, as
well as their students, were observed. Data analysis takes into account the similarities
between the students’ and teachers’ skills observed, because of the common activities carried
out by both groups. Monitoring data and survey very clearly show a trend of openness and
interest in the integration of ICT in their educational practice by teachers, but it is necessary
to develop their digital competence, which is to be bound to their didactic competence for
mainstreaming these technologies in teaching physics (science). The educational
technologies, promote the creation and development of new educational paradigms, which are
being used in the informational-educational students’ environment.
Keywords
ICT, internet-technology, physics, prodject-based education of physics

Introduction
The integration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into the education can
enhance students’ learning in various ways. Teachers will need to work and learn together to
establish new and high-quality professional practice. This includes assessment methods as
well as teaching methods and different learning environments. The focus is on pedagogy and
on the application of new technologies in the learning process. There are different
perspectives about how to use ICT. One of them is to present a framework for ICT use in
subject teaching based on an understanding of theoretical issues, possible approaches
strategies and examples from practice. “Computer-based learning in its various generations
has acted to open up the world of knowledge to everyone and its most powerful variant,
online e-Learning , has become a catalyst that has enabled huge changes in what is learned
and who is able to learn it ‹…›. Models of online learning that encourage learners to seek out
information , evaluate it, share it collaboratively and, ultimately, transform it into their own
knowledge will provide the best e-learning spaces ‹…›. Today’s young people are growing up
as a part of the Internet generation and their ease with digital technology, and the access it
gives them to almost unlimited opportunities for both broadly based and specialist learning,
will undoubtedly result in them becoming a force for social transformation. ‹…› It is believed
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that this new generation will not just create, think and learn differently, but will also act, work
and even shop differently from previous generations” [1].
Internet-based teaching “needs to be carefully planned, clearly structured and well sequenced.
The conventional stages of preparatory activities, main activities and follow-up/exploitation
activities are equally applicable to teaching that makes use of internet-based material:
preparation → use of online material → follow-up/exploitation. This educational paradigm
can be seen to work with most if not all ICT applications. Initially, pupils need to be prepared
well for what they are going to do when using the Internet. This is beyond matters concerning
subject-related learning objectives, awareness rising about their expected conduct while
online and development of requisite (technical) skills and vocabulary/terminology. Without
these, pupils are bound to have difficulties in moving to higher level and subject domainspecific interactions” [2].
“For us as teachers, this means that we should choose tasks that afford pupils opportunities to
create a shared understanding about the subject domain through collaborative activities.‹…›.
The integration of internet-based activities into traditional classroom-based learning has clear
implications for the roles of learners and the teacher” [2].
The inclusion of ICT in the teaching and learning process changes its character and
determines the choice of education information technologies. Methodological aspects of
integrating of ICT in educational contexts are connected with the development of new
methodology, which gives possibilities for distance teaching and learning process – distance
education. It is possible to use various distance educational technologies as case-technologies,
Internet-technologies and telecommunication technologies.
Integrated Case-based technologies of the self-study various educational materials (print and
electronic) that are provided in the form of case of the learners have an important role as
classroom lessons. These exercises significant emphasis on the active work of students in the
group of specially trained teachers- tutors. These learning materials are distinguished by their
interactivity, which encourages self-learners.
Internet technology is characterized by diverse and extensive use of computer training
programs and electronic textbooks to which students have access via the Internet. Some
methodological aspects of integrating of internet-technologies in the physics education are
discussed in the reports [3 ,4, 5].
Telecommunications technologies are based on TV networks and satellite.
The use of the computer for the purposes of the educational process challenges the
participants to acquire fast digital competence as the ability to read, write and communicate
with digital materials. In this sense, different generations face different difficulties in learning
these skills. We often say that in this respect students are ahead of their teachers in the speed
of learning this important competence for contemporary life. This problem motivates us to
research key skills that are developed in an integrated ICT project-based education in Physics.
Project-based education as a learning model can be interpreted from the pedagogical,
psychological and didactics perspectives.
For example, in didactics it is “an educational technology including a collection of research
problem methods, which are intrinsically creative.” [6, p. 67]; “a model of school organization
that focuses on interdisciplinary activities, characterized by longer duration and the students’
leading role” [7, p. 30]; “an approach that can be used to implement state educational
standards to achieve objectivity in the examination and evaluation, to involve students in
learning situations that require a high level of mental activity, to maintain and promote the
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students’ individual interests and abilities” [8, pp. 166–167]; “an instructional learnercentered method“ [9].
Our view is that project-based education is a model centered on learning and on independent
planning, organizing and carrying out project work, thereby stimulating certain students’
qualities and skills and providing conditions for individual knowledge and for the creation of
products whose purpose and meaning the students are able to defend.
In this report we propose some results of didactic investigations associated with some aspects
of integrating of ICT in the Project-based teaching and learning on Physics.

1 Opportunities for ICT integration in project - based education
Here we consider the aspect of educational environment. Project-based education can be
implemented in various educational settings:
 In the classroom in the implementation of various types of lessons, including
laboratory;
 Outside the classroom as additional activities, while the educational environment can
be individualized for each participant in the learning process or can have its strict
specificity as a laboratory, a conference room, a workshop and more.
 In a virtual learning environment where learning takes place on an e-learning platform.
For example, in the implementation of the educational process with the use of project based
education in physics, the physical experiment occupies a significant place. Regardless of the
type of educational environment, the various types of experiments (real, remote or virtual) can
be successfully used to establish terms of reference both for teachers and students [3,4,5].
In the continuing education of physics teachers how to implement project-based learning in
their practice, they were placed in the students’ role in order to experience the strengths and
weaknesses of project-based learning. The second important goal was the development of
skills necessary for constructing a particular model of education - to create a project
assignment for their students and to present it to the other participants in the course.
Each of the teachers was given the instructional material presented below. In discussing the
products the following points were expressly focused on: methodological appropriateness, an
educational environment in which learning and a form of organization of learning activities
will take place, a level of computer use, the type of the expected product and others. The form
to create a project task is in Tab. 1.
Authors …………………..………………………………………
Abstract
Title
Introduction
Problem
Goals

Process
Time

A brief description of the assignment including: theme, age group, type of
work (individual or group)
To be interesting and related to students’ life experiences
Motivating short text to evoke the students’ interest - sample situation, what
will be explored, why.
Description of the problem in a way that is clear and accessible for students
What is expected from students to achieve as a result of the assignment –
knowledge and skills in terms of specific behavioral terms (describe, analyze,
explain)
Description of the process of performing the task step by step
Description of the time for performing the task depending on the complexity
and the place of performance
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Sources

Description of relevant sources (websites, books, manuals, etc.).

Help

Suggestions for strategies to work on problems

Products
Evaluation
Work
equipment

Clear description of the product – content, form, design, visible contribution
Evaluation form with certain criteria which students have
Description of the tools necessary for work

Tab. 1: Form to create a project task

2 Results
As a result of the training of teachers in physics, as well as their students, 212 students aged
16-18 years old and 79 teachers of physics and astronomy were observed. Data analysis takes
into account the similarities between the students’ and teachers’ skills observed, because of
the common activities carried out by both groups [10].
Aspects observed
Expressing interest in the topic chosen
Presence of activeness in the activity carried out
Presence of self-organization of the activity
Expressing satisfaction with the results achieved
Participation in the formation of a team
Planning skills of team activities
Ability to organize team activities
Meaningful aspects of the final product of the activity
Technological performance of the product
Skills for presenting the product

Teachers
97%
97%
100%
100%
84%
87%
37%
91%
82%
100%

Students
92%
76%
81%
86%
73%
82%
61%
91%
82%
71%

Tab. 2: Results of the aspects observed

Summarized results showed an interest, activity, satisfaction with the results, skills developed
for project activities and presenting the final product, while teachers expressed a greater
degree than students. Students are ahead of their teachers only in the skills demonstrated for
organizing team activities.
Here we present sample data from a survey of 93 science teachers about their attitude towards
the opportunities of using ICT in the learning process, and difficulties encountered in the
integration of ICT in education [11].
1. How often do you use your own computer presentations in the learning process?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

hardly ever;
once a term;
once a month;
every week;
every lesson.
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The results clearly show a trend for the use of computer presentations in classes: 33 % of
teachers surveyed used a computer model once a term, and 40% - every month. Only 10 % of
teachers do not use computer presentations.
2. Have you ever used the e-learning platform in your professional practice?
a) no;
b) yes.
The results of the responses indicate that e-learning environment is unfamiliar to most
teachers: nearly 80 % said they did not use an e-learning platform, which shows a future
perspective for the development of such a model of learning.
3. What difficulties do you encounter in the use of information communication technology
(ICT)?
a) associated with the use of specific software;
b) relating to the preparation of the computer model (computer presentation, etc..);
c) to develop a lesson in which to use ICT;
d) to use an e-learning platform;
e) other.
Once again the teachers' unfamiliarity with the e-learning platform and its didactic
possibilities for science education is confirmed. Secondly, teachers indicate problems with the
use of certain software, and, thirdly, with an equal number of responses are the problems with
the preparation of the computer model and the difficulties associated with developing a lesson
integrating ICT.
Monitoring data and survey very clearly show a trend of openness and interest in the
integration of ICT in their educational practice by teachers, but it is necessary to develop their
digital competence, which is to be bound to their didactic competence for mainstreaming
these technologies in teaching physics (science). For this purpose, it is important to offer
certain guidelines.
In the first place it is necessary that teachers believe in some didactic advantages and,
respectively, functions of ICT, as compared to traditional educational technologies.
Increasingly, studies demonstrate this aspect, and it is a change in direction of the manner and
quality of learning. Secondly, continuing education of teachers should ensure their integrated
competency (digital combined with didactic). The teacher knows how, when, where and why
to apply appropriate ICT in accordance with the objectives of the training. Thirdly, the
systemic administration of project-based learning with the integration of ICT in educational
practice can give the feedback to design educational system approaches, methods and tools
for the development of important human intellectual, practical and social skills.

Conclusion
The educational technologies, including ontodidactical technologies, promote the creation and
development of new educational paradigms, which are being used in the informationaleducational students’ environment. In this environment it is necessary to incorporate new
technologies and new society’s processes in the 21st century. “The capability of working
effectively with technologies, in order to be able to make a full contribution to tomorrow’s
society , or critical media literacy, to ensure that students are able to take part in social and
entertainment activities not as passive recipients but as active and empowered participants” [1].
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Abstract
The level of professional skills of engineering graduates of secondary schools is an important
factor in their careers. Industrial experience requires to apply theoretical knowledge to solve
designer problems through computer tools for modeling and simulation. The text provides an
approach for teaching of engineering design, supported by the deployment of computer tools
for modeling and simulation. Methods and procedures are linked to industrial practice, for
which students are primarily prepared. At the same time the relationship of general knowledge
of Informatics, knowledge of work with tools for modeling and simulation and application of
knowledge to solve designer tasks is defined. Results of the survey of application knowledge
of modeling and simulation in the school environment and in industrial practice are also
presented in the text. Research is used to verify the benefits of the teaching methods.
Keywords
Computer Aided Design, Computer Aided Engineering, Educational Project, Industrial
Practice.

Introduction
Current industrial practice puts requires professional competence of secondary school, college
and university graduates. Knowledge of process in pre-production stages of development and
product innovation is essential in mechanical engineering. Tools of computer aided design,
calculations, simulations and management processes are often used in pre-production stages.
Knowledge of the systems and skills to apply general engineering knowledge to solve design
engineering and technology jobs are an essential part of the professional competencies from
this point of view. Deployment of computer aided design tools at school must correspond with
the industrial practice. Important is a general knowledge of the principles of the use of tools
for 2D and 3D modeling, 2D drawings, calculations, analysis, simulation and preparation of
process technology. Knowledge of students and graduates are often tied to a specific software
system from a particular manufacturer. The paper presents the issue of knowledge to apply
processes of pre-production phases of the development and innovation of products without
depending on the particular application, which is a common problem of fresh graduates
adaptability after entry into practice. Graduates often know only one type of software tool
with which they met during school lessons and their gained knowledge are so far only
associated with the procedures implemented in the familiar system. The text illustrates
teaching methods based on solving design engineering tasks, in which emphasis is put on
general procedures for using multiple approaches for more variants of specific problems. The
starting point is the finding of an investigation carried out in schools and in industrial practice,
referred to in the text post. Focus of the research was to analyze the digital data of completed
educational projects and to analyze the relevant data of practical application. Application
concept represents a high degree of professional competence at the level of synthesis of the
knowledge gained in the classroom and in the field of professional practice.
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Tools for modeling and simulation in education of engineering subjects
The use of the didactic potential of information technology is based on current trends in
contemporary education (Soták at al., 2011). Computer applications for design and
simulations are the basic tools used in practice for the phase of design and technical
preparation of a product. The product can be a single part separately or a whole set of
components of engineering equipment, or any other type of construction, such as a tool.
Comprehensive use of these technologies extends beyond engineering. Intensive use can be
recorded for example in the construction and the deployment potential can as well reach into
the field of science or medicine (Milková a Hubálovský, 2010). Digital 2D and especially 3D
models of real objects created by tools for design and verified by tools for simulation are
virtual prototypes. We use tools for Design - CAD (Computer Aided Design) to create models.
The current industrial practice uses CAD software for the creation of 2D curved or flat
models, and 3D solids. Current trend, based on development of application and performance
of commercially available hardware, leads to a major use of 3D systems. The background
shows the need to use 3D CAD tools at all levels of technical and information-technically
oriented schools (Fořt a Kletečka, 2007).
Calculations and functional verification of characteristics of the proposed designs are carried
out through the simulation tools - CAE (Computer Aided Engineering). Calculations made on
digital models, are based on algorithms of the finite element method - FEM (Finite Element
Method). CAE simulations can be carried out in compliance with certain principles and rules,
even without any deeper knowledge of the theory of FEM, using available teaching
information resources that are particularly important at lower levels of education (Samuel,
Stevenson a Weeks, 2008).
The complete project implementation can include the creation of manufacturing technology,
such as code generation for numerically controlled machine with the use of CAM (Computer
Aided Manufacturing). All processes are based on the original 3D or 2D model. This
approach, known as master-model concept leads to an effective organization of CAx project
data and enables time-independent processing of the project in a team. Individual members
can implement separate calculations and simulations, generate program for machining and
drawings, all derived from the original design. The schematic presentation of the philosophy
of "master- model concept" is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1: Master model concept schema (AxiomTech, 2007)
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These modules may be available separately, but it is advantageous to have a comprehensive
application which contains most of the tools needed for the majority of stages of development
and technical preparation of the product.
Benefits of project oriented education, based on attempts to solve complex problems of
variable difficulty, are shown to give an idea of the environment of industrial practice. For
example, following types of projects can be solved according to the current learning
objectives and the time allotment for a particular thematic unit:
1) Detailed design of one component, including the development of drawings and
manufacturing or assembly process.
2) A conceptual proposal of an assembly for the functional assessment of individual parts
and the whole.
3) A detailed proposal of an assembly of any extent with the detailed development of parts,
including the strength analysis and drawings.
An example of a project meeting these criteria is shown in Fig.2 with construction of a mold
cavity for pressure casting as a result.
In all cases, the projects should be designed and entered with the requirement of
representation of all steps and activities, based on previous theoretical foundations of the field
of study. The research is focused on the consolidation of interdisciplinary relations and
strengthening of knowledge structures, caused by the deployment of these teaching methods
and the use of sophisticated design tools (Jehlička, 2010).

Fig. 2: CAD Data of Assembly of Education Project

The main objective is the assessment of benefits of increase and consolidation of knowledge
of engineering issues in relation to the skills of using CAD and CAE tools for problem
solving. Designer's work at a time before deploying of computer applications was to draw the
design and implement the calculations. Identical approaches are applied using computer
support and integrated software applications. For the major part it concerns knowledge gained
in the following courses:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Engineering.
Manufacturing technology.
Creation of technical documentation.
Technical mechanics, elasticity, strength.
Technology specialization field.
Working with CAD.
Mathematical and physical principles, relevant to the requirements of the solved
problems.

Application deployment of tools for modeling and simulations for solving
the projects
Application knowledge of the use of tools for modeling and simulations for students and
graduates of engineering disciplines represent a level of professional competence for
individual and team problem solving according to the specialization of the field of study.
Application concept of the use of tools for modeling and simulations represents a summary of
knowledge and intellectual skills for the use of modeling and simulation tools, regardless of
the use of tools from a particular supplier. A wide range of designer software applications
from various suppliers can be identified in industrial practice and teaching school. Pupils in
school education usually have the opportunity to achieve a certain level of knowledge of a
specific instrument, implemented in teaching. After entering professional experience in the
field, it is likely to use one or more different modeling and simulation tools. Knowledge of a
particular system means especially a quick job and the possibility of using a wide range of
functions, which has particular application. Functions are general, covering mainly:









Inserting basic predefined objects in the model.
Creating 2D sketches - sketches for the subsequent creation of a 3D model.
Features that pull, rotate and drag the route to achieve the basic shape of the model
curves.
Entering basic predefined objects, such as a hole, slot, boss etc.
Inserting and definition of basic engineering elements to achieve the final shape and
dimensions of the model, such as chamfers, radii, chamfers.
Other tools for achieving the shape and dimensions of the model, eg. elements copied
objects, trimming objects.
Placing components into assemblies and defining the relative positions of components.
Generating 2D drawings derived from 2D and 3D models.

The function categories are included in all 3D modeling applications. It is assumed that the
designer, that uses a specific application in the creation of digital design model, accesses the
user role, and the range of possibilities modeling procedures is to some extent limited by the
used tool. The level of knowledge of the instrument represents selection of the right plan for
implementing and combination of procedures known functions. Upgrades and expansion of
the base of the modeling functions dedicated to a specific category of procedures, or directly
to a specific engineering discipline exist in addition to the basic modeling techniques. The
features include e.g. the following set of tools:



Free form modelling of surfaces.
Modelling of sheet metal parts.
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Modelling of molds.
Modelling of electrodes.
Modelling of rating design.
Procedures for direct modeling of parametric and non-parametric models.
Specialized additional programming tools to automate repetitive tasks.
Tools for simulations and analysis of solution designed from the appropriate category.

To accomplish specialized design procedures often we must rely on mathematical and
physical foundations related to technical issues (Dvorak and Jehlička, 2012). To take account
this factor, it is advantageous to include in the teaching phase, aimed at preparing the solution
of complex tasks also procedures for dealing with related mathematical and physical
problems. For example, the knowledge of processing data from an external experiment
(Ličmanová, 2012) and to use the information obtained for the procedures of design solutions
within the educational or industrial project.
The aim of the education of controlling specific CAD application is to obtain the above listed
user or advanced knowledge. In the early stages of education, there is a relatively small share
of consideration in knowledge of engineering structures that are required to address the real
task of engineering. The use of specific functions of modeling tool for creating 3D models
increases constructing knowledge as a result of interaction of the interface for the method
selection of creating an object and setting parameters controlling the shape and dimensions of
the model. This is based on the assumption that the current modeling tools are developed
taking into account the design engineering and technological principles. Guide to making a
particular design element respects technical standardization and simultaneously offers a
selection of predefined parameters. This does not affect the possibility of partially or fully
custom design in the full responsibility of the designer. Advanced stage of application
knowledge is creating its own user-defined functions. It is a way to streamline the work in
CAD, especially when repeatedly implemented similar design solutions. Creating a custom
function created in the programming language and integrated into the system of tools for
modeling and simulation can be regarded as the most advanced stage.This level puts the
requirements in addition to application knowledge also on CAD programming knowledge.
The listed practices that can be implemented on simple tasks in a school education
environment and often with the pupils extremely motivated to work with modeling and
simulation tools. On the way how to increase the application of knowledge is the use of
modeling tools to create 2D drawings. This phase can not be considered as marginal.
Technical 2D drawing is currently still a key information medium for the transfer of
technological information between the different phases of the product life cycle (Furferi, at
al., 2011). A comprehensive application knowledge is important for independent solutions
designer tasks, including most stages of product development. Methodology for entering
teaching projects, based on industry practice and implemented in the classroom is given as in
(Šedivý, Dvořák a Drtina, 2012).

Research on application of engineering construction knowledge
Contribution of presented method was verified by a research survey. The research data were
collected by analyzing of virtual prototypes of student projects. The aim of the research was
to increase the application of knowledge of engineering students of secondary schools due to
solution designer tasks supported using tools for modeling and simulation.
The data obtained according to the methodology of one group (Kerlinger 1972) were
quantified. The add-on application "Data Analysis" of the spreadsheet MS Excel was used for
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their processing. Graphical outputs were realized through the „Statistica“ tool and guidance,
or supervisory calculations were carried out in the field of statistical functions through a
graphical calculator Casio. The results of the survey were processed by statistical hypothesis
testing. The null hypothesis of research was formulated based on the pilot study: H0:
Teaching of engineering design, supported by computer tools for modeling and simulation,
will increase the knowledge of graduates for solving industrial practice:
H0: Teaching of engineering design, supported by computer tools for modeling and
simulation, will increase the knowledge of graduates for solving industrial practice.
and against the null hypothesis an alternative hypothesis:
HA: Teaching of engineering design, supported by computer tools for modelling and
simulation, does not increase the knowledge of graduates to solve tasks industrial practice.

Fig. 3: Comparison of pupils' skills in the analysis of virtual prototyping projects

The paired t-test was used for the acceptance respectively the rejection of the hypotheses
about the difference of mean values of the success of students in the pretest of baseline skills
and in the posttest of increased skills. The evaluation and the processing of parameters of final
projects are shown graphically in the right part of Fig.3 and comparison of the level of skills
at the beginning of processing and after project completion is presented in Table 1.

Tab. 1: Statistic evaluation of the CAx skills of a group of students
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By the visual assessment of the chart, you can observe an increase of skills of students after
completing an educational project. The results show that the average success rate achieved in
the posttest is higher than by the pretest. Given that | t-stat | > t - Critical at significance levels
0.05 and 0.01, we refuse H0 and accept HA.
Considering related circumstances and the nature of mixed research, the adoption of
hypothesis is supported by other factors, involving a high motivation of students to realize
educational projects with the support of tools for design and simulations and their success and
adaptability in subsequent employment.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the projects solved by students and projects solved by designers

Comparison of selected parameters of students' projects with the projects implemented in
industrial practice by designers is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, no statistical hypothesis
testing due to significantly different conditions for the development of the analyzed problems
was carried out.
Nevertheless, the assessment of data is an important basis for the realization of students'
projects and subsequent optimization of didactic engineering subjects to comply with the
requirements of industrial practice. Together with the research carried out on topic of skill
increasing in relation to work on a long term project and this information is important for the
overall assessment of the benefits of deployment of tools for design and simulations in
education.

Conclusion
Application knowledge of the use of tools for modeling and simulation for students and
graduates of engineering disciplines represent a high level of professional competence. The
survey showed achieve solutions through educational projects, whose structure corresponds to
the timing and content of problem solving in industrial practice. The essence of application of
knowledge lies in the unification of general knowledge of engineering design, knowledge of
the principles of digital models, virtual prototyping and intellectual skills to implement
structural solutions through engineering software tools to support the pre-production stages.
Teaching methods optimized based on the results of the research and deployment procedures
presented in the text, can be applied in teaching at secondary schools, colleges and technical
colleges. Continuous training of technical staff in the workplace development and design
engineering department in industry can be presented at the same time based on the
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implementation of the principles. Achieving the level of application of knowledge
engineering structures can be considered as one of the pathways linking education sector and
industrial practice.
This paper was supported by the specific research project, of University of Hradec Kralove,
Faculty of Education 2013 - Modeling and simulation as an instrument of motivating students
of technical disciplines.
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Abstract
Mind maps represent a powerful and spectacular tool used in various areas and situations. It is
an effective visual technique which allows improved use of the brain potential and leads to
clearer thinking and enhanced human performance.
The article is aimed at using mind maps in teaching and learning programming and in the
actual programming; a special focus is given to algorithms.
The author presents some approaches and methods, how to use mind maps in lessons of
programming and algorithms. A special emphasis is placed on the activation and increased
motivation of students. The appropriateness and usefulness of these methods are considered,
too. The main objective is to offer “an innovative tool” for enhancement and improvement of
program development.
Keywords
Mind map, concept map, programming, data, database, algorithm.

1 Introduction
Mind maps (shortly MM) represent a powerful and spectacular tool used in various fields and
situations. It is an effective visual technique which allows improved use of the brain potential
and leads to clearer thinking and enhanced human performance.
Programming is a complex process requiring creativity with clear logical and analytical
thinking, so it is an ideal area of using mind maps. Via nowadays progressive software tools
there exists not only possibility of easily creating and presenting mind maps, but even
possibility of sharing them between community of logged users.
I have been teaching programming for about
we used flow charts as a basic visual tool of
converting algorithm from flow diagram to
program code directly, because they did
unnecessarily twice.

thirty years. In the early “programming” years
algorithms. Some students had problems when
program code, the others insisted on writing
not want to delay of creating algorithms

Throughout the years we have used flow charts, structured diagrams, pseudocodes,
kopenograms, but none of these tools seemed to be ideal and good enough for all students
because of various learning styles, various efforts of students, even various intelligence of
students.
In order to found some natural, meaningful, effective and activating method I decided to try
out mind mapping. The main aim was to awaken students from the usual lethargy, activate
their minds and offer them a possibility of legal collaboration on task solution via special
software which enables sharing map in clouds and collaboratively working.
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2 A Brief Intro into Mind Mapping
Is there any exact definition of mind map? And are there any strong rules of MMs creating?
Tony Buzan, the MM inventor and propagator, defines mind map as:
“The Mind Map® is an expression of Radiant Thinking and is therefore a natural function of
the human mind. It is a powerful graphic technique which provides a universal key to
unlocking the potential of the brain“. [9]
Instead of rules for the maps creating there are four essential characteristics:





The subject of attention is crystallized in a central image.
The main themes of the subject radiate from the central image on branches.
Branches hold a key image/word printed on the associated line - details radiate out.
The branches form a connected nodal structure. [9]

In association with mind maps is also worth mentioning conceptual maps which can be seen
as a special subset of mind maps provided we don’t insist on the central idea’ rule? But rules
are made to be broken 
In fact what is and what is not a mind map we can sometimes argue about. Certainly every
picture and diagram is not a mind map, but on the other hand, if it describes somebody’s mind
flow, God knows…

3 W4Q - wwww question
Instead of lengthy philosophical considerations and explanation let’s find some answers to
four basically questions: When, Where and Why use mind maps in programming and for
Whom it is appropriate

Fig. 1: W4Q
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In the context of mind maps’ using there is another important question: Is this technique
suitable for all regardless of learning styles? Mind maps’ gurus argue that it is appropriate for
everyone and everywhere, but especially on the field of programming and in the programming
community we can find some people and some areas, where this technique is not to adequate
and unnatural.

4 How We Met Mind Maps
I was a little surprised when I found that most of my IT’ students have never used mind maps
before – only about 5 percents of them admitted that they have already met it and only one of
them have created his own maps. Actually they must have met it at least during programming
lectures unless they attended these lectures. Maybe they met mind maps many times on many
occasions, but they didn’t notice it, because they saw it as some picture or diagram.
So the first touch of mind map for most of them was an example modeling of abstract data
structure “queue” which was used and created in order to visualize and better understand
behavior of the queue – we were simulating the queue at a car register office or a queue in
students’ canteen – enqueue and dequeue operations and of course we drew some maps of
basic queue operations.
It was a new experience for most of students – at the same time they learnt handling of the
new software and got accustomed with the new method of problems solving and algorithms
creating. In the classroom there was a fine atmosphere, students were unusually active, they
communicated and collaborated and helped to each other, from my kind of view it seemed
they were good enjoying themselves.
All following lessons were demonstrating some trivial and nontrivial algorithms by the way
of mind maps concurrently with using flow charts or direct program code – students had
always possibility of choice between more techniques, no one was forced to use one particular
method, and the final solution was implemented using multiple techniques.

5 Programming
On the internet we can find lots of diagrams and maps documenting some general and of
course concrete SW project analyzes and solutions – we can inspire with these sources but
this was not the main goal of our half-hearted attempts on the field of mind mapping.
Nowadays programming consists of many partial skills such as object oriented analysis and
design making, text and graphics user interface designing, multimedia handling, data handling
– file and database handling, web pages designing, creating and managing, network
programming, security problems managing ...
And “somewhere over the rainbow” deep inside there are algorithms’ creating and program
coding and of course programming languages learning, this is the topic we decided to
concentrate on most of all.

5.1 Learning Programming Language
This area offers a lot of opportunities for mind maps’ using – actually the whole definition of
a concrete programming language can be made as one giant mind map, due to its complexity
there is recommended using layered maps.
Each partial language feature can be described as a mind map: syntax diagrams, code
structure, program life cycle, class and method structure, types’ classification, variables’
declaration and initialization, comparing and copying variables, set of statements, object
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oriented features in case of an OO language, class libraries’ documentation – see the
following picture:

Fig. 2: Java mind map

Next picture shows a simple and illustrative view of a Java method declaration

Fig. 3: Java method anatomy

5.2 Data and Functional Analysis
Both concepts mentioned in the title are bounded together because of nowadays commonly
used principles of an object oriented programming. Lots of articles concerning general rules
and principles of object oriented analysis and design were written, there are special
universities’ subjects dealing with this topic.
Data handling and manipulating is a very complex process at all, so let’s concentrate on the
“smaller” data pieces modelling – modelling some class diagrams, making decision of entities
(classes) and its responsibilities, and database modelling (our higher and next goals) let’s
leave aside yet.
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Following picture introduces something between a simplified ER diagram and a reduced class
diagram. I wonder that in case of plenty entities (classes) this map will lose its clarity, will be
rather confusing and chaotic – we should collapse most of branches in order to get more
transparency or change a kind of view.

Fig. 4: Class diagram of school

Each partial class can be described and shown as a mind map – this can be used during
process of class designing, class documentation and in teaching and even training as a basic
topic (idea) which should be detailed developed.

Fig. 5: Person class diagram

5.3 Pure Algorithms
How to use mind maps in algorithms? There are two ways at least: As a brainstorming process
of gradual solution and refinement of the given problem or as a visual tool for creating a
special graphical notation of procedures (routines and subroutines …)
Why do we do it? Because algorithms’ creating is a very complex and sometimes arduous
process. For most of students it is a stressing process – they are often afraid that they will
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failed so instead of making some unskilful and even not exactly correct attempts they do
nothing – they simply turn off their minds or do something quite different.
This is a serious problem we are facing with for a long time, so we try to offer some natural
and no stressing approaches which are activating, innovative, illustrative enough, and creative
and maybe sometimes enjoyable ones.
Given that: “Algorithm is an exact prescription defining a process leading from initial data to
desired results” [8], we should consider whether it is necessary to define some strict
additional rules in order to describe and draw algorithms which are strict and exact enough.
This question cannot be answered unambiguously.
Of course each individual can use his (her) own special notation; his (her) special coding
supposing that these mind maps are only for his (her) personal use. In case we intend to use
these maps in education or we are about to share our maps, work collaboratively, there is
necessary to respect certain common conventions in order there was no ambiguities and no
doubts.
It must be defined: where to start, what’s the first step, which way it will go on, which is the
standard steps’ order (if standard direction is from left to right and from top to down or other,
clockwise or anticlockwise), how to denote loops, conditional branches, nested blocks…
The following two examples are only a small piece of a collection of algorithms’ mind maps
which was created during two months of algorithms’ lessons this semester.

Fig. 6: Greatest Common Divisor

The next example documents one of many handy properties of computers designed mind
maps which offers less or more complex views of map by collapsing or extending some map
branches and gives a lot of views of the same map.
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Fig. 7: Finding data with value above average value – a simplified solution (collapsed map)

Fig. 8: Finding data with value above average value – full solution

6 Conclusions
Time is passing and there’s need to evaluate the usefulness of this approach – to determine if
it was only a parade of wasted time or it was good and valuable for anybody.
The closing test of the subject “Algorithms and Data Structures” which the students passed at
the same time as the deadline of this article shows that during test tasks’ solutions most of
students used direct java code, circa a quarter of students used some pseudo code, no one used
mind map and only one student tried to use flow chart.
The closing mini questionnaire (completed by 39 of 63 students enrolled in) further found that
only 10 % are using mind maps, 44 % are going to use mind maps. The students’ opinion of
using mind maps in algorithms shows the following graph:

Fig. 9: Using Mind Maps in Algorithms Creating
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So, “the road to hell is paved by good intentions”, in other words my intension and
enthusiasm was great, but I’m not sure if the results obtained are corresponding to the efforts
made, although such a small amount of respondents provides no significant predictive value.
As far as I am concerned the matter is not closed regardless my feelings are mixed now.
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Abstract
Although scientific research on global climate change has significantly improved human
understanding of the Earth system, integration of the topic into school education remains a
challenge. Climate science deals with enormous amount of data measured by satellites,
meteorological stations etc. Some of the data are freely available on-line (global temperature,
CO2 concentration, sea ice extent etc.) and can also be used in the classrooms in order to
enhance ICT and climate literacy of the students. In this paper we present sample school
activities based on data visualization with “gnuplot”, which is a command-line driven
graphing utility for Linux, MS Windows and many other platforms.
Keywords
ICT education, climate literacy, visualization, Gnuplot

Introduction
Our present civilisation is ever more dependent on using computers. All published texts and
images are computer-based in our times. Most young people in rich countries are creating
some. However, but a tiny proportion of them is able to use anything outside the scope of
various clicking software. The skill of writing algorithms is not at all widespread. This is in
spite of the fact most of you have experienced probably – writing and using algorithms is fun:
“wow, it works!”
In the old times, producing graphics from recorded data was tedious, so publishing long tables
instead was common. But an image is worth thousands of numbers, if we paraphrase an old
saying. Making a graph from data contained in a spreadsheet file handled by some *office
suite is often the climax of what is taught at schools in this respect.
A much more powerful tool to produce graphs is a standalone software gnuplot (1),
http://www.gnuplot.info/. It is easy to install on any platform, starting to use it is as simple as
possible. Apart from on-screen outputs, files in all useful graphics formats can be made,
versatility of their appearance is immense. Learning to perform complex tasks is facilitated by
taking examples from the gnuplot site and adapting them to the user's needs. Another source
of good advice is (2). Gnuplot is “the” tool to generate graphs for wikipedia (3).
For the extremely broad scope of climate change, or just its core part, climate science, floods
of data are freely available. Visualising them using gnuplot can help education and, in the
same time, become a motivation for students to start using a simple scripting language –
gnuplot can be their entrance to the art of programming. We have created a set of gnuplot
scripts for our textbook (4), and further ones are being added. Data sources are fully
documented within them, so that anybody can produce updated graphs in the following years.
Some scripts have English versions too, so it is easy to edit them to have titles in another
language. Our students are asked to plot further data in a similar way, or in novel ways.
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Example 1
The usual way of showing spectra is by using either wavelength, frequency or wavenumber
on the horizontal axis. All of them are misleading as far as energy flux is concerned, the
proper way is using a natural logarithm of their numeric value (5). An example for 3 solar
spectra is at Fig. 1 – a task difficult to express in the grayscale domain. It is shown here just to
demonstrate that tuning the shades of gray and thickness of lines enables to visualize even
such data. For a nicer colour graph, the source data and gnuplot scripts referencing the data
and producing both variants see http://amper.ped.muni.cz/gw/activities/graphs and its
“sources” subdirectory.

Fig. 1: Logarithmic scale of horizontal axis gives spectra of bodies emitting radiation due to their temperature
the most reasonable shape; having the argument of the natural logarithm as a multiplier of the quantity on the
vertical axis makes the area below the curve equal to the radiant flux. Sun does not shine as a blackbody due to
the fact that in some wavelengths its radiation comes from deeper layers of the photosphere which are more hot,
this concerns most of the visible range with exception of the strongest spectral lines, in which the photosphere is
least transparent. A set of lines denoted by Fraunhofer as A, B (Hα), C, D, G' (Hγ) and H, K (these being very
close together, both produced by calcium) is marked at the top axis from right to left. Line A is produced in
photosphere, but by molecular oxygen in our atmosphere. The dashed curve represents so-called effective
temperature, at which the total radiant flux of a Sun-sized blackbody would be the same as the solar one. The
radiation at the bottom of the Earth atmosphere, at the sea level, is shown by the two lower-lying curves. It is
fainter especially in several infrared bands due to absorption by water vapour. In the shortest wavelengths, direct
sunshine (thin black line) is up to one third fainter than direct+diffuse radiation, as the air disperses such
radiation much more than infrared – this is why the sky is deep blue if the air is very clear. Plotted values for
“incl. diffuse radiation” concern a direction pointing to the Sun being at 42° of angular height, with its rays
going through 1.5 more air than the vertical direction would imply, this is denoted as AM 1.5; they include
radiation coming from the terrain (“light soil”) as well. See details of air+ground conditions at the source of data,
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/. It is interesting to note, that for “amount of light”, just the region
between Hγ and Hα is what really matters – some one third of solar radiation around us.
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Example 2
Much simpler spectra can help people understand why the old-time bulbs are rather inefficient
sources of light, unlike Sun, see Fig. 2. For such smooth spectra, black dashed lines are OK,
as available in the monochrome version of pdf terminal. As the previous figure, the bitmap
version has been produced simply by marking the graph in pdf viewer by mouse. The source
script is bulb.gnp at http://amper.ped.muni.cz/gw/activities/graphs/sources/.

Fig. 3: Tungsten (wolfram) emits almost as a gray body, with emittance about 0.4, at temperatures common for
shining wires in bulbs. Even at the highest temperatures which can be sustained for tungsten, just a tiny part of
emitted radiation contributes to lighting. Vast majority belongs to the infrared domain.

Example 3
Global warming is most usually expressed in terms of change of temperature of air at 2 m and
of open sea surface. The global temperature anomaly from such data is much influenced by
the ENSO – in its positive phase El Nino, less heat goes to the oceans, whereas in the negative
phase, La Nina, deep ocean warms and surface cools. The strongest El Nino ever observed
caused the 1998 temperature anomaly. Cool anomalies in the mid-80's and in the beginning of
90's were caused by SO2 emissions from El Chichón and Pinatubo huge volcanic eruptions.
Trends of the global temperature anomaly expressed in kelvins per decade is often discussed;
in short timespans, less than 15 years, it can be due to such influences even negative. It is an
easy exercise to compute such trend using linear regression. Our gnuplot script does this task
(see http://amper.ped.muni.cz/gw/activities/graphs/GISStemp/) and produces a graph saying
two trends: over the whole selected timespan, and over some shorter one. An example is at
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Fig. 2. In this case, monochrome mode of a png terminal was enough, using differing line
widths.

Fig. 3: Linear fits of GISS land+sea temperature anomalies, as plotted by a gnuplot script. The temperature trend
over the last 15 years is smaller due to the super-strong El Nino at its beginning and prevailing La Nina at its
end.

Conclusion
Much more complicated tasks may be solved by gnuplot. The above examples are graphs
from our textbook (4), just changed from Czech to English and tuned to some tolerable noncolour versions. Hundreds of excellently documented examples of graphs are available at the
homepage of gnuplot, http://www.gnuplot.info/ and the links from there. Studying them can
be a way how to learn the art of making graphs. Or even maps, as the example at (2) shows.
From another conference participants, we would welcome any advice how to attract pupils
and students to master computer-production of graphs and maps, and we are curious about
their experience in visualization of science-based data.
From our past experience, we can offer an almost continuous series of graphs of light data and
mostly of meteo data as well, from summers 2006 to 2012. An overview of them is, e.g.,
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/weather/allnew10.htm and the comments on their making and the
employed scripts (also in bash, to modify gnuplot scripts for each day) are at
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/weather/.
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Abstract
ICT have currently spread almost into all areas of human interests. These technologies
accompany us during our rest and entertainment and enable fast and easy communication
across vast distances. Moreover, they are used in education and science and control systems
around us allowing easier design and construction of these systems. However, they cannot be
taken as the only one perfect and best technology. Our research and experience in teaching
technical subjects shows that they cannot replace the work with real systems and models. In
fact, no simulation or animation, even the most perfect one, can fully replace reality.
Nevertheless, reality properly completed with animations or simulations offers many
possibilities that were previously unthinkable. It is very important in education to show proper
interdisciplinary relationships which are the true image of the real world. Also, it is essential
for pupils and students to acquaint themselves with the practical problems from their practice.
They have accustomed to computer design and project and assembly documentation and they
understand technical documentation. Further, they have realized that these are direct images
of real systems and they have learned to create and use them. At our department, we have
focused on those issues. Students profit from acquired knowledge and skills in one subject
that can be used in other subjects. This contribution aims to summarize up to now experience
and show some practical results of research that have been conducted.
Keywords
External system; ICT; technical subjects; 3D; 2D; interactive animations

Introduction
It is well known that ICT in education has replaced teaching aids and practical activities with
real systems. However, the situation in technical fields is critical. Our research and experience
show that not only pupils of primary schools but also a large number of technical university
students do not have good craftsmanship. In fact, a social prestige of crafts is extremely low
and it results in a very little interest in them. Knowledge can be stored in books and other
media but experience and skills cannot be preserved like that. They are handed down from a
master to an apprentice and this transmission takes several years to decades depending on the
field. Unfortunately, masters able to pass experience are slowly disappearing. In general,
demands of technical fields require a high level of quality secondary and tertiary technical
education, which seems to be a global problem as shown in a report for President Obama
(Holdren, 2010) where recommendations to change education in the United States are.
Nowadays, mutual natural authority based on skills, not only for pupils in primary schools,
does not practically exist. In today's society more and more emphasis is put on the idea of
freedom and democracy and the authority together with the discipline are considered
inadmissible (Vališová, 1999). At the same time, to educate an individual does not mean to
take him the opportunity to be himself or to restrict his abilities and to operate in an
authoritarian way. In our society, freedom and authority are not mutually exclusive opposites
but complementary aspects of formative action (Vališová, 2005). In such a social climate it is
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very difficult to educate young people and motivate them to diligence, consistency, ability to
solve problems or to cooperation and consideration.
Our research and experience with technical courses at basic schools show that practical
activities naturally create space for cooperation. During them, a natural authority is created
based on handicraft or technical skills. It can often happen that students with worse results but
with skilful hands and technical thinking can be an authority for other pupils. Generally,
practical work requires patience and the ability to face difficulties when obtaining skills and
abilities. It is the dependence of the current generation on ICT that can be used in a positive
way to bring young people back to the practical work, and to suppress the negative impact of
ICT and improve the employability.

Creation of technical documentation drawings, diagrams and their use
Basics of education for the design and production of technical documentation has been
developed in primary schools and subsequently technical schools and technical universities.
Creativity and imagination are the basic requirements related to the construction and design of
products and technical devices (Driver, 1994). Thus, preparation of a technically oriented
young person should include: the basics of technical graphics, practical activities and work
with the material, installation and maintenance, self-control, quality, health and safety at
work.
Technical documentation is crucial in the fields of mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering and electronics, civil engineering and architecture. The basis is the technical
documentation or draft, scheme of circuit board in electrical engineering and electronics or an
assembly plan. Technical documentation currently includes everything from technical
standards to design using computer technology - CAD (Svoboda, 2011). The area of primary
education needs to focus on the basics of technical documentation and its creation, reading
and use within the various practical activities.

Fig. 1: Design of a simple road sign - Autodesk Inventor
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Technical drawings used to create technical documentation and ICT are linked over CAD.
The issue of CAD is currently represented by two main fields of use (Freedom, 2011):


2D CAD,



3D CAD.

In practice, modern methods of 3D design are promoted at universities and secondary schools
and it are based on the parametric modelling - 3D CAD (Svoboda, 2011). The core of this
design is the creation of a 3D model of an object (component) on the computer screen. The
model is mathematically described by the variables and parameters. In the process of
construction, these parameters can be flexibly changed with immediate effect on the
subsequently created technical documentation (Svoboda, 2011). The indisputable advantages
include the fact that the transfer of 3D objects into technical documentation provides the
program itself and the creation of technical documentation thus becomes more creative
(Hodis, 2012).
Primary schools are mainly focused on simplicity and mastery of basic manufacturing
operations such as sawing, filing, etc. When making a draft, it is therefore important to pay
attention to its visualization (Hodis, 2012). This can be very effectively done with 3D CAD
solutions - Autodesk Inventor. An example of using this design system to create a simple
product for a primary school is in Figure 1.
ICT are linked with the creation of technical documentation over CAD in the design of
schemes in electrical engineering and electronics. Specialized software such as AutoCAD,
progeCAD or Eagle is suitable for schemes or PCB design (Eagle).

Fig. 2: Scheme of multivibrator – progeCAD

Mastering the basics of technical documentation is an important condition for the use of basic
graphic communication in technical fields. The creation of technical documentation and
diagrams is linked with ICT and is currently ensured by using specialized software - CAD.
New CAD systems are prospective graphical software for creation of technical
documentation. It is especially 3D design based on the parametric modelling - 3D CAD which
is an area with a great potential that leads to visualization of the proposed design solution.
The essence of this design is the creation of a 3D model of the object on the computer screen.
The undeniable advantages include the fact that the transfer of 3D objects into technical
documentation provides the core of the program itself. In fact, the work with these new
systems is becoming a creative activity and it is much more attractive than the older method
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of 2D imaging. However, 2D imaging method with CAD is still irreplaceable in the concept
of the graphical display and especially in the schemes creation in electrical engineering and
electronics.

3D models, animations and interactive simulations
Use of e-learning and multimedia study supports is growing not only in technical fields.
Benefits can be seen not only in distance education, but also in support of full-time education.
The importance of multimedia and their dynamic elements (animations, graphics, videos,
interactive features, audio, online applications, etc.) rises. Multimedial study materials
provides a more effective preservation of knowledge of taught study matter (Klimeš,
Svoboda, 2009) because of better clarity and possibility to involve more senses.
The use of 3D graphics and demands for it has significantly increased in recent years. This
happens due to the increasing power of computers and accessibility of 3D modelling and
animation applications. The best-known application for creating 3D models and animations
are Maya, 3ds Max, Cinema 4D, Blender and others. In terms of using 3D applications in the
school environment, we conducted a comparison of two commercial and one "open source"
product (Maya, Cinema 4D and Blender). Due to the low cost of school licenses (Cinema 4D
Academy Program), easy control, Czech localization and availability of materials for selfstudy, currently the best product for the use in the school environment is Maxon Cinema 4D.
There are new and new areas where 3D graphics can be used – for example movies and
television, computer games, multimedia, 3D GUI applications on the Internet, e-learning and
multimedial textbooks with visualizations of objects, processes and principles. In the field of
technology, 3D can be used engineering or architecture, where we can visualize models of
buildings or devices, their design and transfer into the technical documentation.
We can use the term CGI (computer generated imagery) for the image created on the
computer using graphics software. CGI is often used in the field of 3D graphics (Derakhshani,
2006), but the output can also be a 2D image (render).
The creation of 3D graphics is very similar to the creation of vector graphics. In the case of
3D graphics, the vector graphics is extended to the third dimension (coordinates X, Y and Z).
The model is then created from polygons (defined by points and lines). A polygon is
composed of at least three vertexes and form a triangle or a polygon (n> 2, n ∈ N). By
combining multiple polygons, we create the surface of the modelled objects using the selected
modelling techniques. After modelling the object, we apply materials and textures, lighting
and animations. The we can render the scene, which means converting the scene into a 2D
bitmap as a single image or image sequence (jpeg, tiff, avi, mov, ...). This procedure is the
middle phase of a three-phase process consisting of preproduction, production and
postproduction (Baaba, 2004). Production of CGI can be summarized in the following steps
(Derakhshani, 2006):






modelling
shading and texturing,
animation,
lighting,
rendering.

It should be noted that the classic 3D applications (such as Cinema 4D) are not the only
possible way to create a 3D model. Another way, frequently used in engineering, is volume
rendering. Unlike "classic" 3D graphics, where polygons are formed in the process of
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coverage to a 2D image consisted of pixels, volume rendering works with the so-called voxels
(volume element). The data sources can be various types of measurements or scanning (CT,
MR, ...). 3D data are stored and then it is possible to re-create the image.
When we are animating 3D models, we are not limited only to keying of basic parameters
(position, size, ...), but we can animate any parameter. In addition, using tools such as
Xpresso, we are able to influence the behaviour (animation) one object by the behaviour/state
of another object. If we include the dynamics of solid and soft bodies, or particle effects, we
expand the animation possibilities by a variety of possibilities usable for modelling of
physical properties in technology.

Fig. 3: Example of a 3D model of a technical product

The use of 3D graphics in teaching of technical subjects helps to develop the perception of
principles of the world around us. Thanks to the clarity of 3D graphics, models and
animations, pupils and students are more aware of the laws of physics and the interaction
between bodies. They perceive different behaviours of materials, lights, shadows, geometry
objects and other aspects. By simple rendering of image sequences, we can create an
illustrative animation. If we need interactive simulations, we are able to export for the web
environment in VRML format, or use other technologies (such as Adobe Flash) and thus
widen the interactivity of models suitable for education in technical fields.

Interactive whiteboards in education
Interactive whiteboards can be currently considered a standard among teaching devices which
schools normally have. With them, the teacher can easily create an active and creative
environment. In fact, the hardware or software of an interactive whiteboard does not matter
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because the current boards are practically comparable. Furthermore, larger software
differences only provide a different level of user comfort, which is an important fact to
consider when choosing an interactive whiteboard, but it is not a prerequisite for the creation
of the aforementioned creative and active environment in the classroom. Thus, board itself is
not a guarantee of interactive teaching. However, it enables extension of the standard teacher
– student and student – teacher interaction. As for student – interactive whiteboards and
interactive whiteboard – teacher see Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Interaction between participants in the educational process

It is therefore essential to change the attitude of teachers towards students. Experts (Fidedor,
2007) agree that quality interactive teaching lies in the involvement of pupils directly in the
process of teaching so that they become part of it. As reported (Rack, 2007), an interactive
whiteboard is not a punishment for teachers but a great help during a lesson. Yet many
teachers hold the opinion that the energy spent with the creation of interactive materials using
a new technology is not directly proportional to the increased efficiency of teaching.
However, working with an interactive whiteboard does not necessarily mean hours spent on
creating materials. An interactive whiteboard can be used as a classic board and also have the
comfort in the form of tools and software applications of the interactive whiteboard. An
example of such use is shown in Figure 5, where a teacher of technical education illustrated
an interconnection of modules of robotic kit H&S electronic systems through block diagram.

Fig. 5: The use of an interactive whiteboard as a classic board

Other suggestions for robotic system activities on board can pupils make together. Due to the
automatic recording of each page, a few suggestions became available and can be worked
with.
Another option for the creation of interactive materials is the use of PowerPoint presentations.
Currently, many teachers have plenty of PowerPoint presentations that were created in the
past for the explanation of a new subject matter. One of the ways to integrate these materials
into new interactive materials is a transfer using OpenOffice Impress into the SWF format,
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which can be easily inserted into most of the programs provided with interactive whiteboards.
This way, it is possible to insert several pages into one interactive page.

Fig. 6: Integrating PowerPoint presentations into interactive materials

The above examples can be useful especially for beginners who are already familiar with
working with basic tools but have not created their own interactive materials yet and would
like to start using interactive whiteboards. As Mrs Stojanová remarks, it is all about people.
The implementation of changes is a long-time and difficult process. Eventually they will
become a normal part of our lives and nobody even think that it should be otherwise.

Use of external systems connected with interactive animations
Other important areas in technical fields where ICT are used is programming of drivers and
firmware for various devices, programming of systems operating in real-time, such as robotic
systems, PLC control systems of technological processes, intelligent homes or industrial
robots. These areas are very interesting and require entirely different programming approach
than what we know from programming of desktop applications. For this reason, it is necessary
to teach subjects related to these fields in a different way since they also require a different
way of thinking. As our researches suggest, it is optimal to begin teaching these subjects in
the third year of primary schools. This requires the maximal pupil motivation and direct
connection of external systems with interactive study supports.
Thanks to Adobe Flash, it is possible to directly connect interactive multimedia study supports
with external systems. A system which enables the creation of dynamic study supports with
internal intelligence directly connected with external system has been developed at our
department. This system is called MyIMLE (My Interactive Multimedia Learning
Environment) and allows connecting interactive multimedia animations running in web
browsers with desktop applications running on client computers and connected to external
systems. There is also no need using servers as in the case of remote laboratories.

Fig. 7: Demonstration of the possibility of connecting client computers with an external system
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Figure 7 shows the most common connection possibilities of client computers to the computer
where is running a Flash application directly connected to an external system. The Flash
applications can be executed from a Web site, or can be run as a desktop application (Adobe
AIR, ZINC, FLASH EXE, etc.). Even these applications can mutually communicate.
We have been searching for several years in order to find a suitable device operating in realtime for education of programming. Based on various tests and analyses “H&S electronic
systems” were designed. The development of these systems is still in progress, but there are
currently available basic electronic modules for custom construction of external devices and
robotic systems, which can be used also for educational purposes. In the education of robot
design, we use a robotic kit HS that can be used even in the third year of primary schools. The
core of the kit is processor board PICAXE 20M2. Programming of the board is realized using
flowcharts. We use a professional programming editor that is free for educational purposes.
The robotic kit can be extended by using new modules and the programming of processor
board can be realized in Assembler. The education can gradually continue from primary
schools, over secondary schools, to universities.

Fig. 8: Example of a wireless control of a robot from a Flash animation

If we need to use a robotic kit together with MyIMLE system, we use Hrb1662802 module
that communicates with Flash animations by speed 115200 Bd via USB, TCP IP (Virtual
COM port), or Bluetooth. A simple class Robot1662802 for Flash is available for this
purpose. The module controlled from this class enables to control both motors of the robot,
wheel synchronization, PWM wheel speed control and motion by a set distance. In addition,
the module has four other IO pins, through which it is possible to communicate with the board
PICAXE20M2 to create a multiprocessor system control. An example of such a robotic
system with a wireless USB camera is shown in Figure 8.
In the education of creation of interactive Flash animations in OOP, students learn to create
intelligent graphics and to use already existing classes. There are several classes available for
external systems connectable to MyIMLE that allow, for example, as was already mentioned,
to control a robot or other models, to create cheap measurement system or adjustable sources
(modules containing a 10-bit AD converters with conversion time 25s or 10-bit PWM
sources with a period of up to 20 kHz, etc.). External systems (HW modules) can be also used
with another control programs, for example based on Java, etc.
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The great advantage of the above mentioned systems is that even common users without any
previous experiences are able to create simple applications. On the other hand, advanced users
can use these systems in special applications.

Conclusion
ICT technologies have brought many positives and negatives into our lives. It is quite usual
that whenever there is new technology enabling unprecedented things, we intend to give it
greater importance than it deserves. It is reasonable to examine, use and pay attention to such
a technology, but we should not forget about the technology that have already been used,
which unfortunately happened after computers and ICT had been introduced. Now we have
gone so far that we can manage the euphoria of their possibilities and give them the place they
deserve. We believe that our contribution showed some links of ICT with technical fields and
also showed that the possibility and usefulness of ICT will become stronger, if we use it with
real systems or in practical activities.
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Abstract
The article focuses on intergenerational dialog and improvement of the safety of electronic
communications. To strengthen intergenerational dialog about the safety of electronic
communications, two educational games were provided to families of students of lower
secondary level of elementary schools and to the general public via a web portal. Before and
after the game the children were involved in a questionnaire survey and evaluation. Another
part of the research was focused on automatic data acquisition and monitoring during the
games in families. Research has confirmed the assumption that both educational games have
improved the knowledge of dangerous phenomena in electronic communication and they also
have had a positive effect on safe behaviour.
Keywords
safe electronic communication, educational games, intergenerational dialog

Introduction
Our article focuses on strengthening the intergenerational dialog regarding existing negative
communication phenomena which can pose a danger for children and teenagers when using
electronic media. As discussed below, one of the common negative phenomena is that (for
various reasons such as timidity, distrust of parents or teachers) a victim does not talk about
his/her problems. For this reason, we need to deal with the question why young people do not
want to communicate, and eventually how to establish a dialog between a parent and a child
because the parent plays not only a preventive but also a repressive role. He/she can warn the
child about the dangers of electronic communication or help him if prevention has already
failed.
This article presents activities and their testing, which could help establish an environment
suitable for the desired intergenerational dialog. A card game and online electronic game were
chosen to achieve this purpose. Topic related discussions with an introduction and
demonstration of the two games took place at selected primary schools in Karvina. There,
students were allowed to try the games out individually or in groups and were asked to
introduce these games to their parents. Afterward a survey was conducted and its results are
described further in the text.
Activities are focused on these phenomena (Project E-safety, 2008–2013):


cyberbullying;



virtual luring into a date – cybergrooming;



stalking through the means of virtual communication – cyberstalking;



sending messages with sexual content – sexting;
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addiction to so-called virtual drugs (computer games, videos, television, social
networks etc.);



fraud SMS messages – SMS spoofing;



fraud email messages – hoax;



deceitful attempts to acquire passwords – phishing.

Based on an EU study (EU kids online, 2011), which compared the level of vulnerability and
prevalence of this phenomena among children (ages between 9 and 16), the Czech Republic
was placed in the group with the highest possible threat to the youth (higher use, higher risk).
Other countries such as Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Romania, Lithuania and Norway were in
the same category. Still other countries like Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy
and Hungary were placed on the other end of the scale. The following figure (Fig. 1) shows
the level of vulnerability to cyberbullying.

Cyberbullying
30%
25%
20%
EU countries

15%

EU

10%
5%
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Austria

Poland

Hungary Germany Denmark

Fig. 1: Comparison of selected countries with the Czech Republic in vulnerability to cyberbullying

As mentioned above, it is very common that a victim turns inward and refuses to talk about
such an attack. We suppose (Kapoun, Kapounová, Javorčík, 2011) that efforts to foster
intergenerational dialog could lead not only to a better awareness about these issues but could
also eliminate intergenerational barriers between the main subjects that is parents and their
children.

Parent-child communication
Both children and parents can be prejudiced, thinking that they are not able to help each other
when it comes to the issues of dangerous electronic communication. For parents the source of
such prejudice is the ignorance of modern trends in electronic communication. For young
people trust can be hindered by a feeling that the parent will not understand problems of an
adolescent.
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To foster successful communication it is important that the parent finds time to talk.
According to Špaňhelová (Špaňhelová, 2009) a parent should be the first to initiate
communication. When a child does not ask about issues, which he/she should be familiar with
given his/her age, it should be the parent who talks about them. The parent should not assume
that when a child does not ask, he/she knows everything and so does not need to ask.
Špaňhelová also indicates that respect, openness and trust are key factors for successful
communication with a child. Among other activities, board games played together by parents
and children can be used to foster these factors. In our case two types of games were created –
a card game and an online game.

Created games
As stated above, two types of games were created:


quartet card game;



an online game “Catch the Cyber Bandit”.

Quartet card game
The type of the card game, aka quartet, was chosen for following reasons:


The game progresses quickly and has simple rules.



The game is not dependent on electronic devices (unlike online games).



The game requires physical presence and contact with other players.



The game cards serve an educational purpose, because they contain information about
the individual negative phenomena.

The measurements of our cards were set to the measurements of standard playing cards, that
is 10 cm high and 6 cm wide with rounded edges. One set of cards holds 32 cards which are
divided into eight groups, each containing four cards. Each group is differentiated by colour
and also bears the title of one the addressed phenomenon. Each card in each group contains
different information and is marked by one capital letter (A, B, C or D). Figure 2 shows one
of the cards, both the front side and the reverse side.

Fig. 2: An example of a playing card (1 – order in the group, 2 – title of the addressed phenomenon, 3 – Cyber
Bandit, 4 – road sign symbolizing either definition, consequences or solution of the addressed phenomenon,
5 – textual information)
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Development of the online game “Catch the Cyber Bandit”
Adobe Flash (Adobe, 2013), specifically version CS5.5, was used to create our online game.
Using the combination of vector graphics and object-oriented programming language,
ActionScript 3, interactive applications, presentations, entire web pages as well as games can
be created. Another reason for using Flash environment is its massive usage in the Internet
environment, for example as advertising banners, games on game servers and videos on
Youtube.com. Easy implementation into an already existing web environment also plays an
important role because it allows for the generation of an entire HTML document with created
applications. A file generated in such a way can be transferred to a server together with the
source file *.swf. Opening the HTML document in the web browser will open the created
application.
The concept of the game is based on knowledge competition between the family members.
The game is intended for one up to four players. At the beginning of each game, a group (a
family) chooses its nickname and sets the number of players. Subsequently, each member of
the group is asked to enter his/her own nickname, his/her age and his/her role in the group
(father, mother, son, daughter …). If registration is successful, the game plan appears
(Figure 3).

Fig. 3: Game plan

Each of the icons of Cyber Bandit hides one question with three possible answers. Players
take turns answering the questions until the game board is empty. When a player answers
correctly, he/she gains a point and another player takes a turn. When the answer is incorrect,
the player’s score remains the same and the question is available to another player.
After answering all the questions, the game ends with capturing the cyber bandit and
announcing the winners. Players are then encouraged to voluntarily spread the game through
email. They can recommend the game to other people via email using a form embedded in the
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game. Every choice of each player is monitored for research purposes (see Automatic data
acquisition).

Automatic data acquisition
Automatic data acquisition during the online game was a primary research method. The user
was monitored in each step of the game and his/her activity (for example his/her answers to
the questions) was recorded into a textual file on a server. When acquiring data in such a way,
there is no need for further questionnaire surveys where the participation is usually very low
and therefore the results can be distorted. The comparison of advantages and disadvantages of
automatic data acquisition in real time with common questionnaire is summarized in
following table.
Questionnaire

Automatic data acquisition
Advantages:

Multipurpose use.

High return rate – each player provides data.

Better option for recording certain aspects,
opinions and/or feelings.

All activity prior to interruption is recorded.

Exact wording of questions.
Lower requirements for programming part
(in case of online questionnaire).

No follow up activity after the end of the
game.
Data cannot be distorted.
Data is acquired in real time.

Disadvantages:
Greater possibility of low return rate after
the game.

Greater requirements on the application
algorithm.

Possibility of intended distortion of
information.

Greater difficulty to evaluate the acquired
data.

Possibility of filling out the questionnaire
without playing the game first.

No possibility for follow-up questions. All is
depended on the application.

When the game is prematurely ended, the
questionnaire cannot be filled out with
relevant information.
Tab. 1: Comparison of research methods

The anonymity of all the players in the survey is ensured by operating with nicknames, which
are used during the game. The acquisition of real time data also allows analyses of when the
players connect to the game and the amount of time they dedicate to it.

Research
In order to introduce and demonstrate the created activities to the target group, topic related
discussions took place in two elementary schools in Karvina. Upon agreement with the school
administration the topic related discussions were held for 6th and 7th grade students. Each class
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of each grade was given 45 minutes in the computer lab, which equals one regular teaching
hour.
The automatic data acquisition through the online game “Catch the Cyber Bandit” began
immediately after the discussions at schools took place. Following assumptions were made
before the initial survey:


the game will improve intergenerational dialog. (To what extent will the parents
participate in the game?)



Children will be more successful when playing the online game.

Sample
The following graphs (Figures 4 and 5) show the age distribution of players and the frequency
of each role within the group.
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Fig. 4: Age distribution of players
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Fig. 5: Frequency of specific selected roles in the game
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Number of people

Data interpretation
Based on the sample distribution (figures 4 and 5) it is clear that parents participated in the
game, which confirms our first assumption. Success in the game is closely connected with the
achieved results, when comparing the knowledge of adults with the knowledge of children.
Only some games were played as a duel between a parent (adult) and a child. Therefore, only
games that were played by a person older than 31 years and at the same time by a person
younger than 18 years were selected for further evaluation. By eliminating unsuitable
combinations 31 games were left. These games were analysed in a way that allowed for
comparison of knowledge about safe communication between adults and children. The
following graph (Figure 6) shows the results of these duels.
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Fig. 6: Account of roles and a frequency of their rank at the end of the game

There is a striking difference between the parents' scores (mother and father) and those of
their children (son and daughter). Nevertheless, it has to be noted, that in 14 cases the children
achieved the same ranks as their parents.

Conclusion
Based on the participation of adults (52 individuals older than 31 years in 67 games) and
children (70 individuals in 67 games) it can be stated that parents were willing to be educated
in the given topic. Furthermore, the assumption can be confirmed that intergenerational dialog
was established both during and after the game. The games were played mostly in groups, but
games played by one player (mostly parent) were recorded as well. It can be concluded that
parents are greatly interested in the topic and also that they were able to establish an
intergenerational dialog with their children thanks to the gained knowledge.
Parents scored mostly better in the game than their children. Nevertheless, we need to stress
that in many games the children achieved the same ranks as their parents. The assumption that
children will be more successful in the game cannot be perceived as accurate, but it cannot be
fully dismissed either. To evaluate the given assumption in a better way, new research with a
larger sample and with a different game concept would have to be conducted.
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Abstract
Educational or didactic games, or school by play – known by teachers since the time of
Comenius’ work. With the advent of computers and especially multimedia applications, there
are far greater possibilities of using computer games in teaching, which can perhaps motivate
students more. Integrating entertainment and education gave rise to a new term: edutainment
(educational entertainment). Technology is moving forward and multimedia applications have
been extended to the Internet connection and social networks. Based on the principle of the
popular game geocaching, new educational activities appeared which enhance learning using
GPS technology. Moreover, these new ways of teaching already have a name of their own –
educaching. This article presents one such application which was originated as a part of a
thesis at the Department of Information and Communication Technologies, Pedagogical
Faculty, University of Ostrava.
Keywords
didactic game, computer educational game, location-based services, game based learning,
edutainment, GPS technologies, geocaching, educaching

1 Introduction
All of us, even those who do no longer attend school, know that the Czech pedagogue and
philosopher J. A. Comenius spread the idea of using games in classroom-based education in
his work Schola ludus. In it, he shows how to use the natural creative energy of children for
the dramatization of the subject matter. This allows the student to create a learning experience
from such activity and determines its accurate and lasting adoption.
Even today, there is still an interest in Comenius’ concept of dramatizing subject matter, as is
obvious given the number of educational projects in European Union. Our department also
participated in the Historical Recreation as a Pedagogical Project (Madeira, 2009). Each of
the participating countries presented their own historically-themed educational game. You can
find out more about the project by visiting the following website http://projects.osu.eu/history.
Nowadays, the term educational game usually indicates a computer game. We can find a
plethora of these on CD-ROMs, DVDs or even on the Internet, especially when we are not
limited to only those in the Czech language.
Technology is advancing rapidly and students (but not only students) follow this development
closely. Students are attracted to social networks and heading into this environment are also
those who are involved in the production of educational games. One of the favourite games
played all over the world is geocaching. This game consists of searching for a hidden cache
based on given geographic coordinates using the GPS navigation system. The popularity of
this adventure game was used to create a stimulating and enjoyable atmosphere in the lesson.
The educational application for geocaching even received a name – educaching.
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When devising new ideas for teaching that are supported by all those amazing technologybased toys, we should not forget pedagogical principles. Not only those given in the works of
J. A. Comenius, but also those that have evolved over the last century.

2 Theoretical background
2.1 Didactic game
All teachers have completed pedagogical and didactic courses and have certainly encountered
the topic of didactic games and their use in teaching. Computer games that are challenging
especially when it comes to developing multimedia objects are often the work of IT
specialists who are not familiar with pedagogy and didactics. The optimal solution is a close
cooperation between those two. It will not do any harm to either of these groups to reiterate
some pedagogical principles that apply to didactic games. We recommend, for example, the
paper by Sochorová “Didactic Game and its Significance in Teaching” (Sochorová, 2011).
The paper is conducted as a study review. First, the author defines the term “game” from the
perspective of several authors. Then she offers a list of types or kinds of games divided
according to various aspects and she considers the significance of a game for children. But
mostly she deals with the issue of didactic games as a teaching method, its concept, functions,
types, use and impact on the student, its importance and teacher’s use of this method.
The definition of didactic game taken from The Pedagogical Dictionary (Průcha, Walterová
and Mareš, 1995) is as follows: “Didactic game is an analogy of spontaneous activities of
children, which pursues didactic goals (not always obvious to the pupils). It can take place in
the classroom, gymnasium, playground, community or in the countryside. It has a set of rules,
needs continuous direction and a final evaluation. It is intended for individuals as well as
groups of students. The role of the head teacher has a wide range from an organizer up to an
observer. This role possesses the advantage of creating a positive, stimulating environment
because it fosters interest, boosts students’ involvement in carried out activities, inspires their
creativity, spontaneity, cooperation, competition, forces them to use their knowledge and
skills and integrate their life experience. Some didactic games are very similar to model
situations from real life.” It is interesting to compare this definition with the requirements for
contemporary computer games mentioned in some foreign sources, for example, the web
portal Games in Schools at http://games.eun.org.
2.2 Educational computer game
Computer games take place in a virtual world which is influenced by a player using input
devices; that is, the player performs assigned tasks. Generally, a computer game is designed
for fun, but it can also cultivate psychomotor and cognitive skills. But what is the real
cognitive benefit of games? Is it necessary to design games with explicitly educational
purposes in order to use them in the educational process?
Educational games are specifically designed for educational purposes. Well-designed games
motivate the player and so become the perfect environment for learning. They have rules,
structure and goals that inspire motivation. They are interactive and provide results and
feedback. Real issues that can be set up in the game can involve people in the process of
learning.
Let us reminisce about one computer game for children. It was multimedia software originally
designed for Macintosh and released in March 1992. Today it also works in other
environments including a mobile application. The name is Just Grandma and Me and the
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content is very simple. Little Critter and his grandmother spend the day at the beach. The
game contains all that should be present in a multimedia application and is pleasing as well as
witty. It was possible to switch between English, Spanish and Japanese version. We were
thrilled by the game and even learned some Spanish words. Even today many authors imitate
this legend of educational games. We do not know how great the cognitive benefit to children
was, perhaps there is some research, but were not able to find any report.
Two interesting Czech papers about digital educational games are posted on the
Methodological Portal FEP (Framework Education Program) http://www.rvp.cz. Even though
the papers were posted in 2009, they still offer a good overview of educational games in
schools. They contain information regarding various kinds and forms of games, their pros and
cons, ways to evaluate their benefit, tips and tricks for teachers and also number of useful
links to resources. The first paper called “Digital Educational Games in Schools – Research”
(Naske, 2009a) reports on EUN Schoolnet research as a part of a project “How Are Digital
Games Used In Schools?”, which was conducted in years 2008 and 2009. The paper uses the
term GBL (game based learning) and regards it as “the use of a digital game as a source of
support for a reasonable, professional and committed teacher, who perceives a game as a
significant tool in the world of children and uses the game rules for specific educational
purpose. Therefore, we do not mean independent study done at home by children using digital
technology in order to attain specific skills, unless these games were specifically used in a
lesson by the teacher.”
The second paper “Digital Educational Games in Schools – Czech Experience” (Naske,
2009b), as the title already suggests, summarizes Czech experience and resources. Given the
publication date, the discussion would most likely go in different direction.
The same portal also holds a recently published paper entitled “Educational Game of the
Future” (Janda, 2013) in which the author presents his ideas and visions. Again we
recommend looking at the links of mathematical and educational environments and
communities, if only for the reason not to invent or develop something that already exists and
works well, for example, the portal Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org and its
database of learning resources. Mathematical topics are represented by knowledge maps in
order to establish the links between them. It is not only about the source of information, the
explanation, comprehension of terms and their framework is also important.
What more is there to add? The same applies for traditional textbooks as well as educational
games – they are completely useless unless used in a suitable way. That means more of the
teacher’s energy and time than when the lesson is conducted in a traditional way. Why then be
bothered? Perhaps because teachers are interested in the environment in which children will
learn in the future. Will it bear the resemblance of a game or rather traditional textbook study?
If we want to prepare children for the future, we have to do it in an environment that most
resembles the future one.
2.3 Edutainment
By integrating entertainment and education a new term came into existence and later also a
whole new branch of the computer industry. Products that are meant to educate as well as
entertain are labelled with this term. It depends on the developers, but also on users (teachers
and students) whether the educational part will dominate.
Some can object that educational entertainment has been around for quite a long time (fables,
parables in the Bible). The term edutainment emerged in 1948 in Walt Disney Studios. In
current understanding it includes television, movies, museum exhibitions and even software.
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Note that edutainment also changes the paradigm of science centres or museums (Langlotz,
2011). This approach requires greater degree of entertainment in addition to (or at the expense
of?) educational content. This is based on the assumption that people are used to the
environment of amusement parks and require similar comfort from science centres and/or
museums.
2.4 Computer games in social networks environment
In recent years there has been a strong development in social networks and it was only a
matter of time until this phenomenon reached schools. It has already entered the Learning
Management System (LMS). LMS Moodle, which is frequently used in schools in the Czech
Republic, is nowhere near social networks. Nevertheless, there are other online systems with
greater interaction between students that provide easy and quick feedback and many other
features and functions required in social networks. Users (both students and teachers) are
involved in content creation, respond to assignments and are in mutual contact. Quick
feedback when solving tasks is an advantage.
Some specialized online learning management systems with elements of social networks
(iTřída, Edemodo, a Schoology) are mentioned in the paper “Social Networks for Teaching”
(Moldřík, 2013).

3 Educaching
3.1 Geocaching
When searching for a definition of geocaching, we found the following text on the web. It
seemed so concise that we will use it here (Rose, 2011):
“Geocaching, also referred to as GPS stash hunting, is a recreational activity in which
someone buries something for others to try to find using a Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver. The pursuit can be thought of as a GPS enabled treasure hunt. Usually, a geocache
consists of a small, waterproof container that holds a logbook and inexpensive trinkets.
Participants are called geocachers.”
A note from the Czech environment: Geocaching is a hybrid game of sport and tourism. The
cache is known by its geographic coordinates and is located in places that are of interest, but
are not typical tourist destinations. The cache description contains information about the
peculiarities and attractions of the place.
Other location-based services (LBS), that is services and applications working with the user’s
or device location, can be used when teaching, see http://geokarlovka.cz. Recently a game
called Wherigo, see http://www.wherigo.com, which was developed by the same authors as
the geocaching game, is very popular.
3.2 Educaching
Educaching is bringing the popular adventure sport of Geocaching into the classroom.
Teachers around the world are giving GPS devices to their students to create a fun and
innovative learning atmosphere.
Educaching:


takes the classroom out into the world;



encourages teamwork and critical thinking;
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can be used in different subjects, e.g. math, science, history or physical education
(Geocaching and Education, 2012).

Teachers are constantly looking for ways to motivate their students to learn. Their motto is:
Educaching is a fun and active way to learn. On the portal Educaching, A GPS-Based
Curriculum for Teachers – Geocaching Lesson http://www.educaching.com we can find
Educaching Curriculum manuals usually written by a teacher for teachers. Also useful are free
samples and links to other resources. And how does the portal promote educaching? Quoting
from the Educaching website:
“…
Educaching curriculum:


increases students’ early exposure to real-world mathematics and geospatial science;



provides a comprehensive, easy-to-use STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) resource to instructors;



helps transform the traditional classroom into an inquiry-based, exploratory learning
environment that is student-centred, teacher-facilitated;



allows for discovery of content and an engagement with problem solving, applying
critical thinking skills;



provides for critical thinking in a time-sensitive framework, preparing students for
STEM career opportunities;



offers STEM learning opportunities beyond the school day when used as afterschool
or summer program.

…”
We would be happy for now, if the goal of educaching – to get teachers and students of the
classroom – would be achieved. But we need to hurry up before somebody comes with the
idea of virtual educaching and students will again sit in their classrooms and stare at the
monitors.

4 An example of using the geolocation networks in school
The thesis entitled “The Use of Geolocation Networks in Education” (Šrámek, 2013) aims to
educate game participants in an entertaining way about the history of architecturally
interesting places in Ostrava city centre using GPS. Participants in the game consist of the
students of an elementary school and any users of geolocation network Geocaching. Based on
the location of the final cache, an educational trail in Ostrava city centre was laid out. The
trail has four stops and a final point, where the incentive is hidden. At the specified
coordinates, a player looks for a QR code using the GPS. After scanning the QR code into a
smartphone, a player can display a web page with information about the history and historical
photographs of the given place. That way he/she gains interesting information about places
with historical significance and can at the same time visually compare the present with the
past. The web page also provides the geographic coordinates of the next stop. The cache is
registered on the official Geocaching website and so is available to all the users of this
network.
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4.1 Retrieval of photographs and information about places
A suitable source of historical photographs is the Internet. Additionally, Ostrava City Archive
converted many of its photographs to electronic form and provides access to them via web
interface. Books dealing with the history of Ostrava city served as another source
(Korbelářová, 2000 and Lipus, 2006).
The historical centre of Ostrava went through great changes in the last hundred years. Among
the main causes for those changes were war, undermining of the city and even idiosyncratic
ways of addressing urban issues during the communist era when many buildings were torn
down rather than maintained or renovated. There are not many places in the city centre that
have been left untouched by these significant changes in the last century. The places of
interest for our game were selected based on following criteria:


the place has to be well known so that participants will be curious about the former
appearance of the place;



the change of the former urban character of the place has to be evident, but at the same
time there have to be some clues, that is original parts.

Selected as suitable places were the following:


the former German House located on the Dr. E. Beneš Square;



Smetana Square with Antonín Dvořák Theatre;



Lauby (present parking lot between Muzejní and Velká streets);



Zámostí (area behind the Miloš Sýkora Bridge towards Silesian Ostrava).

Fig. 1: Opera house in Ostrava – a part of the National Moravian Silesian Theatre
in the past German theatre, National Moravian Silesian theatre, Zdeněk Nejedlý theatre and now
Antonín Dvořák theatre (source Archive of Ostrava).

Certainly there are many other places in Ostrava city centre deserving attention, not just the
four listed above, but a greater number of stops in the game could be discouraging and too
long of an educational trail could prove to be boring.
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4.2 Development of web pages and QR codes
Web pages are developed using manual tagging in a notepad (available as a part of Windows
operating system) and Cascading Styles Sheets (CSS). Since web pages were developed for
smartphones, they are made in a minimalistic way as to avoid downloading excessive
amounts of unnecessary data.
Photographs are published in a resolution that allows them to be small enough for download
to a mobile phone, but at the same time suitable for viewing on desktop. If interested, the
player can return to the web pages at home and view them through the browser on his
desktop.
QR code can be generated using one of the generators freely available on the Internet. To read
the QR code a mobile phone with camera and QR code scanner (an application for mobile
phones) is necessary.
Note: QR code is a square figure carrying certain information, in a similar way as a barcode. While
barcode can store 20 characters, QR code can theoretically store up to 4300 characters in its largest
version. Any kind of textual information can be stored in QR code, but mostly it is used to store web
address. The code became popular with the advent of smartphones, when the phone’s camera could be
used as a scanner for scanning the QR code.

4.3 Creation of the trail
The trail was set up by placing the QR codes at all the trail stops and then finding a suitable
place to hide the final cache. QR codes, fashioned as stickers with a durable surface, were
placed in such a way as not to attract the attention of passers-by. Their location was to roughly
correspond with the location of the taken historical photographs, so that when the player sees
the photograph in his/her smartphone, he/she can compare the present with the past. The final
cache had to be well hidden, so that no passer-by could find it by an accident. At the same
time we had to abide to the geocaching rules, which require that the minimal distance from
other caches is 161 meters. The final cache is a container with a volume of about 1 litre and
contains a logbook to record the players exploit and trade items with the Ostrava theme,
which can be exchanged for other items.
4.4 The approval process
Geocaching can bring joy through discovery and adventure, but when the cache is hidden in
an unsuitable place, it can also mean a risk of injury. To minimize this risk the placement of a
cache is subject to an approval process. Requests for placing a new cache into the registry is
approved by a so-called reviewer for a certain region. He also administers control over the
compliance with formal requirements. The physical control of the cache, suitability of its
placement and appropriateness of the given level of difficulty is tested by a so-called
betatester. There are usually several of them for one region. After a successful approval the
cache becomes available on the web. Since our project was intended only for pupils, it did not
have to be registered on the Geocaching web page. Nevertheless, we did apply for approval
because we wanted to know whether a geolocation game can be used as an educational tool
for the Geocaching community as well.
4.5 The game plan
The player obtains the first geological coordinates on the http://www.geocaching.com
website. He/she then arrives at the first stop where he/she finds the first QR code sticker using
given help. He/she then scans the QR code with his/her smartphone and obtains a link to a
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web address. He/she displays the address in his/her smartphone, views the historical
photographs of that place and information about its history. The web page also contains
coordinates for the next stop where the player finds another QR code and the whole process is
repeated. Our trail has four stops and one final stop with incentive.
4.6 Feedback
Even before launching the geolocation game we had to determine a way to receive feedback
from players. During the course of three months about a hundred of Geocaching network
users participated in the game and walked the trail. These players participated of their own
volition, obtaining the coordinates on the Geocaching website. Using the web page at the final
stop, they were asked to fill out an electronic questionnaire. The questionnaire was voluntary
and its goal was not to test the gained knowledge, but to record the subjective feelings of each
player.
Students in the 6th grade at an elementary school in Ostrava-Poruba were another group of
players. They walked the trail in two groups – 9 students in one and 13 in another. The
students walked the educational trail by themselves. A teacher was present, but she did not
interfere with the game, but only showed the students how to use the smartphone. At the final
stop students found the container with a “treasure” and were asked to fill out a short test. The
goal of this test was to check the gained knowledge from the trail.
Questionnaires for the Geocaching network users
Although geocaching is popular across all age groups, the group of players between 26 and
35 years was the largest. The difference between the number of males and females is
insignificant.
Knowledge of QR codes is essential for completion of the trail. Players who did not know
about them or knew only very little (about 25 %), had to learn about them as a part of
preparation for the trail.
Based on their subjective feelings the players judged whether the trail helped them to gain
more knowledge about the history of some interesting places in Ostrava. About 75 % stated
that it did, 22.5 % said it did only partially and a little over 3 % did not gain any new
knowledge. The game was received positively concerning the entertainment factor. About
74 % of players think that the game is definitely entertaining. The feedback from the
Geocaching web page clearly suggests that finding the cache was a great experience and some
even asked whether other interesting places in Ostrava will also be made into another game.
The test for students
The goal was to verify whether the students remembered the information they learned in the
game. The test was completed immediately after walking the trail. It was anonymous and the
students choose either one or more correct answers to the questions.
The group with nine members gave correct answers to 83.3 % of the knowledge questions.
The group of thirteen members answered the same questions with 77.7 % success. The
difference between the groups can be attributed to the different number of students in the
groups. Students in bigger groups can feel less involved in the game and tend to become
inattentive, passive, bored or unruly, which can result in weaker score in the test.
Answers to an additional question express the feelings of the students about the game. The
students enjoyed hunting for the treasure the most, secondly, recognizing the QR codes, and
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thirdly, visual comparison of past and present. Gaining information about the city’s history
was the least popular item of all. It turned out that it is not so important that students enjoyed
the entertaining elements of the game more than the educational ones. Despite that, the results
of the test show that students “soaked up” the information presented to them on the trail.

5 Conclusion
Teaching using a geolocation game is an unconventional way of education. As the results
show, the students had fun but also gained new knowledge while participating in our small
project of exploring interesting places of Ostrava city centre.
Geolocation game has its specific use. It is advisable to conduct it for smaller groups of
students from about twelve years of age. The very core of Geocaching has an educational
character because many caches are created as a quiz and only after doing research about the
topic and solving the riddle can a player obtain the geographic coordinates. Similarly, as a
didactic game, geolocation game should not be too long so that students will not grow tired
from the long trail and be burdened by a great amount of boring information instead of
enjoying the game.
The preparation of such a game is rather demanding on the teacher. However, once the game
is prepared, it can be used repeatedly. We recommend using it on not-so-busy days, such as
before the final reports are given, on the way back from the cinema, an exhibition or as a part
of other extracurricular activities. It is only up to the fantasy and skills of a teacher to create
an educational and entertaining game and incorporate it into the curriculum. Geolocation
game is suitable for teachers who like to discover and try out new ways of teaching.
Given the present rapid development of ICT (information and communication technologies)
in combination with the enthusiasm for discovering and testing new innovations, there are
great opportunities for seeking new ways of using technology in education. Geolocation game
is certainly just one of the possible ways of using them.
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Abstract
Classic form of eLearning is being steadily replaced by the form of adaptive eLearning that
adjusts to the student’s characteristics. The creation of adaptive e-learning environment is a
complex and complicated problem that must go through modelling and simulation before
being pilot tested in real education. For the created adaptive LMS the University of Ostrava
(Czech Republic) has created a modelling tool that enables the visualisation of the student’s
progress through the adaptive study material. This article covers the systematic approach to
modelling of personalised education.
Keywords
personalisation, simulation, modelling, eLearning, education process

Introduction
Classic education often leads to some students being bored, others find it too quick and they
do not manage to understand everything, others may not like the teaching style of every
teacher. For this reason they lose interest in some teachers and their subjects and their study
results may worsen for no good reason (Vališová, Kasíková, 2011). These are only a few
reasons that lead to the idea of education process optimisation through individualisation.
Individualisation of education introduces way of learning that is tailored to the needs of each
student, their existing knowledge, abilities and learning style (Brusilovsky, 2001). Such
approach is practically impossible for daily study in classic classrooms. Teachers cannot
approach every student individually. Teacher can only adapt their teaching to suit the majority
of the students in the class, but they cannot adapt to the individuality of every student.
In the time of society informatisation, the internet, suitable SW and HW tools, education done
on computers is not a problem, more specifically as e-learning. E-learning is mostly provided
through LMS (Learning Management System). In the currently used LMS, students find
themselves in the role of a passive, rarely active recipient (Sak, 2007). Usually they have no
way of adjusting the actual education process of which they are part of. Textbooks present
various recommendations, rules or theory that aim for better and easier learning. Such
generalisations most often disregard individualities of students. Used theories of learning are
often based on already gained knowledge of students and at the same time they do not take
into account their individual learning characteristics and needs that would help them
understand the given subject matter better and more effectively (Turčáni, Magdin, 2012).
By linking electronic learning with the requirements of personalised teaching we arrive at the
term automatic adaptive education. We asked ourselves the question whether the process of
automated adaptive learning can be modelled, i.e. the progression through electronic study
course that suits the student’s preferences and learning style. Optimal adaptive process will
respect differences between students based on their identified learning style and take into
account their changing knowledge and abilities during the course. Based on their personal
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characteristics, students will be provided with study material in the form that will most suit
them (Kulič, 1992).

Theory of Adaptive Education
The complex model of adaptive education was divided into several partial components. The
part of identifying student’s characteristics, i.e. learning style of the student, was solved, after
substantial study of information sources that deal with learning styles, by creating a
questionnaire. The questionnaire is tailored to a number of selected student’s characteristics
that can be utilised in e-learning. These characteristics include sensory preference, learning
tactics, depth of study and study material, etc. The combination of the values of these
characteristics defines a specific learning style of the student.
Suitable study material tailored to the student’s characteristics is created. Methodology for the
creation of adaptive study material was created for the authors of these study materials
(Šarmanová, 2012). By this methodology, each part of the instruction – the so-called frame –
has several variants. Variants differ in the depth of instruction, in their adaptation to different
sensory types and they are further divided into individual parts – the so-called layers.
The actual process of adaptive education will take place in the electronic environment based
on the identified learning style of the student and by assigning the most suitable study
material. The assigning of study material is based on expert pedagogical rules and is ruled by
two algorithms. The rules were created by pedagogues and psychologists on the basis of
generally accepted pedagogical and didactic principles and pedagogical experience.
To determine the theoretically optimal teaching style for a specific student means to select the
most suitable sensory variant and determine the optimal sequence of layer types and depth for
each (theoretically complete, with all types of layers) frame. This variant and sequence of
layers is generally used for every frame of the course.
Personal sensory variant of the student is defined by their most distinct type of sensory
perception. For other characteristics, general elementary rules are formulated:
if the student’s characteristics V1=a and at the same time V2=b,
then use the sequence of layers and depth X, Y, Z, …)
where: X, Y, Z … individual layers (theoretical, semantic, …)
V1, V2 … characteristics of learning style (motivation, self-regulation, …)
a, b, … are the values of the given characteristics.
Rules assigning the sequence and depth of the selected layer are expert rules defined by an
expert – pedagogue and expert on adaptive education. There are many “elementary” rules – for
every value of every rule and their combinations (Kostolányová, Takács, Šarmanová 2011).
These rules cannot be fine-tuned in real education – at this moment there are not enough
adaptive study materials (their creation is much more complicated than the creation of regular
distance textbooks) and not all types of students will always be present in actual education.
For this reason a separate module was created that is part of the adaptive LMS being
developed and that will allow education modelling without actual teaching aids/materials.
Teaching is simulated for all types of students. Correct formulation of elementary rules is
verified as well as the algorithm for obtaining the so-called personal learning style, i.e. the
sequence of layers and depths of a study material.
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Management and Modelling of Optimal Education Process
Information on the learning style of the student (values of each characteristics that determine
the learning style) and information on the structure of the study material (metadata on
individual parts of the study material) serves as the inputs of the management teaching
programme called the Virtual Teacher (VT). The Virtual Teacher is a type of expert system
that includes basic pedagogical rules and uses these elementary rules to create optimal
teaching style for the given student and optimal progress the given teaching material. The
process of education management is complicated yet invisible for the author, teacher and
student. Modelling the process is crucial to verify the correctness of designed adaptation
rules.
To fine-tune basic functions of the virtual teacher (model and a subsequent simulation of
recommended teaching) we need to define all basic types of virtual teachers and all variants
and layers of the teaching aid.
Virtual students are assigned learning characteristics. The learning characteristics of students
are given certain values. By combining the values (each characteristic has 2–4 values) we
obtain around 2000 possible types of students. We simulate the teaching for each individual
student or groups of student with identical one or several values. The virtual teaching aid is
modelled only by defining its metadata.
For testing purposes, the modelling tool itself uses the expert rules and the mentioned
algorithms to determine the personal education style (PES = determining the optimal
sequence of layers of the teaching aid) and actual education style (AES = determining the
actual sequence of layers using those that are available; had been created by the author). The
tool can visualise the progress of different types of students through the study material, which
allows examining their learning styles. It also serves as the basis for the analyses of how
many times a student went through the individual parts of the teaching aid. The special
method of visualisation of the results of PES and AES displays the pattern of all theoretical
variants of one frame (sensory type and depth of instruction) with all possible layers. Into this
pattern, it draws the learning progress as proposed by the virtual teacher – seen as
a connecting line of individual layers in the given sequence and depth (Fig. 1). We call this
diagram a trace of the adaptive education process, in short: education trace. Each trace mirrors
one learning style of one type of student. The tool can draw more education traces with one
common parameter (the parameter consists of different individual characteristics of the
learning style).
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Fig. 1: Trace of the Adaptive Education Process

Implementing the Module for Simulated Adaptive Learning
Modelling the process of adaptive education will take place in two phases. The first phase will
test the correctness of designed elementary and complex rules for assigning teaching material
in an ideal teaching aid (one that contains all variants of all layers). This will identify any
possible errors during the creation of PES. The second phase will model the AES, i.e. the
study aid will not be complete – some variants of layers will be missing (Kostolányová,
2012).
The first phase of the education process modelling will test elementary rules at first; for this
reason individual characteristics of students are incorporated gradually, not all at once.
Characteristics selected for the testing included motivation, notion of learning, depth of
learning, self-regulation and success rate. Values of individual characteristics are usually set
to three whole values (0, 50, 100 or -100, 0, 100): minimum, average and maximum.
To model the functionality and correctness of all elementary rules, we use complete study aid
(represented by its metadata) – with no variants or layers missing.
Process of modelling individual elementary rules:
-

-

Simulation of education with “average” student in all characteristics (their PES should
be the “classic” one that is usually used in text-books);
Simulation of education with the change of the value of the tested characteristic to
high and low and a check on the functionality and correctness of designed expert rules.
This approach is used for one student at first, then a group of students with the given
value of the monitored characteristic and other characteristics being average;
If the diagram does not correspond with the expert’s notion of the expected PES, we
note down the error (incorrectly formulated expert rule, or erroneous function of the
PES algorithm) (Kostolányová, 2013).

The same modelling tool will serve to verify if the rules are designed correctly for the case
when several rules must be combined, which corresponds with various characteristics of the
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student. Combinations of two, three and four characteristics in all possible variants were
chosen for the modelling. Example of two characteristics – motivation and self-regulation:
combinations of average motivation and self-regulation was used; combination of low
motivation and high self-regulation; high motivation and low self-regulation, etc.
During the modelling of elementary expert rules and complex rules, no errors in the rules or
the PES algorithm were found. Problems arose with the combination of two specific
characteristics: depth of learning and success rate of student. This situation was not
sufficiently and properly analysed; from the pedagogical perspective the formulation of rules
by preferred concept of learning in connection with the student’s success rate are inadequate.
After pedagogical discussion and consideration, rules were reformulated and given priorities
over each other.
The second phase of modelling tested the functionality and correctness of the AEStyl
algorithm. In real education, the Virtual Teacher does not have ideal study material at its
disposal (i.e. with all layers in all variants of the curriculum). This part of the modelling
focused on the use of correct variants and layers of the study material, if the study aid is
incomplete.
The AEStyl choosing algorithm had to analyse the existing variants and layers and in case
some of them were absent provide solution: substitute the missing layer with its “closest”
replacement, if that exists, or simply leave it out if it does not exist in any other version.
The pattern will the show missing parts with a small black dot; larger dot (the modelling tools
uses colour distinction for 4 senses) represents the existing variants of corresponding variants
(see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Progress of the Education Process with an Incomplete Aid

Experiments verified a number of correctly executed substitutions or omissions of layers
except for the following:
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-

missing layers were incorrectly duplicated instead of being omitted and replaced by
their substitutes,
in case the preferred sensory variant was missing it was replaced by other sensory
variant instead of the second best preferred variant.

Discovered errors were corrected by a duplicate layer check that removes the duplicated layer
from the AES. The AEStyl algorithm was modified to substitute the missing sensory variant
with the second preferred sensory variant. In connection to this, the situation with identical
values of sensory preferences of students was also solved: the substitution is being looked for
from “left to right”, that is in the sequence of verbal → visual → auditive → kinaesthetic.

Conclusion
We can conclude by saying that the chosen systematic approach used for modelling virtual
students and virtual teaching aids, the simulation of the teaching process using it and finally
the visualisation of the resulting personalised study material was successful and helped
uncover some errors.
Without these simulations, the process of fine-tuning the expert rules, algorithms and
functions of the virtual teacher would take several years. Doing this with real students and
real adaptive aids would need the participation of all types of students (in terms of their
learning styles) and existence of all types of study aids. The creation of adaptive aids requires
a high amount of effort and time, their authors can hardly be expected to create these aids
only for the purpose of testing of the adaptive education. Thus without the simulation, some
errors may have remained undiscovered for a long time.
The original modelling tool designed and implemented to simulate the education process
without the need of creating real teaching aids and of participation of real students for pilot
testing worked perfectly and fulfilled all its functions. It allowed the simulated creation of
adaptive personalised teaching aids for all basic types of virtual students and had their
correctness expertly verified – agreement with pedagogical principles, formulated by experts
in the theory of adaptive learning.
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Abstract
Contemporary school is not a random collection of free elements, such as: a teacher, students,
curriculums, textbooks, methods, forms, etc., but it is a defined system with the inherent
structure and the designated by the curriculum tasks and functions that in the twenty-first
century should be focused on the more frequent use of Information Technology (IT) in
educational processes. This combination of technology and education imposes more new
tasks and objectives to be achieved, becomes useful in the implementation of a variety of
changes, and encourages their improvement. It is a good way leading to the improvement of
knowledge and skills of the young generation that is particularly interested in computer and
IT. Therefore, it is considered that without a computer lab and the Internet the current school
would be old-fashioned and unable to prepare their students for further education,
professional work and functioning in the constantly emerging information society. Thus, it
became a priority of schools to strive to adapt the education to the requirements of that
society, through the introduction of new digital technology.
Computer and technology related to it gives the education many new opportunities for
learning, because the twenty-first century society derives more and more from the network
resources in order to obtain the necessary and desired information. Therefore, my area of
interest focused on the computer and IT in educational processes, because nowadays the
computer assisted education has become a reality.
Keywords
Computer in education, modern technology, didactive tools, educational processes, students.

Introduction
Computerization of every aspect of human life makes us constantly and increasingly (rather
unwillingly) yield to the influence of this fascinating metamedium, under the impact (or rather
under control) of which the social world is growing and changing in a fluid and dynamic way.
This, one might say, imperceptibly progressive reality helps to accelerate the pace of work
and the knowledge of people in this new technological civilization called cyberculture (VAN
DIJK, 2010). These changes of life and the functioning of the society led to the beginning of
the age of information and technology, and – what came afterwards - the "network society"
(CASTELLS, 2011), which requires of its "masters" - teachers and parents to overthrow the
ideals and schematic action, as highlighted by E. Perzycka, who recognizes that until recently,
the primary task of learning processes was to collect and gather a large amount of information
to implement the processes to educate the youth, whose task was to memorize their contents.
As she claimed, today “the benefits result not from having information, but from possessing
better skills than others in its utilization” (PERZYCKA, 2008, P.8.). In times of liquid
modernity one of the tasks of the current school became a desire to adapt the training to the
requirements of modern society. These tasks primarily consist of the implementation of the
new digital technology, which aim is, on the one hand, the use of Information Technology in
the transfer and creation of knowledge, and on the other, preparation of students to the
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rational use of its benefits. The profits of a correlation between the science and the latest
technology have been recognized and appreciated by teachers; among others, in her book
educator E. Perzycka emphasizes the importance of modern technology in the dissemination,
archiving and recalling the assimilated knowledge of students. As the author notes “the
success of economic and cultural society is dependent on the ability to use the capital, which
is knowledge and information. Thus, the challenge for man becomes a competence to acquire
and process information in order to create new knowledge” (PERZYCKA, 2008, p. 9.).
Computer and technology related to it gives the science many new opportunities, because the
twenty-first century society increasingly derives from the network resources in order to obtain
the necessary and desired information. This approach to digital development of education
requires a lot of commitment from both schools, which should prepare a technical basis, and
the teachers themselves, who in the first place should acquire information skills so necessary
in today's education, which include: knowledge or foreign language or languages, ability to
use technical equipment: computer, video and the like, and, for example, the ability to use
databases, computer networks, including the Internet, and the ability to use these technologies
to support learning processes, both in their own workshop and the students’, and the ability to
create original programs of education and their use in the processes of teaching and sharing
them online (KWIATKOWSKAI, 1994).
Research on the processing of messages of the Department of Education Technology of
Education Institute at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun indicated considerable
potential for computer simulation to creative activities. Visual message gives learners more
favorable conditions for the growth of liquidity flexibility and originality of thought,
contributing to faster and better control of demonstrating the problem, generation of ideas,
solutions and verification compared to the verbal message (SIEMIENIECKI, 1992). E.
Perzycka also stressed the importance of the computer for education, noting that “the
development of people is the most complete, if done in good conditions, that is, those in
which a person (student) lives. At the same time the author emphasized the importance of the
digital space in the daily lives of children and young people, who were born and grew up in
the "computer world". Thus, she wrote, the main tasks of the teacher is to create conditions
for the development, so that the digital space was a natural space of education (PERZYCKA,
2008), which should be used to improve efficiency in the process of teaching and learning,
remembering, of course, about the correctness in terms of educational and moral issues.
The need to use the latest technology to educate the present generation is also noted by the
Canadian researcher D. Tapscott, who said that “young people have an instinctive tendency to
technical innovations, which seem unusual to us. The network is their natural way of
communicating, learning, searching for information, and doing many other
things”(TAPSCOTT, 2010, p.50), which makes the computer and related technology
extremely helpful, and their popularity has not diminished, and basically is increasing day by
day.

Methodological assumptions
The current generations, who were born and brought up in the era of dominance of digital
technology, surely recognize it as something natural and essential to everyday life in all areas
of human activity, both at work and entertainment as an indispensable (more and more often
as the only) help in the acquisition of knowledge. The current generation of young people,
also known as network generation, willingly uses the latest digital technology to all of its
activities, so that the introduction of digital media to schools meets with their great approval.
Representatives of this group of people, as noted by the Canadian Internet researcher Don
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Tapscott "young people have an instinctive tendency to technical innovations, which seem
unusual to us. The network is their natural way of communicating, learning, searching for
information, and doing many other things” (TABSCOTT, 2008, p.52.). It should be stressed
that the tool which is the latest digital technology, gained many adherents among learners and
educators long time ago. From the time when the computer entered schools, people began to
wonder about the use of its opportunities to improve the effectiveness of education. In the era
of liquid modernity, modernization capabilities are entirely possible because, as R. Wawer
wrote, “computers process information in the form of text, image, sound and animation and
therefore offer extreme opportunities. The use of new technology allows recourse to a variety
of information, their comparison, processing, and what is extraordinary, designing and laying
out a completely new and unknown reality” (WAWER, 2008, p. 81.).
A series of geography lessons was carried out in class II of the middle school in Łobez in
October 2012, during which were used computers and specially designed teaching materials
aimed to investigate the following issues:
 What is the impact of the computer and related technology on improving the
attractiveness of the teaching process?
 Does the use of the computer and new technology increase efficiency of students’
work?
 How does the use of the computer in the classroom change the behavior of students?
By examining the impact of the computer on the fulfillment of education, during these lessons
have been applied the method of observation and analysis of the products of students during
the lesson. Observation was conducted in two middle school classes, one of which was
working with traditional textbooks and other with multimedia teaching materials and
computers.

Analysis of observations
The success of the project was based on the correct technical lesson preparation, during which
it was planned to use the computer as a teaching aid. This required a lot of preparation from
the teacher and the knowledge of students on the basic principles of working with a computer.
It should be noted that the mere operation of the equipment was not a problem, so the
introduction to the course was devoted to study of programs that contain relevant and useful
information for all the work. The next step was to provide participants with lesson materials
(in paper form) with tasks. They included questions and commands tailored to the age group
and level of skills, so that the students quite quickly came to the right information and knew
exactly what their work was about, and independently performed certain tasks, thereby
acquiring the ability of self-education and self-improvement. The purpose of such prepared
lesson scenario was to lead the students smoothly through the next stages, giving them the
chance to analyze the received material and reaching the correct answer. Such action would
also encourage more students to work independently, because without understanding the
content, right from the start they would doubt in their own abilities and give up further action.
However, despite such a prepared plan of action and the earlier introduction on the
organization of the lesson, the students were initially upset about the fact that they do the job
alone. After reading the material they quickly got used to this way of working. We could also
see a greater responsibility for the exercises performed. The emphasis put on own work was
designed to stimulate cognitive activity, develop the habit of independent intellectual effort,
and increase self-confidence. It should be noted that the cognitive activity of the student is
released mainly when he or she is put in the problematic situation appropriate to his or her
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abilities and needs. By doing so we could observe a change in the method of teaching to
learning. Students, even those weaker and less confident, showed a significant difference in
activity compared to the group learning by using the same material in traditional form. During
the lesson with the computer there was increased sensory activity. Students at all times
showed a much higher intellectual activity, a more complete motivation to work, so we were
able to maintain full concentration more than the one during teaching without the use of new
technologies. After completing the activity, students discussed the results and formulated
proposals which were then recorded and used to solve other problems.
During the observed lesson we could see the difference in the two groups of students'
satisfaction with their work. On the lesson conducted by traditional methods, only a few
people performed the exercise correctly. This was due to the impossibility of making
corrections, inaccuracies in the performance of tasks or reduced activity (boredom). This lack
of tangible results led to resentment and dislike for further work. Students in the experimental
group had the opportunity to correct errors, improve the readability of their work and
material, moving parts without negative consequences in the form of dirt or having to create
them from scratch. As the result we got correct and clean work. This led to the increased
motivation to continue working on the tasks assigned by the teacher. In this group we have
also observed good cooperation between learners, who discussed the observed phenomena
and jointly agreed on ways to solve problems.
An additional benefit of lessons conducted in such way was to show students other
possibilities of using computer than just for playing computer games.

Conclusion
Using the latest digital devices in education is both a diversity of classes but on the other hand
forces teachers to make more effort in preparing for them. We should get used to the more
frequent occurrence of these latest devices not only at work and in private life but also in
schools. With increased access to computers and other digital devices such as mobile phones
and the Internet, we acquire information and knowledge about the world around us quicker
(BAUMAN, 2012, p. 34.), and “the success of society is dependent on the ability to use
capital, which is the knowledge and information. Hence the challenge for human becomes
competence to acquire and process information in order to create new knowledge”
(PERZYCKA, 2008. P. 7.) Education assisted with the latest technology enables students to
self-train their ability to act and think, because it gives them a tool. So one of the tasks of the
reformed school should be systematic habituation (tame) of learners with the new system of
independent, creative and effective work, which is the key to success. Investing in the
development of education can contribute to the growth of interest in little interesting activities
and theoretical educational content, because present students do not know a world without
digital technology and their interest in the digital world and digital devices continues
unabated; on the contrary, it is increasing, so we should use it wisely and effectively!
(BAUMAN, 2012).
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Abstract
The paper describes the experiences with the newly established subject “Cloud learning” at
the Faculty of Education of the University of South Bohemia. The emphasis in this course is
on effective use of the internet services in communication, online collaboration, personal and
school administration, working and sharing the digital office formats, using of cloud storages
and editing and publishing of the wide range of types of the multimedia data. Types of
instructions are carried out independently on the specific software and hardware platform with
a preference for mobile access (smartphones, tablets) as well.
Keywords
cloud technologies, learning, online services

The brief history and the present situation of the cloud technologies
By the term cloud services we should understand such services that are based on the
network—the Internet architecture and which we access through the general network
protocols from a number of our "smart" devices (computer, tablet, cell phone, watch, glasses,
etc.) (Kaiserswerth, 2012). With a little exaggeration, we can consider internet itself as the
first cloud service along with the first abundantly used services (WWW, IRC, FTP, Gopher,
Telnet...). Among the first more widely used services using data from the cloud we can count
general web-pages display (Mosaic Browser, Netscape Navigator from 1993), and the first
free-mail services (Hotmail 1996, Rocketmail-Yahoo1997, Gmail 2004).
E-mail has thus become the first of the service offering authorized access to own mailbox
through a standard Web browser, when a user views "his" data stored in the cloud, while also
allowing to “back up” important data by locally used mail protocols (POP3, IMAP).
In the following years there appeared more and more cloud (Internet) services attracting
customers with its added value. It turns out that one just needs to have a reliable Internet
connection to remotely access services one needs - management of personal agenda - e-mail
services include management of contacts, calendars, notes, the possibility of creating one’s
own website via WYSIWYG editors, web photo galleries, blogs, virtual spaces. There are
tools for creating, sharing and cooperating in the space above the basic office-document types
– word processor, spreadsheet, presentation program, database systems, and project
management.
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Fig. 1: Accessing cloud services from different devices

Big players in this market (Yahoo, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook) are also
trying to make their users spend in their cloud services as much time as possible (advertising
revenue), and extend and integrate various services in the most satisfactory range of services,
so that their users need only a browser. The first link can be mapped from major Internet
search engines (Yahoo, Google, Bing or domestic list) with e-mail services, advertising,
geography and communications services (maps, chats, blogs) to supermarkets and e-shops.
User is so subtly and effectively lured by the colourful use of these services, usually free and
with benefits such as content security, sharing, and access from anywhere and with multiple
devices. These cloud environments are thus platform independent and yet they themselves
become the platform (Katz, 2008).

Cloud platforms today
Cloud platform is to be understood as a complete portfolio of services, through which are
large companies trying to influence the development and use of internet services and related
hardware platforms for their own benefit. These platforms can benefit both from its partial
isolation (Apple) and thus own easier development and continuity, as well as from proclaimed
greater openness, with emphasis on established standards (Microsoft, Google).
Currently fighting against each other are three such platforms:
 Apple (iPhone, MacOS X, iPad, iPod, iWorks, iWatch)
 Google (Chrome browser, Chromebook, Android, Google Glass, G+)
 Microsoft (Windows, Microsoft Phone, Internet Explorer and Live Services)
There are other platforms, which, however, lack the complexity and something is missing
there, and are thus only of a secondary importance (Facebook, Amazon, Yahoo), because they
usually lack higher OS integration, and mobile platforms. In the case of the "big three", it is
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an established touted operating system (Apple and Microsoft) or an alternative OS - Google
with its Chrome browser and Chrome OS running on the hardware platform Chromebooks, as
well as on mobile hardware (iPhone, MS Phone and Android) HW tablet (iPad, MS Windows
8 or RT and Android) and, not least, cloud services (iWorks, iCloud vs. Google Account Gmail, Calendar, Drive, G+ versus MS Live - Outlook, SkyDrive, Office 365).
Apple
From the established alternative PC platform (Macintosh), Steve Jobs succeeded to change
the world of IT through transition to a new understanding of cloud content by introducing
iPhone and iPad. iCloud ecosystem is probably the most elaborate and most integrated
environment. The weakness, on the other hand, may seem to be the closure of the system and
financial cost of acquiring the necessary hardware.
Google
Google dominated the first years with its search engine, followed by services related to Gmail
and maps, and subsequently by introducing very successful Chrome. Yet it was only after the
iPhone was introduced, that Google realized the need for an urgent response to the mobile
platform of Apple, and came with Android as a direct competition to the iPhone and iPad.
After several years of development, the Android system has become a recognized platform,
and now with the number of installations clearly dominates the market. Its strengths include
openness, affordability and high integration of cloud services and linkages with a wide range
of tools and services under Associated Google account. The disadvantage may be greater
fragmentation of Android versions caused by specific modifications of individual equipmentmanufacturers.
Microsoft
Microsoft underestimated the general developments in the field of cloud services and major
mobile platforms and concentrated on their products in the traditional understanding of the
use of personal computers, where Microsoft clearly dominated the operating systems and
office Software. But its development also resulted in building an alternative for users
accustomed to the portfolio of services and products of Microsoft. That is why, after many
years of development, Microsoft Mobile came with Windows Phone, and also introduced two
versions of the operating system for tablets--Windows 8 Pro and Windows 8 RT. The
advantages of this environment include the establishment of a long tradition of use of standard
office formats and compatibility with desktop applications. The disadvantage, however, may
be its relatively low distribution among users and a certain heavy-footedness of its further
development.

Use of cloud-based tools in school practice
In school practice, the use of cloud-based tools appears very helpful, indeed. The main
reasons are their very good accessibility and, especially, significant financial savings. If our
chief aim is to teach our students the principles of the various types of digital information and
help them to orient themselves in the congeries of Internet services and software tools for
personal and work practice, then it is highly advisable to select just those products that
schools or students can financially afford, yet still provide the appropriate functions. By
choosing an appropriate cloud environment we can thus effectively achieve given educational
goals.
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Choosing the proper cloud environment
The Faculty of Education of the University of South Bohemia has been engaged in selecting
the appropriate cloud environment for several years and specifically in an established course-Cloud Learning. This course is offered as an elective for all students of teacher training and is
deliberately based on the principle of BYOD (Bring Your Own Device). The experience of
recent years shows that even with presentation of all three platforms during the study, the
overwhelming advantage of a platform based on Android and broad portfolio of services
Google Account is clearly evident (Leipert, 2012). Furthermore, schools can easily access
product “Google Apps for Education” free of charge, which is very suitable for use in any
type of school, and in a very real sense can help implement most aspects of the school
curricular agenda.

Key competencies of information literacy through cloud-based tools
Our experience shows that for teaching word processing, numerical and graphical information
are cloud-based tools very suitable, but as well they are most appropriate even for more
advanced communication, information sharing and collaboration in real time (Ally, 2009).
With deep integration of Google services under Account, we opted just to use these tools:
Gmail, Calendar, Google Drive, G+, Photo Editor, Video Editor, Map Creator, Draw, and
more. In teaching the course Cloud Learning, moreover, these services are accessed through
primary (i.e., desktop) tools as well as in their mobile variants using smartphones and tablets.
The course Cloud Learning is also implemented as a complex project--from the first steps of
the registration of users and setting of individual services, establishment of working groups
and circles to facilitate cooperation, with the use of cloud-based tools and creation of simple
digital formats to more complex documents and media-rich data, to publishing comprehensive
websites containing links among various cloud resources.

Conclusions
The use of cloud-based tools in teaching seems currently suitable not only as a useful
educational supplement, but rather as its integral part, for the development of information
technology is its best proof. It is therefore necessary to adequately grasp and articulate the
current form of curricula that teach IT courses, and compare them with the challenges with
which we are daily confronted. Today, after more than a decade of calm in the desktop and
web development, we find ourselves once again in turbulent clouds.
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Abstract
Remote experiments during natural science education start to actively take part in e-learning,
thus helping transform it into a new integrated e-learning. They are most often performed
using universal measurement systems (ISES, LabVIEW etc.). However, trying to start with
remote experiments using these systems is prudent just for those teachers, who already have
such systems in their possession and do not need to acquire them just to start with the remote
experiments. Our contribution aims to demonstrate remote experiments using simple and
readily available resources (standard laboratory equipment, multimeters etc.) and the RS232C
or USB interface. The next demonstration will show an experiment, where we will measure
temperature, humidity, noise level and illuminance using merely a commercial environmental
multimeter without any of the above –mentioned measuring systems. And at last we will
demonstrate a remote experiment, again without the measuring systems, performing the
Franck-Hertz experiment on the Phywe set. It is possible to connect this highly specialized
and financially demanding experiment to the internet using just the ISES WEB Control as a
remote experiment, accessible online by anyone from anywhere. The main component of
these remote experiments using just the usual equipment and measuring tools and the RS232C
interface is our universal ISES WEB Control software kit.
Keywords
Remote experiment, ISES laboratory system, ISES WEB Control software kit, RS232C, USB.

Introduction
Remote experiments first appeared around 10 years ago as initial attempts to
unconventionally use the internet, some of them were [ISES], [SCHAUER at al.], [LILA
PROJECT], [Remote experiments portal], [GRUBER at al.] and others. Those pioneers
employed the blinking LED diods, railroad models, simple robots etc. Each of those remote
experiments was an original.
Remote experiments with measurement systems
At the time the ISES measurement system kit (created in 1985) has already been relatively
widely used for the classic local experiments using the computer, just like other systems
(LabVIEW, Phywe etc.) e.g. [MA, NICKERSON], [GOME]. In 2002, ISES, as one of the first
measuring systems to do so, came up with the ISES WEB Control special software kit
[LUSTIG, DVOŘÁK], which enabled even non-programmers to construct even complex
experiment controls on a HTML page just by combining applets. This made it possible to not
only measure but also to control the experiment and to export the measured data etc. Samples
of those remote experiments can be found at http://www.ises.info or http://www.eEdu.eu
where MFF-UK Praha, UTB Zlín, PedF Trnava, UKF Nitra, PřF Olomouc, PedF Brno etc.
have combined their experiments, which used the ISES system as the basis. (Note: These
remote experiments are of the “Control” type, they enable you to DIRECT and CONTROL
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the experiments. Only the ISES and LabVIEW systems can be used to perform them, as, aside
from input, they have both analogue and digital output from controls. Measuring systems such
as Vernier or Pasco have only measurement input and do not support remote experiments).
Creating remote experiments using the ISES and ISES Web Control is easy even for nonprogrammers, but it always requires that the whole ISES system [SCHAUER at al.] be
available.
Remote experiments without measurement systems
This time we shall demonstrate, which need no universal measurement systems (ISES,
LabVIEW etc.), merely the standard laboratory equipment multimeters, stepper motors or
environmental measurement devices etc. What these devices have in common are the RS232C
or USB-COM interfaces. Many pieces of laboratory equipment (on pic. 1 are multimeter
UT61E (for cca 2.000,- Kč), environmental multimeter DT2232 (for cca 1.000,- Kč),
laboratory voltage source SPS12010 (source of 0-20V/10A, for cca 6.000,- Kč). To create this
remote experiment you need only the mentioned devices and the ISES Web Control software
kit with the correct plug-ins (for cca 3.000,- Kč). (Note 1: The prices mentioned here are so
that you can picture how cheap it is to create a set of remote experiments using just the
standard laboratory equipment. Note 2: It is possible to use any other pieces of laboratory
equipment, provided it has the RS232C).

Fig. 1: Laboratory equipment – for example UT61E multimeter, SPS12010 laboratory voltage source, DT2232
environmental multimeter (all equipped with the RS232C interface) – convenient for creating remote
experiments.

1. Electrotechnical measurement remote experiments using standard
laboratory equipment
We shall describe the creation of a particular remote experiment, for example measuring the
VA characteristic of a LED diode. For this experiment we require a controlled voltage source
(for example 0 V to 5 V), we shall use the SPS12010 laboratory source, then we will have to
measure the electric current flowing through the diode and the voltage on the diode. For this
we shall use two pieces of the UT61E multimeter. The core of the didactic experiment is the
LED diode itself. The aim of the experiment is to measure the VA characteristic of the LED
diode. How to set up the experiment and the devices is surely clear. The measuring devices
will be connected to a computer using the RS232C cable or the USB-RS232C adapter
Now we shall transform this local experiment into a remote experiment. To do this we need
components of the ISES Web Control software kit. We will choose applets (buttons and a
scroll bar to control the SPS12010 laboratory voltage source), numeral and XY graphical
display of measured values of voltage and current on the diode. Then we will add applets for
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choice of measurements and exporting the measured values. We put this all into an empty
HTML page like a puzzle, without the need of understanding the HTML code, it is richly
equipped with commentaries and the user makes mostly graphical and aesthetic
modifications. This way we created the main control WWW page for the experiment.
Now we need to activate all the required server components of the ISES Web Control
software kit on the side of the server with the experiment. It requires a WWW server (we use
for example Nginx.exe), then further we need a special measurement server
(MeasureServer.exe with components needed for particular laboratory devices) and further it
would be prudent to have a webcam to observe the experiment online, to do this, we run
Videoserver.exe. This way the experiment is running on the server side.
On the client side it is up to us to connect to the address of the remote experiment (you can try
http://kdt-19.karlov.mff.cuni.cz) anytime from anywhere. How does one connect to a remote
experiment? It has been described many times, so we shall do it telegraphically here. To
connect to a remote experiment, you require an internet browser like Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Opera etc. Further you need to have Java installed on your computer, preferably the
latest version. (Note: There have been several Java upgrades last year, so it is prudent to
install the latest (freely available from www.java.com). Enter the address of the remote
experiment into the address bar – for example http://kdt-19.karlov.mff.cuni.cz and wait for the
experiment to run. Not all of the applets may load at the same time, so a refresh of the page
(F5) may be needed, perhaps even several times, until all the applets have loaded (grey
buttons will change into active buttons). After the latest Java update a message may appear
asking, whether we wish to activate the applets. Confirm the activation. All the applets
required for the experiments should become active. Now we can work with a scrollbar and
change the voltage between 0 V and 5 V. This way we can delineate the entire VA
characteristic. If we wish to measure the entire VA characteristic automatically, we just need
to press the Start-Auto button. If we are going to export the data, we need to press Start
record, perform the experiment and press Stop record. Then by pressing the Export values
button we generate a new HTML page displaying the measured values. Then by employing
the copy and paste maneuver we move the data to the desired processing software (Word,
Excel etc.), the measured values are in an ASCII format and so it is possible to import them
into any known software. We can then leave the experiment by closing the internet browser
used.

Fig. 2: Example of the graphic interface of the LED diode VA characteristic remote experiment. ( http://kdt19.karlov.mff.cuni.cz ), instrumentalization: 1x power supply SPS12010, 2x multimeter UT61E.
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2. Remote experiments using the environmental multimeter
The DT2232 Multimeter is not so well known, unassuming and cheap, however, it is a very
remarkable multimeter used to measure temperature, humidity, noise level and illuminance. It
is equipped with the usual RS232C interface for connecting to a computer. We have prepared
a special plug-in for our ISES Web Control software kit for this device. With this plug-in this
standard device becomes a remote instrument for both long- and short-term, either graphical
or digital recording of temperature, humidity, noise and illuminance levels. Data is
persistently stored and available for viewing or exportation of the chosen period of time.
Picture 3 shows us an example of the graphic interface of a long-term recording of outdoor
illuminance levels.

Fig. 3: Example of the graphic interface of the remote experiment using the DT2232 Multimeter to monitor
sunlight/illuminance (partially at http://kdt-16.karlov.mff.cuni.cz), instrumentalization: 1x DT2232

Monitoring noise levels is yet another attractive experiment. You can measure noise levels in
your street during the day and at night or measure noise levels inside the classroom etc.
In closing regarding the very remarkable commercial DT2232 device, which is capable of
measuring the current levels of temperature, humidity, noise and illuminance, we would like
to emphasize that just by utilizing the ISES Web Control software, this device becomes a
remote measurement station for all these properties. It is possible to both view and download
the recorded data via the WWW.

3. Remote experiments using the Franck-Hertz apparatus
The Franck-Hertz experiment didactic aid (the Phywe version can be found in many schools)
is present is perhaps every university practice. It is a precise experiment, demonstrating the
turning point between classic and quantum physics. The apparatus itself is very expensive
(cca 150.000,- Kč), however, it is directly active only for a few minutes per practice. The
controls involve only pushing the START button. The output is a data file, which is then
examined using a computer. The students usually are not involved in the setup of the
experiment, because the experiment is usually already prepared. This experiment is connected
to the computer using the RS232C interface. We took this as a challenge and prepared a
remote version of this experiment. Again we utilized the ISES Web Control software kit and
added the plug-in for the Franck-Hertz apparatus. On picture 4 you can find the graphic
interface for the Franck-Hertz experiment. You can connect to this interface using a web
browser like Internet Explorer, Firefox or Opera etc. Here the experiment will also begin by
pressing the START button. The experiment will run and the recorded data will be
downloaded for further processing. A webcam aimed directly at the gas-filled tube will
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provide us with a macroview of the neon layers. This way gives the user data in higher quality
than just observing with the naked eye. This experiment shall demonstrate that there is little to
no difference between the traditional and remote approaches – in both cases a computer will
record the data! However, a remote experiment is accessible to anyone, anywhere, anytime.

Fig. 4: Example of the graphic interface for the Franck-Hertz remote experiment using the Phywe apparature
(temporarily at http://kdt-33.karlov.mff.cuni.cz).

Conclusion
The aim of developing the interface for remote experiments utilizing standard laboratory
equipment was to make creation of remote experiments more accessible even to users who do
not have any universal measurement system available and still wish to begin with remote
experiments. Of course, those wishing to create more complex remote experiments sets will
probably try using the ISES system, which nowadays offers probably the highest number of
options for control. ISES is equipped with 8 analogue inputs, 2 analogue outputs, 16 relays,
16 digital inputs/outputs and a multi-camera recording system. Furthermore, ISES/ISES Web
Control is capable of remotely controlling 4 stepper motors with either rotary or linear
motion, laboratory sources 0 to 40 V/0 to 20 A etc. New components are easy to add to the
ISES Web Control simply in the form of new plug-ins.
Further details about the ISES system can be found at www.ises.info, for a list of non-stop
running experiments visit http://www.ises.info/index.php/cs/laboratory, or for an overview
visit http://www.eEdu.eu. To learn more about integrated e-learning or new trends in remote,
virtual and traditional laboratories we recommend following publications: [SCHAUER at al.]
and [LUSTIG].
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Abstract
The steadily increasing availability of ICT at schools of all levels enables to implement
various types of digital study materials. That is why we deal with instructional computer
simulations of natural science phenomena and experimental activities which have had a 30year-long tradition in the role of digital study materials. New challenges have appeared and
new research studies have been introduced within the process of their implementation into the
science instruction. The paper presents the analysis of 27 research studies focused on
researching the process of science instruction supported by computer simulations. The
analysis aims at the design and results of studies which examine the contribution of computer
simulations implemented in the process of science instruction. Results of the analysis are
expected to help with (1) applying meaningful and adequate ways of the mentioned learning
objects implementation in the science instruction and (2) designing new research projects in
this field.
Keywords
Computer simulation, science instruction, research studies literature review.

Introduction
The steadily increasing availability of computers and other ICT means (e.g. interactive
whiteboard etc.) at schools of all levels enables to implement various types of digital study
materials. We focused on instructional computer simulations which have had a 30-year-long
tradition when analysing the sample of 35 computer animations of acid-base reactions which
have been introduced since 1990s (Machková and Bílek 2011).
The science instruction closely relates to using models of various types – models, schemas,
diagrams, operating models etc. Instructional models provide information, increase the
clearness of explanations, make understanding of the topic easier for learners. For several
decades the instructional models have been used in the electronic form as computer
simulations. This introduces new qualities of models, e.g. dynamics and parallel
representation, 3D visualization, bidirectional interactivity and other advantages. Interactivity
is a specific attribute of digital study materials. Importance of interactivity in virtual
environments pointed Turčáni and Magdin (2012) “... interactivity makes it easy for students
to revisit specific parts of the environments to explore them more fully, to test ideas, and to
receive feedback.”
The potential of instructional computer simulations in natural sciences, as it is evident from
theoretical studies, lies mainly in providing information on phenomena unobservable by
human eye (e.g. on the microscopic level), dangerous, time demanding or very short ones.
They could be very effective when learning about topics with dynamic character. “What
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makes animations stand out is movement, as opposed to static, still images, and this
demonstrates the various relationships within and along a certain process. ... movement will
be remembered longer than static images ... visualisation is a vital part in the acquisition of
scientific topics, since important relationships between concepts will be pointed out for
learners.” (Pinter et al. 2012)
They serve as sources of information, simulators of experimental activities, tools for solving
problem tasks or testing hypotheses within the instruction. (Roy 2004, Bell and Smetana
2008, Beaufils and Richoux 2003) “While interacting with simulations, learners are engaged
in processes of scientific reasoning, such as problem definition, hypothesis generation,
experimentation, observation, and data interpretation.“ (Plass et al. 2012)
New questions of pedagogic and branch didactic research have appeared relating to the
implementation of these tools, mainly focusing on efficiency, results of instruction, support of
constructing and fixing new knowledge, support of experimental activities or comparison of
the importance of real and virtual experiment in science education. Many academic
workplaces worldwide deal with these questions. The most important researchers in this field
are for example Plass, Greenbowe, Smith and Bell in the USA, as well as Le Maréchal,
Josephsen, Winberg and Bolton in Europe. In the Czech Republic and its nearest neighbours
are concerned in this field e.g. Bílek, Burewicz and Miranowicz, Pinter, Turčáni and Magdin
and others.
The impact of steadily implemented researches has reflected in approaching to these didactic
means. As it can be seen in the above mentioned set of learning computer simulations of acidbase reactions, the authors are not individuals, i.e. interested teachers, but the means are
systematically created by university teams been supported by research activities focusing on
the learning simulation design and its impact on the efficiency of instruction and learners´
motivation to work with them. The didactically highly-developed instructional simulations
have been saved online, e.g. on the web pages of PhET Simulations (University of Colorado
2011) or Chemical Education (Greenbowe 2008). The instructional computer simulations are
also included in interactive appendices of natural science textbooks, e.g. the project
Micromega run by prof. J. F. Le Maréchal from L’École Normale Supérieure de Lyon and his
team (Le Maréchal and Bécu-Robinault 2006). Thus they have become the didactic means
systematically implemented in the Natural science curricula (Rutten et al. 2012).
In the following part of the text the analysis of available studies is introduced focusing on the
use and impact of computer simulations on the course and results of the science instruction.
We will define the way and contribution how a computer simulation can support traditional
processes in the natural science instruction. The analysis also deals with the research designs
applied within the processing the analysed research studies with the aim to find space for our
research activities in the given field.

Collecting Data and the Process of Research Studies Analyse
The first step of our analysis of selected research studies focusing on the use of computer
simulations in natural science instruction was to run the bibliographic search in online
databases of the WILEY Online Library, SpringerLink and RSCPublishing, and also using the
Google search engine. The applied key words were as follows: computer simulation,
interactive computer models, natural science instruction, chemistry instruction, physics
instruction, biology instruction, geography instruction.
We found and analysed 52 sources focused on instructional computer simulations supporting
the natural science instruction. They were structured according to the content presented in
abstracts. Results are displayed in table 1.
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Topic of the study
Theoretical works – importance and potential of modelling and simulations
Design and realization of instructional simulations
Quality evaluation of instructional simulations
Research of the instruction process supported by instructional computer simulations
The TPCK development of natural science teachers
Good-practice examples

N
9
4
4
27
4
4

Tab. 1: The topic of the analysed studies focused on computer simulations in natural science instruction

The analysis includes only such studies which meet the above mentioned criteria, i.e. (1) an
instructional computer simulation performs the role of independent variable being
characterized as a computer programme based on the real system model which enables a
bidirectional relation with the learner, and at the same time (2) the research study observes the
impact of the simulation on the course and results of learner´s process of learning.
Relevant studies were analysed in detail from two aspects. First, the analysis of applied
research design was made, when studies were structured according to the type of design
distinguishing the qualitative and quantitative ones, mixed designs and meta-analyses, and
observing other specific characteristics. Second, the conclusions of research studies were
analysed. Despite the content field was similar with all studies, each of them focused on
different elementary phenomena, which was the main reason of categorization. We focused on
two partial areas: support of computer simulations for (1) understanding the learning content
and improving the learning results, (2) supporting experimental activities.

Description of the Set of Analysed Research Studies
The detailed analysis included 27 research studies; the central topic of them was the research
of the impact of using computer simulations on the process of natural science instruction. The
research studies ran in 1987 - 2012 (24 of them after 2000). Table 2 presents a brief list of
their primary sources, including the value of impart factor.
Source
British Journal of Educational Technology
Chemistry Education Research and Practice
Computers and Education
Didaskalia (Recherches en didactique des sciences et des technologies)
International Journal of Gaming and Computer-Mediated Simulations
Journal of Research in Science Teaching
Journal of Science Education and Technology
Modern Applied Science
Non-journal resources (research reports, conference contributions, thesis)

IF
2.098
0.855
2.621
2.639
0.865
-

N
3
5
2
1
1
9
1
1
4

Tab. 2: The brief list of primary sources of the analysed studies

Results of Research Studies Analysis
In the following parts results of the analysis of selected research studies are presented; first,
from the point of applied research design, second, the analysis of conclusions is made.
Research Design of Analysed Studies
The analysis of the research design included all 27 research studies. They were structured
according to the character of the research process in four groups.
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Gavora (2000) mentions two basic types of research orientations – the quantitative and
qualitative ones which differ in starting points, objectives and approaches. He also admits the
possibility of using both orientations within one research and this balance their strengths and
weaknesses. Following his idea we identified three groups of studies (1) quantitative-oriented,
(2) qualitative-oriented and (3) studies of mixed design. The last group included (4) studies
based on the meta-analyses of literary sources which reflect the pre-defined criteria. The
method of meta-analysis works on the statistic processing of the data collected before
(Ferjenčík 2000). It is a quantitatively-oriented method which could be included in (1) group.
But we defined it as a specific one because it does not use the primary data but the secondary
ones, i.e. results of research results. The occurrence of various types of research design
reflected in the analysed studies according to the research design is displayed in table 3.
Type of research procedure
Quantitative studies (based on pedagogical experiment)
Qualitative studies
Mixed design studies
Studies applying meta-analysis

N
15
6
4
2

%
55,6
22,2
14,8
7,4

Tab. 3: Occurrence of studies according to the type of research procedure

In quantitative studies authors used two types of research surveys on the basis of pedagogical
experiment. First, it was the design arising from the comparison of pre-test and post-test
results in the experimental and control groups (12 studies); second, the comparison of pre-test
and post-test results within one group of respondents (pseudo-experiment; 3 studies). The list
of quantitatively-oriented studies is displayed in table 4.
Author
(year of
publication)
Country

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

Experimental and control groups of respondents
Bílek et al.
Chemistry
the interaction of real and virtual Pre-test
(2011)
pH measurement environment
pH measurement lab
Czech Republic (elementary
simulation activity vs. real
post-test
school)
experiment
questionnaire
Burewicz,
Miranowicz
(2006)
Poland

Chemistry
reaction kinetics
(university)

the effectiveness of using
interactive laboratory instruction
interactive vs. video vs. paper
instructions

Morgil et al.
(2005)
Turkey

Chemistry
Acids and Bases
(university)

the influences of the three
dimensional spatial visualization
abilities, computational attitudes
and learning styles of the students
on their acquisition of knowledge
computer-assisted vs. traditional
teaching methods

Plass et al.
(2009)
Texas

laboratory exercises
time measurement
(instructions/lab performing)
number of incorrect responses
questionnaires

Purdre Rotation-Orientation Test
The Scale of Computational
Attitude
The identification of the learning
style (Kolb)
Pre-test
Acids and Bases Unit (1 week)
post-test
Science
the effects of representation type, demographics questionnaire
Kinetic theory of prior knowledge, spatial ability
knowledge pre-test
heat
on comprehension, transfer and
self-efficacy pre-test
(high school –
self-efficacy under low and high work with simulation (20 min)
grades 11 - 12)
cognitive load conditions
self-efficacy post-test
symbolic vs. iconic
comprehension post-test
representations
transfer knowledge post-test
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N

111
104

24
26
27

42
42

80
91

Author
(year of
publication)
Country
Plass et al.
(2012)
New York,
Texas

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

N

Surveys (background, chemistry
self-efficacy, interest in
chemistry, goal-orientation)
Pre-test and post-test
Test of graphical knowledge
Sequence of lessons (8 days)
Surveys (chemistry self-efficacy,
interest in chemistry)

357
361

Rivers, Vockell Biology
the benefits of simulations to
(1987)
7 different topics enhance scientific problem
Indiana
(high school)
solving skills
simulation supported guided vs.
unguided discovery vs. no
simulation

Pre and post-test for each topic
BSCS Process of Science Test
Test of Integrated Process Skills
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal

n.a.

Ryoo, Linn
(2012)
California

Science
Energy in
Photosynthesis
(middle school –
grade 7)

the benefits of dynamic
visualization and static
illustrations to improve students‘
understanding
dynamic visualization vs. static
illustration

online assessment pre-test
web-based inquiry unit on
photosynthesis (10 days)
online post-test

100
100

Smith,
Puntambekar
(2010)
WisconsinMadison
Stieff
(2011)
Illinois

Physics
Pulley Systems
(middle school grade 6)

the benefits of combining
physical and virtual experiments
virtual-real vs. real- virtual
sequence of activities

pre, mid and post test
Pulley unit (hypertext,
experiment 1, experiment 2)

17
43

Chemistry
Sub-microscopic
representations
of chemical
systems
(high school)

the influence of the computerbased inquiry activities on
students‘ achievement and level
of representation
simulation activities vs. classical
lecture lessons

professional development
meetings for teachers (6 hours)
Discovering matter! unit (180
min)
pre- and post- assessment test

232
228

Udo, Etiubon
(2011)
Nigeria

Chemistry
chemical
combination
(secondary
school)

effectiveness of computer-based
science simulations on students’
achievement in chemistry
computer-based simulation vs.
guided-discovery vs. traditional
expository teaching methods

Chemistry Achievement Test
(pre-test – post-test)
sequence of lessons (2 weeks)

89

Winberg, Berg
(2007)
Sweden

Chemistry
Acid-base
titration
(university)

the influence of computersimulated activity on learning
outcomes and cognitive focus
during the laboratory work
simulation supported pre-lab vs.
real experiment

78
97

Science
Energy
(14 years)

the cognitive impact of three
different types of simulations to
students differing gender and
prior knowledge
physical vs. procedural vs.
process simulation

questionnaire (to determine
students‘ attitudes)
laboratory work (5 exercises)
records of students‘ questions
during laboratory work
interviews (to determine effects
on students‘ content knowledge)
– Qualitative Media Analyser
Pre-test - individual work on
simulation – post-test
non-participant observation

Yildiz, Atkins
(1996)
England

Chemistry
Kinetic
molecular theory,
diffusion, gas
laws, phase
change
(high school –
grades 10 - 11)

the influence of simulation
activities on student learning
outcomes in rural and urban
contexts
simulation vs. demonstrations
and laboratory activities
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21
37

36
36
36

Author
Discipline and
(year of
topic
publication)
(level/age)
Country
One group of respondents
Ennis, Safrit
Physiology
(1991)
(university –
WisconsinPhD degree)
Madison

Psycharis
(2010)
Greece

Physics
Linear oscillation
without damping
(grade 12)

Trindade et al.
(2002)
Portugal

Science
Phases of matter,
phase transitions
(1st year of
university)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

N

differences in problem-solving
within the computer simulation

recorded interview while working 19
with simulation (explanation of
the rational underlying the
decision), Pitt problem-solving
coding system
Analysis of verbal data
Constant comparison analysis
the influence of the
work with simulation (8 hours)
20
computational experiment on
questionnaire to determine
students‘ learning performance,
students‘ approach to learning
on their approach to learning and questionnaire to determine their
their beliefs on physics
beliefs on physics
influence of prior knowledge and evaluation of students‘ spatial
20
spatial aptitude on respond to
ability (PARC test) –
virtual environments with and
tape-recorded guided interview
without stereoscopic
(45 min) and test to determine
visualization
conceptual comprehension and
3-D vs. stereoscopic
attitude toward computer
representations
technologies – worksheet with
several question – work with
simulation – opportunity to
modify responses on worksheet

Tab. 4: List of quantitative-oriented studies

The qualitatively-oriented research comes from the phenomenology and aims at
understanding the meaning of single phenomena and building a new theory (Gavora 2000).
This approach influences the methods of collecting and analysing data. It means the
combination of several methods is applied so that to receive deep knowledge of the
researched phenomenon resulting in exact and plastic description. In this group the
combination of several methods was also applied; the most frequently combined were
observation, analysis of video-recorded lessons, audio-recordings of teacher’s and pupils’
speeches, using work sheets and interviews, including the less frequently used but interesting
method of learners’ retrospective diaries. Within the analysis of video-recordings the teacher´s
gestures and learners’ interactions were observed, e.g. (pointing the screen by fingers). The
audio-recordings were mostly used when a pair of learners worked with one simulation,
solved one task in the work sheet; and their dialogue was analysed (“thinking aloud”). The list
of qualitatively-oriented studies is presented in table 5.
Author
(year of
publication)
Country
Bolton et al.
(2008)
Sweden

El Bilani
(2007)
France

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)
Chemistry
molecular
structure and
interactions
(university)
Chemistry
chemical reaction
chemical kinetics
(grades 10 – 12)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

N

the influence of the
computational experiment on
students‘ learning outcomes

work in groups
oral presentations and
examinations
reflective diaries and interviews

16

the role of simulation in
construction of knowledge

work in pairs with simulations
audio and video records of 3
pairs of students
analysis of worksheets

33
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Author
(year of
publication)
Country
El Bilani et al.
(2007)
France

Liu et al.
(2008)
Iowa

Rodrigues
(2007)
United
Kingdom

Roux, Le
Maréchal
(2003)
France

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

N

Chemistry
energy of
chemical
bonding and
chemical reaction
(grade 11)
Chemistry
electrochemistry
(1st year of
university)

autonomy and motivation during
the work with simulations

work in pairs with simulations
observation of class
audio and video records of 3
pairs of students
analysis of worksheets

n.a.

the impact of learner’s prior
knowledge on their use of
chemistry computer simulations

47

Chemistry
formation of
ions, standard
solutions and
titration, (15 – 16
years old)
Chemistry
chemical
equilibrium
(grade 12)

the role of distraction, vividness,
logic, instruction and prior
knowledge in pupil engagement
with science simulations

case study
ACS California Chemistry
Diagnostic Test
worksheets, audio and video
records of 3 pairs of students
work in pairs with 2 simulations
digital record of pupils‘ think
aloud behaviour with the
simulation
semi-structured retrospective
interview
simulation supported lesson (90
min work in pairs), observation
of class, video-record of 8
students, analysis of worksheets

the role of simulation in
construction of knowledge

21

33

Tab. 5: List of qualitative-oriented studies

In the mixed-design studies the complementarity of both the quantitatively- and qualitativelyoriented researches is applied (Gavora 2000), when one approach always dominates. We
identified four studies of mixed design within our sample; e.g. Josephsen and Kristensen
(2006) made a large qualitative analysis of the contribution to forming experimental and
analytic skills. They supported the results by the quantitative analysis of pre-test and post-test
results which confirmed students’ own impression of the improvement. On the other hand, in
the Bell and Trundle study (2007) the quantitative approach prevails being supported by
qualitative analysis of the layout of phases of the moon. The list of studies with mixed design
is presented in table 6.
Author
(year of
publication)
Country
Bell, Trundle
(2007)
Virginia

Frailich et al.
(2009)
Israel

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)
PhysicsGeography
Moon Phases
(university future teachers)

Chemistry
chemical
bonding
(high school –
grade 10)

Research problem and
intervention
the influence of computersupported inquiry-based
instruction on conceptual
understanding

Procedure

instructional activities with
simulation, daily moon
observations and data collection
(9 weeks), 2 class periods to the
analysis of collected data
pre-test – post-test design
videotaped interviews
analysis of drawings
constant comparative method
the effectiveness of a web-based pre- and post- achievement test
learning in enhancing students‘
observations in the experimental
understanding
group (32 lessons)
computer-based visual models vs. record of 2 groups of students
models in textbook
conducting web-based activities
interviews with students and
teachers

160

N
50

161
93

Author
(year of
publication)
Country
Josephsen,
Kristensen
(2006)
Denmark

Zhang, Linn
(2011)
California

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)
Chemistry
qualitative and
quantitative
analysis
(university)

Research problem and
intervention
the benefits of simulation to
acquire experimental and
analytical skills

Chemistry

the benefits of generating
drawings on learning with
(lower secondary dynamic visualizations
school – grade 8) visualization activities with vs.
without generating paper-based
drawings

Procedure

N

preparatory worksheet, lab course
(20 hours), observations of
interactions with the simulation
and between students and videorecord of 4 pairs of students
questionnaire evaluating the
session, pre and post assessment
test, semi-structured interview (6
students)
pre and post assessment test
project (6 days/50 min)
observations – classroom
observation form by Technology
Enhanced Learning in Science
Centre

92

81
52

Tab. 6: List of studies with mixed design

Studies based on meta-analyses are not too frequent in Czech pedagogic researches. Hendl (in
Chráska 2007) defines the objective to summarize the results of two or more empiric
researches which deal with the same or similar problem. The meta-analysis differs from the
case study, which applies the qualitative description and discussion, by using quantitative
methods (data statistic processing). Meta-analyses apply various statistical methods and
procedures which differ in their demandingness, sensitivity and reliability (Chráska 2007).
Ferjenčík (2000) introduces a meta-analysis procedure following several steps: (1) defining
variables, (2) selecting relevant studies, (3) converting different statistic indicators to one
common quantity (e.g. Cohen d-index, correlation coefficient r), (4) calculating average
impact values and its standard deviation. The Cohen d-index was applied in the study of
Rutten et al. (2012). The list of studies based on meta-analysis in displayed in table 7.
Author
(year of
publication)
Country
Rutten et al.
(2012)
The Netherlands
Scalise et al.
(2011)
Oregon California

Discipline and
topic
(level/age)
Science
(12 – 20 years
old)
Science
(grades 6 – 12)

Research problem and
intervention

Procedure

N

the use of simulation is aimed at Qualitative analysis
changing knowledge and/or skills Statistical analysis (Cohen’s d)

51

the use of simulation aimed at
improvement of learning
outcomes

79

Review procedures outlined in
the Evidence Standards for
Reviewing Studies (What Works
Clearinghouse 2006)
Systematic synthesis based on the
Evidence Standards and the
Harris Cooper methodology
(Cooper 1998)

Tab. 7: List of studies based on meta-analysis

Conclusions of Research Studies Analysis
In this part conclusions of authors of the analysed studies are summarized. From the above
presented and the variety of studies it is clearly seen that partial conclusions cannot be
generalized. That was why we decided to focus on two fields which are crucial for the natural
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science, mainly chemistry, instruction: (1) support towards understanding the learning content
and improving the learning results, (2) support of experimental activities. In the following
table the detected contribution of the instructional computer simulations to natural science
instruction from the research studies is summarized (except meta-analysis).
Outcome
No gain
Mixed results
Gain under the right conditions
Gain

N
0
4
6
15

%
0
16
24
60

Tab. 8: Learning outcomes reported in analysed studies

Support towards understanding the learning content and improving the learning results
As mentioned in the introduction, the instructional computer simulations are understood as
means of great potential because of their interactivity, dynamics and parallel presentation of
the phenomena. Udo and Etiubon (2011) add that “it should be noted that e-learning methods,
as the computer-based simulations, allow learners to work in a dynamic interactive
environment which facilitate their knowledge reformulation and concept attainment besides
evoking and sustaining interest, concretizing learning and making learning less stressful.“
The implementation of instructional computer simulations in the process of instruction is
changing (as all other e-learning and computer-based methods) the teacher´s and learners´
roles. The teacher becomes a tutor providing both the technical support and approaches to
how to work with the instructional computer simulation, either personally (by interpersonal
interaction), or by the work sheet. Using the work sheets appeared very efficient in several
analysed studies (El Bilani 2007, El Bilani et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2008, Roux and Le Maréchal
2003). Learners´ activity is increasing, as well as their motivation to work and independence
in task-solving (El Bilani et al. 2007). The computer-simulation supported instruction can be
designed as the problem instruction or structured inquiry and systematically support and
develop the problem solving skills with students (Ennis and Safrit 1991, Rivers and Vockell
1987). This fact was confirmed by Rivers and Vockell (1987) “Computerized simulations can
help high school students substantially increase their problem solving abilities ... to be most
effective, it appears that these simulations should be integrated with curriculum objectives
and should provide guidance to direct students to use the simulations efficiently.“
The factor which might influence the result of the computer-simulation supported instruction
and which was discussed in several analysed studies is students’ prior knowledge. Liu et al.
(2008), when researching the impact of learner’s prior knowledge on the use of chemistry
computer simulations discovered that “... students with different levels of prior knowledge
used different approach to solve problems with the use of the computer simulations“. The
same conclusion was presented by Yildiz and Atkins (1996) “The same simulation can have a
quite different cognitive impact on students of different genders and prior achievement
levels.“ Plass et al. (2012) also confirm the positive contribution of the computer-simulation
supported instruction, mainly for learners with lower prior knowledge. “Our simulation
sequence was effective in supporting both students’ comprehension of ideas and their ability
to transfer their understanding to new contexts. This was especially true for students with low
prior knowledge...“
Researchers emphasize the great importance of computer simulations in providing
information of the microscopic level (third of the studies). “Dynamic visualizations have the
potential to make abstract scientific concepts, such as molecular processes, more accessible
to students. They can provide detailed representations of unobservable scientific phenomena
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and also animate dynamic changes in scientific processes that are difficult to infer from static
illustrations found in textbook.“ (Ryoo and Linn 2012) The research held by Zhang and Linn
(2011) confirmed that the effect can be even stronger if learners draw in the work sheets what
they can see during the work. Another factor which may influence the efficiency of the
simulation is the variety of possible types of representation. Trindade et al. (2002) compared
the impact of various types and conclude that “3-D animations imply an increased conceptual
understanding of some contents by students with high spatial abilities ... however,
stereoscopic visualisation does not seem to contribute much to conceptual understanding“.
Support of experimental activities
The second field frequently discussed in the analysed studies (third of the studies) is the
support of experimental activities. Joining the real and virtual experiment proved very
efficient; the simulation thus supported (1) understanding the principle of the real experiment
and (2) acquiring the experimental skills.
The interaction of the real and virtual experiment was dealt in several studies – Bílek et al.
(2011), Josephsen and Kristensen (2006), Liu et al. (2008) and Smith and Puntambekar
(2010). The importance of this arrangement was aptly described by a student participating in
Josephsen and Kristensen´s survey (2006): “In the lab you practise skills – with the
simulation you focus on principles.“ But, further on authors emphasize any simulation cannot
replace real laboratory work; it is very supportive in the in-between-lab or post-lab phases.
The instructional computer simulation can be also used when preparing learners for solving
laboratory tasks. Its positive contribution as a pre-lab activity was verified by Burewicz and
Miranowicz (2006) who compared the effect of various instructions for solving laboratory
tasks (paper-based, video-recorded, interactive instructions) “the use of interactive
multimedia instruction shortens the time of completions of given experiment and reduces
laboratory errors, as compared to the paper or video instruction.“

Conclusion
Within our survey 27 research studies were analysed focusing on the research of computersimulation supported instruction. The analysis showed the problem was very topical – most
studies were done after 2000. The research was held on all levels of education and natural
science subjects. The analysed projects followed different research designs, parameters and
conditions.
Despite the results of the analysed studies cannot be generalized, they mostly verify positive
contribution of instructional computer simulations in natural science instruction. The
simulations support Student-centred Learning and understanding phenomena on the microlevel, they orient learners on the principle of the laboratory task, contribute to mastering
experimental skills, experimental data processing, and last but not least, they practise problem
solving skills. However, this scenario will succeed under two conditions – the adequate design
of the instructional computer simulation and the adequate design of its implementation into
the process of instruction. Meeting these conditions requires research activities aiming (1) at
the TPCK (technological pedagogical content knowledge) development of graduate and pregraduate teachers and (2) at developing didactically efficient computer simulations. These
conditions were emphasized by Scalise et al. (2011) “...the development of science
simulations and virtual laboratory software is in its infancy... Products available today are
quite limited compared to where the field is likely to go... The hope is that as future products
are developed, a focus will be on research-based principles centred on learning outcomes.“
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Abstract
This contribution commemorates the 60th Anniversary of the establishment of programmed
learning as a pedagogical concept aiming at supervised, adaptive, personalized, and evaluated
method of teaching–learning. It is based on the need for revision of the theoretical
foundations, remembrance of key stages in the concept’s development as well as its practical
applications in selected countries, including the Czech Republic. Besides, it revives the
contribution of prominent personalities of the world’s psychology, education, cybernetics, and
other sciences to programmed learning’s development (particularly Skinner, Pressey,
Crowder, Pask, Talyzinová, Landa as well as other–mainly domestic–authors). The
contribution also identifies the influence of programmed learning on the simulation learning,
eLearning, blended learning, Open and Distance Learning as well as other concepts and
educational technologies. Moreover, it makes reference to the concept's entry into the
Czechoslovak educational system, including the professional adult education. At the end, the
theoretical approaches and practical experience that could enrich the present educational
concept and didactic approaches to teaching practice are highlighted.
Keywords
programmed learning, learning theory, eLearning, simulation learning

Introduction
First of all, let us ask ourselves why we should deal with an event that attracted the world of
education several decades ago. This question is best to be answered by a foreign author and
comparative education specialist, who remind us not to forget the effort that was made in the
past. A. Sweeting (2001, p 226) stresses that “focusing only on the current state and paying
none or very little attention to the development dimension provides narrow, flat and shallow
outputs.” To this can be added that critical reflections on the past evolution also allow a more
reliable prediction of the future development.

1 Birth of Programmed Learning and Teaching
In the mid-twentieth century, a tendency to increase the effectiveness of education as part of
the economic and social development was reinforced. This went hand in hand with the
necessity to vigorously increase the efficiency and productivity of the learning process. It was
obvious that this task could have been dealt with either by a fundamental change in teaching
methods or by the introduction of more progressive educational technologies. This challenge
was addressed by a new pedagogical movement called programmed learning. The history of
this movement dates back to January 1954, when a Harvard University professor, Burrhus
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Frederic Skinner (1904–1990)11, read at the Pittsburgh conference his paper titled Science of
Learning and the Art of Teaching. In his contribution, he criticized the inefficiency of U.S.
schools. He spoke not only about new ways of managing the educational process
contingencies of reinforcement, but also about a specific technical resource for their
implementation–the so-called teaching machine. He concluded his contribution by
highlighting his conviction that a thorough reform of the educational work is not only
possible, but also necessary.
From learning theory perspective, Skinner's approach followed the development line of
behaviourism, associated with A. S. Popov and E. L. Thorndike, which he enriched with the
concept of operant conditioning, characteristic of modern neo-behaviourism. The main
thought behind operant conditioning is the strengthening of desirable behaviour and
weakening of undesirable one. Learning is divided into individual parts (steps) and takes
place in accordance with the pupils’ abilities, primarily with their own pace. Subsequent
feedback is perceived as a reward and reinforcement of correct answers. In school practice,
this theory known also under the name of programmed learning assumed greater
responsibility of the teacher as well as learning through the use of technical means. For
completeness, it should be noted that the idea of programmed learning, before it was so
named, matured for several years. S. L. Pressey showed his teaching machine at the American
Psychological Society in Washington as early as 1924.
Skinner's speech drew a great response and gave rise to a massive movement in psychology
and pedagogy. From the available literature it is possible to quantify some indicators, such as
the establishment of special centres, publishing of technical books, textbooks, texts or articles,
reflection in textbooks, dictionaries and encyclopaedias, involvement of prominent
personalities, holding of conferences and geographic expansion.
Ten years after the memorable speech of B. F. Skinner, the big boom of programmed learning
was described by G. N. Alexandrov (1964) from the perspective of the former Soviet Union.
The development of programmed learning in the United States was supported by the
establishment of specialized government and corporate workplaces and departments at
individual universities, e.g. in Chicago under the guidance of S. L. Pressey; in Pittsburgh,
where it was led by the aforementioned R. Glaser; in California by A. Lumsdain; and in
Illinois by the then young L. M. Stolurow. These workplaces organize research, prepare
lectures with the application of programmed learning and hold a number of conferences. One
of the most frequently discussed issues for them was to find an explanation of why the
programmed instruction increases the efficiency of teaching, as proved by numerous
experiments. It was shown that it was firstly due to the division of the curriculum into small,
incremental doses, which allowed a more thorough logical processing in the linear, alternative
as well as branched structure of the program. Secondly, the pupil was working actively,
independently of the pace of work of other pupils in the group. This led to a significant
intensification of teaching time in comparison with the traditional approach.
Current experience was exchanged through specialized magazines, such as Automated
Teaching Bulletin, The Journal of Programmed Instruction, or Programmed Instruction. The
most important indicator of the expansion of programmed learning may be the number of
schools, which is estimated at two thousand, with hundreds of programmed textbooks issued.
The number of mass-produced teaching machines reaches two hundred, not counting the
numerous further improved prototypes.
11

This paper was published in Lumsdaine, A., A., Glaser, R. (1961). One of the co-editors of this publication,
Robert Glaser, visited Czechoslovakia in 1971 and was interested in the research of A. Malach of the
simulation training .
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From the U.S., the interest in programmed learning spread all around the world. According to
Skinner's colleague from Harvard University, J. G. Holland, “programmed learning trespassed
the borders of laboratories and from a psychological theory it developed into an educational
technology” (1962, p 34). In simple terms, the learning was spread in an “intelligent way”
from universities.
Summary 1. The first impulse to the development of programmed learning came in the midtwentieth century from the U.S. Within a relatively short period of ten years, it became a
major global movement in each and every continent. It was dealt with by hundreds of
professionals in the newly established institutions. Companies also spend considerable
financial resources on the production of technical resources necessary for the implementation
of programmed learning as well as the creation of educational programs for adult, gifted and
mentally handicapped students.
An integral part of the programmed movement was its connection with technical means –
teaching machines for acquisition of knowledge and simulators for skill training, which were
in the course of time transformed into computers and simulator systems.
The evolution of programmed learning and its technical resources was not degraded despite
the former division of the world by ideological differences in the understanding of social
development. The integrating role in the exchange of mutual experience between the former
socialist and capitalist camp was played by UNESCO.

2 Development of Programmed Learning and Teaching in Selected
European Countries
The interconnection of time dimensions with development trends, places and geographical
areas is an important methodological principle, which increases the value of the examined
problem. Therefore, it is appropriate to at least briefly express how programmed learning
expanded in selected countries.
Programmed learning in the United Kingdom: On the example of the United Kingdom, it
is possible to document the ways in which the extension of programmed learning took place.
The Society for Programmed Instruction was founded and a specialized Programmed
Learning magazine started to be issued. At universities, new workplaces were founded which
supported both research and teaching, for example in Sheffield or Glasgow. New departments
at educational institutions as well as separate specialized research institutes were established.
The most successful of them was the institute in London, which was led by the “father” of the
branched program, Gordon Pask.
Programmed learning in West Germany: In both of the former German states, programmed
learning was met with high acclaim. The Society for Programmed Instruction in West
Germany was led by Helmar Frank, who was also heavily involved in the issues of cyber
education in our country, where he collaborated with Miloš Lánský and Zdeněk Křesťan.
Sufficient information was provided by three magazines: Programmiertes Lernen und
programmierter Unterricht, Mitteillungen über programmierte Instruktion and Deutsche
Lehrprogramme für Schule und Praxis. Conferences on the issue were held repeatedly and
many Czechoslovaks became members of the Gesellschaft fuer Programmierte Instruktion
society (such as L. Balcar or Z. Křesťan).
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Programmed learning in East Germany: The theory and practice of programmed learning
as well as the research and development of teaching machines attracted a lot of attention in
East Germany, both in general education schools thanks to the care of the Department of
Programmed Learning at Central Institute for Education (H. Kelbert), and in vocational
schools thanks to P. Frey, L. Elsner, W. Baier12 and others.
Programmed learning in the former Soviet Union: The American theory of programmed
learning underwent an individual development in the former Soviet Union. Unlike other
countries, it was subjected to an extensive critical analysis. A significant Soviet psychologist,
P. J. Galperin, saw a weak point of behaviourists in that they determine the response of the
organism only by stimulation and completely forget the actual process of learning, which they
consider a “black box” (1964, pp 56-65). Galperin’s theory was developed in the Czech
Republic by a group led by Zdeněk Říha, an associate professor at the Military Academy in
Vyškov, which organized colloquiums on the learning process management. This year, a 31st
colloquium will be held at the University of Defence in Brno.
The world-recognized contribution to the development of programmed learning is Landa’s
theory of learning as learning of algorithms (1962, pp 75-87). He considers the automation of
the learning process by the introduction of teaching machines a powerful means which
increases the productivity of teachers and, in the short term, helps to solve large-scale issues
faced during the further improvement of the education system.
It was obvious that it was not just a proclamation. A report printed in the Professionalnotechničeskoje Obrazovanije magazine documents that in 1964 there were more than a hundred
teaching machines shown at the exhibition of modern educational technology. Besides,
conferences on programmed learning were held not only in Moscow, but also in the union
republics. The creation of programs is further developed by an associate professor,
Chubulašvili, a native-born Georgian living in Tashkent.13
Summary 2. In the early sixties, the programmed learning spread from the country of origin –
the U.S. – to the European capitalist and socialist countries of the then divided world. It was
almost impossible to find a country in which the item of programmed learning and teaching
machines in book catalogues would have been empty. To appreciate this important area of
pedagogy to the full extent, it is necessary to continue in the gathering of information as well
as experience and suggestions from practice.

3 Response to Programmed Learning and Teaching in Czechoslovakia
In Czechoslovakia, challenges and suggestions for the understanding and implementation of
programmed learning were met with considerable acclaim. After ten years, it was possible to
publish in Czechoslovakia a bibliography of programmed learning and its technical means in
the scope of 152 pages. In her introduction, D. Tollingerová describes the purpose of
programmed learning as follows: “Its purpose is to document the tremendous effort of the
human spirit which is being made to penetrate to the essence of the management of such a
complex process as is the acquisition of knowledge and skills.” (Tollingerová, Junová, Záplata
1965, p 3).
An important impulse, which also gave direction to the development of programmed learning
in the former Czechoslovakia, was the well-researched publication Programmed Learning
Theory (1966) by D. Tollingerová, V. Knězů and V. Kulič. This study, carried out by the
12
13

A. M. visited him in Berlin.
Exchange visits in Brno, Tbilisi and Tashkent allowed the understanding of the Soviet approach to
programmed learning.
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workers of the now defunct Comenius Pedagogical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences (hereinafter PÚJAK), attracted the interest of the Czech pedagogical community. In
the introduction, Václav Kulič complained that programmed learning and teaching machines
already had a rich history and that the selection of world authors and articles was not easy for
him. From the United States, where the idea of programmed learning and teaching machines
emerged, were included contributions by the “classics” or professors from American
universities, such as B. F. Skinner, S. L. Pressey and N. A. Crowder as well as their younger
follower, L. M. Stolurow. From England and the two former German states, the views of
researchers in the fields of education and cybernetics, G. Pask, H. Frank and H. Kelbert, were
introduced to the Czech public. From the former Soviet Union, articles by T. A. Iljinová,
A. N. Leonťjev, P. J. Galperin, V. A. Artěmov, L. N. Landa a V. M. Gluškov were selected.
The aforementioned publication was written rather from a psychological point of view.
Pedagogical approaches were developed in the joint publication Methods of Programming
(1973) by D. Tollingerová and A. Malach. Gradually, the works of other authors were being
published, such as the two-part Programmed Learning (1977) by A. Malach verified both by
research and practical experience, the first publication dealing with the acquisition of
psychomotor skills, Training of Trainers Basics (A. Malach and V. Císař, 1984), Educational
Programming for an Educational Computer (A. Malach, 1986), Program Creation (A. Malach
1972) or Teaching Machine as a Learning Controller (A. Malach and V. Švec 1973).
Among other works are publications by I. Dolejší from the Faculty of Education in Hradec
Králové, J. Průcha from the Institute of Vocational Education, Č. Liškař from the Faculty of
Arts of Jan Evangelista Purkyně University in Brno, Z. Křečan, J. Tůma and V. Rambousek
from the Pedagogical Faculty of Charles University, J. Koudelka from the University of
Economics and later J. Kapounová’s proceedings From Programmed Learning to eLearning
(2005).
The transition of the programmed learning theory to practice is indicated by the processed
programs. According to the survey carried out by the authors, 200 programs emerged from
different levels of education and different subjects; there were linear and branched programs
as well as programs using different types of teaching machines.
According to its extension in our country, it seems to be by far the most powerful pedagogical
movement in the modern history of Czechoslovakia, which encompasses all levels of schools
including the training of adults, all regions as well as different subjects. For most processed
programs, their specifics for the application in the given subject within a coordinated applied
research initiated by PÚJAK were examined. Comparative experiments showed an increase in
the effectiveness of teaching going hand in hand with the increased involvement of teachers.
The most extensive was the creation of programmed texts and textbooks as well as their
multiyear use in the training of military specialists in the army. Modern armies are mobile and
need a large number of well-trained specialists. As far as the authorship is concerned, the
processing of teaching materials was backed by the Centre for Research in Teaching Methods
and Resources in Brno. This separate unit, managed by the Ministry of National Defense, had
its seat in Brno, so it closely cooperated with the Military Academy, particularly the
Department of Tanks and the Department of Motor Vehicles. The production and printing of
texts was provided by the Military Academy printing works; textbooks were published by the
publishing company Naše vojsko (Our Army); and the development and production of
technical sources were ensured by military establishments.
The issue of programmed learning and technical resources required for its implementation
was discussed at many seminars, workshops and conferences. Among the most important
were Interprogramma in 1961, 1965 and even later. Our experts received many invitations to
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take part in international conferences. For example, the Programmed Learning Conference
which took place in 1968 in Glasgow was attended by personalities such as V. Podlena,
I. Dolejší, A. Malach, and others. UNESCO organised conferences in cities like Paris (1962)
or Prague (1966). The UNESCO conference in Varna, which took place in August of 1968,
was actively participated by D. Tollingerová and A. Malach14.
Summary 3: In our country, programmed learning has undergone a remarkable development
and has influenced education particularly in the transition to the use of computers and
simulators. More than ten years after Skinner’s speech in Pittsburgh, specifically in 1965,
there were 1,748 published books, 214 popular scientific works, 66 reports and notes on
conferences, 96 bibliographies, 10 dictionaries and catalogues, and 17 magazines on the
theme of programmed learning and teaching machines in the Czech search system. The name
index included 1,300 authors from different countries of the world (according to Tollingerová,
Junová, Záplata 1965, summed by J. Malach).

4 Practice of Programmed Learning and Teaching in Developmental
Stages
In Czechoslovakia (and in its constitutional variations), programmed learning has undergone a
dynamic development. The six decades of its development can be divided into individual
periods, beginning with its inception and ending at present time. In this relatively long period,
when programmed learning more or less influenced educational theory and practice, the
following phases can be distinguished:
Stage
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Characteristics
The period of discovery of programmed learning theory
elements
The period of introduction and publication of the
comprehensive concept of programmed learning in the
U.S. in 1954
The period of intense interest and acceptance of the theory
of programmed learning in Europe and elsewhere in the
world
The period of wide application of programmed learning
and its technical resources
The period of programmed learning decline
The Renaissance period of programmed learning

Years
1920–1954
1955

1954–1965

1966–1989
1989–1999
since 2000

Tab. 1: The phases of programmed learning

In this article, there is not enough space for a detailed characterization and analysis of
individual periods. The assessment from today's point of view shows the quality approaches
to programmed learning implementation by renowned institutions and personalities. The
extension of programmed learning throughout the world was conducted in a wide range in
both camps of the then divided world. Numerous studies were organized. Programmed
learning is being transferred into practice by the creation of textbooks and teaching materials,
by the development and production of teaching machines, computers and simulators in the
field of psychomotor skill acquisition.
14

On this particular occasion, he received a job offer to Paris from a French delegate A. Kirchberger.
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In the course of time, however, the intellectual, temporal and economic demands of the
implementation of programmed learning into practice naturally flow to the surface. The very
creation of professiograms used for the selection of the subject matter, the specific concept of
professional methodologies and methodologies of subjects, as well as the integration of
programmed learning into the education of individual occupations, levels of education and
lifelong learning, is very complex. The production of programmed textbooks and computer
software is pedagogically demanding, particularly in getting feedback information compared
to traditional texts. The implementation of the developed teaching machines and simulators
requires the construction of automated classrooms and training of teachers. The programmed
learning shows greater demands on teachers' time and preparation than the traditional
interpretation or lectures. At some schools and by some authors, programmed learning starts
to be viewed in a simplified way, often at the level of a mechanical breakdown of the
curriculum and primitive feedback in the form of multiple choice quizzes. Many authors refer
to programmed learning, but only in its reduced external form. During the period of large
quantitative development, some of these distorted texts were spread widely to both secondary
schools and universities. Among other things, a criticism of unsustainable testing methods and
impersonal assessment of students is being raised. Improved and cost-effective computer
systems enabling the application of programmed learning in its variant of branched programs
are gradually developed. The development of thinking is supported by systems enabling the
acquisition of feedback information. Authors of study programs return to deeper applications
of programmed learning, which are enabled by modern technologies in a better way than ever
before.
A milestone for a deeper reflection on the benefits of programmed learning (not only) for the
current application of ICT in teaching and learning was the conference From Programmed
Learning to eLearning organized in 2005 by the Newton College and the Pedagogical Faculty
of University of Ostrava in Brno-Šlapanice. The authors of this article plan to support–by
further research and analysis–the improvement of the teaching-learning objective based on the
objective reflection of elapsed time, which allows the implementation of the “healthy
elements” of programmed learning to modern learning concepts and to teaching practice.
According to the authors of School Didactics (Kalhous, Obst et al. 2009, p 49), “a number of
recent attempts at the innovation of the learning concept, curriculum and teaching profess to
constructivism". From the temporal point of view, it is necessary to take into account also the
fact that the constructivist method starts with a diagnostics of pupils' intuitive ideas about the
given phenomenon, which is followed by the provision of incentives leading to a cognitive
conflict and then to the solution itself and its integration into the structure. Social
constructivism then requires an extra interaction between students, and between students and
teachers while working together.
During the acquisition of knowledge and skills, the teacher tries to move the students into an
active role through learning tasks. The authors of School Didactics also confirm that “learning
tasks were sorted according to the demanding cognitive operations necessary for their solution
by D. Tollingerová (1970)” – the main protagonist of programmed learning in the Czech
Republic, who led the corresponding department of the Academy of Sciences as well as the
investigative research. Subsequently, the assessment and design of a set of learning tasks
according to D. Tollingerová (ibid, p 333) is explained, including their educational value.
From these findings, it can be seen that the authors who know the history of pedagogy return
to the basic ideas of programmed learning, and those less experienced in the development of
didactic concepts often “discover the already discovered” or mistakenly attribute the
authorship of the original ideas to later authors and followers.
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With hindsight, M. Cipro (1995) comes to the following conclusion: "The movement has
entered a new, more sober and long-term stage of development, which should be
concentrated on the ways in which the ideas and programmed learning practice could enrich
the existing traditional and modern didactic resources. Microprocessors become a new
stimulus, which can be seen as a promise of renaissance."
J. Skalková (2011, p. 66) criticizes the post-revolutionary development of education and
notes at the end: "Of course there were many things which could not be agreed with (such as
unilateral ideology). But it is necessary to overcome the shortcomings and it is not a mere
destruction. Destruction can be done easily, quickly and without much effort. But the true
overcoming of shortcomings requires a great rational and voluntary effort, ability to
distinguish what must be discarded, and what can be used and positively re-developed in new
conditions.”
Neither the longtime rector of our foremost Charles University, prof. Dr. Radim Palouš,
Dr.hc, was satisfied with all the aspects of the development after 1968. When asked about his
feelings about today's pedagogy, he answered in the following way: "We live in a
consumerist society, which is wasteful and profligate." (In Janda 2011, p. 54).
In the current conditions, it can be, for example, considered how to exploit the potential of
programmed learning to improve the quality and efficiency of education. One example is the
preparation of authorisers under the Act on the Recognition of Qualifications No. 179/2006,
improvement of school-leaving tests, training of public officials, assessment of university
students, continual adaptation of processed programs designed for teaching tools for
computers, etc.
After a successful preliminary analysis, it can be concluded that programmed learning had a
positive impact on the development of education in Czechoslovakia and later in the Czech
Republic. Incentives from the United States were creatively applied to our conditions thanks
to the establishment of a specialized Department of Programmed Learning at the former
PÚJAK. By being incorporated into the plan of investigative research, other institutions were
involved in the research. These institutions applied the theory of programmed learning and
teaching in an educated and coordinated way into the conditions of individual levels of
education, departmental research institutes and lifelong learning.
Programmed learning was comprehensively incorporated into the Army of Czechoslovakia. In
1968, the Centre for Research in Teaching Methods and Resources was founded. Based on
national and military research, programmed learning was used in a coherent system in
complete sets including the creation of professiograms for individual specialists, design of
subject methodology, programmed textbooks, film series, sets for overhead projectors to the
development and mass production of teaching machines and simulators according to obtained
patents and organization of programmer and teacher courses.
From the beginning, programmed learning was (apart from rare cases) perceived as one of the
elements of the system of upbringing and education adequate for the acquisition of knowledge
and skills, not as the only method of education. What was valuable was the fact that the
concept of programmed learning was from the very beginning associated with the
development of pupils and students’ thinking as well as with adult education, using Bloom's
taxonomy of learning objectives adapted for the Czech and Slovak environments. In addition
to American scientists, the contribution of Soviet experts was also significant, for example L.
N. Landa’s activities associated with the application of the theory of algorithms, or Galperin’s
contribution to the theory of the development of cognitive operations. The German
contribution consisted mainly in the application of cybernetics, particularly in the application
of computer and simulator technologies.
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The theoretical basis of programmed learning was applied in our country with an
unprecedented cooperation with teachers and psychologists from Europe. In the past,
programmed learning was not only a pedagogical movement, but it was also an instrument of
international cooperation. However, after the socio-economic transformations of 1989,
programmed learning was often superficially simplified into an instructive way of teaching or
a mechanical system of stimulus - response - reinforcement.
Twenty years after the Velvet Revolution, the ideas of programmed learning underwent a
period of renaissance, as evidenced by quotations from several contemporary publications.
This phenomenon was most evident in the theoretical basis for e-Learning. It influenced
particularly the specification of objectives, division of the curriculum into appropriate parts
and application of received feedback. Moreover, it is necessary to remember the development
of students’ thinking using the whole taxonomy of learning tasks according to the subjects,
levels of education, etc.
A non-negligible area is the development of technical teaching aids, associated with the
creation and expansion of programmed learning with the use of cybernetics. Here it is
possible to follow an extensive development from teaching machines to educational computer
systems, including the preparation of software and teachware. Their present application does
not often reach the former educational level, for example in the monitoring of individual
learners’ progress in computer education, monitoring of and response to the difficulty of the
individual items of the curriculum by the so-called external feedback and effectiveness of
education from the side of student as well as the teacher (as patented and implemented in
mass-produced educational computer system Star).
One can only regret that in the period of the so-called “knowledge-based society” there is no
dedicated central workplace like the former PÚJAK or regional pedagogical institutes, which
in the past played an important role in the development of pedagogical theory and practice.

Conclusion
Programmed learning was a natural reaction to the social, economic and scientifictechnological development. It is one of the world's major movements in the history of
education. Its advantage was the quality, professional and interdisciplinary understanding and
development of this learning theory by leading experts in the fields of psychology, pedagogy,
cybernetics and the theory of algorithms. Ethical and political outreach and the importance of
programmed learning lies in the fact that, during the Cold War, scientists and teachers from
both sides of the “Iron Curtain”, including the USA and USSR, co-operated on its theoretical
elaboration and practical usage.
In the coming period, the authors of the article will take a deeper look at the role of
programmed learning in the modern didactic thinking and they will participate in the
preparation of thematically specialized conferences. Comments, additions and suggestions,
which would improve and objectify the view of this period aimed at the development of
education and upbringing both in our country and abroad are welcome.
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Abstract
The process of creating new theories and teaching and learning conceptions, as well as the
ICT innovations has sped up radically in the last decades. Theoretical concepts and practical
applications of behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism, connectivism, and generativism
have been or are being developed. The article briefly characterizes these theories and based on
their postulates stresses their potential readiness to integrate both their theoretical frame and
the ICT practical applications. On the one hand, this knowledge can contribute to the
maximization of the effects of the ICT usage in individual theories, and also to preventing the
disappointment of their incorporation into the teaching and learning process. The attention is
paid to the Generative Learning Theory, which has not yet been implemented or discussed in
our country. Generative learning needs to be done in a digital teaching and learning
environment, the technical and pedagogical parameters of which can influence basic
components of generative learning in a positive way (memory, motivation, learning strategy
and knowledge generation).
Keywords
knowledge generation, components of generative learning, generative learning strategies,
generative activity, theory of generative learning, B.L. Grabowski, M.C. Wittrock, the role of
ICT in learning theories

Introduction
The Programmed Learning Theory, which is based on neo-behaviorism, has been developed
almost 60 years ago. Since then, several new learning theories that have been gradually
elaborated upon and implemented into the education process have emerged. Today
connectivism and generativism (which is not so well-known in our country) are being
frequently talked about. Not to mention theories aimed at educating adults, e.g. the
Experiential Learning Theory (Kolb 1984) or the Transformative Learning Theory (Mezirow
1991, 2009). The authors of new theories usually base them on the critical evaluation of
previous theories, the analysis of the current education problems, the development of
knowledge in related sciences – mostly in psychology, cognitive sciences, sociology and the
development of new technologies (the evolving connectivism can be taken as an example). It
often happens that before a new theory is put into practice and its expected effects and
effectiveness are verified by a relevant research, another theory emerges and the validity of
the previous one cannot be verified as a reason. In the researched period of just several
decades the didactic theory saw the emergence of neo-behaviorism, cognitivism,
constructivism, connectivism and generativism. Theoreticians and practitioners have already
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noticed that these fast formed theories result in a multi paradigm environment – a
phenomenon in which different theoretical learning and teaching frames co-exist. On the one
hand, the practical implementation of those theories in operative and curricular documents as
well as in the process realization makes room for teachers to make a free choice of any of the
theoretical frames. On the other hand, it can also lead to teachers’ uncertainty as to whether
different quality or quantity of the particular theory’s teaching outputs will be accepted by the
customers. Such uncertainty can even lead to the teachers’ not paying attention to new stimuli
stemming from the emerging learning theories and to establishing conservative teaching
strategies. The aim of the article is to provide a concise overview of the five most important
learning theories that create the current multi paradigm education environment. It further aims
to provide their transparent comparison using several criteria including their readiness or
potential integration for the implementation of the information and communication
technologies.

1 Behaviorist learning theory
Behaviorism is concerned with behaviour. It focuses on the objective and observable
components of behavior. The behaviorist theories all share some version of stimulus-response
mechanisms for learning (Lefrancois, 1972).
Behaviorism was founded by John B. Watson (1928) in the early part of the 20th century. This
was the earliest formulation of a coherent learning theory. Watson's work was based on the
experiments of Ivan Pavlov, and classical conditioning. Behaviorism was developed in the
works of Thorndike, Tolman, Guthrie, Hull, Skinner, and others.
Nowadays, behaviorism is associated with the name of B. F. Skinner (Boeree, 1998), who
tested Watson's theories in the laboratory. Skinner declared that people respond to their
environment, but they also operate on the environment to produce certain consequences. Thus
they participate in a feedback loop as an important part of a larger system. Skinner developed
the theory of operant conditioning, the idea that we behave the way we do because this kind
of behavior has had certain consequences in the past.
Three assumptions are held to be true from the behaviorist perspective. First, the focus was on
observable behavior rather than on internal cognitive processes. If learning has occurred, then
some sort of observable external behavior is apparent. Second, the environment is the shaper
of learning and behaviour, not individual characteristics. Third, principles of contiguity and
reinforcement are central to explaining the learning process.
The behaviorist orientation is fundamental to much current educational practice, including
adult education. Goal of education was to train individuals to behaviors as declared Skinner.
These would ensure their personal survival, as well as the survival of cultures and the species.
The teacher's role is to provide an environment that elicits the desired behaviors and
extinguishes the undesirable ones.
Neo-behaviorism was a new theory based on some of the behaviorist concepts but deleted
others, and added some ideas which later came to be associated with the cognitive views of
learning. The neo-behaviorists, then, were a transitional group, bridging the gap between
behaviorism and cognitive theories of learning.
Roles and possibilities of the ICT in behaviorist learning theory
The period of the birth and thunderous development of the programmed learning as a didactic
branch of neo-behaviorism was directly linked with one of the recommended principles of the
implementation of teaching machines. At first those were different teaching systems based on
diaphones, film loops, later various regenerative systems, trainers, simulators, and individual
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teaching machines. The development of personal computer in the 1980s brought new
parameters and possibilities for spreading to schools and other educational organizations to
the teaching machines for individual learning, which were later upgraded to be able to
monitor the learning group’s learning improvement. However, at the very same time the
problem over which Skinner himself “lamented, that many devices sometimes called teaching
machines were designed and sold without true understanding of underlying pedagogical or
theoretical aspect of their usage” (1968, qtd. in Lockee, Moore, Burton, 2004, p. 552) was
worsening. He noted that the design and functions of teaching machines and programmed
instruction had not been adequately researched. The first attempts with the teaching machines
based on microcomputers date back to 1977. When they functioned as tutors, they had three
basic functions: 1) exercising control over curriculum by selecting and sequencing the
material, 2) responding to learners’ questions about subject and 3) determining when learners
need help in developing skill and what sort of help they need. Burton, Moore and Magliaro
(2004, p. 26) argue that the researches that had been conducted up until the mid-1980s proved
that “behavioral design and delivery model “works”. Moreover, the model appears to be cost
effective. And that is why they ask “Why then are they no longer fashionable?” Perhaps
because behaviorism has not been taught for several academic generations. Most people in
design have never read original behavioral source. It has become a straw man to contrast more
appealing, more current learning notions.

2 Cognitive learning theories
Jean Piaget was influenced by the behaviorist and the gestalt schools, and proposed that one's
internal cognitive structures change as a result of developmental changes in the nervous
system and as a result of being exposed to variety of experiences and the environments that
contain them.
Contemporary research in cognitive learning theories focuses on information procession,
memory, metacognition, theories of transfer, computer simulations, artificial intelligence,
mathematical learning models; these are very close to digital technology.
D. P. Ausubel (2000), J. S. Bruner (1996), and R. M. Gagne (1970) are all classified as
contemporary cognitive theorists. Each of these theorists emphasized different aspects of
cognitive functioning of the individual and group contexts.
Cognitive learning theories are concerned with processes which occur inside the brain and
nervous system as a person learns. They share the idea that people actively process
information and learning takes place through the efforts of the learner. Internal mental
processes include inputting, organizing, storing, retrieving, and finding relationships between
information. New information is linked to old ones. Cognitive approaches emphasize how
information is processed. There were some very early efforts to organize cognitive theories in
the late 1900's, but these were usurped by the behaviourist work being done at that time. It
was not until the years after World War II that cognitive theories began to find their strength.
The gestalt learning theories were the first to challenge the behaviorist point of view. They
criticized behaviorism for its reductionistic tendencies. By the mid-twentieth century, gestalt
learning theories and the work of M. Wertheimer, W. Kohler, K. Koffka, and Lewin provided
competition to behaviorism as the only accepted theory of learning at these times.
Gestalt learning theories emphasize perception, insight and meaning as the key elements of
learning. The individual was seen as a perceptual organism that organized, interpreted, and
gave meaning to the events that impinged upon his consciousness. Making sense of events
and phenomena was a driving concept. The learner makes sense of things by thinking about
them. For gestaltists, the individuality quite diverse, but all are unified by the importance of
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the learner’s internal mental processes. These three cognitive theorists, Bruner, Ausubel and
Gagné also shared common ideas. They did not emphasize a developmental perspective, as
much as Piaget did. These three theorists were doing much of their work in the 1960’s and
1970’s. Each was recognized as an authority in his field (Mechlová and Malčík, 2012).
Roles and possibilities of the ICT in Cognitive learning theories
The place of the ICT in cognitive learning theory can be derived from the reasoning of the
Instructional Design (ID) model. According to Gagné, Briggs and Wager’s theory (1988) the
ID should be based on 5 easy principles: 1) individualization of teaching, 2) establishing
short-term and long-term aims, 3) need for planning and organization, 4) use of the system
theory, and 5) respect to learning conditions. Fulfilling the mentioned principles when
creating teaching programs can be well linked with the ICT applications. This option is
evident mainly when individualizing the teaching process (ad1) or when using a systemic
approach (ad 4), which provides an organizational frame for ID and at the same time does not
neglect any of the inputs, process files and results of the teaching process (Bertrand 1998,
p. 96).
The potential applications of the ICT in this learning concept can be also deduced from the
teaching process sequence of events, which result from systemic and systematic organization
of the teaching process (Gagné, Briggs, Wager 1988, qtd in Bertrand 1998). The organization
is as follows: 1. Attract student’s attention; 2. Inform student about aims and set the level of
the expected results; 3. Remind the already learnt contents; 4. Introduce a new subject matter
clearly; 5. Control learning, require proofs; 6. Ensure feedback; 7. Evaluate a student’s
performance and support the transmission of knowledge and its application in other areas.
This enumeration of the obligatory and logic steps in the teaching process justifies the use of
the ICT in the presentational, feedback, regulative, evaluative (both from the viewpoints of
hetero-didacticism and auto-didacticism) functions.

3 Constructivistic learning theories
There are many constructivist learning theories, and the common core that unites them is that
learning is an active process, unique to the individual, and consists of constructing
conceptual relationships and meaning from information and experiences already in the
learner's repertoire.
The core ideas were mentioned by John Dewey. Constructivism claims that each learner
constructs knowledge individually and socially. The “glue” that holds the constructs together
is meaning. Knowledge is always an interpretation of reality, not a “true” representation of
reality.
Main contributors to constructivism are as follows: David Ausubel – subsumption theory,
Jerome S. Bruner – constructivism, Jean Piaget – genetic epistemology, Lave – situated
cognition, C. Argyris – double loop learning, R. J. Spiro – cognitive flexibility (Spiro et al
1992), D. A. Kolb (1981) – learning styles, J. H. Flavell (1979) – metacognition, R.C. Shank
(1991) – script theory.
Principles of constructivist learning:
1. The learner uses sensory input and does something with it, ultimately making meaning of
it.
2. Learning consists of both constructing meaning and constructing systems of meaning.
Learning is layered.
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3. Learning occurs in the mind. Physical activity may be necessary, but is not sufficient
alone.
4. Learning involves language. Vygotsky (1978) believed that language and learning are
inextricably intermeshed.
5. Learning is a social activity.
6. Learning is contextual. We do not isolate facts from the situations and environments in
which they are relevant.
7. Knowledge is necessary for learning. It is the basis of structure and meaning-making. The
more we know, the more we can learn.
8. Learning takes time; it is not spontaneous. Learners go over information, ponder over
them, and use them, practice, experiment.
9. Motivation is a necessary component, because it causes the learner's sensory apparatus to
be activated. Relevance, curiosity, fun, accomplishment, achievement, external rewards
and other motivators facilitate ease of learning.
Prevalent myths in today's educational system include at the first cold reason, the notion of
knowledge as eternal truth, teacher as transmitter of objective truths, and curriculum as a
product which is delivered, and at the second hard control, the perspective of teacher as
controller, in which there is a power differential between teacher and learners, and a
dominance-subordinate relationship (Mechlová and Malčík, 2012).
Roles and possibilities of the ICT in constructivistic learning theories
If we accept an essential attribute of the constructivist learning approach as individually
acquired knowledge (but measured by the scientific opinion of the mankind), the role of the
ICT in this concept will be to make information, which a student will take an active part in
searching and processing, available. Within the scope of social constructivism, the digital
technologies can enable sharing of information among those who cooperate. Such information
can help in transforming the preconcepts into one’s own experience-based and objectified
concepts. In the teaching process such information can help eliminate the emerging
misconcepts. The already working tertiary degree LMS systems are becoming more and more
common in elementary schools.

4 Connectivist learning theories
Connectivism was introduced as a learning theory based on the premise that knowledge exists
in the world rather than in the head of an individual. Connectivism proposes a view similar to
the activity theory of L. S. Vygotsky (1978) as it regards knowledge to exist within systems
which are accessed through people participating in activities. It also bears some similarity
with the social learning theory of A. Bandura (1986) that proposes that people learn through
contact. The add-on “a learning theory for the digital age”, that appears on G. Siemens (2005)
paper indicates the special importance that is given to the effect digital technology has on how
people live, how they communicate, and how they learn.
One aspect of connectivism is the use of a network with nodes and connections as a central
metaphor for learning. In this metaphor, a node is anything that can be connected to another
node within a network such as an organization: information, data, feelings, images.
Connectivism sees learning as the process of creating connections and developing a network.
This network allows for a notion of “know-where” (the understanding of where to find the
knowledge when it is needed) to supplement to the ones of "know-how" and "know-what"
that make the cornerstones of many theories of learning.
Connectivism is the integration of principles explored by theories chaos, network, complexity,
and self-organization. Learning is a process that occurs within nebulous environments of
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shifting core elements – not entirely under the control of the individual. Learning (defined as
actionable knowledge) can reside outside of ourselves (within an organization or a database),
is focused on connecting specialized information sets, and the connections that enable us to
learn more are more important than our current state of knowing.
Decisions are based on rapidly altering foundations. New information is continually being
acquired. The ability to draw distinctions between important and unimportant information is
vital. The ability to recognize when new information alters the landscape based on decisions
made yesterday is also critical (Siemens 2005).
Principles of connectivism:
 Learning and knowledge rests in diversity of opinions.
 Learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or information sources.
 Learning may reside in non-human appliances.
 Capacity to know more is more critical than what is currently known.
 Nurturing and maintaining connections is needed to facilitate continual learning.
 Ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core skill.
 Currency (accurate, up-to-date knowledge) is the intent of all connectivist learning
activities.
Decision-making itself is a learning process. Choosing what to learn and the meaning of
incoming information is seen through the lens of a shifting reality. A right answer now, it may
be wrong tomorrow due to alterations in the information climate affecting the decision.
Connectivism also addresses the challenges that many corporations face in knowledge
management activities. Knowledge that resides in a database needs to be connected with the
right people in the right context in order to be classified as learning. Behaviourism,
cognitivism, and constructivism do not attempt to address the challenges of organizational
knowledge and transference.
Information flow within an organization is an important element in organizational
effectiveness. In a knowledge economy, the flow of information is the equivalent of the oil
pipe in an industrial economy. Creating, preserving, and utilizing information flow should be
a key organizational activity. Knowledge flow can be likened to a river that meanders through
the ecology of an organization. In certain areas, the river pools and in other areas it ebbs. The
health of the learning ecology of the organization depends on effective nurturing of
information flow.
Social network analysis is an additional element in understanding learning models in a digital
era. Art Kleiner (2002) explores Karen Stephenson’s “quantum theory of trust” which
“explains not just how to recognize the collective cognitive capability of an organization, but
how to cultivate and increase it”. Within social networks, hubs are well-connected people
who are able to foster and maintain knowledge flow. Their interdependence results in
effective knowledge flow, enabling the personal understanding of the state of activities
organizationally.
The starting point of connectivism is the individual. Personal knowledge is comprised of a
network, which feeds into organizations and institutions, which in turn feed back into the
network, and then continue to provide learning to individual. This cycle of knowledge
development (personal to network to organization) allows learners to remain current in their
field through the connections they have formed.
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T. K. Landauer and S. T. Dumais (1997) explore the phenomenon that “people have much
more knowledge than appears to be present in the information to which they have been
exposed”. They provide a connectivist focus in stating “the simple notion that some domains
of knowledge contain vast numbers of weak interrelations that, if properly exploited, can
greatly amplify learning by a process of inference”. The value of pattern recognition and
connecting our own “small worlds of knowledge” are apparent in the exponential impact
provided to our personal learning.
Connectivist teaching methods: Summing up connectivist teaching and learning, S. Downes
states: “to teach is to model and demonstrate, to learn is to practice and reflect”.
In 2008, G. Siemens and S. Downes delivered an online course called "Connectivism and
Connective Knowledge". It covered connectivism as content while attempting to implement
some of their ideas. All course content was available through RSS feeds, and learners could
participate with their choice of tools: threaded discussions in Moodle, blog posts, Second
Life, and synchronous online meetings. The course was repeated in 2009 and in 2011.
Conclusion: Our ability to learn what we need for tomorrow is more important than what we
know today. A real challenge for any learning theory is to actuate known knowledge at the
point of application. When knowledge, however, is needed, but not known, the ability to plug
into sources to meet the requirements becomes a vital skill. As knowledge continues to grow
and evolve, access to what is needed is more important than what the learner currently
possesses.
Roles and possibilities of the ICT in connectivist learning theories
Significant trend in learning is that many of the processes previously handled by learning
theories can be off- loaded, or supported by technology (Siemens 2005).
Connectivism presents a model of learning that acknowledges the tectonic shifts in society
where learning is no longer an internal, individualistic activity. How people work and
function is altered when new tools are utilized. The field of education has been slow to
recognize both the impact of new learning tools and the environmental changes in what it
means to learn. Connectivism provides insight into learning skills and tasks needed for
learners to flourish in a digital era.

5 Generativist learning theory
Although the beginnings of the Generative Learning Theory (generativism) date back to the
mid-1970s, in the Czech Republic it is not being mentioned when talking about current
learning theories. However, in the U.S.A. and other countries it has many supporters, mainly
for the complexity of its view on the knowledge acquisition process. Hence, it can be an
important impulse for the development of the theoretical base of both learning and teaching,
as well as for contemplating the (re)creation of the computer-based learning environment. The
key authors of this concept are Merlin C. Wittrock (1974, 1992), Barbara L. Grabowski from
Pensylvania State University (2001, 2004), her successful graduant Hyeon Woo Lee (2008),
and another Korean Kyu Yon Lim (Lee, Lim, Grabowski 2007).
Wittrock (1974) was founder of generative learning theory. His beliefs about learning were
influenced by research in several areas of cognitive psychology, including cognitive
development, human learning, human abilities, information processing, and aptitudetreatment interactions. His works explains and prescribes teaching strategies to maximize
reading comprehension.
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Wittrock emphasized one very significant and basic assumption: the learner is not a passive
recipient of information; rather, he or she is an active participant in the learning process,
working to construct meaningful understanding for information found in the environment.
Wittrock also stated (1974, p. 182), that “although a student may not understand sentences
spoken to him by his teacher, it is highly likely that a student understands sentences that
generates himself”. Wittrock build his model around four parts based on neural model brain
functioning and cognitive research on the process of knowing. The four parts in
interrelationship are: generation, motivation, learning, and knowledge creation. Metakognitive
processes also play a key role in this model, although in most cases Wittrock folds
metacognition into the creation process.
As shown inside the dotted rectangle, in Fig. 1, the essence of generative learning is
knowledge generation. Only through the learners’ self–generation of relationships and
understanding can knowledge be generated meaningfully. Only those activities that involve
the actual creation of relationship and meaning would be classified as examples of generative
learning strategies. Restructuring of environmental information by definition requires the
learner to generate either organizational or integrated relationships and construct personal
meaning. One part of meaning make results from the processes of generating relations
between memory, including preconceptions, abstract knowledge, everyday experience,
domain-specific knowledge, and new information (Lee, Lim and Grabowski, 2007). This
connection is shown by connecting arrows. Generation can result in schema fitting.

Fig. 1: Conceptual undestanding of generative learning (Lee, Lim and Grabowski, 2007)

Basically, data points or schemata form the knowledge units that are manipulated in
generative learning theory. Because of the way knowledge is stored, instructional and learning
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activities must connect new to existing knowledge so it is easily retrievable. This connection
is made by adding information to schema, restructuring, or tuning it. Although connections
are made by links, those linkage are not defined or labeled, in creating a pattern note without
labeling the lines.
Generative learning theory, on the other hand, is similar in concept to creating a pattern note
with all the links labeled. Activities designed by schema theorist would include those that
remind learners of prior knowledge and relate the information to what the learners already
knows. It is less relevant who selects those connection points compared to the fact that they
are made.
By definition, learners should become accountable and responsible in learning and mentally
active in constructing relations between what they know and what they are learning.
Motivation, the second of Wittrock components shown inside the dotted rectangle, promotes
the impulse or intention to learn or carry out a task. Persistence and sustained interest in
knowledge generation process is one essential component of the motivation process of this
model. Interest can be enhanced only when the learners attribute successful their own effort at
knowledge generation.
Learners who are motivated to generate meaning between their memory and new information
need to use various learning strategies form simple coding to integration strategies.
Depending on their motivation level or memory, such as prior learning on domain or learning
strategy, or learners’ preference, learners employ different learning strategies in knowledge
generation. This process can be explained by information–processed theory (Bell-Gredler
1986): the process of thinking and memory storage – in other words the stages and level of
processing. What we take from information-processing theory is an emphasis on how we
think, rather than on what we think or that we think focus is on that process of transforming
external stimuli into some recallable form to be stored in memory. The emphasis of generative
learning theory is on the generation of new conceptual understandings, not just on transfering
information.
Wittrock (1991) emphasised that learners should control their own generative processes.
Metacognition regulates one’s cognitive activities on learning processes and therefore
surrounds the three generative learning processes shown in Fig. 1. Self-monitoring is vital
process here because it informs learners about their progress. Based on self-monitoring,
learners manage their effort and available resources and change their learning strategies to
generate meaning.
In summary, to make meaning, learners actually create relationship among or between their
memory and new information. Learners are mentally active and use various learning strategies
in this knowledge generation process. Also, learners metacognitively self-regulated this
process. The outcome of this knowledge generation was originally investigated in reading
comprehension, and many researchers extended this model to investigate a variety of
generative learning strategies that were expected to promote different levels of learning in a
variety of domains. Recently, researchers have explored higher order thinking and selfregulated learning skills as outcomes of generative learning (Lee, Lim, Grabowski, 2007,
p. 114).
The generation process itself is being realized to create relations between information in an
environment, which were acquired in the previous learning, by experience, and among other
information in the environment. This is being achieved by the cognitive coding processes,
which help the reorganization of the information process; and by integration, the sectional
processes of which are elaboration and re-conceptualization of information.
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It presents in a transparent way the assignment of the particular generative activities, which
can be realized in cognitive processes both by a teacher or a student (Grabowski 2004). Given
that there are many types of relationship-building activities that can be selected, a guide for
selecting from among those activities is appropriate.

Tab. 1: Match of Generative activity with Level of Processing (Source: Grabowski, 2004)

Roles and possibilities of the ICT in Generativist learning theory
Although the generative learning theory has not been widely applied yet, attempts of its
practical application have been reported. Shepherd, Clendinning, and Schaverein (2002) talk
about the use of the generative learning principles in a system called Generative Virtual
Classroom (GVC). The GVS is an e-learning system developed for the purpose of creating a
sophisticated and pedagogically well-founded learning understanding of teaching students,
teachers and interested people working in school administration. It consists of two virtual
classrooms – one being an elementary/high school classroom and the other one a university
classroom. It enables those who are learning to observe and discuss authentic examples of the
successful learning of children, which deepens their insight into the teaching and learning
theories that are essential for their work. The authors defined six activities to be used in the
mentioned e-learning environment. These are: Exploring, Designing, Making and Operating,
Explaining and Understanding. The authors of the study document the use of the ICT in the
mentioned activities and they further add that generative learning model exposes potentially
important learning-related design concerns that risk being neglected by other e-learning
design frameworks. At the same time they are convinced that generative principled design
approach outlined in this article may provide a more authentic basis for addressing
contemporary demands for creative corporate workforce.

6 Comparisons of learning theories
Comparisons of learning theories are very useful for understanding of changes in educational
paradigms of behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism, connectivism and generativism.
These comparisons give answers on ten questions to distinguish learning theories:
1. How does learning occur?
2. What factors influence learning?
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3. What is the role of memory?
4. How does transfer occur?
5. What types of learning are best explained by this theory?
6. What is the role of the ICT in theory?
7. Which authors represent the core of the theory?
8. Which are the basic sources of the theory?
9. When were the basics of the theory established?
10. What is the difference between generative learning and the other compared theories?
Answers are given in Table 2. Learning theories tend to fall into one of several perspectives
or paradigms, including behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism, connectivism and
generativism.
Learning theories behaviourism and cognitivism are older. They compose so called core of
the traditional paradigm of education. Learning theories constructivism, connectivism and
generativism are newer and compose core of the modern paradigm of education.
“Behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism were formulated in a pre-ICT Stone Age.
Furthemore, these theories could not anticipate a “brave new world” made up of tech-rich
environments, of soaring interactions in social networks built around Web 2.0, and of content
availability without boundaries” (Carniero 2011, p. 17).
Questions
How does
learning
occur?

Behaviorism
Black box –
observable
behavior main
focus

Cognitivism
Structured,
computational

Constructivism
Social, meaning
created by each
learner
(personal)

What
factors
influence
learning?

Nature of
reward,
punishment,
stimuli

Existing
schema,
previous
experiences

Engagement,
participation,
social, cultural

What is the
role of
memory?

Memory is
Encoding,
hardwiring of
storage,
repeated
retrieval
experiences where reward
and punishment
are most
influential

Prior knowledge
remixed to
current context
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Connectivism
Distributed
within a network,
social,
technologically
enhanced,
recognizing and
interpreting
patterns
Diversity of
network

Generativism
4 processes:
motivation
learning
knowledge
creation
generation

Adaptive
patterns,
representative of
current state,
existing in
networks

Beliefs, concepts,
preconceptions,
metacognitions
and experiences
as components of
memory are a
part of
knowledge
creation
processes

Generative
activity
Self regulation

How does
transfer
occur?

Stimulus,
response

Task-based
What types
learning
of learning
are best
explained by
this theory?
Role and
posibility
ICT

Using teaching
machines one
of principles of
programmed
learning

Authors/
and other
reprezentan
ts in area of
pedagogy

B. F. Skinner
N. A. Crowder
S. L. Pressey
G. Pask
B. S. Bloom
N. F. Talyzina
Skinner, B. F.
The science of
learning and
the art of
teaching, 1954.
Lumsdaine A.
A., Glaser, R.
Teaching
Machines and
programmed
learning. 1960

Main
sources

Occurrence

1954

Duplicating
knowledge
constructs of
“knower”

Socialization

Connecting to
(adding nodes)

Reasoning,
clear
objectives,
problem
solving

Social, vague
(“ill defined”)

Within the
scope of
Instructional
Design it can
individualize
and control
the teaching
process, and
secure
feedback
D. P. Ausubel
J. S. Bruner
R. M. Gagne

Not explicitly
defined ICT as a
source of
information for
learner, social,
platform for
cooperation in
construction of
reality

Complex
learning, rapid
changing core,
diverse
knowledge
sources
Many of the
processes
previously
handled by
learning theories
can be offloaded, or
supported by
technology

D.H. Jonassen

G. Siemens and
St. Downes

M. C. Wittrock
B. L. Grabowski

Gagne, R. M.
The
Conditions of
Learning
1970.

Kommers, P.,
Jonassen, D. H.,
Mayes,T.
Cognitive tolls
for learning,
1992.

Siemens, G.
Connectivism:A
Learning Theory
for the Digital
Age, 2005.

Wittrock,M.C.
Learning as a
Generative
Process,
Educational
Psychologists,19
74
Lee, W.L., Lim,
K.Y., Grabowski,
B.L..Generative
Learning:
Principles, and
Implications for
Making Meaning,
2007
1974

1970

Kolb, D.A.
Experiential
learning:
Experience as
the source of
learning and
development,
1984.
1984
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2005

The emphasis on
the generation of
new conceptual
understanding,
not just on
transferring
information.
Generate
knowledge and
personal meaning

Implicitly
computer-.based
learning
environment,
ICT as source of
new information
and tool of lifelong learning

When
compared
with
the generati
ve learning
theory

Claims a very
different role
for the learner,
as a passive
recipient rather
than active
generation

More
emphasis on
transferring
information

Provides a
philosophical
basis rather than
a neurological
explanati of
learning

It understands
understanding as
a quality of a
network in which
everyone handles
only a part of
knowledge
(knowledge =
connection, not a
self-generation of
meaningful
knowledge)

Cannot be done

Tab. 2: Comparison of selected learning theories (Completed and extended according to Ireland 2007)

Conclusion
The five introduced learning theories co-exist in the specific theoretical concepts and in the
applications approached in a different way with regard to their complexity, the degree of
education or subjects taught. Since the formulation of their basics, those theories have had
different time periods to ensure their practical application and wider spread, which can result
in their lower popularity, the number of research findings or particular quotations. It can be
said that they represent some kind of an imaginary stem of present day didactic paradigms,
which can further branch into other sub-variants. Besides, there are other theoretical concepts
of learning, which could represent an intersection, simplification or enrichment of those
concepts, or a completely different look at teaching and learning. When dealing with the
implementation of digital technologies into teaching and learning process, it seems necessary
to base those applications in their various functions on a concrete theoretical pedagogical
ground, which enables to describe, explain, and predict their effects and effectiveness.
This way it is possible to prevent unsubstantial expectations for their usage on the one hand,
and failing their educational potentials on the other.
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Abstract
Brief The Information and Computer Literacy course is aimed at first year students. For more
than ten years this course has been regularly organized for students of several faculties of the
University of Ostrava in order to familiarize them with the university environment and the
specifics of higher education.
A compulsory part of the course is a regular testing of students in information and computer
literacy. This course has since evolved and the testing has seen many changes. In its present
state the testing is performed through Moodle LMS e-learning system in the computer labs.
This paper deals with the development of testing in the Information and Computer Literacy
course and analyses the results of students in recent years.
Keywords
Information literacy, computer literacy, testing.

1 Introduction
The Information and Computer Literacy course has been taught at the Faculty of Education,
University of Ostrava, for more than ten years. The main impetus to the creation of the course
was the gradual implementation of information systems in the organization of university
studies at the University of Ostrava. The purpose of the course was to familiarize students
with these systems, the management of electronic indexes, electronic course enrolment, and
other information useful for their studies. From the very beginning, this course was
supplemented with resources from the university library, including a knowledge-based
associated with information and computer literacy skills (Kalaš, 2005).
Every year the course has gone through changes both in its content and didactic (Schubert,
Schwill, 2004) and also in the organization and scope. Over the years, the course was joined
by two new faculties: Faculty of Arts and Faculty of Social Studies. Now the course is
organized for more than a thousand students. Time-wise, the course takes place before the
start of the semester in an approximate length of two weeks and is scheduled at the time of
registration for compulsory courses for the winter semester. Therefore, a practical course
enrolment and work with information systems are incorporated into this course.
The successful completion of the course is rated credit with two credits. To receive credit in
the Information and Computer Literacy course, students must attend the in-person lectures
given by student services and university library staff, complete three simple correspondence
assignments (work with MS Office suite), and meet the requirements of the test on
information and computer literacy (Nagyová, 2009).
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2 Information and Computer Literacy Test
The Information and Computer Literacy test is a compulsory part of the course. Students must
take the test in-person in the computer lab. The test consists of fifty questions (items). Each
question is awarded one point. For successful completion of the test the student must obtain at
least 25 points, i.e. the desired success in the test is 50%. The test has to be completed in a 45minute time limit. The test is evaluated automatically, and the student can see the results
immediately after the test. A student can retake the test if his/her attempt was unsuccessful.
The test verifies the knowledge and practical skills of students from several areas. The main
part consists of working with MS Office suite, i.e. working with a word processor, spread
sheet and presentation software. It also includes basic computer skills, knowledge of files and
file types (file extensions), folders, and also working with the Internet. The test also consists
of questions about studying and searching for books in the university library.
Questions are designed to test practical work with a computer. After performing the required
work or finding the desired information, the student answers the question based on the results
of his/her work. During the test, the student works with the Internet (to search for different
information) or the files in the attached auxiliary component.
Variability of the tests is provided by variations of questions. Each question has 20 different
variants, all of which are randomly generated to create a test for the student - for each type of
question there is always one of the twenty variants used. This ensures that students cannot
copy from each other in the classroom, and when retaking the test, they always solve a
different test with different test questions.
In the early days of testing in the Information and Computer Literacy course the students had
to use a sheet of paper to write down the results of their computer work. The results had to be
manually processed. Although this was considered relatively sophisticated at the time, it was
lengthy and difficult to process. Therefore, in 2006, (Nagyová, Oujezdský, 2006) the test was
converted into an electronic format comprising a simple network database application. In
2012, the testing was done in LMS Moodle e-learning environment for the very first time
(Bačík, 2013).
The original electronic version of the test differs from the new version in LMS Moodle
particularly in the arrangement of questions. In the original test, the questions were arranged
by topics. This was not possible in the new form in the e-learning environment. LMS Moodle
did not enable the test to be compiled in the same way in order to ensure that students will not
be able to copy from each other. The arrangement of test questions lost its form and order, and
it can be assumed that this fact slightly increased the difficulty of the test. The only way to
facilitate students’ orientation in the test was to use graphical icons corresponding with
thematic areas. Each question is marked by a coloured icon and the student can very quickly
locate questions from the same thematic areas and solve them.
Since 2010 the Information and Computer Literacy test is taken by approximately one
thousand students annually. This year the course was attended for the very first time by
students of the Faculty of Arts and Faculty of Social Studies, as well as students from the
Pedagogical Faculty. The test results have been kept on file for many years. We will try to
further analyse them in order to determine the general trend of development of information
and computer literacy of students who start their studies at the university. We will also focus
on the analysis of questions of individual topics and their difficulty (Chráska, 2000). The
testing period is from years 2009 -2012, i.e. the last four years of the course.
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2.1 Results of Information Literacy Testing
In the reporting period 2009-2012 the test was regularly attended by approximately one
thousand students (see Table 1). The table also shows the total number of successful students,
i.e. students who have mastered the test with a minimum requirement of 25 points. The actual
number of tests taken each year is much higher than the number of actual students; many
students must retake the test. The success rate of students making their first attempt is around
50% overall. Other students must retake the test again.

Year

Number of
students

Number of
successful
students

The actual
number of tests

Success at the
first attempt

2009

730

703 (96%)

1036

480 (46%)

2010

1063

1037 (98%)

1450

735 (51%)

2011

1130

997 (88%)

1426

772 (54%)

2012

1164

1035 (89%)

1562

848 (54%)

Tab. 1: Number of Tests during the Reporting Period

Of significance in the above data report is that between 2009 and 2010 more than 96% of
students completed the test successfully. Even though the conditions for obtaining credit are
the same every year, in 2011 there was a significant decrease in the percentage of successful
students in the test (88%) and this trend persists. If we were to add in a slight increase in the
percentage of students successful in the test at their first attempt, the difference was even
more significant. One could argue, the results suggest a decline in students’ interest in not
only taking the test but in the Information and Computer Literacy course itself. Perhaps the
idea of encountering minor problems and the likelihood of having to retake the test undermine
a student’s confidence in being able to finish the course successfully.
Table 2 shows the average number of points in the test in each year during the reporting
period. The first column shows the total average and then there are averages listed for fulltime and part-time students.

Year

Average number of points
Total

Full-time

Part-time

2009

29,96

31,79

28,10

2010

30,58

31,77

28,86

2011

29,44

31,31

26,97

2012

28,30

30,50

25,61

Tab. 2: Average Number of Points during the Reporting Period

Based on the data, it is clear that especially last year (in 2012) there was a decrease in the
average number of points. This year the original electronic test was replaced by the test in
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LMS Moodle, in which the questions had a different arrangement. The new e-learning form of
the test seems to be slightly more challenging than the original electronic test.
Also the difference in the average score of full-time and part-time students is interesting. This
is a difference of up to 5 points, i.e. approximately 10%. A more considerable decrease in
scores of part-time students again applies to 2011 and a subsequent period. Table 3 shows the
numbers of successful students in the test according to the form of study.
The data in the table clearly show the problem with a decrease in the number of successful
students taking the test. Since 2011 the decrease in success of full-time students is not so
significant (a decrease by 3-4 percentage points). The problem is an increased decline in
successful part-time students, which accounts for up to 15 or more percentage points.
Full-time

Part-time

Year

Number os
students

Number of
successful
students

Number of
students

Number of
successful
students

2009

406

398 (98%)

324

307 (95%)

2010

677

663 (98%)

386

376 (97%)

2011

676

644 (95%)

454

355 (78%)

2012

703

660 (94%)

461

377 (82%)

Tab. 3: Successful Students in Full-time and Part-time Forms of Study

2.2 Test Results According to Thematic Areas
The test in the Information and Computer Literacy course tests knowledge and skills in two
basic areas: computer literacy and information literacy. In the area of computer literacy the
test focuses on testing skills of working with the operating system, MS Office suite and the
Internet. In the area of information literacy there are two basic topics defined – the study
agenda and the university library.
2009

2010

2011

2012

Operating system

73%

75%

74%

61%

Text editor

61%

64%

62%

48%

Spreadsheet

45%

49%

45%

46%

Creation of
presentations

84%

83%

83%

78%

Internet

69%

69%

67%

67%

Study agenda

50%

50%

49%

41%

University library

51%

44%

41%

41%

Tab. 4: Percentage of Success in Individual Topics
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Table 4 presents the results of the success rate of students in individual topics during the
reporting period. The results provide only an approximate comparison due to the complexity
of the various topics. Differences in comparison only show the decrease in students' success in
2012.
The simplest questions for students are from the creation of presentations and working with
the operating system. Students are now very well familiar with working with folders and files,
they can open and view files and determine their type. There is also a relatively high success
rate in working with the Internet. It turns out that searching for information of various kinds
through the Internet is now a common part of everyday life.
An example of a more complex topic in the course is working with a text editor. Today
perhaps all students can create a simple text document, and they master a basic text formatting
as well. More difficult operations such as spell check, searching for words, etc., however, still
cause problems for students.
In the area of computer literacy, working with the spread sheet is the most difficult topic. Just
a creation of a complicated table, orientation in it, navigation in cells, etc. are very difficult.
And so is the organizing of data (filtering, sorting data), and the use of basic formulas (sum,
average, count).
In the area of information literacy the knowledge level of students is relatively low. This
applies to searching for courses, understanding the course information, familiarity with credits
and exams, lectures and seminars, orientation in control standards of the university, etc. All
these constitute new information for students starting their university studies and they are
finding their way through it only gradually. The same applies to finding and borrowing books
in the university library. These facts point to the importance and on-going relevance of the
Information and Computer Literacy course for all first year students in need of a solid
grounding in this ever growing knowledge base. This view is also shared by the student
services staff and university library employees who teach the students in the course.

3 Conclusion
The Information and Computer Literacy Test, which is aimed at students commencing their
undergraduate studies at the Faculty of Education at the University of Ostrava, has proven to
be an effective and appropriate means of testing students' knowledge and for receiving course
credit. Long-term work with the test and analysis of its results has helped to uncover a deeper
connection.
First of all should be noted that the test and the test questions are (only for minor adjustments)
for many years the same. Also, requirements for successful completion of the test and the time
limit are unchanged. The only significant change is transferring the test to an e-learning
environment.
Transferring the test to an e-learning environment made it more complex - due to possible
changes and formal editing of test questions, but especially by the arrangement of questions
during their random generating and mixing. The increased difficulty of the test has shown in
the decreased success (average score of students) in the last reporting year of 2012 and also in
the results in individual topics. In the future we expect that these numbers will be improved
upon with an increase in time limit to complete the test. This idea is also clear in the feedback
from the course students.
The test results showed one important fact which has recently generally faced the education
system, and that is the motivation and will in students to complete a task or an assignment
even though problems arose during working on the solution. This fact has been obvious since
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2011 (before transferring the test to an e-learning environment) in the decline of the success
rate of part-time students. These are students who already work as teachers or other educators
and they need to expand their education. These people today usually share their views and
demands with children and pupils of the lower school grades. The Information and Computer
Literacy course is their first experience with university studies, and therefore their
unwillingness to complete the coursework is striking.
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Abstract
One of museums objectives is to extend visitors’ knowledge. As visitors come with varied and
different needs and as they require specific information, an individual approach to them is
vital. ICT development makes individualized museum exposition easily achievable. There are
various methods and models available and they also include a virtual (adaptive) guide. This
article deals with the description of a virtual guide system aimed at educational function of
museum expositions. It describes its structure, function and implementation in a virtual
museum context.
Keywords
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), museum, virtual museum (VM), virtual
guide (VG), personalisation

Introduction
A museum is an institution that cares for (conserves) a collection of artefacts and other
objects of scientific, artistic, cultural, or historical importance and makes them available for
public viewing through exhibits that may be permanent or temporary (Alexander, 2008).
According to the definition by ICOM (International Council of Museums, founded in 1946
with headquarters in Paris, an international professional organisation with a UNESCO
consultant status), a museum is “a permanent non-profit organisation functioning for the
benefits and development of society, open to the public. It acquires, conserves, researches,
arranges and exhibits material evidence regarding people and their environment, for the
purposes of studies, education, training and pleasure”.
Museums aim at presenting all subjects in an interesting and engaging way exploiting the
maximum potential of their own exhibits and available technology. Educational function of
presented expositions is of great importance.
The educational goals can be achieved when the exposition content is presented in a form
which is comprehensible and attractive for potential visitors. Wide range of visitors’ needs
can be met through individualized tours. One of the standard methods is differentiation of
information texts related to individual exhibits, which could be in the legend format available
directly at the exhibits or printed exposition guidebooks. Further step is a personalised guided
tour with a human guide or audio guides used especially by foreign visitors. Modern
information and communication technologies (ICT) brought a change and museums began a
new era. The topic of personalization (adjustment to individual visitor’s needs) seems to be
frequently discussed. The most widely used tools in Czech museums are information stalls,
interactive team games, communication devices personal guides (in tablets, smart phones,
communicators) and robotic guides.
Virtual museums represent a completely new field. The Internet connection of virtual
museums enables visitors to see the exhibition comfortably from home. Such tours have been
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adjusted to individual visitor’s needs since the start. Thus the virtual guide concept was
established. It is a programme to guide visitors round the virtual exposition following their
individual requirements.
The next step is the logical connection of the real and the virtual museums into a single unit,
called augmented museum, when it makes no difference whether the visitor is physically
present in the museum or if he visits the exposition only virtually.
Within the frame of my doctoral studies I aim to design an exposition virtual guide, i.e. a
programme which will guide a visitor round the exposition based on parameters provided by
the visitor when entering the museum. The virtual guide will present not only appropriate
exhibits but also relevant information related to the exhibits, with focus on educational
benefits. When the virtual guide is created in the virtual museum, the programme will be
transferred to the real museum to find answers to the following questions:
Question 1: Is a controlled tour more beneficial in respect to educational value than an
uncontrolled tour?
Question 2: Will a model created and tested in a virtual museum work in a real museum?

Material and Methods
Personalized Museums Study
This work is based on written resources concerning personalized museums, e.g. Bowen
(2004), Houben (2009), Waltl (2006) and Van Hage (2010). I was especially interested in the
history of personalization and its development. Together with a survey into current tools
available to museum visitors I analysed their adaptability. I based this on Visiting with a
“personal” touch (Fantoni, 2002, p. 15), which I supplemented with up-to-date information.
Adaptive Audio Tours
Touch screen
Books
Tape Tours
guides Random/access
kiosk
Brochures
Location
Mobile
Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Mobile
Push and
Not
Interactivity
Pull only
Push only
Push only
Pull
interactive
Choice-based
Choice-based
Adaptability Adaptability
No
No
personalization
personalization
Multiple
Multiple tours
Multiple tours
tours with
Flexibility
with the same
No
with the same
No
the same
equipment
equipment
equipment
Content
Flexible
Flexible
Fixed
Flexible
Fixed
Multilingual
One language
One language
Yes
Yes
Yes
Aspect
at a time
at a time
Expensive
Need to enter
Different Isolated, Must
Localization
codes;
tapes; Forced
be
Constraints systems:
Cheap
Localization pacing; Small programmed
GPS, IR
systems
info storage
separately.
sensors, etc

Museum
Layout
Fixed
Not
interactive
No

No
Fixed
No

Expensive

Tab. 1: Adaptability of tools for visitors

The most common practice in museums is the use of printed brochures and audio guides. The
chart clearly shows that these tools are adaptable but lack flexibility and seem to be
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unattractive for visitors. Touch screen kiosks represent another widely used exposition tool.
They could be used as a supplement to an exhibit or they could directly present it. As each
kiosk must be programmed individually, its separation from the other exposition facilities is
considered to be a disadvantage, together with unavailable automatic adaptability to
customers’ needs.
Virtual guides (adaptive guides) seem to be the best adjusted to visitors needs. Due to this fact
I aimed at virtual guides when developing a personalized system. Bartneck team (2007) dealt
with similar system in the year of 2006. The whole system functioned on Palm devices
(pocket computers then followed by current smart phones). This system’s efficiency was
proved at that time and it could be assumed that the use of more up-to-date devices will
increase efficiency even more.

Virtual Guide Model Design
In the initial stage, when considering the system design, openness of the system was taken
into account. The system must be fully operational both in the virtual and real contexts, with
the museum expositions range being wide. The museum concept includes for example ZOOs,
botanical gardens, art galleries as well as technological parks. It could also serve the purpose
of a simulation tool in new exposition design stages.
I drew some inspiration from projects dealing with e-learning personalization based on the
learning styles of students. (Kostolányová, 2012). The work deals with the most appropriate
form provided learning material based on user characteristics.
A modular system structure has been used to secure the system’s flexibility and to enable
potential connection to other museum systems, especially to the existing exhibit database.
The system comprises three modules:




Visitor Module
Guide Module
Exhibit Module

Fig. 1: Virtual guide system
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Visitor Module
It is an expert diagnostic system, which determines the visitors categories based on test
questions. A universally acceptable system for visitors’ differentiation has not been found due
to varied criteria for classification. These could be for example learning and teaching styles,
the level of scientific knowledge, interest in the presented field and social context.
Combining these categories and with regard to the conditions of the designed system primary
use I used my own visitors classification. As a result of the system individualization,
categories of couples and groups could have been eliminated. The final classification thus
comprises 5 core groups classified according to visitors’ age and scientific knowledge.
Visitors categories
Child under 6 (C6)
Child aged 6–12 (C12)
Student (S)
Adult (A)
Expert (E)

Pre-primary education
Primary education
Lower secondary education
Upper secondary, Post-secondary and tertiary school students
Adults in productive age without expert knowledge of the
exposition Seniors.
Adults or students in the field presented by the exposition
searching for detailed information

Tab. 2: Visitors Categories

However the above mentioned categories are not sufficient. The purpose of the visit must also
be specified. Thus it is made obvious why the visitor has come to see the exposition and what
his motivation is. It also outlines the visit time schedule.
Visit Purpose
Brief Overview – arising interest and motivation (BrO)
The Basics (B)
Profound Knowledge (PK)
Tab. 3: Visit Purpose

Exhibit Module
It represents the exhibits database. Each exhibit is defined by its form (real features) and by
its content (information regarding the exhibit). The form consists of several layers created
with regard to specific visitors categories. The Type Layer describes the exhibit’s physical
type. The Interaction Layer specifies if the exhibit is interactive (visitors can touch it and
manipulate with it). The Erudition Layer is related to the extent to which the exhibit is
comprehensible for the visitors. (Some exhibits might be incomprehensible for some visitors,
e.g. for children). The Importance Layer evaluates the exhibits importance for the whole
exposition.
The content consists of several Information Layers. Each layer includes exhibit related
information (the exhibit’s description and complementary information) with different
difficulty levels.
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Exhibit
Layer

Form

Content

Interactio
n

Type
Original three-dimensional
object
Three-dimensional model
Two dimensional model
(graph, scheme)
Static picture (photograph,
reproduction, graphics)
Dynamic picture (film, video)
Audio (music, sound,
recording)
Text (diagrams, symbols,
charts, formulas, patterns)
Multimedia
Games
Exhibit

Eruditio
n

Importance

1

1

2

2

3

3

yes

no

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Information
Layer

Tab. 4: Exhibits Classification

Guide Module
Based on the visitor’s specification, the expert system will choose the most suitable exhibits
from the database for each visitor and it will also determine the optimum route. The system
has been tested in the virtual museum context. The virtual museum (VM) has been selected
because it is an easier option for collection of data relevant to exhibits database formation.
Every visitor to the museum will fill in a simple electronic form, based on which they will
then be categorized. He will then be guided to follow the programmed route (designed by the
virtual guide). The visitor can leave the route and also change the level of presented
information.
The whole procedure is to be monitored and evaluated by a neural network. The findings will
subsequently be reflected in the expert system controlling the guided tour. Majority of virtual
museum “guides” which I have examined aim at meeting individual user’s needs and exploit
artificial intelligence methods and semantic systems of Oliviero (2007), Simon (2009) or
Walker (2007). Unlike these guides, our system is designed with regard to educational
benefits.

Results and Discussion
The project is currently in stage 1 focused on the design of a virtual museum, visitors
categorization, exhibit database, initial routes and supplementary neuronal network. The
neuronal network is supposed to track the visitor’s route round the museum. In the first stage,
the visitor can continuously adjust the individually designed route and exhibit information
level and they are allowed to initiate alterations to the initial routes. This stage’s objective is
to test the whole system and virtual guides basic operational principles.
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Stage 2 covers the design and implementation of the expert tour controlling system Virtual
Guide (VG). A didactic test done by a test group of selected primary and secondary schools
students researches the potential increased educational benefits of controlled tours.
Stage 3 of the personalized system development is its implementation in a real museum in the
form of a mobile smart phone application. Visitors answer categorizing questions after
activating the application in their mobile phones. Once the category they belong to has been
defined, visitors will be offered a personalized tour. Information regarding the viewed exhibit
will be directly displayed in their mobile phones.

Conclusion
Education is one of museums goals and an individualized approach to visitors is a way, how
to meet this objective. Each visitor requires different information. ICT provides tools, which
enable personalized tours. The adaptive guide represents one of such tools.
The Virtual Guide has been designed to serve this purpose. It consists of three modules:
Visitor Module categorizing museum visitors, the Exhibit Module comprising the exhibits
database and their characteristics and finally the Guide Module, which is a programme to
select and present personalized guided exposition tours to visitors.
The whole system is first tested in a virtual museum with subsequent adjustments. After the
educational function analysis, it is to be implemented in a real museum context in the form of
a smart phone application.
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Abstract
This paper describes the results of a survey focused on the dissemination and awareness of
innovative learning activities that can be implemented into teaching with the use of
information and communication technologies (ICT). For this purpose, have been identified
such learning activities that help the students develop competences for the 21st century, and
whose implementation is not strictly tied to specific teaching areas or subjects; they are
therefore largely interdisciplinary. In the conclusion, the author makes recommendations to
expedite the diffusion of innovation among teachers.
Keywords
innovation in education, innovative learning activities, 21st century skills, information and
communication technologies (ICT)

Introduction
In the Czech Republic, under implementation of curriculum reform, a concerted effort has
been put into the changes in education in recent years. Despite the fact that Framework
Education Programmes, based on a constructivist approach, require teachers to change the
teaching methods and forms they apply into their lessons, the situation at schools has not
changed extensively [1], [2].
Learning activities that take advantage of innovative methods have not been applied into
classroom practice on a large scale. As shown by 2012 research on the provision of teacher
training in ICT [3], the reason for the unsatisfactory situation can stem from the lack of
appropriate training courses or workshops provided in this area. While 82% of all ICT further
education courses for teachers accredited by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
(MEYS) concentrate on the development of elementary to intermediate ICT skills, only 14%
of the accredited courses focus their attention on methodology aspects of teaching and only
4% of the courses or workshops can be described as truly innovative.

Innovations and 21st century skills
The purpose of our research was to identify learning activities with innovative character and
discover the ways and degree of dissemination of such activities in schools.
An important source of information to support and justify our survey, were the findings of the
Innovative Teaching and Learning (ITL) research project by SRI International, which was
initiated and supported by Microsoft. The findings were published at the Education Leaders
Briefing held in Prague in 2012. The Microsoft ITL research showed that the use of
innovative teaching practices provides students with a set of skills described as 21st century
skills in foreign literature [4]. These include collaboration, self-regulation and assessment,
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problem solving and innovation, global awareness, knowledge building or skilled
communication using ICT.
In terms of the national scheme defined in the National System of Occupations, 21st century
skills are integrated primarily into the category inappropriately referred to as “soft skills” (see
the Central Database of Competencies of the National System of Occupations [5]).
The Microsoft ITL research demonstrates a strong positive correlation between the degree of
innovation of a learning activity and the level of 21st century skills achieved by learners
taking part in such an activity in a classroom or as part of their homework. 21st century skills
can be particularly developed by innovative teaching and learning activities.

Innovative learning activities
To identify appropriate tools and innovative learning activities that employ ICT, related
literature (see [6], [7], [8] and [9]) and foreign Web 2.0 sites in particular were used. The
authors of the research selected the following ten tools and learning activities:
Learning tool or
activity

A brief description of the tool or activity

Podcasting

a way of dissemination of audio or video recordings; the author
of a podcast puts the recording on the Internet in the form of a
file that is referred to creating RSS feeds

Digital storytelling

a combination of creative writing and the use of digital tools,
such as stills, sounds (e.g. music or voice recordings), computer
animation, videos, etc.

Lip dub

a distinctive/specific rendition of a popular song in the form of
a video that is usually filmed in one continuous take showing the
school spirit and premises/ ...continuous shot taking the audience
around the school building and premises

Geocaching/
Educaching

an outdoor sport or recreational activity using GPS coordinates in
search of a hidden container called “a cache”; in the case of
educaching the activity is adapted to the conditions of the
learning environment, e.g. school grounds

Action research

simple research activities realized using digital tools and
computer applications; the production of new knowledge
contributes to quality of education practice as a result

A school wiki

the use of websites that allow their users to add and modify
existing contents

eTwinning

an activity initiated by the European Commission and
the ministries of education of European countries that aims to
encourage international cooperation between schools using ICT;
it represents a powerful instrument for transformation of schools
into institutions preparing students for life in the world glutted
with technologies; partner schools create their own projects

Timelines

an online application/tool used to record the development or
sequence of events by means of various visual forms (e.g. text
lists, maps, sets of photographs, graphical timelines)
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Taking measurements
using smartphones

the utilisation of smartphones, more precisely the use of
numerous applications and devices available on smartphones, e.g.
G-sensor (an accelerometer), a gyroscope, a light or proximity
sensor, a digital compass, a thermometer, GPS, a camera or video
camera

Modelling

the use of software for 3D modelling, simple computer graphics
using a web or digital camera, construction of robotic sets/kits,
etc.

The above-mentioned learning tools and activities display some common characteristics:
 Their implementation into the learning process is not strictly tied to a specific
educational area or field (subject); they are interdisciplinary to great extent, and it is
possible to define their purpose by a teacher’s or learner’s decision.
 In accordance with Bloom’s Taxonomy of educational objectives, these activities aim
at the highest levels of learning objectives, thus focusing on the skills in the higherorder processes of the cognitive domain, which represent the core of the changes
realized through the curricular reform.
 Their implementation does not generally require high quality equipment or specialized
ICT classrooms; learners often possess various electronic devices, such as
smartphones, cameras, MP3 players, web or digital video cameras, in sufficient
amount to meet the purpose.
 It is possible to realize them free of charge through on-line Internet services or by the
means of software that schools do not need to pay for (e.g. open source software).
 They are positively perceived by learners, engage their interest and arouse curiosity,
and require their active participation in the process of learning.
In the context of innovative education, it is important to emphasise that the aforementioned
learning tools and activities can bring about innovation in the process of learning and the
choice of teaching methods, however, only if the activities are carefully planned and
implemented by the teacher.

The Survey
The survey was conducted from October 2012 to February 2013 and has been technically
implemented via Google Forms. One hundred and twenty respondents took part in the survey.
They were participants of a seminar called ICT in schools – current possible use of ICT in
education and school management strategies for school leaders, which was organized in six
regions of the Czech Republic primarily by the National Institute for Further Education
(NIDV) [10]. The seminars focused on the innovative use of ICT in education. Their
participants were teachers from nursery schools (2.50%), elementary schools (53.33%) and
secondary schools (44.17%), and a large majority of the respondents were headteachers,
deputy heads, ICT methodologists or subject leaders.
According to their awareness of the aforementioned learning activities, the respondents were
asked to rate each of the ten activities on a four-point scale: I apply the activity in my
teaching, I know how to use it in lessons, I have heard about it, and I do not know the activity.
The results of the survey are shown in the graph below (see Figure 1).
Taking into account the number of respondents in addition to the way they were selected, as
they do not represent a random sample of teachers, it is noticeable that their awareness of
these educational activities or integration into teaching practice is generally rather marginal.
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Lip dub and podcasting have not been implemented in any school and the respondents’
awareness of these activities was also very low. And yet podcasting has been known since
2004; since 2005 its native support has been built into Apple's iTunes software.
The best known and most widely used in schools is the eTwinning platform. The eTwinning
activities in the Czech Republic are supported and promoted by the National Support Service
(NSS), which operates a website http://www.etwinning.cz/, provides training (methodological
workshops and webinars) and many other accompanying activities.
Lip Dub
Podcasting
Measurement by smartphones

Action research
Digital storytelling
Timelines
Geocaching
Modelling
A school wiki
eTwinning
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

I apply the activity in my teaching

I know how to use it in lessons

I have heard about it

I do not know the activity

80%

90% 100%

Fig. 1: Respondents’ awareness of the learning activities

The difference in the use of innovative learning activities between elementary and secondary
schools, or rather, the difference in their integration into teaching (“I apply the activity in my
teaching”) is negligible in most cases. The most significant difference was observed in the
case of modelling, which is used only in 3.12% of elementary schools, whereas in secondary
schools it is 13.46%. The second major difference involved timelines. They are used more in
elementary schools (7.93%) compared to secondary schools (1.92%). Due to the generally
marginal use of these activities, it is an inconsiderable difference.
Neither in the case of teachers’ awareness of the relevant activities (“I know how to use it in
lessons”) was a big difference between elementary and secondary schools. The only exception
represented geocaching/ educaching; 33.96% of secondary school teachers, compared to only
18.75% of teachers at elementary schools, declared that they were aware of the activity or
used it in their teaching practice.
There are more reasons for the low prevalence of innovative learning activities in elementary
and secondary schools. The colloquia held at the workshops showed that the reason the
participants mentioned the most frequently is the lack of time they are able to spend on
activities not directly related to the school curriculum (teachers give preference to the
acquisition of knowledge defined in their School Education Programme rather than to the
development of skills and competencies). Other reasons include the insufficiency of further
education courses regarding the use of new methods and forms in ICT, or the lack of
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information about the activities in Czech, and consequently problematic or poor language
skills of Czech teachers, illustrated with the graph below (see Figure 2) which represents
respondents’ declared knowledge of receptive skills in English on a scale of 1 (excellent, I
understand everything) to 5 (I do not understand English at all).
35%

ES

ES
SS

30%

SS

ES

SS

25%
20%
SS

15%
10%
5%

ES
SS
ES

0%
1
excellent, I
understand
everything

2

3

4

5
I do not
understand
English at all

Fig. 2: The self-evaluation of participants’ receptive skills (reading and listening) in English

There is a correlation between the participants’ lack of knowledge of the activities (“I do not
know the activity”) and their language skills. In the case of all ten learning activities, the
groups of teachers who understand English very well (range 1 and 2) declared the lack of
awareness of the activities in relatively fewer instances than in the group of teachers who do
not understand English very well or at all (range 3 to 5). The biggest difference (23.53%) was
recorded for podcasting (46.66% vs. 70.19% of respondents). Such findings confirm a wellknown quotation of Ludwig Wittgenstein that “the limits of my language mean the limits of
my world”.
All corresponding learning activities are at least generally described on the Czech Internet, for
example Učitelský Spomocník (Teachers’ Helper, http://spomocnik.rvp.cz/) devoted a
separate article to most of these activities. More examples of good practice and application of
the activities, together with methodological recommendations and implementation videos are
mostly available in English only.
In the evaluation provided at the end of each seminar all participants repeatedly mentioned
that they would welcome shorter training courses (some participants mentioned four-hour
workshops or seminars), focusing both on technical and pedagogical aspects of specific
activities together with their implementation. At the same time, 100% of participants stated
that they perceived these learning activities in a positive way and they would try to implement
them into their teaching practice or introduce them to other teachers at their school. The
participants’ approval of the activities may be related to the fact that the teachers enrolling at
the workshops/seminars show proactive approach and strong intrinsic motivation in the field
of further education.
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Conclusion
Recommendations for the diffusion of innovation
On the grounds of above-mentioned findings, it is possible to draw some general
recommendations for the teacher training in ICT. Although the innovative learning activities,
which help learners to develop 21st century skills, engage interest among teachers, their
awareness of the activities is yet insufficient and the implementation into classroom practice
quite marginal. For the diffusion of the activities, it is recommended to implement
informative seminars about the possible use of modern technologies in innovative ways
(surveys, trends) as well as workshops focusing on particular learning activities, in which
teachers learn to use specific software applications, Web 2.0 technologies and applications, or
even corresponding hardware, and gain experience in methodology of the implementation of
the activities into teaching practice. Different forms of education for teachers seem
appropriate, including computer-mediated courses (webinars, e-learning) or face-to-face
classroom activities, as well as combined forms (blended learning). It is also important to
inform about the activities through educational websites and web portals, which teachers
attend predominantly or consider part of their personal learning environment.
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Abstract
Educational video tutorials are currently modern teaching resources. They are primarily used
as a guide when working with various software applications. The tutorials can be produced in
high definition, include narration and subtitles. However, creating such a video tutorial is not
easy. Students at the Department of Information and Communication Technologies are
learning to create these video tutorials. The basis of a tutorial is the creation of a script. The
next step is a high quality screen capture, sound recording and subtitle creation. The tutorial
can be accompanied by several different audio tracks and subtitles in different languages.
Such video tutorial can be then used by foreign students or hearing-impaired students. The
tutorial is then exported into a modern format that ensures high image quality and can be
played on most devices for video playback.
Keywords
video, codec, video tutorial, screen capture, container

1 Introduction
The application of modern information technologies in education has risen increasingly. The
use of educational video tutorials is an attractive form of education in ICT. The video tutorial,
for example, teaches to work effectively with the software application or an educational
program. Well-prepared tutorial, which is accompanied by an audio commentary or subtitles,
is the most effective e-learning teaching resources in teaching students to work with software
applications. With the development of computer technology and consumer electronics one can
create educational video tutorials in high resolution, with audio commentary and subtitles in
different languages. The created video tutorial can be played on a computer, on a modern TV
via USB port or directly from the internet in all sorts of devices, such as computers, netbooks,
tablets, smart phones and smart TVs.
Custom work lies in the screen capture, where all the action on the screen and the mouse
movement in particular, are saved in the video file. This process is challenging in both the
technical (quality recording software, a powerful computer, suitable codec), and content
aspects (to properly carry out educational activities according to quality scripts). Often, both
the content and technical aspects of the video tutorial are of a low level and therefore the
educational video tutorial is useless.
The finished and edited video tutorial is to be supplemented with audio commentary. Without
audio commentary only watching the screen is often not easy to understand. And the
commentary can be performed in various languages. During playback, it is easy to switch
between different audio tracks. Because video tutorial can be used for hearing-impaired
students, or it can be viewed on a computer that does not have speakers or headphones, it is
possible to add subtitles. If there is a pre-built script that contains all the voice commentary, it
is not difficult to save the text as subtitles, and again this can be done in different languages.
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To create these video tutorials one can use special commercial software, but also a freeware
application. Emphasis must be placed on both the technical aspects and the quality of the
content. Students at the Department of Information and Communication Technologies learn to
create such video tutorials, and their work is often used when completing the practical part of
their bachelor's or master's work.

2 Creation of Educational Video Tutorials
It is not a matter of a few minutes to create a high-quality video tutorial. It is a complex
process in which a number of different software applications are used. The creator of a
tutorial should be very well versed in the field in which he or she produces the video tutorial.
On the Internet, especially on YouTube, we can find a huge number of created video tutorials,
but only some of them are created by an author who has appropriate technical equipment and
is an expert in the field in which a tutorial is created. Such video tutorials have shortcomings
in various areas of production, such as:
-

image quality - low resolution video, low quality video due to the usage of the wrong
codec, mouse cursor that is difficult to see, mouse movements that are too quick,

-

sound quality – usage of a poor-quality microphone, recording in high noise, poor
recording sound intensity - too weak or overexcited sound,

-

content aspect - fragmented tutorial with non-continuous record, confused mouse
movements and mouse clicks, incomprehensible and vaguely described problem
without the use of scripts, key search words, slip of the tongue, repeating words and
phrases, incomplete or inaccurate information, creation without thorough prior
preparation.

To avoid these shortcomings, a thorough preparation is essential before the creation of a
tutorial. It is important to think about the content in advance. The description of working with
advanced software is often a content of a tutorial, and therefore it must be divided into several
individual parts. A tutorial that is too long and contains a lot of new information can be
difficult to understand. In this case, it is vital to accurately lay out the overall structure and
content of the individual parts with a logical sequence. It is important to maintain this
structure, because it happens often that the various functions of the described software
applications are closely linked. The creator of a tutorial can forget easily, and then he starts to
enrich the content with additional functions or features, gets lost in the topic, and finds
himself explaining a completely different issue than he originally intended.
Before the creation itself, it is common to prepare all the video tutorials being created with
their titles and especially with their brief content. If text subtitles will be included in the
tutorial, it is advisable to prepare all the texts in advance and then they will be transformed to
the subtitles. To create subtitles by the transcription of the spoken word is a much more
complex process.
As during the creation of the video tutorial we are working with the software that processes
certain data and imports files, it is necessary to save all needed files into a folder and set up a
path to them in the application being described before recording the screen itself. While
recording the tutorial, it often happens that the author is searching the whole hard drive for a
certain file he or she wants to open, and we are watching confused mouse movements and
scanning his or her computer for an inordinate amount of time.
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2.1 Script Development
The first step before creating a video tutorial is a script development. There are several ways
to create a tutorial and this is also linked to the form of the script. The script may be only
made of keywords or phrases; the activities that will be recorded in the video are described in
a bulleted list. This is a brief outline that provides the creators with focus reminders in order
to prevent deviation from the topic of the tutorial.
The keywords and phrase entries are useful when the video is being recorded along with
audio commentary. For additional subtitles, the subsequent transcription of spoken words is
necessary for the subtitles to be created. Subsequent audio commentary in different languages
also presents a problem. It is possible to add the audio commentary later using the already
created subtitles.
Another option is to create a script that will contain the complete audio commentary. These
comments are usually created by a separate recording of a text being read. The advantage is
that it is not necessary to watch the video during the audio recording, because the timing of
individual sentences is set during editing. The advantage of a script such as this is the easy
creation of subtitles and simple recording of audio commentary in another language. The
complete script is not suitable when the video is being recorded along with the audio. The
author of the tutorial would be more devoted to reading the text than what is happening on the
screen and content aspect of the video would be degraded.
2.2 Video Recording
It is necessary to select the resolution of a video tutorial or the area being recorded before the
video recording itself. If the tutorial was played only on a computer, the video player can
handle any resolution without any problems. Because the tutorial is primarily intended to be
placed on the web or played in different devices (tablets, mobile phones, television), it is
essential to keep the standards used in digital video.
Current standards are high-resolution HD (1280x720) and fullHD (1920x1080). The
advantages of the HD option are lower requirements for computer performance while video
recording (the computer must have sufficient power for video recording and work seamlessly
with any application that is being described in the tutorial). Some applications have a variety
of functions, buttons, their working environment is complex, and therefore HD resolution is
usually not sufficient because the entire application does not even fit in the working window
in HD (1280x720). Therefore, it is necessary to use fullHD resolution. Most computer
monitors at this time are using fullHD resolution.
A wide variety of applications that are used for screen capture is available on the Internet.
Those are both commercial and freeware products. Among the most famous freeware
applications is CamStudio with excellent functional features. In commercial applications,
Camtasia Studio is among the best ones as it includes a custom video editing room, own
codecs for video recording and sophisticated work environment with an intuitive interface.
2.2.1 CamStudio
It is an excellent freeware application. It enables any settings of the recorded area from the
custom setting in pixels, to the capture of the whole screen. Other features include:
-

to highlight the mouse cursor in the recorded video,
to record sound from microphone while capturing the screen,
the choice of codec for video compression,
the possibility of setting frame rate video,
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-

the export to AVI (with selecting the codec) or export to the SVF (flash animation).

The disadvantage of this application is that its own codec (Lossless Codec v1.5) offers
excellent picture quality, but some additional editing applications (e.g, Adobe Premiere Pro)
are unable to work with this codec. The selection of another codec (such as XviD) brings
greater requirements for computer performance, because this codec uses high compression
and is designed more for the finalization of video after editing. And choosing other codecs
can greatly affect and primarily degrade the quality of the resulting video. It is important to be
careful with codec (XviD, etc.) adjustment for the highest video quality and lowest
compression ratio. Working window CamStudio is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Working Window of CamStudio Application

Despite some shortcomings, CamStudio application can be used to create video tutorials and
it also gives excellent visual results. However, the application is only for screen capture. It is
necessary to subsequently edit the recorded video in one of the video editing rooms.
2.2.2 Camtasia Studio
Camtasia Studio is professional software for screen capture. Although it is a commercial
product, it is possible to use the 30 day trial version that has no functional limitations. The
application also contains its own video editing room and therefore it is possible to edit the
recorded videos instantly, edit them, add the subtitles, and link them with the spoken audio
commentaries. For recording, the application uses its own codec with excellent image quality.
Recorded video tutorial can also be exported to a standard video format and be edited in other
video editing room. Basic working window of this application is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Working Window of Camtasia Studio Application

The application enables the final edited video and sound to be export in several ways:
-

a standalone video file,

-

export to Flash player,

-

export videos directly to YouTube.

2.3 Sound Recording
When high-quality video tutorial is accompanied by poor audio commentary, it degrades the
entire video tutorial. However, sound recording is often underestimated and its poor quality in
the tutorial is very common.
In terms of the technical aspects of a sound recording, the key element is to use a quality
microphone. Cheap microphones or microphones integrated in laptops are not built for quality
sound recording. Therefore, it is necessary to use a good quality microphone. High-quality
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sound recording can be achieved with quality microphone connected to the microphone input
of the computer. Consequently, it is possible to edit the record and remove noise. Another
solution is to rent a studio condenser microphone. This is then connected with the microphone
input in the computer, because such microphones cannot be connected directly to the
computer, and on top of that they require their own special power. In this case, it is necessary
to use A/D audio converter connected via USB port (e.g. M-AUDIO Fast Track) or mixing
console that connects to the computer via line input (laptops usually do not have this input).
Before recording the audio, it is necessary to set the audio format (e.g. MPEG Layer-3 with
attributes of 44.1 kHz, 320 kbps CBR). It is also necessary to set the proper intensity of the
recorded sound so that it is not too weak or overexcited. It is also necessary to take into
account the level of noise, which increases with the higher volume of input on the sound card
in the computer. To avoid emphasizing of strong consonants "p", "b" and sibilants "z", "s", it
is vital to use a pop-filter.
In terms of content aspect of sound recording, understandable speech is key. It is important to
use short sentences, because long sentences may be incomprehensible. An important element
is the intonation. Too monotonous voice can be boring, while exaggerated intonation distracts
from the action on the screen.
For simple video tutorials, it is possible to record audio directly during video recording as
applications for screen capture enable this feature. Any slip and errors in the commentary
must be cut out along with the video. For more complex and more comprehensive tutorials, it
is a must to record the audio comment separately with the possibility of re-recording and
subsequent editing of bad passages.
The creator of a tutorial does not necessarily need to be the one who narrates the audio
commentary. It is usually better to find a person with a pleasantly modulated voice, with good
pronunciation and rhetorical skills. Comments can be prepared by the script and narrated
without watching the recorded video. During video editing, the individual narrated sentences
are assigned to the scenes in the video.
Audio commentary can be done in different languages and stored separately as mp3 files.
Subsequently, all audio tracks in different languages will be encapsulated with video and
subtitles into one file.
2.4 Edit and Export
The recorded video requires editing and adding of subtitles, transitions, and audio
commentary. If the Camtasia Studio application is used, it is possible to edit the video
completely in the editing room that is included in this application. In case of CamStudio
application being used, it is necessary to use a different editing application. One can use
Windows Movie Maker, which is free and is part of the Windows operating system, but for
HD video processing, an additional installation of a special plug-in is necessary.
During video editing, the following operations are carried out:
-

editing of bad scenes,

-

adding subtitles at the beginning and end of the video tutorial,

-

adding audio commentaries (if the sound was recorded separately),

-

adding video transitions (usually only a blend into the black screen is used).

After the video editing is finished, export needs to be done. An H.264 codec is commonly
used in high resolution HD video or fullHD. Because it is a video that does not contain
dynamic scenes, bitrate of 2 Mbps is sufficient. The resulting file will have the MP4
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extension. If the editing system does not support this format, it is possible to select a different
format and then convert the video in one of the many freeware applications for video
conversion.
2.5 Subtitles Creation
It is suitable to add subtitles to the finished video tutorial. The subtitles can be in any
language and it will be possible to turn them off at any time during playback. Such video
tutorial can be then watched by foreign students or students with impaired hearing. For these
students, the subtitles will replace the audio commentary.
Because the narration was created by the script, this script can be used to insert individual
sentences into a special application for creating subtitles. Only timing has to be assigned to
the subtitles. A freeware application called Subtitle Workshop can be used for the creation of
subtitles.
The application can open the created video. Individual subtitles will be copied by rows into
the working window. When playing videos and listening to the narration, the beginning and
end of each subtitle is created with the mouse in real time. When playing the video next time,
it is possible to put the finishing touches and time the subtitles exactly. The resulting subtitles
are exported to a file with the SRT extension. It is a universal subtitle format, which usual
video players do not have any problems with.
In the same way, one can create subtitles in foreign languages such as English or in other
languages. All sets of subtitles will be encapsulated together with video and audio to one file.
2.6 Encapsulation
Since the created video tutorial may contain also a number of audio tracks and subtitles for
the foreign-language versions, it is suitable to encapsulate all files into one file. Video player
then starts the first audio track and first subtitles simultaneously with the video. During
playback, it is possible to freely switch the audio tracks and subtitles.

Fig. 3: Working Window of Subtitle MKVToolnix Application
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The modern Matroska container is suitable to use for encapsulation. The resulting file will
have the MKV extension. A convenient freeware application for encapsulation is
MKVToolnix. Working with this program is intuitive. The working window is shown in
Figure 3.
The subtitle settings are important because the language needs to be set (e.g. Czech) to ensure
the use of the appropriate character set in order for the subtitles to be displayed properly.
"Add" button adds our own video tutorial and then the individual audio tracks and subtitles.
"Start processing" button then encapsulates all the added files into one with the MKV
extension. Into this file, one can later add additional audio tracks or subtitles, or remove some
if necessary. The video file can be played on a computer, tablet, in a cell phone or on TV if
they support HD video and playback of MKV files.
When playing the video on a computer, it is appropriate to use, for example, a portable
version of the VLC Media Player that can be used without installation, is free and has the
support of switching audio tracks and subtitles in various languages.
Video tutorial can also be placed on the website or on YouTube.

3 Conclusion
Educational tutorials are a popular form of learning to work with software applications. The
Internet is flooded with a large variety of video tutorials for all possible applications.
Unfortunately, most of these tutorials are of a very poor quality and they created not only in
amateur conditions, but also by authors who ignore both the quality and the technical or
content aspect.
Students of the Department of Information and Communication Technologies learn to create
high-quality video tutorials during their studies. They often create them within their
bachelor’s or master's theses. In the course of their studies, they are introduced to a variety of
technical and software features and they learn to use them effectively and apply them in their
work.
In the final stage, high-quality video tutorials with sound are created, which are subsequently
used in the classroom at the Department, and also in elementary and secondary schools, where
students apply them.
For foreign students, the created video tutorials can be easily accompanied by audio
commentary or subtitles in a foreign language. Created subtitles may also serve the hearingimpaired students who use the video tutorials because they want to learn to work with various
software applications.
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Abstract
Human thinking is formed by the environment in which it is located. Method of access to
information is influenced by the means which are available for communication with the
surroundings. The young generation that is mainly under the influence of the Internet and its
dominant services such as web-service, e-mail and social networking in such a way acquires
habits that correspond to a way of communication using these Internet services. These
elements influence the way of creation of mental models which are essential for human
existence in reality. Therefore it is necessary to consider how to reflect it into education.
Practice has shown that for the analysis of this problem is using of appropriate systems of
thinking, which gives a complex view of the issues examined and allows defining the starting
points for adjustment methodologies and resources for education. In article is on the basis of
an expert estimate pointed out the change in the percentage of sources of information used by
the younger generation and in this respect recommendations for necessary changes in the
educational process are presented.
Keywords
Systems approach, system thinking, mental model, teaching, educational process

Introduction
Today's time which is characterized by significant and dynamic changes in all areas of our
lives requires the use of appropriate methods and means in the educational process to reflect
the needs and current level of knowledge of the humanity. This knowledge is determining for
the creation of mental models, that serve to understand the outside world and they permit the
correct functioning of the individual in society. The world that surrounds us is getting more
complicated and therefore we need a comprehensive view which would include inter structure
of the relationships which are inside of the system and the relationships with regard to its
surroundings. Systems approach solves this problem.

Systems approach and system thinking
Systems approach is a way of solving problems and a way of proceeding by which we
understand the complex phenomena in their internal and external contexts. System thinking is
a cognitive process that is based on a systematic approach. The use of system thinking is the
effort to explain and justify the behaviour of real objects by the system which wholeness is
determined by a set of interconnected elements. One of the main characteristics of system
thinking is the ability to see the dynamics of the system. And also to know ties (including
feedback) that exist between elements of the system and its surroundings. (Exnar, 2013)
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System and mental model
System is understood as a summary of elements which are interrelated and together they make
a meaningful whole. It consists of components (elements, entities, objects, elements). Some
components of the system can be connected with each other. The purpose of this binding is
the possibility of stream data, material or energy. Other flows are between the system and its
surroundings. The emergence of the systematic approach is associated with the development
of general systems theory and cybernetics. General systems theory is a methodological
concept analysis of systems, which results in exact views of the world as a set of systems and
processes. Understanding of system as a part of a systematic approach is enshrined in a
comprehensive way of thinking among the elements of the system and linkages within the
internal and external contexts. (Exnar, 2013) Elements of the system exchange messages with
each other through interfaces which allow the transmission and reception of messages.
Implementation of the interface depends on its own system and a carrier of the message. For
work with systems for their understanding and for finding solutions a person has available the
cognitive processes that enable the creation of mental models. Mental models are knowledge,
skills and imagination in the mind of a man, which reflect the way of thinking. A mental
model is a simplification of reality which we create in our heads and we need it to be able to
exist in reality. This is a simplified image of reality, because any model cannot be a perfect
copy of reality. We consider the properties of the system to be necessary. Mental models
consist of a complex and multidimensional images and experiences. Elements which we
include in our mental model are chosen from the reality as a deliberate choice of essential
information. A mental model is created in the process of thinking over which runs a
simulation of cognitive processes. (Pithers, 2000) Results of the simulations allow us to revise
the elements which are captured in the mental models. The mental model can be modified
directly or indirectly by making decisions and conclusions. The mental model consists of
elements that reflect the modelled system and also the relationships and procedures within
and how to use this thought model.

Teaching and system thinking
The teaching is closely linked to the creation of the student's mental model which is formed
the basis of experience and knowledge. Here is the simple principle - when the student will
have larger (complex) knowledge, his mental model will be more credible. There is a direct
relationship between mental models and knowledge which are particular for young people
shaped by the information and the environment in which they exist. For this reason it is
necessary to analyse the sources of information that form students' knowledge. The qualified
estimate was estimated representation of information sources (Figure 1).
The graph shows that at present the rising proportion of information obtained from the
Internet. Web service is an important component that affects way of working with
information. Working with the Internet is affecting the way of creating a mental model. If we
want to analyse the impact of the Internet on the student, we proceed from the basic rules for
creating web page. (Krug, 2003)(Hanzlíková, 2004) The user of a web page does not read but
page browsing and searching for keywords that describe the content of the page. These are
very determining for obtaining information in relation to the acquisition of knowledge and the
creation of a mental model. Due to the fact that this is a highly efficient way of working, this
model starts to be applied also in everyday life. ( Tinnirello, 2012)
Today's young generation that was born into the world surrounded by modern technology and
the Internet, uses these conveniences daily so it is logical to use them even in the educational
process. This is illustrated for example in the fact that classical pens, chalk and blackboard are
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currently being replaced by laptops, tablets and interactive whiteboards. For our students it is
more comfortable to work with a keyboard than writing in a workbook and they prefer to read
from a computer screen than from printed books.
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Fig. 1:Chart qualified estimate of development the resources of information in percentage

E-learning as a support for traditional learning also come with electronic digital textbooks that
represent electronic material, which should be produced in a similar manner such as web page
development. In terms of teaching, it is an interactive element that must be formed by short,
concise formulation with emphasis on key words and feedback, which should take the form of
a dialogue, not a test.
This study material should be formed on the material for:




basic instruction;
repeating and strengthening the curriculum;
controlling knowledge.

When creating a web design of these materials, the emphasis is on a set of website that makes
up the thematic unit. Student as a user must have a permanent overview of where it is located,
how to place it in the electronic materials received and which way to continue. When using
classic printed materials (textbooks, books and your own notes) this principle is maintained
through its own teaching materials. A student remembers the number of a page and also at
which point of the page the information was presented. This principle must be maintained for
e-learning in creating electronic materials where the subject matter is arranged into individual
courses, modules. Despite the fact that the preparation of these study materials is not only
time-consuming but often requires cooperation with IT experts. It is important to emphasize
the great advantage of electronic materials in terms of repeatability and simplification of the
possibilities of upgrading and modifications of their contents. (Clement, 2001)

Comprehensive view of the theory and practice
The previous analysis suggests that the methods and means of teaching are necessary to be
adapted to time and technical resources which it brings. We have to consider whether to fully
use the possibilities and advantages that our modern digital technology and the internet
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provide. (Chouseinoglou, 2014) The universities currently use these advanced technologies in
particular as a support for full-time study as a study material in lectures and laboratory
exercises. In Institute of Aurel Stodola Faculty of Electrical Engineering of University of
Žilina in Liptovský Mikuláš dominates the traditional method of teaching with a maximum
support of advanced technologies. We utilize computer equipment in addition to interactive
whiteboards and data projectors for graphic presentation of the underlying materials. The
advantage of this procedure is an excellent graphical form processing of lecture, its highquality presentation simultaneously respecting the content and timing. For teachers, it is the
possibility to apply their creativity by supplementing the lectures with interesting illustrative
examples, the opportunity to emphasize links to other parts of the study. It also incorporates
the content of lectures in a wider context, in accordance with the principles of system
thinking. Support for e-learning allows you to choose such a procedure that will allow
students to get lectures in advance. These can be printed out, or work with text on a computer
and upload it to your own notes which arise from the lecture. This requires the active
participation of students in a lecture.
Our experience thus prepared lectures shows the time requirements and elaborateness during
their preparing and drawing. When teaching is repeated, this time is repaid many times
because prepared presentations the teacher adjusts and modifies so as to achieve the purpose
of teaching and essentially aims to complement the teaching material with new information
and knowledge. Of course it should be noted that not every subject is suitable for computer
supported learning (blended learning). Mathematics is a subject in which immediate
derivation relations and an equation is still irreplaceable.
The blended learning in comparison to traditional forms of teaching and has the advantages
which are in unlimited possibilities for the presentation of text, images and animations that
are available for a teacher. This fact can have two extreme approaches:



text of the lecture material is projected from textbooks without any modifications
using a text editor and pictures that are inserted in the text;
teacher uses only short passwords which often do not have the continuity.

Our practice has proved that the middle way is suitable because it is based on the principles of
the Internet use. To display the text of the lectures using a data projector - it must be brief,
without unnecessary descriptive words and underlining the continuity problem, which is
suitable supplemented with key words or phrases. The pictures need to be adjusted so as to be
suitable for large screen projection. They should be sufficiently readable even at longer
distances. In some cases it is recommended to generalize the problem or division of picture
into several entities. When using images we do not assume that students will redraw pictures
into a workbook. That would be the only mechanical uncreative work that would not bring
much benefit to students. It would be preferable if a student came to the lecture with study
materials which would have already contained images. The student would have only made
notes from learning from them. It has been confirmed to us that what passes through the brain
and what is written by hand has more permanent fixation in memory than a study material
which the student observed only on the projection screen. In many cases the student's thinking
about completely different issues.
In practice, we have also confirmed that only a small percentage of those surveyed students
managed to respond to the question on current issues lecturing. Student activity even during
lectures is essential for success. It is also the criterion of mastery as a teacher to make the
lectured subject interesting.
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To be substantially more complicated appears to us the use of advanced digital technology
during the exercises and laboratory exercises. They should be based on issues from a
particular subject. While such programming is directly linked to using of computer
technology, humanities subjects do not require it. So it is difficult to find a form of using them
in exercises in these subjects. In this case, there is a combined form. We use in our workplace
standard learning environment LMS Moodle. Preparation for the following exercises is
challenging and preparation of tests is complicated in terms of formulation and selection of
issues and also in terms of the use of images, because these teaching programs cannot interact
with graphics. It follows the basic restriction in particular for technical schools, where
students are required for example to sketch a block diagram of the circuit.
The teacher therefore often inclines towards creating test questions like "select the type of
equipment shown in Figure" and offers several options. Our experience of teaching practice
shows that the student is able to correctly determine the device, but cannot draw a block
diagram. The question is "Is it sufficient for current developments of technical mind set or
not"? Another aspect related with the three-level of bachelor education. Is it sufficient to
identify the devices as shown for Bachelors study? Availability of basic information
necessary for teaching from anywhere at any time is a fundamental advantage for this form of
teaching in our department. Our experience has shown that the best is to create electronic
course in which a student can find all the necessary information to a particular subject in one
place. Automatic support for graphical layout provides the opportunity for the breakdown of
the underlying materials for teaching in individual teaching weeks, simple insertion
requirements, texts and tasks for the exercises and control tests for verifying the acquired
knowledge. Integration of all study information into one unit provides an information system
that allows access of registered users (teachers, students, administrative staff), as well as
guests. The system will allow administration of access rights according to its user access
permission settings and controls carrying out of his registration. Students then have access not
only to the LMS Moodle, but also to administrative components related to education
(academic performance, logging in for the exam, selection of elective subjects, the selection
of subjects of theses and others).The authors of this article had the opportunity to work with
the computer systems of several universities. On the basis of comparison, it is necessary to
emphasize the requirement of consistent system functionality so that access to frequently used
functions was not complicated and offered these functions without a long search. Information
system must have built-in features that automate work of the school staff and prepares
interfaces that are used.

Conclusion
System thinking brings a lot of new initiatives in the educational process. Systemic thinking is
founded on a comprehensive view that allows analysing the learning process from different
perspectives. A new element from this perspective is the impact on today's young generation,
which spends a lot of time with the computer using the services of the Internet. In relation to
this, there is an influence on the way they work. From our experience and analysis of system
thinking has proven the necessity to adapt methods of teaching exactly to this phenomenon.
It would be wrong to force students into activities which they consider to be inefficient. On
the other hand, we must try to change traditional methods so as to reflect students’ attitudes
and ways of working. Modern digital technologies have become part of all areas of human
activities and take an important place in the educational process. In their application in
teaching, it is necessary to use systemic view, because a well-designed information system is
an important helper in the school system which improves the learning process and facilitates
the organization.
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Abstract
Making use of the digital media in education, if focused on its cognitive aspect, may help
teachers trigger the right degree of inquisitiveness and the prerequisite for analytical,
constructive thinking in pupils, coupled with the skill of solving problems, an arrangement
which at the same time protects them from routines and impulsive incentives. However, it
may as well as become a proverbial milestone round the neck if accompanied by distrust
towards teachers’ own technical and methodological competence in the work with the digital
media. This paper makes an attempt at a theoretical and practical synthesis of all knowledge
which may make it easier to understand the bipolarity that permeates the usage of the new
digital media in education and may make it possible to diagnose its potential and constraints
with reference to the level of mustered trust.
Keywords
digital media, interactive board, iPads, trust, constructivism

Introduction
We are living in a reality which may easily evoke distrust. Kwieciński made a reference to
ruffianly times and cited an extensive catalogue of behaviours inducing suspicion and caution
rather than confidence and reliance (Kwiecinski, 2000, pp. 159-160). The ruffianly principles
have stepped over the thresholds of schools, as by principle, the culture of education tends to
extend far beyond the school itself, and as such, it becomes a major factor in the act of cocreation of culture within its social environment. Nonetheless, this relationship is of reciprocal
character, so that the values and customs of functioning in the surroundings of a given school
or in other schools soak through its walls and contributes to its internal culture. This implies a
social and inter-cultural shift, manifesting itself in the fact that the media and peer groups
become the main agendas of these processes (Kwieciński, 2011, 2002, p. 400).
In the past years, digital media have become an increasingly popular educational tool in
Polish schools, especially at the primary and secondary level. Laptop computers, interactive
boards, tablets and smart phones have all become essential teaching tools in contemporary
education.
There may be various methods of making use of digital media, from the archetypal tools for
the transmission of information, on the one hand to the interactive problem-solving sources,
on the other hand. They may be used for social integration by fostering cooperation between
learners, but they may as well become tools facilitating withdrawal, which may consequently
lead to the alienation of individuals. The exactitude of decisions taken by an individual
depends on the information which he or she possesses, on the knowledge which allows
him/her to correctly interpret this information, on the ability to use knowledge and finally on
the corresponding system of values (Cellary, 2013, p.1). When introducing digital media to
education, we must not forget that they the mere fact of applying them does not relieve their
users/learners from thinking. Referring to the one unchanging objective of education, both in
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the past, contemporarily and well into the future, which is to prepare young people to live in
the reality which they step into at the threshold of their adulthood (Bauman, 2012, p.31), there
appears a question as to what extent learners may rely on digital media as sources of accurate
decision-making? What does to trust digital media in education imply?

The conditions of trust in the environment of digital media
We may search the conditions secured by schools and the developmental potential of learners
in order to discover the underlying motivation to acquire the knowledge of new things
(Bruner, 1974). Attractive software and extensive technical capabilities of digital media
stimulate learners’ curiosity, enhance their motivation, their level of activity, as well as the
incentive to participate in class activities or to search for solutions to various problems. The
initiatives which process iconic and symbolic reality allow learners to become activated in the
environment of IT support (Perzycka, p.25). In order to secure these conditions, it is necessary
to continuously refine and update the content and form of education, so that teachers better
recognise their pupils’ needs and are able to create optimal learning conditions, whereas, in
order for the school to meet the condition of educational practicality, educational entities
should be cognitively stimulated in widely understood culture of trust (Bauman, 2012, p 31).
Given the level of interactivity in users of digital media, we may isolate at least three effective
conditions for content transfer: a) expository (transmission-based), i.e. primarily focused on
providing facts, b) interactive, i.e. forcing pupils to interact with the educational material and
providing the highest possible and multilateral level of learners’ activity (Strykowski, p. 59),
c) problem-oriented, i.e. triggering critical thinking with regard to the analysed information
(Okoń, 1965).
The perception of the educational policy which takes into consideration digital media and
which bestows its participants with a degree of trust may assume a common dimension and
thus may become noticeable in everyday cognitive initiatives and interactions (Bauman, 2012,
p. 31).

Three ways to trust digital media in the process of education
At this point, it might be worth raising a question of how to secure trust towards digital media
before its use is discontinued? We may point here to several circumstances, referring to the
ideas of educational culture isolated by Bauman.
Firstly, the idea of perpetration. Thanks to it, teachers increase their own mental activity.
However, the idea is not supposed to promote a monovalent character of school culture, but
rather to see and recognize what is common and mutual within diversity and to constantly
renew the balance of the still unwieldy system.
Secondly, the idea of reflection. Effective use of digital media may not be learnt
mechanically, because they are not instrumental learning tools, but rather a set of educational
opportunities for self-learning and learning about rest of the world by means of images,
sounds and words. It is about understanding digital media as an area of partcipational,
proactive and cooperative activity, which is not only oriented onto acknowledging meanings
in their final form, but also onto their formation (Bruner, 1974, p 112).
Thirdly, the idea of co-operation, thanks to which trust in digital media emerges as a side
effect of a joint initiative, introduction of new practices and implementation of joint projects,
as impartial, clear and transparent rules which limit the bias and arbitrariness of decisions and
initiatives. As such, they constitute a type of a meta-mechanism regulating the functioning of
school, securing order at school and allowing for the recurring fine-adjustment of the delicate
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balance between trust and control. It pays off here to have the courage to reject the carrot and
to ignore the stick, because only then, as Zygmunt Bauman suggests, there is a chance to
change oneself and to change the world, even in the face of liquid modernity (Bauman, 2011).
What should be the nature of the change?

The educational value and usefulness of digital media
The educational potential of digital media is rooted in instantaneous and unlimited access to
Internet resources. The Internet has it all and is a denial of all: what is good and what is bad,
what is beautiful and ugly, ethical and unethical, valuable and invaluable, important and
unimportant (Cellary, 2013). The ease and speed of access to Internet resources will not,
however, guarantee their accurate evaluation. The mere act of finding information does not
mean anything if the user is not be able to interpret it. It will not be possible without the
ability of associating facts, without analysis and synthesis, deduction and induction, and
finally without the skill of combining the information into knowledge. The circumstances of
the emergence of trust in digital media within the process of education will not eliminate the
risk that teachers run when using them. They can at most reduce it. What will be its
consequences for the learner in the emerging information society?

The theoretical basis for trust in digital media within the process of
education
The so-called traditional education, mainly based on expository methods, is not only rooted
in the imposed curricular framework or the consequently implemented content, but also, and
possibly above all, it reflects the attitudes, beliefs, commitments and the degree of teachers’
professional competence. Pupils’ activity and commitment are frequently confined to the
process of acquisition of, let us be blunt about it, transitory and often incomprehensible
content, which then constitutes a basis of subsequent evaluation. According to R. Gloton,
school continues being a place of silence interspersed with the teacher’s dialogues with a
pupil, which then promptly transmogrify into the teacher’s monologues, […] a place for
listening and reciting when asked to, but barely a place of truly shared education (Glotton, p.
119). Again and again, teachers far too frequently consider themselves a treasury of
information, which they feel obliged to hand over to their pupils.
Education and upbringing in the spirit of Constructivism confronts teachers with some
predetermined roles and tasks, as they one way or another are forced to give up their
dominating role in the phase of planning and preparing didactic and educational procedures,
whereas the subjective reality of change becomes more relevant (Wenta, p. 170). They are no
longer superiors who evidently control the behaviour of their pupils, but rather perform an
intermediary role of a middleman, somebody who assists pupils in choosing appropriate
learning strategies (Strykowski, p. 37). Instead, teachers become knowledge workers or , as J.
Kozielecki puts it, cognitios of knowledge. In such a case, teachers should themselves
demonstrate their own commitment and enthusiasm for the type of teaching that makes use of
digital media.
By definition, Constructivism prefers the use of problem-solving methods in teaching, which
are meant to stimulate initiative and creative thinking, simultaneously stirring pupils’ internal
motivation for arriving at a pre-set objective, in which case they assume the attitude of an
inquisitive researcher. According to J.S. Bruner, curiosity is a prototype of self-motivation.
Whatever is vague, infinite or uncertain tends to attract attention, where explanation or mere
search for explanation constitutes the source of satisfaction (Bruner, p. 162). Implementation
of active methods which make use of digital media makes it possible to develop the skills of
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analysis and synthesis as well as critical attitude to information and interactive problemsolving. Pupils’ activity, coupled with the ability of independent acquisition of knowledge, is
now becoming a guarantor of permanence and usefulness of the acquired contents, enabling
not only efficient functioning in the surrounding reality, but above all, its inspired shaping,
depending on the conditions in which the teacher works and runs classes with his or her
pupils. The Constructivist theory appears to be this model of the educational process which
provides ample chances for meeting the expectations imposed onto individuals by the
contemporary information society (Śliwerski, p. 205).

Preparing teachers to use digital media in the process of education
Teachers face the challenge of having to prepare beforehand and then having to prepare their
pupils to the use of digital media. Both technological and methodological abilities are
required. Whereas the former may be mastered through participation in relevant training
sessions, the latter may prove to be more problematic. On Poland’s educational market, it is
possible to obtain materials with ready-made suggestions for tasks. Can we trust them? With
reference to methodological preparation, teachers may naturally draw on the experience of
other teachers. However, there are deficiencies in education about how to accommodate to
and assimilate various sources and how to make an efficient use them, how to assess valuable
materials and to sift those that are educationally useless. Also, low usefulness and
attractiveness of otherwise informative sources is also a frequent encumbrance. This may be
one of the reasons for the popularization of abridged information chunks, served in a fashion
which is meant to rivet the recipients’ attention and provide them with ready-made
methodological solutions in the form of lesson scripts or synopses. Can teachers transfer the
experience of other teachers onto their own educational space in an unchanged form?
According to the behaviouristic concept of education the answer is: yes. However, in the case
of modern Constructivist approach towards education, the answer is: no.
The mere introduction of digital media to computer labs, libraries or ordinal classrooms will
not result in meaningful learning outcomes. Only the integration of IT and methodological
initiatives within the process of education will provide such an opportunity. Practical
organization of classes by means of an interactive board, a tablet or a smartphone in the
context of the Constructivist theory in education requires most of all a degree of improvement
in teachers’ educational repertoire. I have not forgotten that in the case of the teaching
profession, comprehensive preparation to all school tasks or full professional qualification
stands in opposition to the essence of the profession. Searching for the optimal model of
teacher training, I will refer to information competency in network society (Perzycka, 2008),
which consists of five types of teachers’ IT activity.
Firstly, it is the planning of problem-solving by means of digital information through: 1)
formulation of the objective of the undertaken IT initiatives, 2) identification of key concepts
and terms which describe the required information 3) specification of the format (text,
auditory, visual, audiovisual), 4 ) Ensuring equal access to the desired information, i.e.
organization of the educational space.
Secondly, acquisition of digital information through: 1) selecting the appropriate web
browser for the desired information, 2) the use of discussion groups and forums, 3)
differentiation and use of primary and secondary sources of digital information, 4)
understanding of threats posed (including ethical) by inappropriate reception of digital
information, 5) verification of the exploration plan on the Internet.
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Thirdly, selection of digital information, through: 1) prioritising digital information available
on the web, 2) valuation of information for availability, reliability and educational usefulness,
3) distinguishing the format in which the digital information has been written.
Fourthly, creation of digital information through: 1) familiarisation and skills related to
software designed to create digital information online, 2) awareness of the use of intellectual
property rights with reference to authorship and plagiarism and the skill of imparting the
knowledge unto pupils, 3) respecting legal standards in the creation of digital information.
The crowning activity in the network is the provision of digital information through:
1) knowledge of regulations governing publishing information on the Internet, 2) the skill of
communication with pupils, parents and other parties involved in education via network,
3) making educational materials accessible online to pupils and other teachers, 4) compliance
with legal principles in the provision of digital information.
The model suggested by me is a proposal of a spiral improvement training for teachers in the
area of using digital media in education. It is a dynamic, self-directed process, conditioned by
self-reliance and reliance bestowed on digital media. Interpersonal trust is built on the basis of
close contact, a specific bond coming into existence as a result of direct interaction. In this
case, it assumes a special form of trust directed at a tool. According to P. Sztompka (2007), it
is a phenomenon of creating an illusion of closeness by means tools of mass-communication.

To trust digital media – conclusions
Trust is a vague notion and like many other similar notions, it has multiple meanings. With
reference to digital media, we will assume that it is built on the presupposition that their users
will act in accordance with the recognised moral principles, cultural and legal social norms
and will refrain from breaking the once established rules (Zacher, p. 35).
Nonetheless, in the light of the insofar divagations, although I realise that the division is on
the one hand, too universal and on the other hand, too fragmentary, and at times only signals
problems (see e.g.: The description of teachers’ IT competency), we may look upon digital
media users’ trust to educational content in several different ways. First of all, as internal
(personal) and external trust (social). Yet, it both cases we cannot learn it the way we learn
ordinary school subjects. It must be experienced through the immersion in the culture of trust.
The way teachers and pupils experience school is determined by the types of encountered
meanings (Bruner, p. 48). This road to understand/recognise trust (if any other is possible) has
this advantage that the culture of education is a dynamic system which undergoes ceaseless
changes and transformations. The adoption of an orientation onto individuals constitutes a
precondition for the introduction of internal and external changes (Kofta, pp. 36-39). The
awareness of what is the essence of change and what is the source of a given message
constitutes a key factor in avoiding, or at least mitigating many risks (Czerepaniak - Walczak,
2002, p 59) arising from the use of digital media. Lack of self-trust, deficient confidence
towards one’s own desires and strengths, weakens the motivation to act, the ability to find
solutions, the operational efficiency and resistance to emerging obstacles. It turns digital
media into terrifying, unwieldy, uncontrollable and hopeless teaching tools, which at most
may be used to vegetate, provided that one has found a secure niche in them. Trust, as such, is
of a coherent character, i.e. the trust towards others coincides with self-trust (Nalaskowski,
1998, p. 24). At the same time, we must not forget that the relation of trust is reciprocally
reinforcing for everyone who bestows trust.
Understanding digital media is not only reflected in the history of idiosyncratic usage, but
also in canonical properties of a given educational culture in which digital media are used.
Adoption of a particular interpretation for information contained in digital media in relation to
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its instrumental/technical use does not preclude a personal approach, as according to
R.Rortym, it is (...) right or wrong only from a specific, adopted perspective (1994, p.43). The
correctness of particular interpretations from the perspective of the Constructivist theory is
conditioned by the rules of legitimacy, coherence and consistency. The Perspectivist concept
of the creation of a technical notional image of a given object does not exclude common sense
or logics, and as such, it may be considered in the outward and inward direction. Something
that happened to somebody after a given fact may not be a priori recognised as a cause or a
condition (Bruner, 2010, p. 30). This interaction with one another (internal and external)
creates a mutual form of individual trust, in the course of which it is possible to learn to
circumvent or reduce the pitfalls of trust.
Constant, lifelong development is necessary for teachers to keep up with the spirit of change
and to effectively update their own understanding of trust in new educational media (Day,
2008, p. 18) Active and constructive use of digital media is only possible by bestowing them
with trust. At the same time, we must not forget that the growing social and technological
complexity augment the range of potential choices and similarly requires limited trust. The
trust of educational entities, i.e. teachers and pupils to digital media is also conditioned by a
set of available implementation capacities. Living up to these challenges, according to Beck
(2004), the author of Risk Society, requires a redefinition of the notion and the range of trust,
particularly with reference to theoretical foundations of modern education making constant
use of digital media in one way or another.
To sum up, researchers are facing new avenues in their quests for the truth concerning digital
media in the system of education in the context of educational culture and the culture of trust.
Also, they are facing such questions as: How can we trust devices, hardware (their designers
and manufacturers)?, What level of moral maturity is required for the use of media? (is it
really so that moral conventionalism is an absolute minimum, or is it rather so that the media
may be used to shape moral consciousness?).
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Abstract
Technology has become integral part of life for people and their everyday activities. We can
find modern technology in almost every area such as industry, health, agriculture, and others
such as education and training institutions. Teachers and trainers use a variety of hardware
and software to facilitate their work. Students use it for their education and easier and faster
access to the information which they need. The hardware and software will be divided.
In this article will be divide hardware and software that is currently used in teaching and
learning. This divide will be focused upon the importance for teachers and especially for
students. We will discuss their advantages and disadvantages in this paper. The last part of the
article will be devoted to software and hardware that are not used in education. We will also
discuss the software that we believe could be used, which may find a useful application in the
future in this area.
Keywords
Software, hardware, education, teacher, student.

Introduction
Rapidly changing conditions and the rapid development of technology requires the use of
hardware and software in education. Currently, primary schools are undertaking teaching
through the use of computers and computer programs. Some teachers use projectors with
personal computers for teaching, others use interactive whiteboards or web cameras with
microphones. Students use these also, or other techniques. We are aware of a lot of software
for teaching and learning. Some software is closely related with the kind of school or
education institution. It depends on the school subjects and the areas of focus. For example,
business schools use software such as Microsoft Access or KROS and technical schools work
in programs such as AutoCad, CAD / CAM software, Witness, CATIA and others. Software
to be used in teaching such as PowerPoint, Word, Excel and others. Now, in the modern time
we have discovered software technology, which is not used in education. In this article is
listed the positives and how it might be beneficial for schools, educational institutions and
businesses if they used it.

1 Hardware
The concept of hardware comes from English and literally means technical equipment and
technology. Technical equipment of a computer is a file of electronic and electrical
equipment, of which the computer is made, with accessories. Included are the motherboard,
mechanics and various external devices (www.pc-revue.blog.cz).
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1.1 Dividing of hardware
Hardware can be divided into two basic groups:
 internal
 external (peripheral)
Internal computer equipment - these are all parts (components) located in a central processing
unit. These include (www.informa.estranky.cz): Mother board, Processor, Computer memory,
Additional cards, Power supply.
External computer equipment - are devices that are attached to the base unit and used to input
and output information. We divide them into:
 Input devices are used to input information from the user (keyboard, mouse,
microphone, camera, scanner, 3D scanner, card reader, interactive whiteboard and
many others).
 Output devices are used to output information from a computer (monitor, printer,
plotter, copier, speakers, computer headphones, data projector, and others).
 Some devices are combined, the input-output (3D glasses, helmets, tactile simulatorspiezoelectric gloves Wired Glove, storage media such as external disc, USB key, etc.)
(www.informa.estranky.cz).
1.2 Hardware used in education for teachers and students
Hardware that used by teachers depends on the technical equipment of schools, universities
and educational institutions. The most widespread is the use of the computer itself and its
external devices. In Slovakia hardware is used for teaching, such as projectors, Wireless USB
Presentation Pointer, speakers, touchscreen, USB, or webcam. Fewer, but still used the
interactive whiteboard or tablet.
Data projector
It is an output device, which replaces the monitor. It connects to a computer and translates the
output video signal on a projection screen or white wall. This device is more widely used in
teaching, and serves for teachers to provide students with lessons to follow (www.oskole.sk).
It is an excellent tool in computer classrooms. The teacher explains the curriculum using the
computer and students see what teacher is doing. They can try it on their own computers at
the same time. Students use the projector when presenting their work, or outputs, which are
electronically. Advantage is that a small screen is the projector thanks to an effect on the wall
at a larger size and thus can be used in large rooms.
USB key
Nowadays, USB flash drives are the most frequently used. It is thanks to their quick, smart,
reliable and safe transfer of data. It is a small device that is used for storing and copying
electronic files. USB key are used by teachers and students.
Wireless USB Presentation Pointer
This small device works on all computers with a USB port. It is a tool for PowerPoint
presentations and can show the presenter the scroll lists. This pointer simplifies the
interpretation of the lecturer, and they can stand far from computer and move pages. Most
teachers use it in their interpretation. Students can use it at school, if they present their work.
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Monitor and webcam
A computer monitor is an output device and is used for the transmission of video, text and
image information. A webcam is a small input device that reads images from the environment
to the computer (movie or static images). These two devices together allow through the
Internet to participate in trainings and lectures anywhere in the world from the comfort of
home. Practical use in schools it may be, for example, if a student who could not physically
come to class, he could attend this course virtually. Monitor and the camera must of course be
connected to a computer and internet at the home of the student and at classroom of teacher.
Printer, scanner, copier
These are devices which nowadays are present in any school or at home. The printer serves to
print an electronic document from your computer to paper. The scanner serves to translate and
store text or images from paper to electronic form. A copier is a device that makes paper
copies of documents and other visual images. For educators, these devices are an excellent
tool for teaching, to prepare materials for presentations or filing of student works in computer.
For students who have these devices at home, it's a big help. They can do faster and more
convenient homework and work.
Interactive whiteboard
It is an electronic device that allows live and interactive work with your computer or laptop
directly from the board, by clicking on the projected image with the interactive pen. This
device is significantly more efficient teaching and presentations with using information
communication technology (ICT). Directly from the board can open files, run Internet
browsers or program from a USB key. It is possible to highlight points with a pen anywhere
in the projected image, and then it can also remove them. All these operations can be stored
and used in your next presentation. We send notes simply for students by e-mail. Students can
fully participate in activities in class and do not describe the notes from the board. The teacher
can quickly and easily get a written record of the students work. The content of the boards can
easily be printed on paper using from printer (www.interaktivnatabula.sk).
Interactive whiteboard are used in England, where the majority of elementary schools used
these interactive boards in almost every classroom. In Slovakia they are not used to such a
large extent because the tables are very expensive. Teachers use it in its interpretation of the
curriculum and students at presentations.
1.3 Hardware which can used in education
We are aware of technical devices which are not or only rarely used in schools. Each
technique can bring with them positive and useful as well as a negative effect. For pupils it is
important that teachers use interactive tools for teaching effectively.
3D glasses with integrated projectors
These glasses are able to create 2D or 3D images that the user sees only. These glasses are a
miniature integrated two projectors, one for each eye. They produce images with a resolution
of 1280 x 720 eyeglass lens. The resulting effect equivalent about watching 87-inch TV from
a distance of 3 meters. These two projectors can project 3D video (www.itnews.sk).
These glasses could be used in education when projecting videos or pictures. The kind of
video would depend on the type of school or educational institution. For example, the Faculty
of Arts, could use projected images of historical events. Student would experience for
themselves the situation in realtime and imagine a better world and events in the distant past.
In technical schools the use of videos about machining could be used - which would mean
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that students would not have to go to physical examination in laboratories or companies. It
would encourage their sensory perceptions. And better long term applications could be to
imagine and remember the curriculum. Of course they could also be certain disadvantages
such as watery eyes, headache from watching videos for longer.
Voting machines
These devices allow the diagnosis of the immediate knowledge of individual students. For a
teacher to given quick feedback (www.mpc-edu.sk). Each student has their own voting
machine with an associated number. If a student signs on, the system immediately evaluates it
and results placed in the chart. These voting machines are already beginning to be used in
schools, but very rarely. They should be used for all schools. Teacher would speed up work.
They would not have to manually evaluate the results. It would also serve as a fast feedback.
The teacher could use these results to directly establish the lesson.
Tablets, notebooks touch
Probably used by every student are telephones Touch, iPods, laptop or tablet. In some
countries such as Asia, Singapore and South Korea, the use of tablets in schools is quite
common (Fig. 1). They are mainly due to the use of electronic textbooks. The advantage is
therefore the wide availability of e-resources to partly or completely replace of paper books.
This would facilitate uncomfortable wearing heavy briefcases. Students should not have a
problem with forgetting books at home. Teaching would be more attractive, would increase
interest and wanting to learning. The biggest disadvantage is the high cost of finance
(www.medialniproroci.blogspot.sk).

Fig. 1: Tablets in the school (www.medialniproroci.blogspot.sk)

All these and many other interactive devices can greatly simplify, accelerate and improve
learning. They are the means by themselves to motivate students to learn and arouse in them a
greater interest in the subject matter. Slovak education could start using these devices to a
greater extent also. Schools could get or set aside funds for these interactive technology and
for their pupils and students to borrow directly in the classroom. For parents, it is the most
acceptable alternative, because not every family can afford to buy tablet or notebook for their
child. On the other hand, for the school is not easy to find the money for these rather
expensive equipment (www.medialniproroci.blogspot.sk).

2 Software
Software is program equipments for computer. It allows us to work with your computer, from
start-up and control hardware through the management and communication with all parts of
your computer. It allows us to work with files and creating additional software. Thanks to
development of software - ICT is growing.
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2.1 Dividing of software
Software can be divided into:
1. Operating system – these are systems that control the entire computer. They permit
and facilitates users to run applications, working with files and communicate with the
computers connected to the network. The operating system allows basic management
of all PC resources and communicate with the user. These are Linux, MS Windows
(www.informatika.estranky.sk).
2. Application programs – they are programmed applications and can be used for
computing. Such applications are, for example (www.informatika.estranky.sk,
skola.dvp.sk):
a. Text editors (Notepad, MS Word, Open Office writter and WordPad).
b. Spreadsheets – (MS Excel, Open Office Calc and others).
c. Graphic editors (Paint, Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, Zoner Calisto,
Lightroom, IrfanView and many others).
d. Database systems (Oracle, MySql, MS Access, DB2, Dbase, Ingress).
e. Presentation programs (MS PowerPoint, Open Office Impress).
f. File managers (Total Commander, FAR, Salamander, Midnight Commander).
g. Programs for creating web pages (Macromedia Dreamweaver, Microsoft's
Front Page).
Software can be paid or free. Some paid software is very expensive and getting their license
for the school, can often be very difficult.
2.2 Software used in education for teachers and students
As already mentioned above, software for teaching may be different. The best known are MS
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Paint and others. Almost everyone knows their. Software facilitate
any work on the computer for teachers and students. Other programs such as Matlab,
AutoCad, Catia, CENKROS plus, MS Project, Witness or the other depends on the type of
school or educational institution. Because these schools are learning to work with these
programs. Below are just some.
PowerPoint
This program is known maybe by most of us. It is used to create presentations such as
curriculum, their work, thoughts or ideas. PowerPoint can work with hyperlinks, custom
animations that allow jump during a presentation anywhere or create animation on a slide. It
is used by a wide group of people, teachers and students at all types of schools.
AutoCad
It is one of the best 2D and 3D design applications. Using robust 3D tools that can create the
shape of each element imaginable, AutoCAD helps to intuitively explore design ideas
(sk.autocadlt.cz). The most widely used is the school building, architecture. Students and
teachers using this program for their work and presentation them a lot more running out of
time, compared to conventional hand drawing. In addition, if you find any errors, do not draw
the object again - you only need to make simple changes and modifications in program and
print it again.
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2.3 Software which can used in education
We know the softwares that are used very little in education. Below are just some of the less
better-known and lesser-used programs that help give students more interactive the issue.
Streamline the learning itself, too.
Prezi
Prezi program helps to discover the art of presentation. It is a presentation tool that enables
students and teachers to help organize and share their ideas with others (www.prezi.com).
Prezi is more creative form as Power Point presentations. It is more interesting for student and
interpretation of the curriculum will be more interesting and funny. It is presentation, where
the list are widening, zooming and moving around the map that you create (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Presentation in Prezi (Sánchez B., 2013)

Adobe Flash
It is a program that allows you to make a quick and easy presentation or promotional videos.
In the Adobe Flash is the possibility of adding your own text, images and sounds. Teachers
could in this program prepare their presentations in the form of videos. A student can
remember more of moving images, text, color and sound as the textbook. Students would be
have interest, they increased the focus on curriculum. In this program could learn to make
own video presentations.
Expert Choice
Expert Choice is used to facilitate and support decision-making. Allows evaluation analyzes
and data integration with Microsoft Project and MS Excel. It uses a multi-criteria decision
making, the possibility of hierarchy, branching and pairing. For each criteria is possible to
prioritize which add weight when deciding (www.is.muni.cz). This program can also be used
in education. For example, the teacher selects the criteria and weights on individual issues,
which gave the exam. This will be better able to decide whether to adhere better or for worse
mark for the student.
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MS Project
This software provides an innovative feature for the entire project life cycle and thus helps in
efficient initiation, selection, planning and timely delivery of projects within budget and
resources. Allows you to increase productivity and realize results (www.wbi.sk). This
program is taught in technical schools. For example on the subject – Project management. The
advantage of this software is that it can be used with any type of project in any area. The
teacher can use it to plan their future learning for the whole year with everything - what
equipment needs, how to finance it should be, or how long will do some activities with
students. He may go by the plan. He can compare the plan with reality.

Conclusion
It is important that students learn the information given to them by the teacher based on their
own experiences. Rate remembering that knowledge is around 90%. The question is how to
bring the student to actively participate. A key factor is the teacher. He must, on the one hand,
to motivate students and on the other hand give the necessary information interesting way.
Teachers have a great advantage in comparison with the past. they can streamline their work,
or it moves to a higher quality level right through ICT and interactive equipments. With the
help of ICT teacher knows involved the student in the process and stimulate the senses, to
keep the attention and interest of students. It is necessary that the teachers of digital and
information literacy learn to use these modern technologies (www.mpc-edu.sk). Thanks to
this software could facilitate student work and learning process. Students who would be
taught through school with these software works, it would increase their efficiency, gain new
knowledge and to broaden the horizons and find new forms to present your ideas, thoughts or
their work. The question is whether schools will be willing to choose this not easy, knowledge
and financially difficult journey, or will use old and ancient methods of teaching. We must
realize that the world has rapid technological developments and certainly every student with
modern technical equipment, and interesting software is already met, eventually tried.
Therefore, going to school with stereotypes in teaching and ordinary for them already
"outdated" method of teaching, not very interesting and motivating. Let us think, how these
students will motivate their curiosity and desire to learning if we know what the current time
offers. The possibilities are many. It is up to us whether we use these options and how.
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Abstract
The process of ICT implementation in the educational process is expected to give learners and
teachers an environment to learn and teach more efficiently. But what about their individual
learning styles? The ICT-supported instruction is considered suitable and beneficial for
learners of all styles. The main reason is it offers a wide range of sources and activities which
can be tailored to any learning style learner and used by any teaching style instructor. The
possibility of individualization of the educational process from both the students´ and
teachers´ point of view is its greatest advantage.
Keywords
Education, eLearning, ICT, learning style, teaching style

Introduction
Modern technologies have influenced human life in all spheres, including the educational
process. The first change caused by the technological development applied into education was
typography in 15th century. In 20th century the impact of technologies became more intensive
- the invention of film evoked ideas of replacing traditional educational processes, similarly
worked the radio, tape recorder, television or video player. In 1970 - 80s another period of
enthusiasm started when personal computers were launched and spread widely. But none of
the technological means completely succeeded in replacing traditional textbooks and using
traditional methods of educational. (Brdička, 2003)
The term of eLearning originated in late 1990s, when the field of ICT developed quickly.
Currently, the eLearning development has not stagnated, but it has been influenced by most
modern trends which have appeared in this field recently. Instead of heading towards mobile
technologies (m-learning) and using interactive digital television (t-learning), other
phenomena have appeared – eLearning 2.0. It is closely connected to Web 2.0 and includes
changes in trends in using the Internet and designing Internet applications which aim at
improving creativeness, communication, safe sharing of information, co-operation and web
functioning.
Generally, the process of the ICT implementation is expected to give learners and teachers an
environment to learn and teach more efficiently. But what about their individual learning
styles? Are they accommodated if learners can select the best activities to suit their own pace,
cognitive style and level, as well as time and place?

Learning styles
Learning styles mean various approaches or ways of learning. They involve learning methods,
particularly individual ones, that are presumed to allow the individual to learn best. Most
people prefer an identifiable method of interacting with, taking in, and processing
information. Based on this concept, the idea of individualized learning styles originated in the
1970s, and acquired enormous popularity. (Pashler, et al., 2008)
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Within the course of history, learning styles have been defined in various ways, e.g.:
– preferences of one mode of adaptation to the others; but the preferences do not operate
to the exclusion of other adaptive modes but vary from time to time and situation to
situation (Kolb, 1984);
– a set of cognitive, affective and psychological factors of behaviour serving as
relatively stable indicators of how a learner perceives, interacts and responds to the
learning environment (Keefe in (Coffield, F. et al., 2004));
– a description of attitudes and behaviour determining an individual´s preferred way of
learning (Honey, et al., 1986);
– the ways in which an individual characteristically acquires, retains and retrieves
information (Felder, 1998).

Learning styles and eLearning
A decade ago, eLearning was expected to solve hot problems in education. Latest ICT
development, partially the World Wide Web, has significantly changed the way that
information is presented and retrieved. (Kim, et al., 2002) There is no longer one route to a
particular information source but a variety of ways that users can access the same piece of
information, e. g. virtual environments refer to information spaces that exist beyond the
traditional printed sources.
Relating to learning styles and electronic learning, Mareš (2004) emphasizes activities of
Czech psychologists which have been running since the beginning of programmed learning
(e.g. Tollingerová, Kulič). He proposed a solution based on Ross and Schulz idea. (Ross, et
al., 1999) They adapted the World Wide Web to various learning styles – the sensory, social
and cognitive style. Their approach was based on students´ awareness of individual learning
styles and providing such learning sources and activities so that each student could choose the
appropriate ones.
The theory and application of learning styles into the ICT-supported process of instruction is
researched by a team of University of Ostrava (J. Šarmanová, K. Kostolányová, O. Takacs, L.
Holub, R. Fasuga). Starting from Mareš´ work (Mareš, 1998) they analyzed students´ learning
styles and designed a model of individualized approaches to eLearning by tailoring materials
to individual styles of learning. The style having been detected, homogenous groups of
students were formed being provided learning materials and related activities (exercises,
assignments, assessments, feedback, communication etc.) adequate to the learning style.
(Kostolányová, et al., 2009). The received results were provided to an "intelligent" learning
programme designed by authors and called individualized eLearning. It works on the
principle of adaptive algorithm defining the method which should suit best to student´s needs.
(Šarmanová, et al., 2008) The objective is reached if students do not distinguish whether their
learning is managed by the computer or real teacher. This approach was piloted and modified
by the research team of University of Ostrava. Currently, the application is adjusted to the
received results. (Šarmanová, et al., 2011), (Kostolányová, 2012)

Flexible model of eLearning
Current university education, which is changing under the influence of latest technology
development and new key competences, can be researched from various points of view.
The project "A flexible model of the ICT supported educational process reflecting individual
learning styles", which was solved at the University of Hradec Kralove, Faculty of
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Informatics and Management, aimed at working up the theory of educational science on
university level in the field of eLearning reflected students´ individual learning preferences.
(Šimonová, 2012)
The main research objective was to verify whether the reflection of individual learning styles
applied in the ICT-supported process of instruction results in the improvement of learning
results.
The process of project solving
The research period was three years and included following steps:
(1) covering the bibliography and concept preparation, results of which were published in
a monograph
(2) running the pedagogical experiment comparing study results in the process of
instruction reflecting learning styles and without the style reflection; and finally
(3) designing a flexible model of the ICT-supported process of instruction reflecting
individual learning styles followed by publishing the final project results which are
presented in this monograph. In this research the ICT-supported process of instruction
mean using e-courses in LMS Blackboard.
The researched subject field is the impact of a preferred learning style on the (quality and
extent of) increase in student’s knowledge.
Several research methods were applied within the project:
–
–
–
–

pedagogical experiment running on the "pre-test – instruction – post-test"
structure,
method of testing,
method of questionnaire,
statistic methods.

Sample group
The sample groups consists of students of University of Hradec Kralove. All students were
randomly divided in three groups.
– Students in the experimental group 1 (group LCI) were offered such study materials,
exercises, assignments, ways of communication and other activities which suit their
individual learning styles. The selection was made electronically by an application
which automatically generates the “offer“, i.e. it provides each student with types of
materials appropriate to his/her learning style.
– Students in experimental group 2 have access to all types of materials and the process
of selection is the matter of individual decision (group CG - content general).
– Students in the control group 3 (group K) study under traditional conditions, when
their course is designed according to the teacher´s style of instruction which they are
made to accept.
The process of instruction in all groups was tracked by the LMS.
Nearly 400 respondents started the pedagogical experiment but only 324 finished it, from
various reasons. The starting and final amounts of respondents are presented in table 4.
Before the pedagogical experiment started, individual learning style of each respondent had
been detected by the Learning Combination Inventory (Johnston, 1996).
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Group

K

CG LCI

Respondents before pedagogical experiment

130 131

131

Respondents after pedagogical experiment

113 103

108

Tab. 1: Amounts of respondents

Learning Combination Inventory
For more than four decades Christine A. Johnston has been researching the learning process.
To describe the whole process of learning, Johnston uses the metaphor of a combination lock
saying that cognition (processing), conation (performing) and affectation (developing) work
as interlocking tumblers; when aligned they unlock individual´s understanding of his/her
learning combination. The will lies in the centre of the model, and interaction is the key. It
depends on the individual weaver (learner) how s/he combines them and what the final pattern
is. (Johnston, 1996)
Johnston designed the Learning Combination Inventory (LCI) consisting of 28 statements,
responses to which are defined on the five-level Likert scale, and three open-answer
questions. Respondents´ answers to the LCI questions form the schema (pattern) and
respondents are categorized into four groups as follows (Johnston, 1996):
– Sequential processors, defined as the seekers of clear directions, practiced planners,
thoroughly neat workers.
– Precise processors, identified as the information specialists, into-details researches,
answer specialists and report writers.
– Technical processors, specified as the hands-on builders, independent private thinkers
and reality seekers.
– Confluent processors, described as those who march to a different drummer, creative
imaginers and unique presenters.
The LCI invites learners to report the patterns of their learning process.
E-course: learning content and management of instruction
E-course “Library services – Information competence and education” was designed in three
versions (LCI, CG, K) covering eight chapters: Basic terminology, Library services,
Bibliographic search services, Bibliographic quotations, Electronic sources, Writing
professional texts, Bachelor and diploma theses and Publishing ethics. Each chapter was
structured according to the requirements for the distance education.
Resulting from the learning styles theory and practice three approaches were applied to
provide the process of instruction, following
(1) the learner´s style where the content was tailored to the individual needs, i.e. generated
by the plug-in (experimental group LCI, e-course LCI);
(2) providing all types of study materials to the learner and monitoring his/her choice
which was then compared to expected preferences defined by the LCI (experimental
group CG, e-course CG);
(3) the teacher´s style (control group K, e-course K).
The application organizing the materials according single types within the e-course in LMS
Blackboard was designed in the second phase of the problem solving. The main idea is based
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on adding an application, which will arrange various types of study materials in order
according to student´s individual preference. The application puts the study materials on the
entry page in such order which reflects the individual learning style. The most appropriate
materials are located on the top left position, the rejected materials on the lower place. Above
all, the preferred types will by emphasized in colour and size of the pictograms. This approach
requires form authors of study materials to evaluate each of them according to the same
criteria as students were evaluated. , i.e. the author matches each material to the type of
learning style (pattern) it suits best
Hypotheses
Two hypotheses were defined as follows:
H1: Students reach higher increase in knowledge if the process of instruction is adjusted to
their learning style (group LCI) in comparison to the process reflecting teacher´s style of
instruction (group K).
H2: Students reach higher increase in knowledge if they can study independently using all
types of provided study materials (group CG) in comparison to the process reflecting
teacher´s style of instruction (group K).
The entrance knowledge in all groups was pre-tested before the process of instruction started;
final knowledge was post-tested after the process of instruction finished; the study results
were statistically processed and analyzed.
The results did not prove difference both in pre-tests results and post-tests performance. Thus
it can be concluded no statistically significant differences were discovered in students´
knowledge whether their learning preferences had been reflected within the process of
instruction (group LCI), or they had worked independently being provided all types of study
materials and activities (group CG), or the process had followed teacher´s style of instruction
(group K).
Respondents’ evaluation of online study
After the pedagogical experiment respondents were to express their opinions in the final
questionnaire.
This final questionnaire evaluated the process of instruction running in the e- course “Library
Services – Information Competence and Education“ from the technological and didactic point
of view. The questionnaire consisted of 22 items:
– providing detailed information about respondent (5 items);
– monitoring respondents experience in studying the e-course (17 items) evaluated
o on the four-level Likert scale (7 items),
o by the four-level classification (1-best, 4-worst) (4 items)
o by open-answer questions (6 items).
More male than female participants were detected in all three courses (LCI, CG, K), 60 –
63 %. Respondents were 20 – 50 years old, approximately 80 % of them were in the 20 – 24
year-old group.
Respondents mainly graduated from secondary professional schools (62 – 67 %), followed by
grammar school graduates (29 – 45 %). Most of respondents did not have any experience in
studying online courses, approximately 20 % of them had studied one e-course and 5 % were
experienced e-learners having passed four or more courses (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1: Previous experience in eLearning

Respondents expressed their satisfaction with clearness of instruction on how to study in the
course (Fig. 2, 1st graph) and whether the organization/re-organization of study materials on
the home page reflected/non-reflected their preferences (Fig. 2, 2nd graph). More than 80 % of
them considered the instructions clear. Despite approximately 20 % in each group, who were
rather or fully dissatisfied, 95 % and more respondents expressed their full and partial
satisfaction with the way how study materials were re-/organized on their personal home page
of the course. This item is one of those which contradict the post-test results proving no
statistically significant difference in learners´ performance, i.e. despite the order of study
materials reflected learners´ individual preferences, the increase in their knowledge was not
detected.
Respondents evaluated the length of study relating to the learning content and amount of
events scheduled in their diaries. Most respondents (64 – 68 %) did not have problems to
master the learning content from the reason of short period for studying but one third of them
(32 – 35 %) would appreciate slightly more time. On the other hand, 41 – 52 % found the
three-week period for studying the course in their schedule without any problems, followed
by another group of 37 – 46 % of respondents who might have had some slight problems and
expressed partial satisfaction.
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80%

80%
disagree

60%

fully dissatisfied

60%

rather disagree

40%

rather agree
fully agree

20%
0%

rathed dissatisfied

40%
20%
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0%
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LCI

K

CG

LCI

fully satisfied

Fig. 2: Clearness of instructions, Organization of study materials

Despite all the possible and real problems the course participants had during the course of
study, approximately 80 % would take another e-course within their university study, i.e. they
would prefer online learning to traditional face-to-face approach.
Following two items focused on the evaluation of various types of study materials from the
point of respondent´s learning style. All materials were categorized in seven main groups (i.e.
fulltexts providing detailed information; short texts structured for the distance form of
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education, PowerPoint presentations; animations; video-recorded lectures; links to additional
sources and other types of study materials). Four of them (fulltexts, texts for the distance
education, PowerPoint presentations and animations) were evaluated by respondents from two
points of view: first, they arranged study materials in descending order from those which they
consider to suit best their learning style (1) to those least suitable (4) when each value could
be used once only; second, they evaluated single types of study materials on the 4-level scale
(from 1 - fully suits my learning style to 4 – totally does not suit my learning style) when each
value could be used repeatedly.
The first feature is that no noticeable differences could be seen in comparison the three
groups. As mentioned above all groups were stated identical from the point of learning
patterns structure. Results clearly show
– very positive appreciation of fulltexts in all three groups followed by partially positive
evaluation;
– comparable rate of full and partial appreciation of texts structured for distance
learning;
– rather high rate rejecting presentations.
Figure 3 displays results reflecting respondents´ evaluation of various types of study
materials. These data describe such approach to evaluation where one mark from 1 – highest
value to 4 – lowest value can be used for more than one type of materials.
This figure confirmed results discovered in the previous item (dealing with descending
preferences) showing.

(1 – fully suits my learning style, 2 – partially suits, 3 – rather does not suit, 4 – fully dos not suit)
Fig. 3: Study materials by individual evaluation

Several item collecting students´ feedback on the difficulty of mastering the learning content
were also included in the questionnaire.
The course of study was also evaluated from the point of learners´ problems, difficulties and
limits. Five criteria were set as follows:
–
–

to start studying,
to keep studying,
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–
–
–

lack of time,
tiredness,
problems with technology.

Data were evaluated on the six-level scale from no problems (level 1) to crucial problems
(level 6). Results are presented in figure 4.
From the above presented results it can be clearly seen that respondents – participants in the
e-course expressed their positive approach and satisfaction with the course of study. Hardly
any crucial problems appeared, which could be also caused by the fact, that the respondents
were mostly students of the Faculty of Informatics and Management and neither the online
learning (i.e. ICT-supported instruction), nor the entire learning environment built limits and
restrictions to them in the process of forming knowledge.
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Fig. 4: Learners´ problems in the course of study
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Conclusion
Despite what the expectations of the research team had been, neither the research results, nor
learners´ evaluation proved that the reflection of individual learning style could help learner
within the process of online learning. This result was surprising because the learning style
reflection was understood to be a powerful factor providing strong impact on the process of
learning.
There might be several approaches to interpreting the results.
First, neither strong, nor marginal preferences were discovered in patterns within the sample
group which could produce statistically significant differences.
Second, there exist some researches that reject the theory of learning styles resulting in the
individually tailored process of instruction, and this research simply supports this approach
and joins this group (despite the expectations of the research team).
Third, there could be several, still unknown reasons why the expectations and hypotheses
were not verified. In further research activities other approaches running the process of
instruction reflecting individual learning styles should be tested, i.e. tutor´s role as a
facilitator, technical and didactic support, learners experience in e-learning, and many other
measures could be taken.
Despite the contribution of the learning style theory to the e-learning was not proved within
this project, no decrease in learners knowledge was discovered in comparison to the
traditionally led process of learning which follows teacher´s style of instruction. Students
have not reached higher but the same level of knowledge in e-learning, which corresponds to
predefined learning objectives; and both teachers and learners have to develop their
knowledge and skills towards studying efficiently being supported by modern technologies.
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Abstract
The paper includes the results of research in teaching Computer Science for Economists
(CSE) to prospective economists and managers at the Faculty of Management and Economics
(FaME), Tomas Bata University in Zlín. The paper summarizes the experience of teaching
CSE at the faculty, the methodology, an overview of subject areas, application of information
and communication technologies (ICT) in instruction and its organization are also presented
herein. The analysis of the research results makes it possible to suggest options for further
development of the course. The results of some research activities in the field of Informatics
instruction are introduced; and options for future development of the courses are proposed.
The introduction of new approaches into teaching with the use of ICT is discussed.
Keywords
computer Science for Economists, education, ICT integration, knowledge, tuition

1 Introduction
In today's dynamic world, there have been major changes in the requirements made on
education and professional training. Some branches are emerging and disappearing, and the
demand for a certain range of experts is changing. We live in a society, in which ICT are
becoming a moving force for its development. People are being forced to change their
specialisation and have to study continuously to improve their qualifications. Information and
knowledge society requires computer and information literate citizens. It is doubly true for
university graduates. Actual expansion of ICT (in many ways much faster than human
perception) forces us to adapt to the rate of its development. E-learning and using multimedia
is obviously a part of this. Technological innovations are often considered more important
than conceptual changes; and thus teaching becomes dehumanized. The key to the
improvement of teaching is to explore people’s learning styles.
Since we work at the FaME, Tomas Bata University (TBU) in Zlín, we look at education from
the perspectives of economists and managers. As educators, we feel the need to comment on
this situation, to address some of the issues and to express our view on this problem of
university education. The paper deals with the experience in teaching and it also discusses the
body of knowledge and methods which have been implemented into the subject Computer
Science for Economists (CSE) at the faculty. The main question we are dealing with is how to
integrate into the education of the future economists and managers many aspects of the ICT
use. In this paper we raise a question whether students and teachers in tertiary education are
adequately prepared to use all the opportunities and approaches leading to effective teaching,
particularly in the field of distance learning supported by modern ICT, which offer new
possibilities. The paper does not cover of all aspects of the tuition CSE at TBU in Zlín; it
presents the basic framework schema of teaching and experience of tutors. The analysis of the
research results makes it possible to suggest options for further development of the CSE
course.
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2 Evolution of CSE Education – Literature Review
2.1 Education for Higher Competitiveness
Information and knowledge society requires computer and information literate citizens. It is
doubly true for university graduates. Without sufficient understanding of the topics, including
self-practice examples, the role of the teacher – consultant (resp. a tutor in terms of e-learning
courses) is indispensable (Koprda, 2009). Knowledge is the current source of competitive
advantages; managers have to realize that until they don’t start managing the knowledge
process of their company, they are living in the information economy which is already part of
the past. Sociotechnical systems recognized many years ago that organizations functioned
most effectively when their social and technological networks were compatible. The
information and knowledge society needs well trained professionals who will be able to work
with knowledge in enterprises, government and public organizations, and will be able to
innovate processes. Meeting such demands is not an easy task.
According Drucker (1999) the new possibilities of easier and faster access to information has
changed the way the whole world moves forward, starting from individuals, the way the
communicate, the way they buy, the way products are bought, produced and offered and in the
end changing societies, markets, companies, etc. Exponential increases in information and
sources on the web require sophisticated portal solutions. Portal technologies are going
through time of upheaval in their development. Elaborated portal solutions which are
technologically advanced are essential prerequisites for a website success, but it is always
necessary to keep in mind the key aspect of website success which is a customer aspect.
Investment on information technologies has to have a complete strategy of application in a
mid-term; otherwise it can be waste of money (Révészová, 2012). This is the case exactly
with eLearning systems. Key characteristics of a successful portal and the standard portal
services are described in Černá and Poulová (2009).
2.2 eLearning and Evolution of Education
According Moreno and Valdez (2005) education today is under pressure from various views
and reforms, which are often contradictory. Recently, we have accepted many educational
models, teaching strategies, teaching concepts and methodologies in the Czech education
system (Eger, 2010). The basic idea of culture including school culture is that it consists of
shared meanings and common understanding, and that this culture is variable from school to
school. In the Czech Republic the first model of school culture was created by Světlík (2006).
The model of school culture helps us to understand schools better. As stated by Kričfaluši
(2009) new concepts in much revived and enriched Czech education with introducing useful
challenges: personalized learning, the possibility of greater choice and availability of
educational materials including study materials for distance learning.
E-learning as the “learning” process revolution enabled by new technologies that, hopefully,
will present an effective and efficient learning process that doesn't exist today. As Mareš
(2011) stated, evolution of e-learning process education and training is the process by which
the wisdom, knowledge and skills of one generation are passed on to the next. This education
process has been going on since time immemorial. At the same time, however, the instruction
(not only at universities) rejected numerous well-established methods and techniques. As
mentioned in Rosenberg (2001) e-learning tends to revolutionize and manage the learning
process, not only to manage universities. We underline that for schools are their mission and
their orientation to teaching and learning process (preparing young people for living in
present and in future society) very important (Rosman & Buřita, 2012).
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As mentioned in Mayer and Chandler (2001) the question of implementing this type of study
includes both the availability of adequate technical support, and the already acquired activities
that students are involved in, carried out through ICT). In that process was applied some steps
and parts of the information management that involves information sources and instructions
for students, organization of education, communication between lecturers and students,
techniques of students evaluation and study results administration. The current theory of a
learning process is based on theories from the learning process. According Koprda (2009)
these processes can be divided into:
•
•
•

Student´s learning processes (processes occurring when the student learns)
Learning environments (in which climate and environment learning takes place)
Educational activity of a teacher (co-ordination of learning activities).

The key to the improvement of teaching is to explore people’s learning styles. If our goal is
individualization in teaching, respecting individual particularities of students, we have to
make an analysis whether students and teachers in tertiary education are adequately prepared
to use all the opportunities and approaches leading to effective teaching, particularly in the
field of distance learning supported by modern ICT. The analysis of student´s learning styles
in included in Moreno and Valdez (2005) or in article (Kostolányová et al., 2011) at the
conference ICTE 2011. The analysis of teachers´ learning styles will be another keystone of
defining links between teaching activities and student´s learning styles. The task of a teacher
is to find a balance in methods and procedures so that each student has the opportunity to
develop. The most important task will be to create a learning environment that will promote
learning. There is a series of concepts related to teachers´ education in the educational
literature: teaching style, teaching method, competence, skills, the teacher´s approach to
teaching, and others (Rosenberg, 2001; Moreno & Chandler, 2005; Koprda et. al., 2009).

3 Research on Several Aspects and Challenges of CSE Education
The Computer Science for Economists (CSE) course might serve as an example, when a
whole range of literature is available on the market as well as plenty of interactive courses on
the Internet. An evaluation can be an important tool in improving the quality of a program if it
is integrated into the fabric of an educational program rather than added on after the fact.
Program personnel are more likely to use the results of an evaluation when they play a role in
deciding what to examine, conducting the evaluation, and interpreting the results. The most
effective perception of the curriculum content is ensured by employing more senses and one’s
own experience. To obtain adequate feedback, an extensive research was carried out. It
confirmed the correct aiming of the course, but also identified possible areas of improvement.
Let me present the results of the recent research on whether the current form of the CSE
fulfils the expectations of the undergraduates. The research is based on the results of a survey
conducted among students of full-time and part-time (combined) form of study at the FaME,
TBU in Zlín. Based on the evaluation of a questionnaire survey, student opinions on teaching,
conducting instruction, approach to testing and ways of examining were gained. The
responses were statistically processed, analysed, and will be used to further improve the
preparation, content and instruction of the course. The research was carried out at end of
semester the academic year 2012/2013. Author of the paper had been in charge of the CSE
course at the FaME for many years. As educator, I feel the need to comment on this situation,
to address some of the issues and to express a view on problem of university education. My
goal is to make this piece of research available to students and e-learning researchers, so we
can together start focusing on the “learning” process as the main asset of “e-learning”.
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3.1 Essential Characteristics
The main objective of the course CSE still lies in providing an overview of modern ICT, with
regard to all the necessary components of information systems and applications, including
their essential characteristics. The aim of the course is to provide students with a recent
overview in the field of modern ICT. According (Buřita et al., 2010) the course is intended to
further broaden the knowledge and skills in the field of ICT, especially to consolidate them
and reach the level required by the university (students have different levels when entering the
FaME, since they come from various types of secondary schools). There is a sustained
increase in the number of students in the first year of bachelor’s study programme.
In the 2012/2013 academic year, over 520 students were admitted to the first year of
Bachelor’s study programme FaME, TBU in Zlín. The real numbers are: 396 full-time
students, 119 part-time students and 12 life-long learning (LLL) students. At the beginning of
the semester, the students use the university portal STAG (2013) to enrol in courses and chose
particular seminars and practical exercises in laboratories (http://portal.utb.cz/wps/portal).
Thus they optimize their own study schedule. Important study materials, assignments, lectures
and seminar topics are posted on the educational portal VÝUKA (2011), containing e-learning
courses LMS Moodle, including course books and guidelines for exercises in laboratories.
The objectives and description of the e-courses are stated within the project
“Konstruktivismus v praxi vysokých škol” (2010) on the portal STAG (2012). As described in
the paper (Rosman & Buřita, 2012) students have at disposal a large number of samples of
created documents and thus they can compare their products to the standards.
3.2 Survey Questionnaire
At the end of the semester in the academic year 2012/2013 a questionnaire survey of the
content, form and quality of the CSE course was carried out. The aim was to gain students’
opinions on the course and their evaluation, with the intention to improve the CSE teaching in
the future. The paper questionnaire (Test 1) contained 13 questions. The questions aimed at
obtaining the views on the CSE course, thus they pursued a single goal. Up to 11 items were
designed as “closed” (dichotomous) questions, with the option to comment on them. One item
was a “closed” (dichotomous) question without any comment and one item was an open
question. The paper questionnaire (Test 1) contained 13 questions. The questions aimed at
obtaining the views on the CSE course, thus they pursued a single goal. Up to 11 items were
designed as “closed” (dichotomous) questions, with the option to comment on them. One item
was a “closed” (dichotomous) question without any comment and one item was an open
question. The completion of both questionnaires did not exceed 15 minutes, which is again
consistent with the theory (Rosenberg, 2001; Moreno & Valdez, 2005).
The questions were not very demanding; the prerequisite was the attendance at lectures and
completion of the assignment. The success of obtaining the completed questionnaire was
ensured by the fact that the questions were distributed during the exam. This also influenced
the research results because it addressed only the students who attended the course by the
examination date. The processing of the survey web application (Test 2) was based on the
design of Tests 1. The questionnaire contained 14 questions in total; 12 of them were designed
as “closed” (dichotomous) questions. The students participated in the research in computer
laboratories provided with access to the Internet. The content of the questionnaire was
adapted to include questions concerning practical training of full-time students. One question
was a “yes/no” question and one was an “open” question. This was ensured by 3 questions;
the third of them was a question requiring information about the student’s tutor. To carry out
the survey, a web application enabling the students to respond to the questions was created.
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The questionnaires within Test 1 and Test 2 were similar in content. Both sought to determine
how the students perceived the CSE course instruction. Test 1 was more detailed and offered
more open questions. Test 2 included questions about practical training and was designed in a
way which forced the students to react to each question; only then were they allowed
proceeding further. The preparation of test 2 in the web application form took some extra
efforts. On the other hand, the evaluation of the survey including the full-time students was
carried out continuously and was easier (it was automated in the application). The evaluation
of the survey including part-time students could be commenced only after gathering all the
answers and was quite demanding. The credibility of the answers in Test 1 was guaranteed by
distributing the questionnaire forms to selected respondents only and collecting them after
passing the examination. In Test 2 it was not guaranteed that some respondents did not fill in
the questionnaire more than one times.
The part-time students were evaluated lecturers, who jointly taught the course. A total of 84
students handed in the questionnaires; 57 students indicated a favourable rating of “satisfied”
and “very satisfied” (21), 5 students were “somewhat dissatisfied”. There was one case of the
“dis-satisfied” option. The students expressed reservations about the repetition of certain
concepts and terms, then the pace of going through the teaching material, occasionally tedious
and boring explanations. It is interesting to mention here that, conversely, many students
welcomed the revision of the content, concepts and terms.

4 Evaluation of Computer Science Education
4.1 The research into innovation of the CSE course
The CSE course is intended to further broaden the knowledge and practical skills of students
in computer science. The research into innovation in teaching of the CSE course contains
statistics on the responses of individual questions of the questionnaires. Of the total number of
245 full-time students who filled and handed in the questionnaire, 121 students reported that
they were ‘satisfied’ and 98 students selected the “quite satisfied” option. “Somewhat
dissatisfied” was chosen by 19 students and 7 cases of the “dissatisfied” option. Final
evaluation compares the results of both tests. The vast majority of students selected a
favourable rating of “satisfied” and “very satisfied”. These include the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits of lectures to students and the difficulty of the course
Quality of the lectures
Organization of the course
Teacher – student communication
Assignments, source materials and the difficulty of the course
Testing and examining in the course

The most frequent reasons of the quite favourable opinions expressed by the part-time
students include: expert knowledge, active approach to teaching, high-quality and rigorous
preparation for consultations, professionalism, ability to attract students’ attention, sufficient
amount of documents and study materials in electronic form, sufficient amount of the
information available, including date scheduling and stating clear requirements at the
beginning of the semester. Among the objections raised were an absence of practical exercises
(which were replaced with practical examples), the range of topics and a small number of
consultation hours (only 10 hours). The evaluation of full-time students is shown in Tab.1, the
evaluation by the part-time students is shown in Tab.2.
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Tab. 1: Evaluation of full-time students.

[Source: own research]

Full-time students
somewhat
satisfied
quite satisfied
dissatisfied
dissatisfied
Quantity
121
98
19
7
In line with the objective of this article, the concern here is to deal with the benefit of lectures
to students only. Numerous aspects were evaluated, including comments on the instruction,
structure and content of lectures and practical exercises, the attractiveness of presentations,
teaching approach, etc. The vast majority of students (see statistics) selected a favourable
rating of ‘satisfied’ and ‘very satisfied’. Of the total number of 245 students who filled and
handed in the questionnaire, 121 students reported that they were ‘satisfied’ and 98 full-time
students selected the “quite satisfied” option. “Somewhat dissatisfied” was chosen by 19
students and 7 cases of the “dissatisfied” option.
Option

Tab. 2: Evaluation of part-time students.

[Source: own research]

Part-time students
somewhat
satisfied
quite satisfied
dissatisfied
dissatisfied
Quantity
57
21
5
1
Generally, among the most frequent features which gained positive evaluation from full-time
students of the CSE course were: open and friendly attitude, ability to explain specialized
subject matters in a comprehensive way, clarification of setting important dates, providing all
study materials and additional materials in electronic form, professional and outgoing
approaches and ability to capture students’ attention. The evaluation of full-time students is
shown in Graph 1, the evaluation by the part-time students is shown in Graph 2.
Option

Graph 1: Evaluation of full-time students
[Source: own research]

Graph 2: Evaluation of part-time students
[Source: own research]

4.1 Subject Areas – Outcomes
In both tests, the benefit of the CSE course subject areas was examined in detail. Individual
subject areas were marked; the average mark in test 1 is 1,98 (1,68 is the best and 2,14 the
worst one); the average mark in test 2 is 2,27 (1,80 is the best and 2,76 the worst one), see
Table 3.
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Tab. 3: Importance of CSE subject areas

[Source: own research]

Order

CSE subject area

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Introduction, CSE placement test.
Computer science as a scientific discipline, basic concepts.
Information and Knowledge Society.
Data, information. Codes and data compression.
Software.
Technical means of data processing
Computer components
Information systems and enterprise application software.
Computer networks and network services on the Internet
Computer infiltration, malware.
Computer security and data protection, cryptography.
Average

Part-time
students
1,68
1,92
2,14
1,83
1,80
1,98
2,13
1,97
1,68
1,77
1,93
1,89

Full-time
students
2,16
2,41
2,76
2,24
2,27
2,49
2,46
2,50
2,00
1,80
2,08
2,28

Table 3 shows the result of the responses about the importance of the CSE subject areas for
students. The least beneficial subject areas marked by the students were areas 3 and 7; the
full-time students identified areas 3, 6, 7 and 8. The subject area which also includes the
issues of enterprise computer science earned the average mark of 1.89 by the part-time
students and 2.28 by the full-time students. Regarding the fact that lectures at the FaME, TBU
in Zlín are not mandatory, students’ attendance was decreasing steadily from almost 100% at
the beginning of the course to less than a half. The full-time students lacked motivation to
participate in lectures, and therefore they challenged the benefits and importance of the
lectures. They expressed more criticism; however, it is vital to state here that they have less or
no practical experience in the use of ICT in practice. They have not been able to assess the
importance of the course in view of the future needs so far, and thus their marks were lower
than the marks suggested by the part-time students. Table 4 shows the result of the evaluation
of the CSE subject areas for full-time students.
Tab. 4: Evaluation of CSE subject areas for students.

Evaluation
1=very good
2=appropriate
3=I do not know
4=less
appropriate
5=irrelevant
no response
Total
Average

[Source: own research]

Count
37
149
34
11
5
9
245
2,07

The difficulty of the course for students in the range from challenging, demanding, mean and
easy (scale of A, B, C, D) was assessed as a percentage:
•

part-time students (test 1): 23; 59; 12; 6.

•

full-time students (test 2): 5,5; 31,5; 48; 15.
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The vast majority of students consider the subject’s areas appropriate. These measures should
make work more effective and facilitate communication between lecturers and students. The
result has met the expectations; it shows a normal distribution in which the peak in the parttime students is shifted to a higher degree of difficulty, which corresponds with the distance
from the teaching of ICT (which could not have such a standard and importance in the past as
it has now). Based on the evaluation of both questionnaires and the conclusions that emerged
from the respondents’ opinions of both forms of studies, the following conclusions and
recommendations are suggested to task students, both at practical exercises and at lectures.
Based on the evaluation, it must be regularly to updating the current form of the CSE course.
It is important to respect different forms of study (full-time and part-time) and to adapt the
content and form of lectures to them to maintain the current organization of the course,
including testing and final evaluation of students. It is necessary to post the vital and
important information on the information sources, where it is accessible and easily obtainable
to each student via the internet, and thus to eliminate data redundancy.

5 Discussion
The analysis of the research results makes it possible to suggest options for further
development of the course. The key to the improvement of teaching is to explore people’s
learning styles. Teaching Computer Science responds to the demands of the information
society and globalization trends. At the same time, however, the instruction (not only at
universities) rejects numerous well-established methods and techniques. The tutors try to
improve the course constantly, develop the ICT use and thus prepare students in accordance
with the requirements of the social environment. In the future we intend to teach selected
topics in the form of distance learning. We expect further rationalization of teaching by
addressing the problem of large numbers of students (large lecture halls and computer rooms),
and on-going replacement of teachers. The outcomes have brought the following ideas into
focus of attention:
•
•
•
•

from the methodological point of view, it is essential to lead and motivate students,
active participation on the side of students is considered a common requirement,
to communicate important information with appropriate comments already at the
introductory lecture and to focus on what is essential and important for the study,
to stimulate students by raising questions during, tutorials and practical exercises.

The main question we are dealing with is how to integrate into the education of the future
economists and managers many aspects of the ICT use. According Moreno (2005) to obtain
adequate feedback, an extensive research was carried out. It confirmed the correct aiming of
the course, but also identified possible areas of improvement. Moreno´s concept of the
interactivity is explicitly evaluated as “a necessary and fundamental mechanism for
knowledge acquisition and the development of both cognitive and physical skills. By Moreno
(2005) interactivity has received a great deal of attention in the instructional science literature,
also by Černá & Poulová (2009), Kričfaluši (2009) and Kostolányová (2010) has been a much
discussed topic on the conferences ICTE (2009-2012). The key to the improvement of
teaching is to explore people’s learning styles. As described in the paper (Révészová, 2012),
the issue of the use of interactive media in the education process for the development of
mental and cognitive abilities of learners has been dealt with by educators Eger (2010) or
Koprda et al. (2009) and psychologists (Mareš, 2011) as well as experts in ICT in the Czech
Republic for almost two decades. This phenomenon is caused mainly by the development of
ICT, which allowed not only teachers, but also most students to actively use modern means in
the educational process. This argument confirms expression of Rosenberg (2001).
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Conclusion
The paper deals with the experience in teaching and it also discusses the body of knowledge
and methods which have been implemented into the subject CSE. It elaborates only on one of
the research goals: to what extent the course meets the expectations of prospective economists
and managers for the use in practice. The analysis of the research results makes possible to
suggest options for further development of the course (Buřita, L. et al., 2010). The main
question we are dealing with is how to integrate ICT into the education of the future
economists and managers in many aspects of the ICT use. The process of learning in
educational institutes should be permanent, strategically used and integrated, that runs in
parallel with the teaching process. The teaching should reflect the requirement for getting the
ICT skills of students from various schools on the same level, preparing them for work with
ICT and enhancing the professionalism of work with ICT for enterprise computer science.
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Abstract
Inclusive education at universities offers equal opportunities to all students regardless their
individual differences. To acquire maximum educational possibilities of each student means to
respect their educational needs and adapt didactic methods and study materials to individual
needs, e.g. using information and communication technologies as well. Academic staff could
participate in educational courses within the project Support of tertiary education of students
with special educational needs at the University of Ostrava in order to increase their
pedagogical competencies.
The paper introduces experience with tutoring the course entitled Adaptation of study
materials to students with visual impairment. The course was focused on adaptation
of specialised texts which could be used by purblind or blind students during their studies.
Course guarantors have been familiarised with the methodology of creating adapted
documents and with the requirements on adapting specialised texts in a way that an accessible
electronic document would be created. An analysis of study materials and requirements for
course completion has identified courses which are not suitable for students with visual
impairment.
Keywords
Information and communications technology, Inclusive education, Assistive technology,
Special education needs, Equal opportunity.

Introduction
International organisation UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) included among its priorities support of education. The right to education
belongs to basic human rights. Equal access to information and education is also valid for
people with special educational needs. Disabled people are often limited in their full
participation in social life and lots of such limitations also decrease the possibility to acquire
proper education. UNESCO claims that it is necessary to introduce a major change related to
creating suitable educational environments and pedagogical approaches. Information and
communication technologies offer high potential for supporting lifelong education for all
groups of students, including those with special educational needs.
Changes in educational environment should be carried out at numerous levels aiming at
offering a legal framework for successful development of inclusive education both at national
and regional level. In order to meet special educational needs, it is necessary to provide tools
for access to information, including information and communication technologies and
assistive technologies. It is crucial to organise education of teachers and staff to make them
familiar with the way of using new hardware and software and with pedagogical methods
suitable for increasing educational efficiency. There should be higher awareness and different
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approach of teachers, schools, institutions, parents and schoolmates to students with special
needs. (1)
The importance of information and communication technologies rises at all levels and in all
forms of education. ICT (information and communication technologies) can mediate
communication and remote access to specialised courses even to disabled people. According
to the type of disability, people with special educational needs commonly use assistive
technologies, which can also be used for educational purposes. Integration of information and
communication technologies into educational process requires increasing competences
of academic staff which uses such technologies to support education.
Special means of ICT can be used as compensation aids. New technologies help students with
special educational needs to active join the process of interaction and communication, they
can compensate or substitute insufficiency of natural functions. ICT as educational tools
initiated a new dimension of education and brought about a change in educational approaches.
Within an inclusive environment, ICT must strengthen personal development and skills
of individuals as well as serve for achieving the goal at own suitable pace. Compensation aids
and software are specific for every single disability. E-learning methods can bring a distance
form of studies for physically disabled students. To meet these requirements, pedagogues’
willingness is also necessary to develop innovative teaching methods or to change and adapt
current approaches to a new concept of special education and modern technologies. (2)
Assistive technologies (AT) improve the quality of daily activities of disabled people. For
students with special educational needs it represents a set of aids in a form of devices,
hardware, software or network services, which enable students to access libraries, educational
centres, classrooms or virtual classrooms, communication, e-learning, and distance education.
Special hardware can include trackballs, touchpads, specialised keyboards, or displaying
devices. Special software enables users to set colour, font size, launch communicators, or
a screen reader. An important source of information is represented by internet sources. Web
pages, not only for education, should follow W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) standards
for accessible web pages. (3)
A survey among teachers who have already taught disabled students using assistive
technologies, helped identify factors which are a prerequisite for integration of such
technologies into education. Independent variables that are an important prerequisite for their
effective use in education have been identified. The research has shown that implementing
assistive technologies brought positive results. (4)
Using ICT enables higher autonomy of students and their independent access. Teachers can
prepare tasks suited to individual abilities and skills of students. ICT help students prove
completion of such tasks, which would be impossible with traditional methods. Students can
better communicate, join social groups, and use advantages of distance education.
An important and inseparable part of effective education and learning is evaluation.
Pedagogues must find out whether evaluation processes are just for all students. If it concerns
disabled students, it can mean equal opportunities to show results of their learning. Common
evaluation methods are usually not suitable for disabled students due to their inability to
access and use some of the testing materials. ICT are then considered the most suitable tool
for accommodating the evaluation environment. It can concern university entrance
examinations or requirements for successful completion of a study field. Evaluation criteria
for those interested in studies, however, must be the same for all students. An educational
programme which supports various educational needs must be flexible and adaptable while
keeping the original content. It should be proposed with a general objective to remove barriers
for students which could be disadvantaged. Integration of ICT must be carefully incorporated
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into each of its parts: content, teaching and learning methods, methods for student’s
evaluation. (2)
Technologies can an efficient tool for student’s education, but their value depends on how
effectively they are used by the teacher. Teachers should primarily acknowledge individual
difference between students and adjust their teaching methods. As teachers are experts in their
subject, they should know methods how to mediate the subject to students and create more
ways for acquiring the required information. Applying modern technological devices in
special education leads to good results in learning and requires permanent increasing of expert
knowledge and qualification.
Inclusive education is currently a part of educational systems in numerous European
countries. Nevertheless, they lack a unified system of teachers’ education in the area of using
information and communication technologies and assistive technologies in education if
students with special educational needs. Increasing teachers’ competences in this area has
been a subject of several projects, whose objective was to enlarge teachers’ knowledge in the
area of inclusive education. Despite the fact that some projects were primarily not aimed
at using assistive technologies in education, it was shown that training and education in
a pedagogical area can be initiated after good knowledge of ICT has been acquired. The
projects included specialised modules focused on educational needs in the area of assistive
technologies. Participants in the modules should develop their understanding and awareness
of assistive technologies and their advantages; they should also be better informed
of available services and activities while using this knowledge in teaching. The objective
of project solvers was to introduce special educational modules into standards of teachers’
education. (5)

Project of the University of Ostrava
The project Support of tertiary education of students with special educational needs at the
University of Ostrava is focused on active support of tertiary education of students with
special educational needs by means of innovating study fields. Innovating individual parts
of study fields is based on creating inclusive environment in relation to individual types
of disability. One of the objective also included increasing pedagogical competences
of academic staff for creating an inclusive environment, adaptation of selected courses,
didactic and methodical materials, and modifying lessons. (6)
Creating an inclusive environment means to make the academic staff familiar with the issue
of educating students with special needs and to innovate the course they guarantee. Course
innovation includes adaptation of teaching methods, study materials and other necessary
adjustments with respect to special educational needs of disabled students. In order to meet
the project objectives, there were educational courses prepared both for academic and nonacademic staff of the University of Ostrava.
The first course is Students with special needs at a university, whose objective is to make the
academic staff familiar with the issue of making university education accessible to disabled
people. Course participants were familiarised with documents supporting integration
tendencies in education, with special needs of applicants and students with various types
of disabilities, and with the services of the Pyramid Centre. Having participated in the course,
the academic staff should be able to modify entrance examinations, study requirements and
learning environment for disabled students.
The course Adaptation of study materials for students with visual impairment was focused
on adaptation of study materials which could be used by weak-eyed or blind students.
Adaptation of study materials means to prepare new text materials of the same information
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value as student without any visual impairment have. The course offered a guideline for
preparation of adapted materials and primarily dealt with methodology of adapting
a specialised text in a way that an accessible electronic document would be created.
The objective of the course Methodical preparation of lessons and presentations using
modern technologies was to provide an overview of basic rules necessary to respect when
creating a quality, interesting and purposeful video recording of a lesson for students with
special needs. Course participants were familiarised with possibilities of creating study
materials in a form of video recordings on the Accordent device, which enables image and
sound recording of lectures as well as their synchronisation. (7)

Adaptation of study materials
Before the academic staff tried to adapt and transfer their study materials into an electronic
form, they were familiarised with basic specificities of work of visually impaired people with
a computer. Special technologies for users reading by sight and for users of tactile and audio
output require study materials in such a format which can be correctly interpreted by these
technologies.
Weak-eyed and blind people use regular computers equipped with assistive technology, which
makes their work possible. Weak-eyed users mainly take advantage of magnifying systems
with colour modification. Magnifier software is a program which can magnify and in the case
of a voice support add reading off the screen.
Blind users use so-caller screen reader, which in combination with a voice synthesis is able to
read the information displayed on the screen. In the case of attaching a braille line, the
information can be available in the Braille script (8). Another aid are materials printed in the
Braille script or graphic objects created using special devices. Course participants were
familiarised with technologies available for students with special educational needs in the
pyramid Centre. They could see a software magnifier, screen reader JAWS or tactile graphic
printouts created by a specialised device.
Preparation of a specialised electronic text for visually impaired students involves knowledge
of methodology of adapting the source text. The course provided the academic staff with rules
of adaptation stemming from Metodika k úpravám elektronických textů pro zrakově postižené
uživatele (9) from centre Teiresiás in Brno.
Expert side of the study material for university studies is under the supervision of the
guarantor of the course. When preparing an electronic document itself, the author must keep
to the rules of typography so that the document could be further changed. An important
feature is the format, use of styles, typeface, size and font-style and weight, coding and
character set, table data format, use of images, diagrams and graphs.
For better orientation in the text when adapting an electronic document, a system
of navigation marks and other tools enables the blind user to quickly find a fixed point in the
stream of freely flowing text. Such marks are titles of chapters, or beginnings of other
sections, or exercises. Another role of navigation marks is to differ from the original text from
sections added during adaptation. Each interference into the original text should be
distinguishable from the text itself. Blind reader should have a possibility to unambiguously
determine what are comments and remarks by the author a by the technical editor. It should be
clear which sections have been adapted and how. It should also be clear which section have
been left out, e.g. images. (9)
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Results
The course Adaptation of study materials to students with visual impairment was attended by
68 academic and 10 non-academic staff. Course guarantors analysed study materials which
they use or are going to use in their lessons. If the specialised text includes spatial information
(e.g. formulas), too much information or combination of several character sets, it is necessary
to consider its adaptation into an electronic form for visually impaired students. Before
adaptation, it is necessary to decide which information can be described in words, which to
transfer into a different output (tactile images), and which to leave out.
Most of the participants assumed that they will prepare study materials only in a txt form,
their adaptation will not be then too requiring. If the study materials of the course participants
included tables, the authors suggested removing them from the text as they did not contain
table data. Graphical information was mostly considered as images of illustrative nature and
they could be left out.
Course guarantors also use other types of non-textual information in their specialised texts,
which proved to cause problems when adapting it, e.g. using images of the Japanese language,
music notation, Greek alphabet, description of a calculation using formulas in a non-technical
field, use of a mental map and its transfer to a verbal description, dependence of variables
expressed by a graph, and work with audio-visual aids. Blind students cannot make use
of materials of graphical nature, such as video recordings, usage of touch devices or
interactive board.
Studying a course at a university is extended with other literature sources recommended by
the course guarantor, primarily in a form of printed books or electronic documents. Course
participants used the Knihovní brána pro zrakově postižené (10) to search for available
specialised literature and its form for their course. Certain sources already transferred into
an electronic or tactile form were found, but the adapted literature does not cover all fields
analysed within the project. Course lecturers should decide then if any of the already adapted
literature can be used as a substitution.
To the end of the course, course participants were to create an adapted electronic document
of a part of their study material for their course. The authors tried to keep to the rules
of adaptation, they could use an already created sample of a study material, and a vast
majority of the participants was successful. The elaborated and handed-in assignments
of the participants included certain typographical mistakes, which could cause troubles
for the visually impaired students in the case of using a screen reader. There were mistakes
in multiple usage of space or end of the paragraph, redundant tabs, non-standard font and size,
use of bullets or numbered lists, or incorrect use of styles and their numbering. An adapted
text should not include text in heading, page numbering, nor page line wrapping.

Discussion
The results from the course show that it is crucial to permanently prepare and organise
courses which would increase competences of academic staff in the area of information and
communication technologies and assistive technologies. The course was led using LMS
Moodle (7) and numerous academic staff experienced this environment for the first time.
Educational courses for supporting education using e-learning are an important tool
in educating people with special needs.
Analysing requirements on students in individual courses proved that certain courses are
absolutely unsuitable for visually impaired students. It primarily concerns medical fields,
where observation is necessary for patient examination. Tutors of rehabilitation fields use
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sample videos, which would be highly difficult to adapt to a text form for a visually impaired
student. Currently, visually impaired people find difficult to work with technologies based on
touch operation. If there is a requirement for course completion which is not manageable for
a student with special needs, it must be stated in the description of the course, field, or
programme.

Conclusion
The project Support of tertiary education of students with special educational needs at the
University of Ostrava enlarges knowledge and competences of academic and non-academic
staff and enables them to join creation of an inclusive environment at the university.
Development of inclusive education prepares equal opportunities for all students and it should
stem from respecting individual needs of every student using effective teaching methods and
available technology. Information and communication technologies and assistive technologies
can be a significant tool help for students with special educational needs during their studies
at a university.
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Abstract
The EPOSS/SEPSIS-Q project has been running in the Czech Republic since 2011. The key
activity of this project includes a research database in which data about patients with severe
sepsis and septic shock are inserted retrospectively. An advanced IT infrastructure has been
developed enabling utilization of data from everyday clinical practice for innovation of
clinical teaching. The implementation of the first two pilot tutorial cases fulfilled the
attractive idea of data-driven education, which is as one of the main pillars for medical
education in the MEFANET (MEdical FAculties NETwork).
Keywords
medical education, e-learning, clinical cases, MEFANET

Introduction
Severe sepsis and septic shock are still associated with high morbidity and mortality rates.
Severe Sepsis Bundles have been designed recently by the international Surviving Sepsis
Program (www.survivingsepsis.org) with the expectation of considerable reduction in
mortality due to severe sepsis and septic shock. Since 2011 the EPOSS project (data-based
Evaluation and Prediction of outcome in Severe Sepsis) has been running in the Czech
Republic. The key activity of this project includes a multicentric research database in which
data about all consecutive patients, who met criteria for severe sepsis within 24 hours of
admission to ICU, are inserted retrospectively. The EPOSS project aims to advanced
analytical reports on the typology of patients as well as on potential risk factors that can be
used to optimize the management of severe sepsis patients.
In parallel to the EPOSS research database (http://eposs.registry.cz), an educational portal
SEPSIS-Q (http://www.sepsis-q.cz) has been launched, which focuses on information and
educational cultivation of this specific field of intensive care medicine. One of the main added
values of the SEPSIS-Q portal is a clinical case collection drawn up in a tutorial manner.
Source data for the tutorial cases are taken from the EPOSS research database. Thus, EPOSS
and SEPSIS-Q tools fulfill the attractive idea about data-driven medical education, which was
presented by Dušek et al. in [1] as one of the main pillars for medical education in the
MEFANET (MEdical FAculties NETwork) [2-4].
The MEFANET has established itself as the standard setting body for medical educators in the
Czech Republic and Slovakia – two independent countries that once comprised a federation,
having similar languages and still managing to retain the same curricular structure for medical
and healthcare fields of study [5]. The primary objective of the MEFANET activities is to
facilitate the cooperation among teams from different faculties, and to ensure a horizontal
accessibility of electronic teaching tools for both teachers and students.
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Methods and tools: what is behind the SEPSIS-Q cases
Our concept of the clinical cases for medical education was developed based on the
Interactive Algorithms for Acute Medicine [6-7], which compose the main part of the digital
content on the AKUTNE.CZ educational portal. The very important benefit of our case-based
teaching lies in the information synthesis. It is not just a text chapter or an image material that
is utilized by students in their learning process, but also the scenario, in which each student is
drawn and within which he/she takes advantage of his/her knowledge. The real clinical cases
may become the basis for Problem-Based Learning (PBL) sessions. PBL is one of methods
used often in well-developed countries for training physicians and healthcare professionals to
develop their clinical reasoning skills and competencies, often referred as abilities to think
critically. This is not a revolutionary innovation – detailed information on PBL can be drawn
from [8-12]. Alternatively, clinical reasoning training can also be approached using the casebased learning (CBL) method. However, the CBL method does not include useful pedagogical
features which ensure that students are not disconnected from real situations to a virtual
computer world. The following principles, which make the PBL sessions different from CBL
or other methods, are used in our teaching procedures: 1) classes are held in small groups of
students, 2) sessions are not teacher-centered, but moderated by a tutor according to the
principle of "too much teaching kills the learning", 3) students hustle learning materials
themselves and lecture to each other, 4) PBL sessions are complemented with properly and
coherently selected theoretical lectures.
EPOSS research database
The data acquisition system is operated in the academic environment of the Institute of
Biostatistics and Analyses at Masaryk University in Brno. The system is constantly accessible
over the internet, the EPOSS portal URL is: http://eposs.registry.cz. Parametric data are stored
from a set of on-line forms that include input data (meeting the criteria of severe sepsis, birth
date, gender, clinical workplace), clinical parameters in 10 time stages during the first seven
days of hospitalization, as well as information on anti-infective therapy on the course of the
disease and finally the information on dismissal. Further, there are data inputs for follow-ups
in the 90th, 180th and 360th days from diagnosis, as well as a form to describe the causes and
date of patient's death. Retrospective medical records are the only source of data for the
EPOSS research database. No direct person identifiers are allowed to store in there.
SEPSIS-Q educational portal
The main content sections of the portal are: A) clinical cases B) current events about sepsis,
C) monitoring of scientific journals D), calendar, E) best practices (guidelines), F) useful
links. The glue between both the tools www.sepsis-q.cz and eposs.registry.cz are the clinical
cases. For hundreds of consecutive patients in the EPOSS research database, suitable cases
are selected for education. Those are selected by experienced teachers from the participating
clinical sites and subsequently upgraded to didactically appropriate level. This process
includes also anonymisation of individual cases.
Editorial procedures for each individual case are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is clear from the
diagram that all finished cases have to be additionally approved by a guarantee designated by
the Board of the EPOSS/SEPSIS-Q project.
The SEPSIS-Q educational portal is equipped with a backoffice application (PHP/MySQL),
which enables convenient and comprehensive web content management. For the purposes of
clinical cases management a separate module has been developed - its screenshot is shown in
Fig. 2. The module is operated by the authors of clinical cases as well as by the guarantees.
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Data transfer
(SOAP/XML)
www.sepsis-q.cz

eposs.registry.cz

• EpossID
• Gender
• Age
• System/organ - source
• Mortality
• Severe sepsis / shock
• Node 1
• Node 2
• Node 3
• Node 4
•…
• Approved: YES-NO

eCRF

Author
Guarantee
Fig. 1: Illustrative diagram of the editorial process in publishing clinical cases on the SEPSIS-Q educational
portal.

Player: how the clinical cases are presented
After a clinical case was completed and approved, it becomes immediately available on-line
through the clinical case section of the SEPSIS-Q educational portal. The cases are sorted
here by mortality, gender, severity of sepsis and with organ/systems that are the primary
source of sepsis. Each case is presented by its title, abstract and information about the author.
Selecting a case from the collection activates a player, which takes the form of a flash object
executed in Adobe flash player environment. Clear presentation of one of the nodes in the
case of toxic shock syndrome in a young woman is shown in Fig. 3.
Medical students as well as physicians in the process of lifelong education can take advantage
of the player along with the created cases for their self-study. However, a better use of this
tool along with the created educational content is in moderated PBL sessions described above.

Results
After two years of collecting nearly 700 parametric records about severe sepsis and septic
shock patients into the EPOSS research database, the first two pilot tutorial cases were
created, both with seven nodes and both accompanied by pictures and video
sequences:1. Toxic shock syndrome, 2. Bleeding in the digestive tract as a major symptom of
severe urosepsis.
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The case Toxic Shock Syndrome demonstrates a correct diagnosis and a rapid treatment of
this possibly fatal event in a young woman. Proper examination, finding of the sepsis origo,
targeting of the antibiotic therapy on the suspect germ and promptly transferring the patient to
the ICU led to a quick improvement and an early discharge from the hospital. The next case
shows how difficult could be finding the right diagnosis and how many obstacles were
between diagnosis and therapy in an elderly woman. The main symptom – bleeding to upper
digestive tract – led to hospitalization. The clinical state of the patient worsen although the
surgical source of bleeding had not been found. The coagulopathy was a consequence of
advanced sepsis progressing to septic shock with impairment of consciousness. Finally, the
source of sepsis was identified as urinary tract blocked by nephrolithiasis and nephrostomia
was performed. Further treatment was complicated by renal failure and difficult correction of
haemostasis and took 14 days on ICU.

Fig. 2: A screenshot from the backoffice application of the SEPSIS-Q educational portal. The upper bar: list of
available modules. The main frame: the module for clinical cases.
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Case title
Gender
Age

Time from the severe
sepsis/shock diagnosis

Description
of the situation

Therapy
performed

Main clinical
parameters

Comment
window

Alternative
procedures

Extended clinical
parameters

Fig. 3: Scheme of the clinical case player available on the SEPSIS-Q educational portal.

Conclusion
The EPOSS/SEPSIS-Q research project aimed on monitoring of medical care in patients with
severe sepsis and septic shock allowed development of an advanced IT infrastructure enabling
data utilization from everyday clinical practice for innovation of clinical teaching. The
implementation of the first two pilot tutorial cases fulfilled the attractive idea of data-driven
education.
The web-based tools eposs.registry.cz and www.sepsis.cz belong to the top of the field of
Medical education informatics – thanks to the applied technology and methodology. The
learning objects created with the two tools can be used both for face-to-face teaching, as well
as for CBL/PBL sessions. The EPOSS/SEPSIS-Q project not only delivers the first
comprehensive information on how severe sepsis and septic shock is treated in the Czech
Republic, but may also advance the education of future clinicians who will be able to
influence the outcome of the medical care.
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Abstract
The article deals with using data warehouses at schools in their basic area, in teaching and
education. Nobody has addressed this topic yet, however, it is possible to acquire a lot of
useful information on teaching itself. At present, there is a large amount of data in databases
of all areas of activities including teaching – in information systems like Pupil’s Record Book,
Class Register, in university study records, etc. Secondary utilization of these data can be very
useful for school management as well as teachers.
The text outlines the basic theory of data workhouses in general, refers to utilization of data
workhouses in commercial sphere and presents 2 studies of utilization of data warehouses for
getting information from teaching process at secondary schools and higher education
institutions.
Keywords
DataWarehouse, OLAP

Introduction
In the last two decades in the commercial sphere, the term Business Intelligence has been
understood as a guarantee of welfare, the management’s right decisions, commercial success.
Behind it there is a set of methods, SW tools and information which provide its user with
analyses of his/her database information from all sorts of aspects. On the basis of these
analyses, the manager is able to make a considerably more qualified decision concerning the
general heading of his/her organization or solving partial problems.
Like any advertising slogan, this is not absolutely true. The time has not come yet when a
company can reliably be managed by an automatic machine. However, the above mentioned
results of analyses of the previous running of the organization will certainly help wise
management to make high quality decisions and run the organization in the future.
SW tool supporting the Business Intelligence methods are so called On Line Analytical
Process (OLAP), i.e. analytical processes that carry out analyses from a special type of
databases – data workhouses, and information stored in them.
So far, utilization of Business Intelligence methods has been almost exclusively been limited
to commercial sphere form company data, from source so called ERP systems: for monitoring
income and expense movement, monitoring orders and customer behaviour, etc. Partially and
slowly, also public administration institutions start to use data warehouses for analysing data
on partial units economic management, for revealing inefficient handling finances and space
for savings, etc. Thus, school authorities can keep track of the activities of basic and
secondary schools as well as higher education institutions. However, it is still mainly a case of
economic indicators and statistics derived from them.
So far, nobody has addressed the issue of using data warehouses at schools in their basic area,
in teaching and education. Nevertheless, it is possible to get a lot of useful information on
teaching itself and, if needed, to regulate both the process and the quality. At present, there is
a large amount of data in databases of all areas of activities including teaching – in
information systems like Pupil’s Record Book, Class Register, in university study records,
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etc. Secondary utilization of these data can be very useful for school management as well as
teachers.
At first the article will outline theoretical principles of the theory of data warehouses and then
two examples of using data warehouses at secondary schools and higher education
institutions.

Data Warehouses
Information Systems and Operative Databases
We cannot imagine the present world without information systems (IS) any more. The initial
manual records of a large amount of data that had to be stored and processed for practical use
(population register, company products records, record keeping in public libraries) has been
transferred to computers, suitable technologies for processing them have been developed.
Countless databases have emerged together with information systems operating above them.
The main reason why IS collect data is to ensure that all data processing can be automatic.
This enables quick and error-free data saving, modifying and deleting, searching for it, using
it for calculations, sorting, editing; data can be used by various users simultaneously and it
cannot be misused. As everyday operations (transactions) are made with data, we call data in
such databases operation or transaction data. The processes in information systems are called
On Line Transaction Process (OLTP).
Thus, the purpose of IS is mainly saving a great deal of everyday routine work. As they have
significant advantages, lots of various data covering all sorts of activities is saved in various
databases.
Every school has, among others, a register of its students, teachers, subjects, classrooms.
It also registers which subjects are taught by which teachers and which students attend
these subjects, what are the students' grades, etc. Semiannually, the system issues school
report, annually it transfers students to a higher year and then archives last year’s data. It
rarely returns to it.

Motivation of Data Storehouses Formation
Let us summarize the facts resulting in formation of a new type of databases, data
warehouses: there is extensive data saved in databases of various IS, there is rarely used
archived data, there is need to manage organization better, to optimize management
objectively, there are statistic methods applicable for data in databases.
Therefore, in the 1990s, an idea emerged to utilize data from both own and external databases,
archives and other sources for further processing as well as for long-term evaluation of data
from the past, for prognostication, for the management strategic decision-making support. The
“father” of the idea is an American mathematician and database creator W.H. Inmon.
Calculations of such data analyses were first carried out above an operation database.
However, a number of disadvantages of this solution have emerged and data for analyses
were separated from operation database.
A parallel between material and information production is often formulated. Material products
are made from source raw material, transported to a warehouse where they are packed
appropriately according the customers' needs and finally they are sold. The corresponding
scheme can be illustrated like:
Production – Warehouse - Sales
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Similarly, source data from databases (~ source material) is processed in compact and global
information (~ products) and saved in a separate database called a data warehouse (DS).
Then it is packed according to the customers’ needs to a suitable, comprehensible form and
sold. The individual stages are termed as
OLTP – DS – OLAP
Creating data warehouses can advantageously be used over databases also from other than
economic branches. For example, long-term registers in medicine, psychology, biology,
education etc., data from the census and many other can contain unexpected new and very
useful information on the reality.

The comparison between a Database and a Data Warehouse
Data from operation databases and other sources are at once saved in a data warehouse. From
a database point of view, DS is formed by integrating heterogeneous data, herefrom its
definition.
The definition
A data warehouse is an integrated, constant, subject-oriented data collection differentiable
in terms of time, arranged for the management support.
Integrated data mean unification of data types, units of measure, forms of record (these can
differ in various source databases). Subject-oriented means that the proposed data structure
enables each subject – user a random type of inquiry, even unexpected (unlike operation
databases, where the support function of the system are defined and programmed in advance).
Constant means that data is once and for all read, integrated and processed and it is not
changed, modified or cancelled any more. Differentiable in terms of time means that each
record is supplied with so called time stamp when the DS was saved. Arranged for the
management means that by means of an appropriate analysis, such DC structure has been
designed that all the theoretically potential data somebody can enquire about have been
considered.
The last property is the key one: how is it possible to ensure the answers to all the
theoretically potential, even unexpected enquires of “lay” users, i.e. untrained and uninformed
about the exact information content in a data warehouse? Moreover, presenting the results for
users in a very comprehensible way?
With the traditional database structure, it would be very difficult to archive. The following
ideas lead to the solution of this problem. Information acquired from DS will be important
mainly in the form of various summaries. In this stage, the manager is no longer interested in
individual business (or other) case studies, but general sums (also average, maximum and
minimum values or other indicators) for the individual previous periods, for the regions, for
the commodities, etc. At the same time, these sums are calculated from some attributes of the
original database (like the price, number of pieces, costs, profits, etc.) and are summated
according to other attributes (the time data, regions, clients, etc.)
In this account, this key for solving the DS structure is the following: all the meaningful
aggregations (numbers, sums, min., max. and average values, other indicators) of the first data
are recalculated according to all the meaningful data of the second type.
To last thing to solve is in which database structure will all these original as well as summated
data stored so that it is comfortable to work with, and mainly so that any currently required
data can be easily searched. Moreover, as already mentioned, it should be in user friendly
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form and generally comprehensible also for lay users, directly applicable for various reports,
analyses etc.

Analysis of Data Warehouses
Creating a Data Warehouse
While creating a DS, a traditional life cycle of SW is applied as usual. However, compared to
IS, the content of individual stages is different. The situation is different and it can be
characterized in the following points:


The DS model is based on the existing database schemes, the conceptual models of the
source IS represent the assignment for DS. The task is to create scheme of atomic data for
the future DS. It is not only a unification of source schemes, but the task of conceptual
modelling is also the decision which data will be part of DS and which not.



After selecting the transferred attributes, it is necessary to define the rules for data pump:
for each source table and for each of its attributes, it is necessary to determine how each
attribute will be filtrated, integrated, transformed while transferring the selected attributes.

All this processed is termed by the abbreviation ETL (Extrakce, Transformace, Loading) ,
thus designating the partial tasks.
The selection of attributes (Extraction) from DB means:


to make a list of source DBs and their schemes (current operation DBs, archives, other DB
sources and others; as for the format from text, Excell and other files, as for the content,
data acquired from external databases, from the Internet etc.), if they can appropriately
complete and increase the value of information in DS,



to select information (tables, attributes) suitable for DS;



to define the structure of atomic data, i.e. data copied from individual records of the
source databases, but already integrated and transformed in one database.

In diagrammatic form it is possible to picture:
Source scheme
…
Source scheme

Atomic data scheme

Fig.1: 1. data pump stages

A secondary school twenty-year database annually archives data on the students and their
grades, missed lessons, etc. In the last 20 years, the used SW has undergone some
development: After 10 years, the original system in FoxPro was replaced by a different
one in Delphi with a databasein InterBase and in the course of the last 4 years, a new
Internet application, realized in PHP and MYSQL has been bought. Each of the systems
has a rather different database structure it also uses different data types. In the first,
custom-made database, the data structure of a few tables has even been gradually
changed twice – new attributes have been added. Therefore not even archive tables in the
same database do not have the same structure.
Data Pump (Transformation)
We have a structure of atomic data and we have selected which attributes will be stored in
DS. Another task is to define rules for the transfer, filtration and transformation of source
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data into DS, i.e. to define the data pump functions. The data pump checks data consistence
and completeness, data transformation (into the same units of measurement, the same data
formats etc.), aggregations (time and space summations, etc.), completing descriptive
metadata, selecting a suitable organization of saving data in the medium.
Data transfer into DS (Loading)
The data transfer analysis can be divided into 2 parts according to the sources:


One-time data transfer from archives and other older sources – data is at once filtrated,
integrated, transformed and transferred into DS. The situation can be complicated, it is
necessary to carry out integration independently for each source.



From the current operation data, new data gains will be transferred repeatedly – usually a
period will be proposed of how frequently and when data will be automatically
transferred.

The data pump function has 3 stages in total. The selected data are
1. filtrated, integrated, transformed into atomic data of a data warehouse; atomic data are a
unified, integrated copy of source data with potential exclusion of data unnecessary in DS;
2. integrated data are copied from atomic data into the new data warehouse structure,
3. the proposed aggregations will be calculated over the basic data and these will be stored in
the data warehouse.
For the description of the second and third stage, we need other significant information on
multidimensional modelling, which will be shown in the following paragraph.
Sources

Atomic data

Atomic DS

Aggregated DS

Fig. 2: Three stages of the data pump

Multidimensional Analysis of a Data Warehouse
Enquires in IS over the operation database are mostly on the level of the individual entities.
Enquires in DS are almost exclusively summated values, i.e. mostly the values of some
attributes aggregated according to other attributes, into their so called dimensional lines and
their hierarchy.
Therefore we have to divide source attributes into those which will be aggregated and those
according to which aggregating will be carried out. As this division will be often used, we
new terms for attribute types are established for their different roles. Therefore, while
selecting the attributes for DS, their future roles will be considered as well.
Dividing attributes of the original conceptual model:




facts are the attributes representing the main reason for register in DS, whose values are
important for decision making (number, amount, ...), namely not usually in the individual
source entities, but aggregated (summated) according to other attributes – dimensions;
aggregation is a key term for analyses and the main reason for creating DS; aggregations
being the functions known from the SQL language: number, summation, minimum,
maximum and average values.
dimensions are attributes according to which it makes sense to summate and aggregate
other attributes – facts (time = daily, weekly, monthly, annual revenues sums; place =
student from a municipality, district, region, country, etc.); dimensions often create
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categories (in vertical structure) and time or dimensional lines (in horizontal structure),
where aggregated values are interesting for us.
attributes are other attributes belonging neither to dimensions nor facts (name, company
name, invoice number, ...), but they are important for the description of source entities.
These are usually descriptions of dimensions or metadata is completed from them.

After dividing attributes into dimensions and facts, the structure of data warehouse is
modelled and table structures are designed. Each dimension (dimensional attribute) creates
one table, called dimensional table or D-table. The dimensional table has a (natural or
artificial) one-attribute key. No functional relations are supposed among different dimensions.
The link between dimensions is formed by information on the facts: the corresponding facts
are attached to each n-tuple of dimensions. In ERD it is a set of dimension tables with mutual
link cardinality of the type M:N:K. The link is realized by the link table using a multiattribute key (one key attribute for each dimension); the facts represent other attributes of this
link. Such table is called the table of facts or F-table.
The whole DS structure then creates so called star or (in the case of more F-table)
constellation:
D-tab1

D-tab3
F-tab

D-tab2

D-tab4

Fig. 3: General star diagram

With constellations, some dimensions for various F-tables can be the same, some are
diffrerent.
D-tab1

D-tab4
F-tab

D-tab2

D-tab5
F-tab2

D-tab3
Fig. 4: General constellation diagram

Therefore, the second stage of the data pump consists in conversing data from atomic data
in the structure of the source database into atomic data warehouse with the star or
constellation structure.
The third stage of the data pump consists in calculating aggregation of all the facts
according to all the dimensions and according to all the dimension combinations. There is a
new problem where these summation values will be stored. We will consider the simplest
solution when summation lines are stored in the other lines of F-table. Distinguishing between
atomic and summation lines will be ensured by suitably selected dimension keys. Line for
“all” = summation for the whole dimension will be added to each table and the primary key
will be assigned to it.
Hierarchy of dimensions
Another problem arises in case that dimensional attributes are not simple, but they can form
hierarchies. In atomic DS, hierarchies are formed at the lowest level (they correspond to the
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atomic records of operation database) and as other accompanying attributes they have its
higher levels, or the higher levels can be calculated from the basic data. The definition of all
useful levels of the hierarchy from the assigned or derived data is carried out while dividing
source attributes into facts and dimensions. Aggregations are then counted not only according
to simple dimensions, but also according to their higher hierarchical levels. If a certain
dimension has a multilevel hierarchy (not only atomic lines and “all”), its levels are solved
like for the level “all”. The values of a key are assigned to each hierarchical level. For
differentiating the keys from each level easily, it is suitable to add column Level in the Dtable and search according to it.
What is important for realizing the enquiries above the aggregated DS is the fact that nothing
is lengthily summed. Only the calculated aggregations are selected, which is considerably
quicker. So that the response is really very quick, for example suitable index technology, are
used.
Database Realization
In a database, calculating and saving aggregated data is used. However, this brings about new
problems how aggregated data and its hierarchy should be modelled on various levels.
On the database level, two basic approaches are used together with some variations:
 ROLAP (Relation OLAP) means DS implementation by means of relation tables
(dimensional tables and tables of facts) organized in star diagrams. Traditional relation
database system is sufficient in this case.
 MOLAP (Multidimensional OLAP) implements DS by means of hypercube or
multidimensional cubes. It is a brand new way of organizing data, based on the same
principle as data saved in table processors. Unlike it, besides two-dimensional tables, also
n-dimensional “tables” or cubes are used as well.

Data Warehouses for Schools
Higher Education Institution Study Records
Each higher education institution has a so called study records − register of students, their
subjects and results from these subjects. In a simplified structure it is the case of these basic
tables:
Student (id_stud, name_stud, faculty, field of study, year…)
Subject (id_subj, name_subj, field of study, year, semester, credit hours…)
Teacher (id_teach, name_teach…)
Enrolment (id_enrolment, id_stud, id_subj, id_teach, dat_enrolment, dat_credit, credit,
points_credit, dat_exam, attempt, points_exam, grade_exam)
The structure of a simple data warehouse in the form of star with the dimensions Student
(with the hierarchy student, Year, Field of Study, Faculty, all), Subject, Teacher, Time (with
the hierarchy date, day_week, semester, acad_year), Attempt, and with the facts number of
exams, credits, points, grade and their aggregations sum, min, max, average. ERD of the data
warehouse will be
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D_Subject
id_subj
name_subj

D_Teacher
id-teach
Name_teach
D_Attempt
id_attempt

F_Enrolment
id_stud
id_subj
id-teach
id_date
id_attempt
number_exam
Sum_credits
aver_points
…
Aver_grade
min_grade
max_grade

D_Student
id_stud
name_stud
year
field of study
faculty
D_Cas
id_date
datum
day_week
semester
acad_year

Fig. 5: Star diagram of the data warehouse Enrolment

The data pump function will only be described briefly in words.
The dimensional tables D_Student, D_Teacher, D_Subject are filled by the data pump by a
simple conversion from the corresponding source tables, D_Time will be filled by the dates
used from the filled in source table Enrolment. Then in D_Time a higher levels of hierarchy
day_week, semester, acad_year are derived. Finally, in all the D-tables, the last line with the
value in the column level= “all” is added.
Atomic records of F_Enrolment table are filled by the conversion of all the entries from
Enrolment, id_enrolment key is left out, dial (faculty, field of study) and date attributes are
replaced with their id_values.
Aggregated values of F-table acquired by means of the SQL series of the orders of the type:
INSERT INTO F_Enrolment
SELECT id_stud, id_subj, id_teach, id_date, id_attempt, COUNT(number_exam),
SUM(sum_credit hours), AVG(aver_points), MIN(min_points), MAX(max_points),
AVG(aver_grade), MIN(min_grade), MAX(max_grade)
FROM F_Enrolment F, D_Student S
WHERE S.level = “student“ AND F.id_stud = S.id_stud
GROUP BY id_stud
For other summation lines, group attribute is gradually replaced by other dimensions, their
pairs... up to n-tuple of all the dimensions. This also corresponds to the exchange of D-tables
for FROM and link condition for WHERE.
If the data warehouse is filled, it is possible to select any strategic information from it by
relatively easy SQL enquires. Let us consider an example:
Write a summary of exam results for the past five years for all the subjects of the field of
study “ICT in education”. Besides the academic year, subject and teacher, display the
number of enrolled students, number of exams, the best and the worst and the average
grades.
SELECT C.acad_year, P.name_subj, U.name_teach, COUNT(number_exam),
AVG(aver_grade), MIN(min_grade), MAX(max_grade)
FROM F_Enrolment Z, D_Subject P, D_Teacher U, D_Time C
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WHERE Z.id_subj=P.id_subj AND Z.id_teach=U.id_teach AND Z.id_date=D.id_date
AND R.level=“year“ AND O.name_field of study=”ICT ineducation” AND
D.level=“year“ AND D.year IN {2008,2009,2010,2011,2012} AND
S.level=”all” AND P.level=”subject” AND U.level=”teacher”
ORDER BY C.acad_year, P.name_subj;
The result will the table in the form:
ac. year

subject

teacher

students

exams

average

min

max

2008/09

Algoritmizations

Novák

50

47

1,6

1

4

2008/09

Database systems

Horák

42

38

2,1

2

4

The fundamentals of IT

Kolář

60

60

1,7

1

3

…
2011/12

Class Register and Pupil’s Record Book
The second study on using DS at school is Class Register and Pupil's Record Book. In pupil’s
record book, not final grades, but running grades are recorded. These have different
importance – common testing or quarterly revision, checking paper, big paper, etc. If we add
the dimension grade importance to the previous structure and if we slightly adjust dimensions
as well as facts, the DS structure is very similar to the table F_Enrolment.
In the class register there is further information on the pupils' missed lessons and their written
excuses, on substitute teaching, sitting in on classes and inspections, etc. Besides the similar
tables like the one above – Pupil, Subject, Teacher, Grade, the structure of the source database
has also the tables:
Teaching (date, hour, id_subj, id_teach, subst, id_subj_subst, id_teach_subst, curriculum)
Missed_Lessons (date, id_pupil, id_subj, id_teach, reason_missed, excused)
Visits (visit_type, date, hour, id_subj, id_teach, id_visitor)
Common current statements and statistics are realized by the corresponding information
system. If the headmaster wants to get long-time information on the teachers’ workload,
pupils’ missed lessons etc., it will be suitable to create a data warehouse. The proposal of its
simplified structure will be:
D_Imporatnce

D_Pupil
F_Grade

D_Subject

D_Date
F_Teaching

D_Teacher

D_Hour
F_MissedLessons

D_Instruction_Type

D_Reason_Missed
F_Visits

D_Visitor

D_WrExcuse
D_Vis_Type

Fig. 6: The Structure of the Data Warehouse Class Register and Pupil’s Record
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From such DS structure, school management and other teachers can acquire clearly arrange
summation statements or graphs on the teaching and results according to subjects, teachers,
days of the week or order of lessons, on time development of all the parameters, on the
teachers’ workload, substitute teaching, students' missed lessons according to subjects, hours
of the day, etc. All this would have to be processed manually or semi-automatically from
class registers or pupils’ books in long-time horizon, so it is usually not done.

Realization of a school data warehouse
An important issue for school DSs is their realization. Schools usually do not have funds for
buying a professional data warehouse. However, realization of the above mentioned DS
tailored to this data does not have to bee to costly. By means of the ROLAP technology, its
realization is even simpler than the traditional information system. What is important is only a
perfect analysis and professional proposal of the corresponding metadata, which will, among
others, ensure user friendly and intuitive user interface.
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Abstract
The Peter Honey´s idea of different concept of likes and dislikes in e-learning resulting from
individual learning styles was applied in the field of foreign language instruction at the
Faculty of Informatics and Management, University of Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic.
First, the the problem of learning styles (including learning styles in e-learning) is described,
followed by the Johnston´s concept and application of the Learning Combination Inventory
for detecting learners´ individual preferences. Then, university students answered six
questions where they described their previous experience in foreign language learning and
provided their expectations on this process for the future. Both Honey and author expected to
analyze the collected data from the point of individual learning styles and receive learning
preferences and recommendations from single learning style patterns; they both were
disappointed. In the Honey´s research no significant differences were discovered in describing
likes and dislikes of e-learning; and no differences in methods and learners´ expectations on
foreign language teaching/learning were found despite various criteria were applied. The data
were collected from the research sample of more than 200 respondents in the 2010/11 and
2012/13 academic years. The paper describes the research procedures and provides proposals
for the future research activities in this field.
Keywords
Foreign languages, teaching, learning, learning styles, Johnston´s concept, Learning
Combination Inventory.

Introduction
In 2010-12 the three-year project “A flexible model of the ICT supported process of instruction
reflecting individual learning styles“ was solved at the Faculty of Informatics and
Management, University of Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic. The project focused on the
problem whether reflecting individual learning style within the process of ICT-supported
instruction causes improvements in learners´knowledge.
General experience gained in the process of ICT implementation started discussions on the
theory of learning and teaching styles. They play important role in the process of instruction,
particularly if it is managed by a virtual learning environment/learning management system
(LMS) which offers designers a wide range of tools accommodating all learning styles. Thus
students can choose such activities which suit best their learning preferences. In spite of this
advantage, there exist several conflicting ideas concerning practical application of learning
styles which should be taken into consideration. The effectiveness of the educational process
is given by such factors as learner’s intelligence, prior knowledge, level of motivation, stress,
self-confidence, and learner’s cognitive and learning style. It is generally acknowledged that
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the instructor’s teaching style should match the students´ learning styles. Felder (1996) says
that mismatching can cause a wide range of further educational problems. It favours certain
students and discriminates others, especially if the mismatches are extreme. On the other
hand, if the same teaching style is used repeatedly, students become bored. Gregorc (1984)
claims that only individuals with very strong preferences for one learning style do not study
effectively, the others may be encouraged to develop new learning strategies. But only limited
numbers of studies have demonstrated that students learn more effectively if their learning
style is accommodated. Mitchell (et al., 2004) concludes that making the educational process
too specific to one user may restrict the others. The process of instruction supported by ICT is
considered suitable and beneficial for learners of all styles. The reason is the ICT-supported
activities can be adjusted to any learning style and used by any teaching style instructor. The
possibility of individualization of the educational process from the both students´ and
teachers´ point of view is its greatest advantage (Coffield et al., 2004a). The efficiency of
such a process depends on teacher´s professional competence.
More than a decade ago, Honey was one of those who were asked their opinion on learning
styles in e-learning, specifically 'Are there e-learning styles?' (Honey, 2010, p. 2). As he
himself says he would prefer to steel himself and provide a totally dismissive answer like '...
The learning styles we have come to know and love apply to all types of learning. What's so
special about e-learning?' (Honey, 2010, p. 2). But in 2000 he decided to devise an online
questionnaire to investigate the existence or non-existence of e-learning styles (Honey et al.,
2000). He applied the questionnaire to the sample group of 242 respondents who indicated
their learning style preferences and reacted to a long list of potential likes and dislikes about
e-learning. The idea was to correlate learning preferences with the likes and dislikes and see
what significant differences emerged. Despite the survey did not reveal the differences as
Honey expected (the likes and dislikes were remarkably similar regardless of learning style
preferences), it produced some worthwhile general findings about e-learning which could
have some important implications. He seemed unlikely that learning at my own pace and
when and for how long would be the same for learners of different learning styles. Honey
concluded that despite his initial survey had failed to reveal e-learning styles as such, it
discovered some important differences about how people approach online learning. 'One size
fits all' has never worked for clothes. Why should it for e-learning?', he said (2010, p. 2).
The research results presented below are part of the above mentioned project “A flexible
model of the ICT supported educational process reflecting individual learning styles“ where
the Johnston´s concept of learning styles (1996) was applied.

Unlocking the will to learn
The traditional learning process is based on belief that all learning occurs as part of learner´s
intelligence. The greater the intelligence, the more a child can learn. Johnston “attracts
attention to the verb can, as no one says will learn” (1996, p. 16). For decades, intelligence has
been measured by examining a child´s cognitive processes based on information input –
manipulation with information – information output pattern, and the learner´s level of
cognition has been measured by the performance on standardized tests. Johnston started the
process of seeking how humans learn by examining what we already know, i.e. what mental
processes are involved in the learning process, how they work, what the motivation is and how
it affects the learning process.
According to the received results she partly agrees with theories of Piaget, Jung, Skinner,
cognitive psychologists etc. (Johnston, 1996), i.e. with the tripartite theory of the mind
(feelings, thoughts, behaviour) which prove in cognition (i.e. the processing self), conation (i.e.
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the performing self) and affectation (i.e. the developing self). The emphasis is paid on
interrelationship, interconnectedness and holistic aspects of the mind. Then, another question
appears, i.e. what motivates the learner to learn. Educational and cognitive psychologists have
identified several elements of motivation, such as attention, interest, self-esteem, mindfulness,
effort, persistence etc. which use motivation as a link between learning styles and learning
environment. For centuries, the will has been closely aligned with the concept of motivation,
being described as the passion, the energy that moves individuals to actions. Current
psychologists refer to the will as the drive to act that is uniquely individual. According to
Assagioli (in Johnston, 1996, p. 27) “the will is a specific power which rises up within each of
us to give the individual the inner energy to wrestle, cope with and integrate the whole of
ourself.” To work effectively, the will must be supported by the why-question. It can show the
learner whether the learning content is relevant, meaningful and applicable to real life. In other
words, learners want to discover the wholeness of learning, and it will spark their will to learn.
Thus the will is the degree to which the learner is prepared to invest in the learning process.
To describe the whole process of learning, Johnston uses the metaphor of a combination lock
saying that cognition (processing), conation (performing) and affectation (developing) work as
interlocking tumblers; when aligned they unlock an individual´s understanding of his/her
learning combination. The will lies in the centre of the model and interaction is the key. She
compares our learning behaviour to a patterned fabric where the cognition, conation and
affectation are the threads of various colours and quality. It depends on the individual weaver
(learner) how s/he combines them and what the final pattern is (Johnston, 1996).
Johnston designed the Learning Combination Inventory (LCI) for detecting individual learning
style patterns. The respondents are categorized into four groups as follows (Johnston, 1996):
 sequential processors (S), defined as the seekers of clear directions, practiced planners,
thoroughly neat workers;
 precise processors (P), identified as the information specialists, info-details researches,
answer specialists and report writers;
 technical processors (T), specified as the hands-on builders, independent private
thinkers and reality seekers;
 confluent processors (C), described as those who march to a different drummer,
creative imaginers and unique presenters.

Research design
Applying the Johnston´s concept, we focus on foreign language teaching and learning in the
tertiary education.
Research objective
The research objective was to monitor students´experience in this field and to correlate the
detected individual learning style pattern to their learning preferences.
Research method and data processing
The received data were collected by the Johnston´s LCI questionnaire. It consists of 28
multiple-choice questions responses to which are defined on the five-level Likert scale, and
three open-answer questions (questions 1, 2, 3) presented below. The results form an
individual pattern for each student showing which activities s/he prefers, tolerates or rejects. In
the second part of the research the standardized content of the inventory was widen by other
three open-answer questions (questions 4, 5, 6) focusing on foreign language teaching and
learning.
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The collected data were processed in two phases. First, the individual learning style of each
respondent was detected by the LCI. Then, respondents were divided into four groups
according to the main (strongest) type of processor, i.e. sequential, precise, technical,
confluent, and other style combinations were added when the respondents reached equal
results in two types of processors. The learning preferences were detected on the following
scale:
 I avoid this scheme (from 7 to 17 points), i.e. the learner rejects this approach to
learning;
 I use this as needed (from 18 to 25 points), i.e. the learner tolerates the approach;
 I use this scheme first (from 26 to 35 points), i.e. the learner prefers this approach.
Finally, respondents answered six questions listed below.
Sample group
The research was held in two academic years: 2010/11 and 2012/13. Totally, 223 respondents
participated in it as follows: 132 students (male 86.4 %, female 13.6 %) in 2010/11 and 91
students (male 73.3 %, female 26.7 %) in 2012/13, all studying in the first year of the
combined bachelor study programmes Applied Informatics and Information Management.

Research results
The results are presented from three points of view following the research design.
First, the sample group was structured according to the individual learning patterns reflecting
the Johnston´s concept.
Second, responses to questions 1, 2 and 3 were displayed, which are part of the LCI
questionnaire.
Third, responses to questions 4, 5 and 6 were introduces, which were asked after the
standardized questionnaire, focusing in detail on the field foreign languages teaching and
learning.
Finally, several recommendations were presented which resulted from the analyzed data.
Detecting the individual learning style
Four types of processors and four double and triple combinations were detected by the LCI
within the sample group. The structure of the group is displayed in table 1.
2010/11
Preferred by (%)

2012/13
Preferred by (%)

Sequential

37.9

30.0

Precise

7.6

0

Technical

31.8

7.3

Confluent

3.0

20.0

Sequential/Technical

15.2

16.7

Sequential/Precise

3.0

3.0

Type of Processor
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Technical/Precise

1.5

0

Technical/Confluent

0

6.7

Sequential/Precise/Technical

0

20.0

Sequential/Technical/Confluent

0

3.0

Sequential/Precise/Confluent

0

3.0

Precise/Technical/Confluent

0

6

132

91

Total amount of respondents (n)
Tab. 1: Learning preferences detected in sample groups

Numerically expressed most respondents were of sequential style in both academic years,
followed by the technical and sequential/technical processors in 2010/11 and confluent and
sequential/technical ones in 2012/13. The examples of individual patterns are displayed in
table 2.
Login

Sequential

Precise

Technical

Confluent

machma1

29

21

18

15

kubesmi1

26

25

25

16

snizema1

18

17

26

27

hubacle1

32

31

31

23

Legend: white – preferred style, light grey – tolerated style, dark grey – rejected style
Tab. 2: Examples of individual patterns

As it can be seen from the above mentioned, the whole pattern (not one or two preferred
approaches) defines learner´s preferences. Unfortunately, it was not realistic to describe and
analyze data of the 223-member sample group in this way, i.e. taking the complex pattern into
account because the number of respondents under single criteria was low. As minimum,
research sample of thousands of respondents would be required for this approach. Because of
this constraint and being aware of the fact that the results were influenced by this approach, we
decided to apply the criterion of the strongest processor. Thus the types of processors listed in
table 1 were to be the criteria of analysis.
Responses to questions 1, 2, 3
As mentioned above, the LCI includes 28 statements and 3 open-answer questions verifying
students´ responses to the statements. The questions are as follows:
Question 1: What makes assignments frustrating for you?
Question 2: If you could choose, what would you do to show your teacher what you have
learnt?
Question 3: If you were the teacher, how would you have students learn?
The collected responses cover a wide scale of answers. When starting the research and
following the Honey´s idea, we intended to display the whole scale of responses supported by
statistic data. Finally, we recognized the data proved neither significant differences, nor slight
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differences because the same or very similar responses were provided by most students.
Below, the responses were structured into groups according to the strongest type of processor,
and questions 1, 2 and 3. Some types of processors were not included because of low number
of respondents.
Sequential processors are frustrated if
 they do not understand the instructions, the instructions are not clear, exact, complete, the
learning content is not clearly structured;
 there is too much information to be processed;
 they cannot get (find) the required information;
 if memorizing, not understanding is emphasized and writing is preferred to doing;
 study materials are not available in the electronic form and/or have to be searched from
several sources;
 such learning content is required which they have mastered before, so they do not learn
new things;
 the new knowledge is theoretical and cannot be applied in the real life;
 they are disturbed by noise, music, chaos, a low quality of light or air;
 the teacher is not prepared well for the lesson;
 they are tired, lazy, short of time for studying.
Eleven per cent of students declared there was nothing which frustrated them, as they were
used to adjusting to the current conditions.
Precise processors hate if
 they do not receive enough information and have to search it themselves;
 they do not understand the topic from the text in study materials and cannot discuss the
problem with the teacher immediately;
 they do not like the learning content which they cannot describe in their own way;
 they hate noisy environment and instructions are not clear.
Technical processors do not like if
 instructions are not clear so they are not sure what to do and how to continue, or the
instructions restrict their activities and ideas;
 they are disturbed from work being asked irrelevant questions;
 they are tired;
 there is noise and lack of time or motivation;
 the new knowledge is not useful for the real life (as well as the problems and tasks solved
in assignments);
 they cannot discover how things work, and why.
Technical/Sequential processors do not feel comfortable if
 instructions are exact and complete - they understand it restrictive for them;
 study materials are not well structured, or there is lack of them, they prefer the printed
version to electronic one;
 they are disturbed by the teacher or other students.
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In addition, in 2012/13 respondents complained about problems with lack of study materials (it
seems they did not want to make efforts and search for materials themselves but they naturally
expected most of the required materials to be found in the LMS). This feature beds the
question whether they are not spoilt by all the e-services and expect the ICT to be omnipotent,
including the process of learning without individual pain.
Sequential processors would show what they have learned
 mostly in the form of written tests or essays, oral exams defending their opinions;
 without other students presented;
 in discussions with teacher who can immediately correct mistakes;
 in individual projects, practical examples and applications, in oral presentations.
Precise processors would prefer the same ways of presenting their knowledge, i.e. written
tests, oral exams, practical doing.
Technical processors prefer individual long-time projects (the team work was not mentioned
by students of any processor), they accept both oral and written exams, discussions of practical
solutions with the teacher only, not been disturbed by other students.
Technical/Sequential processors emphasize the combination of tests followed by discussions,
or possibility to take one topic from others which is close to their interests, solve it and present
their opinions and results.
In the 2012/13 sample group 20 % of respondents mention stress and fear as the main reasons
of preferring written tests but from the same reason 17 % of them prefers face-to-face
discussions where they follow teacher´s thinking schema and they can immediately provide
missing information if necessary.
If they were teachers, the all types of processors would have students learn the most
important topics only, which are closely related to real life, by doing. The traditional approach
to instruction is accepted, i.e. theoretical explanations, examples, exercises, but strong
emphasis is paid to the practical use of new knowledge. Role-playing, gaming, competitions,
positive class environment, good mood, entertaining forms of work etc. are mostly proposed
but not a student presented any concrete activity which s/he involved in the described
categories. In the 2012/13 group 35 % of respondents have implemented the ICT in their
proposals and design the “online theory + individual/team project + individual assignment”
structure, followed by presentation and discussions in some cases.
Responses to questions 4, 5, 6
Three other questions were asked after finishing the standardized LCI questionnaire, focusing
on the field of foreign language teaching and learning. The questions were as follows:
Question 4: What is your previous experience in foreign language learning/teaching? (Which
languages have you studied, how many years, what methods, types of activities, assignments
did the teacher apply, did you study within the school attendance, or after-school activity? etc.)
Question 5: What do you consider the ideal way of foreign language learning/teaching? (age,
number of foreign languages, methods, forms etc.).
Question 6: How do you evaluate the real conditions for foreign language learning/teaching in
the tertiary education?
Similarly to Questions 1, 2, 3 the responses to Questions 4, 5, 6 were intended to be structured
in groups of respondents according to the criteria described in table 1. Unfortunately, neither
questions 1, 2 and 3, nor following ones 4, 5 and 6 responses can be classified according to this
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criterion. No difference, much less the significant difference, was found in their responses,
despite they covered a wide scale of experience.
Students´ responses to Question 4 included the list of foreign languages they have studied. The
combinations of two foreign languages, starting with German followed by English, or starting
with English followed by German belong to the most frequently ones. Single German or
English also occur. Other foreign languages include Russian, French, Spanish, Italian, Latin
and various combinations of two or more languages. In the 2010/11 group where Russian
appeared with young respondents as a language of interest after English or German, in the
2012/13 group all respondents who mentioned Russian studied it as the first language about 20
years ago, and English and/or German were added later so as to meet the social requirements.
The data are presented in per cent (%) and displayed in table 3.
Foreign Language/s

2010/11
(%)
18.9
31.9
1.6
31.8
15.9
87

German + English
English + German
German
English
Others (Russian, Spanish, Italian, Latin, …)
Private lessons

2012/13
(%)
26.7
23.3
0
60
30
30

Tab. 3: Foreign languages the respondents studied

The results show the most students of all processors study English, either as the only foreign
language or in combination with German. Currently, German does not belong to those foreign
languages which are frequently studied in the Hradec Kralove region. It appears as the first
foreign language in combination with English, and the combination of English followed by
German is more frequent than German followed by English. German is seldom studied as the
only foreign language.
The first foreign language learning starts on the primary school level, followed by the second
foreign language on the secondary level. These are the compulsory subjects, supported by
private lessons of 87 % of respondents who attended them for a year at least within the period
of the primary and secondary school attendance. These features are common for both groups,
but lower occurrence of private lessons was discovered in the 2012/13 group (about 30 %).
Similarly to Honey, who failed when expecting different learning preferences from learners of
different learning styles, our research also did not discover different proposals from learners of
various learning style patterns, i.e. whatever the pattern was, the foreign language learners
proposed the same or similar teaching and learning methods and approaches:
 All students had both positive and negative experience within the compulsory learning of
foreign languages.
 They emphasized the role of direct communication, with teachers or native speakers,
learning in small groups, working with currently spoken language, texts in journals, books,
films, video-recordings podcasts etc. All these means allow practising the language and
simulate the real environment.
 Drilling vocabulary and grammar structures was also mentioned within the list of useful
practices, followed by attractive applications of the received skills during studying or
staying abroad.
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 The role of e-learning was emphasized and recommended, especially to these students who
combine work and study.
 Respondents also recommended to participate in study programmes and mobilities, accept
work and travelling opportunities abroad etc. with the aim to use the foreign language for a
long period in the cultural environment, without being supported by another Czech
speaking person.
The final question dealing with conditions of foreign language learning/teaching in the
tertiary education was difficult to answer for approximately 40 % of respondents (37 % in
2010/11 and 41 % in 2012/13). The main reason is the Faculty of Informatics and Management
was the only tertiary institution they studied and they were in their first year. The others
(approx. 60 %), either having any experience before or those who have noticed any features
(both positive and negative ones) expressed their satisfaction with the ICT-supported way of
study, mainly from the time flexibility, despite they miss direct communication in the foreign
language. These students either work in English or German speaking companies and thus they
have enough (general and professional) communication (20 %; 22 %), or they have contacts
with native speakers (17 %; 21 %) etc. Students who have not developed their (at least English
language competences despite they study informatics) usually express some doubts or
complaints (10 %; 13 %). The problem is the foreign language syllabus and learning content
require the B2 level starting knowledge, they are not designed for beginners or false beginners.
Some students are able to quickly understand the situation, they take private lessons to meet
the requirements; the others are not, they keep complaining on the whole system not taking
their individual insufficient level of knowledge into account.

Conclusions
Despite we did not reveal the differences, as well as Honey had not, and data in the field of
foreign language teaching and learning were remarkably similar regardless of learning style
preferences, the research produced some findings about e-learning which could have some
important implications. We agree with Honey that it seems unlikely so that the same features
have the same content for learners of different learning styles. Our research also failed, when
had not discovered any important differences about how people (respondents) approach online
learning in foreign languege teaching/learning.
All the methods and forms, mentioned or recommended by students, are considered
traditional ones these days, none of them is revolutionary or providing the immediate success
in foreign language teaching/learning. If modern information and communication
technologies are adequately implemented in the process of instruction, requirements of
various learning styles can be satisfied, both in foreign language teaching/learning and
other subjects because of the wide range of tools provided (Černá, Poulová, 2012). This result
is also accepted by Coffield; he attracts attention to Comenius´400-year old idea: “For more
than 40 years, hundreds of thousands of students, managers and employees have filled in
learning style inventories, their scores have been subjected to factor analyses of increasing
complexity, numerous learning styles have been identified, and what are the conclusions that
stem from such intensive labour? We are informed that the same teaching method does not
work for all learners, that learners learn in different ways and that teachers should employ a
variety of methods of teaching and assessment. Comenius knew that and more in seventeenth
century Prague and he did not need a series of large research grants to help him find it out.“
(Coffield et al., 2004b, p. 47). This conclusion both accepts the existence of learning
preferences and provides general but efficient solution preventing possible problems. It
depends on teachers´professional competence (and the quality of pregraduate and
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postgraduate training) how/if they are able to put the idea into effect within the entire process
of instruction.
Future research activities in this field should aim at such sample groups of respondents who
study other than IT study programmes. If we are not able to analyse the collected data from the
point of individual learning style pattern, it would be interesting to see whether there exist
differences in opinions of other study programme students and run the same research at
faculties of education, arts, economics, law, at technical universities etc.
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Abstract
Appropriate use of digital technologies may contribute to increasing students' motivation in
teaching physics at all levels of school education. The base assumption for the abovementioned conjecture is that students do not often comprehend the physical nature of natural
phenomena and events of everyday life and that dynamic modeling with phenomena
visualization can help them to understand the studied issues. The paper presents an extended
Web dynamic modeling in physics developed by using PHP and JavaScript as an easily
accessible tool for teaching at all levels of education. This tool was created based on our
research among teachers. The research survey was conducted through an e-questionnaire. The
aim of the research was to determine the current status of the development and use of
computer models in education at primary and secondary schools in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia.
Keywords
Dynamic model, modeling, web, ICT education.

1 Introduction
The continuous and rapid development of information and communication technologies (ICT)
that is present in the last twenty years has a principal effect on the teacher’s approach to the
educational process at any level of the educational system. The society demands school to
offer to students such environment that allows all-round development and motivation for
further education. Recently it becomes a trend to more broadly implement information and
communication technologies. Ever more advanced computer based didactic tools are used for
learning that strive for greater interactivity involved in education in elementary, secondary
and grammar schools [15].
It is known that students learn based on interaction between thinking and their own activity
regardless of whether they are supported by information and communication technologies or
not. Nevertheless the students nowadays intuitively apply information and communication
technologies since their early childhood. Therefore it is an advantage to implement ICT as an
integral part, not only as a tool in education. One of the possibility how to combine teaching,
didactic and technological tools into one efficient procedure is dynamic modeling.
Dynamic modeling helps to encourage research activities of students. Thus the student changes
from a passive recipient to an active member of the research/scientific class team [11].
The creation of dynamic (mathematical) models and their continuous elaboration plays a very
important role in the contemporary science, research and also in educational process.
Therefore students should fully understand the subject matter at said level of school education
and know how to identify key-stone of phenomena around us. At that moment, they start to
apply the obtained science skills also including skills in physics.
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In accordance with the Framework Educational Programme (FEP) for different types of
schools, every school must successfully implement its key competencies and incorporate all
cross-sectional topics in the educational process. Similarly, it must set up cross-curricular
relationships that can be implemented using dynamic modeling in education.
Should we focus on dynamic modeling (and not only in physics), we may not only apply
special software, but prepare our own models based on public access platforms. An advantage
brings dynamic modeling when it is used as an on-line application. It is a flexible and
dynamic medium resembling the educational process by its continuous development. On top
of that, it uses mostly a widespread and a freely available web interface [13].
1.1 Models In General
Multiple views of the whole issue can be applied.
According to [3], the model is “Scientific presentation and learning tool.” The model in
natural and technical sciences: “Has been used for more than 300 years”, “Model replaces the
complex system with a more simple system expected to have specific properties selected for
study similar to those of the original complex system.”
According to [12], models can be divided into several categories:
1) Material models
 Spatially similar
 Physically similar
 Mathematically similar
2) Ideal models
 Image (iconic)
 Mixed (image – symbol)
 Sign (symbolic)
According to [5] “Models have been used since the very origin of physics as one of the most
important tools to efficiently build physics theories and to clearly explain them”.
As a summary of the above views, we conclude that: Model is a simplification of the
complete system with properties selected for study. The author thus nearly always falls into
simplification of the examined phenomenon. This approach seems to be necessary for
teaching in elementary and secondary schools because students are unable to take in the
consequences of complex model behaviour. It is necessary to manipulate only one parameter
at a time, otherwise students are threatened to be overwhelmed by information.
Models help teachers to expose the curriculum. Student may use models to better undergo the
scientific process of learning. The major benefit is their visualisation. It is really because we
neglect or suppress some aspects of the model against the real process that allows us to focus
the attention of students on a selected parameter [3], [5], [12].
In our case, the modeling output is a chart. Therefore it is important to accentuate the
acquisition of skills of working with charts and train these skills thoroughly as soon as
elementary education.
1.2 Computer Model Development Prerequisites
Further we shall expect that teachers have already clarified their goals which they want to
achieve using computer models.
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The author/user of computer models must be clear before the actual creation in what
environment they are to create models. Questions to be asked may be as follows: “Do I want
to create models in the environment that has more potential in future? Do I want to create
models in the environment solely off-line or on-line? How do I publish my models to the
public? Do I seek animation from models? Do I need new software? Do I create a model in
the environment which must later be installed by the user?
The characteristics are often neglected in terms of teacher who is going to work with
computer models, how a common teacher is ready for work with models, how the teacher
incorporates computer modeling in tuition and whether teacher uses it at all in lessons.

2 Dynamic Modeling
The visualisation of phenomena using models, animation and other visual tools leads students
to better understanding of the basic mathematical operations and physical phenomena.
Students will avoid erroneous abstraction of phenomena and their preconcepts are refuted.
The dynamic modeling method allows to trace the time trend (most typical use) of selected
parameters of the examined system.
This method of approaching new physical knowledge or verification of the expected
properties and the behaviour of different materials or solids, or the course of specific
processes is relatively young. As one of the first scientists, R. P. Feynman used it in his
physics lectures [4]. However, without the use of computer at that time, so he had to perform
all calculations with students manually.
Dynamic modeling is more described in our previous article [14].
2.1 Dynamic Modeling in PHP
Java Applets and/or Flash are, in terms of support, complicated. They can be accessed through
a web browser, but for some of them the Java itself must be installed. This solution is not far
from the one proposed by us.
Therefore, we chose a tool for which there is almost no need to install any editing or browser
programs. These requirements are under certain conditions met by PHP (tool for generating
(X)HTML tags for web pages and dynamic web, the PHP scripts are executed on the server
side and only the results are transferred to the user - (X)HTML tags, CSS, JavaScript and
other outputs – see e.g. [9]). Creation itself can be performed using regular Notepad.
Generated model, usually a file with "php" extension, is loaded to a suitable hosting server
and the model is ready to be used. Built-in functions with the Image prefix are used to create
images in PHP. The range of functions for working with graphics is extensive; There are 102
[9] of them, and they can be used to obtain required outputs.
By using PHP to create models we get closer to programming in classic programming
languages and that is important for further development of computer skills.
2.2 Using JavaScript in PHP
By using pure PHP only, we lose part of interactivity offered by other modeling programs.
Interactivity can be included in the models by using JavaScript (object-oriented scripting
language, buttons, text fields, forms on the web [6]).
JavaScript (JS) is the basis of dynamic web sites. It is strongly dependent on the browser and
the DOCTYPE header of the web site. In different browsers scripts do not always work
correctly. Because the JS is a client script and it is executes on the visitor's computer, it can be
disabled by the site visitor in his browser. The linkage between PHP and JavaScript is easy.
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Because the JS is written directly in to (X)HTML code, it is interpreted and therefore there is
no need to compile it, PHP treats it as (X)HTML.

3 Used Research Methods
The study is focused on the school environment and deals with dynamic modeling in the
context of school education. The main question is how teacher incorporates dynamic
modeling in tuition and whether it is used in classwork at all.
The starting points for research of the creation and use of computer models were mainly as
follows:
1. Little success of students in working with charts in surveys 2011, 2012 [1].
2. Pre-research implied that teachers would like to use this medium.
The goal of our research was as follows: The research is aimed to characterize teacher as the
maker or user of computer models in teaching physics in schools as well as identify the
development process of computer models and their application in education.
To achieve the set goal, data were collected from teachers in elementary schools, grammar
schools and secondary schools in the Vysocina Region in Czech Republic and from
participants of the Physics Teachers' Inventions Fair 16 16/2011 and from past 10 years’
graduates – teachers of physics in elementary schools at the Faculty of Education of the
Masaryk University. We used a quantitative research method. The research tool was an equestion form that we posted on the website using the Google Form application. The question
form consisted of closed, semi-closed and dichotonic questions. The total number of items in
the question form was thirty. The number of respondents was 109 for a period January –
March 2013.
Our questions included, for example:
Q1: Is there a relationship between length of teaching experience and creation of computer
models? (H1)
Q2: Is there a relationship between length of teaching experience and use of computer models
in school?
Q3: Do teachers create their own computer models to support teaching of physics?
Q4: Do digital natives create computer models more often than digital immigrants? (H2)
Q5: Is it important what teaching qualification teachers have to create computer models? Is it
important what subjects teachers teach in school to create computer models?
Q6: Is the creation of computer models affected by university education that is what
development environment was used by future teachers during their study and what
development environment is used to create computer models in their teaching practice?
(H3)
Q7: Is the creation and use of computer models affected by school equipment with
information and communication technologies?
The used methods for statistical evaluation of the research: Chi-square test, sign rule analysis.

4 Research Process and Results
The approach to respondents was staged. First we submitted the question form to teachers in
the Vysocina Region in the Czech Republic. Those were followed by graduates from the
Faculty of Education of the Masaryk University and as the yet last group, we approached the
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participants of the Physics Teachers' Inventions Fair 16. Simultaneously were also addressed
teachers in Slovakia. In total we evaluated questionnaire from 109 respondents.
Of the total number of six hypotheses, three are presented in this paper and focused on
development of computer models (more results will gradually be published, data are being
collected at the moment):
H1: Frequency of creation of computer models depends on length of teaching experience (see
Diagram 2).
H2: Teachers under 39 years (incl.) (so-called digital natives [2], [7], [8], [10] - determined
with respect to the research year 2013) make computer models more often than older
teachers (see Diagram 3).
H3: Teachers who create computer models are, for the most part, using the development
environment which they mastered at the university (see Diagram 4).
As shown from Diagram 1, school ICT facilities are at a sufficient level and do not prevent to
integrate dynamic modeling into education.
Computer-Equipped classroom with a projector, which
is taught physics
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
yes

no

Diagram 1: Classroom facilities for teaching physics, including a computer and data projector

Comment on H1: The greatest count of respondents (9) who create / use models for teaching
have 3-5 years of teaching experience. Other categories have a lower score. The respondent
distribution by frequency of creation / use of models is illustrated in Diagram 2.
When the totals of groups with different length of teaching experience are evaluated by sign
rule analysis, the relation between the frequency of creation of computer models on the length
of teaching experience (H1 hypothesis) cannot be clearly confirmed.
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Diagram 2: Results Diagram Frequency of creation of computer models depends on length of teaching
experience (H1 Diagram)

Comment on H2: For respondents under 39 years of age (incl.), 20 of 64 respondents say they
have created/create models, i.e. 44 teachers do not create models. By contrast, 8 of total 34
respondents in the age category above 39 say that they have created/create models, i.e. 26
teachers do not create models. The distribution of respondents by teaching experience is
illustrated in Diagram 3.
When the absolute numbers in both age groups are compared, H2 hypothesis is confirmed.
Age distribution of teachers-model makers
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
25-39 years

39 years and over

Diagram 3: Results Diagram Age distribution of teachers-model makers (H2 Diagram)

The greatest count of respondents (18), use at minimum one identical development
environment in their teaching practice as they used at university. The second largest group is
teachers who did not create models at university, but they do now. In three cases teachers used
an entirely different environment.
When the totals in all groups are compared, H3 hypothesis is confirmed. The survey further
implies that teachers mostly use multiple environments to create computer models.
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Frequency of use of identical development
environments at university and in practice
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
At the university did not At least one environment
The environment is
develop in practice yes at the same university in completely different to
practice
the university and in
practice

Diagram 4: Results Diagram Frequency of use of identical development environments at university and in
practice (H3 Diagram)

How are teachers at university trained to make computer models? It was one of the questions
in our survey with possible combination of questions related to the use of modeling in
teaching practice and completion of the relevant course at university with option Yes/No. As
shown from Diagram 4, this topic must be paid a lot more attention in teacher training.

5 Hypothesis Discussion
H1 discussion: Prior to the actual research we expected that teachers with less teaching
experience (less than 1 year and 1 – 2 years) would create computer models more often. As
shown from Diagram 2, these groups are amongst the largest. This phenomenon can be
explained as consequences of the initial concern to provide education and a new
administrative content for new teachers. The teacher is getting acquainted with the school
environment and there is not much time left for computer modeling. Then it is shown from
Diagram 2 that this situation is briskly changing with more years of teaching experience.
H2 discussion: For teachers - digital natives, it is much easier and more intuitive to work with
ICT than for teachers – digital immigrants. This fact is documented by Diagram 3 with a lot
greater number of teachers – model makers under 39 years of age. At the same time, this
process will also reflect so-called computer literacy of teachers.
H3 discussion: As shown from Diagram 4, teachers – model makers use at least one
development environment which they encountered at university. It leads to conclusion that we
should pay more attention to this fact during training of teachers at universities and offer
students various environments to create models. Every development environment has
different advantages for use in teaching practice.

6 Conclusions
There is a fact that students do not often comprehend the physical nature of natural
phenomena and events of everyday life. To improve this situation, we have tested some
approaches using dynamic modeling in teaching physics. In our concept, students get
acquainted with the function of the world and physical laws in the nature through charts. It
shows [1] that this approach can replace a lack of mathematical tools necessary to solve the
examined problem. Moreover, it will reinforce the student’s ability to identify the physical
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grounds of processes and phenomena they know from everyday life regardless of the student’s
level of analytical and logical thinking.
Challenges for work of teachers go hand in hand with today’s requirements for the use of
digital technologies in everyday life. It is also related to changing trends in education in the
recent years. It seems appropriate to include dynamic modeling more often in school
education. Our research implies that teachers only seldom use it in their own lessons. It is a
shame because dynamic modeling helps to go through the whole process of discovering and
learning the laws of the nature and real phenomena. The “Step by Step” method is most often
used to depict the behaviour of parameter dependencies.
The research shows that teachers very seldom create computer (dynamic) models for their
teaching practice. We suspect it may be a result of the fact they have not acquired this method
at university - this is the case of 56 % respondents.
During training of teachers at universities, university students should familiarize themselves
with various tools for development of computer models. It is true that an application will
propagate faster with an increasing number of users. It is a result of the created community
that exchanges information “how to do it” and help one another learn better management of
the application. However, it must be readily available.
Thus it is advisable to choose such environment for teachers training of modeling that is online and free and without burden to the user’s computer, and above all, no installation is
necessary which many users can’t (and do not want to) do in some cases. In view of trends in
education, it is advisable to follow the path of creating models directly for the website. To
facilitate a greater propagation of modeling in our schools, we have introduced a concept for
development of computer models using PHP [13]. The selected solution being simple for the
user offers the ability to work with models also in a “smart” mobile phone or tablet. The
outputs are fully identical to a desktop interface. For some examples of modeling using PHP
see www.ped.muni.cz/modely.
As another benefit of the use of dynamic modeling in school education, the connection with
FEP BE and FEP G should be mentioned this improves the ability to read charts.
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Abstract
Last years, a trend of reintroducing into teaching of information and communication
technology not only topics of digital literacy, but also topics from the basics of computer
science is emerging in many countries. One of projects how to introduce informatics tasks
into schools is a Bebras contest. Results of a research among participants of the contest and
school organizers show that neither students nor their teachers are not clear which problems
are solved by computer science, they take informatics as a work with computer or software
handling and mark pure informatics problems as non-informatics. These findings and our
belief that it is possible to start with teaching basics of computer science topics already in
primary school were the reason for creating a new Czech textbook for teaching information
technology in primary school. The article introduces the conception of the textbook and
describes chapters where basics of computer science are implemented in great detail.
Keywords
ICT education, primary school, computer science, algorithmization, textbook.

Informatics educational content in the eyes of teachers and pupils
Starting from this year, every graduate of primary school in the Czech Republic is expected to
be able to handle with ICT at the basic user level. According to the valid Frame educational
programme for ISCED1 and ISCED2, the view of what does it mean to exploit technologies is
concerned as a user handling, consuming of technologies. Topics with goals and ambitions to
understand computers and information, topics with authoring approach to technologies and
training of informatics thinking are missing in this document.
Computer science (usually called informatics in the Czech school context) brings new views
and possibilities how to solve problems, its methods and approach can enforce other sciences.
A lot of teachers have prejudices against informatics, especially programming, they argue that
it is very difficult and unsuitable for education. We share the opinion that informatics
problems adapted to the age and thinking of children could be very beneficial to them.
One of the important international activities promoting a higher share of computer science at
primary and secondary school levels outside the school curricula is the Bebras contest
(Beaver of Informatics, in Czech Bobřík informatiky) for primary and secondary school
pupils (Bobřík informatiky, 2012). The contest does not focus on information technologies
and user approaches. It prefers questions and topics from the basics of computer science, i.e.
algorithmization, understanding information and its representations, and also mathematical
and logical foundations of computer science. One of the topics is information literacy. The
contest contains from 15 selected response tasks or tasks with interactive settings in form of
applets.
Organizers of this contest in the Czech republic claimed one of the goal of the contest as
education of the public, „to show students and their teachers scope of the informatics
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problems that means to bring them informatics problems which is outside of mainstream of
school education.
In Fig. 1, there is a setting of such informatics task adapted to the age of 12-years-old pupil.
Settings of the task: In the Iceland, there are volcanoes and icy seas. This fact is used by local
people by building systems of cellars of different temperature for storing fruits and vegetable.
Our cellar system starts on a surface and follows a rule for every cellar: Every tunnel going
from cellar A towards the sea directs to cellars which all of them have lower temperature than
in the cellar A. Every tunnel going towards the volcano leads to cellars with higher
temperature than this cellar. There is some fruit and vegetable to return into appropriate
cellars with recommended storing temperature: apples 19 °C, cherries 10 °C, potatoes 4 °C.
Which foodstuff belongs to which cellar? Which cellar will stay empty?

Fig. 1: Interactive computer science task from the contest „Beaver of informatics“.

How do teachers perceive informatics tasks
In 2011, a questionnaire was prepared for teachers – school coordinators of Beaver of
Informatics contest. One of the questions was asked with the aim of finding out teachers’
attitudes to the contest tasks. The question was answered by about 50 % of all coordinators.
One third of them claimed that these tasks were not of informatics nature and that true
informatics is about something else – see Fig. 2 (Vaníček, 2012b). On the other side, 12 % of
respondents that let influenced themselves by these contest tasks and have changed their own
teaching is positive fact.
How do students perceive what informatics is
A questionnaire for contest participants was administered in November 2012. It was answered
by about 13 % of 27 000 participants. Participants were asked to mark difficult and favourite
tasks and also comment the contest freely. These comments concerned four areas:
 expressions of likes and dislikes for the contest,
 comments on one’s own results,
 technical questions,
 opinions on the whole contest in general.
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Fig. 2: Graph of teachers’ attitude to test tasks. Beaver of Informatics contest, 2012.

In the fourth area, the vast majority of the participants claimed that this contest was in their
opinion not of informatics nature. Some of the participants’ statements follow:
“More questions from informatics next time, please.”
“This had nothing to do with Informatics!!!”
“Why is this called a contest in informatics if only two (out of 15) tasks are about
computers?”
“I wonder what the test questions have to do with informatics. Maybe nothing at all?”
“The fact that one answers the test on a computer doesn’t make this an informatics contest.”
“The questions should focus on IT much more. These questions seemed to be from
mathematics.”
It is necessary to say that contest tasks are created by didacticians of informatics across
European universities and pass thorough reviewing process in an international committee,
accepted tasks are used by contest creators in all participating countries.
A part of responses show that students think that the contest is called informatics by
organizers because it is performed by computers, that means that students are able to
distinguish between informatics and computers. However, it shows that contest tasks are
artificial and far from everyday life of them or students have not got correct conception of
what informatics is. The second possible explanation could be in fact that students are not
used to solve difficult problems with computers where is necessary to use thinking, logic, to
decide, to formalize statement. It could be caused by situation at schools where students are
not faced to such problems by user approach of handling basic applications and then tasks
required reasoning are mentioned as mathematical or logical.

Trend of introducing basics of computer science into school curricula
There is a trend of reintroducing into the teaching of work with computers not only topics of
digital literacy, but also topics from the basics of computer science. In 2003 K-12 Curriculum
Committee of The Association for Computing Machinery in the USA stated that the “goals of
a K–12 computer science curriculum are to introduce the fundamental concepts of computer
science to all students, beginning at the elementary school level” (Tucker, 2003). In the same
document they also demand that “upon completion of grade 5, students should develop a
simple understanding of an algorithm.”
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This approach is connected to the effort to establish computer science as a true science
discipline. The initiative Computing at School (2012) defines “Computer Science as the
fourth science” because it lets us “understand the natural world in a new way, and is rapidly
invading other disciplines, not merely as a way to do calculations, but as a whole new way of
thinking”. If we accept these arguments, then the basics of computer science may, in
combination with motivation through digital technologies, develop scientific thinking in all
pupils, analogous to other sciences.
The question when to start teaching the basics of computer science can be answered as
follows: “There is a strong analogy with the other sciences. We take it for granted that every
student should learn the elementary concepts of (say) Physics in primary school and Key
Stage 3, ... Exactly the same pattern should apply to Computer Science.” (Computing at
schools, 2012)
Topics from computer science are much more solidly anchored in Slovak primary schools as
well, since “informatics at primary ... schools consists of the following five collective
thematic units:
 Information around us,
 Communication through digital technologies,
 Procedures, problem solving, algorithmic thinking,
 Principles of the functioning of digital technologies,
 The information society.” (Blaho, Salanci, 2010)
Two of these topics focus on the basics of computer science. The approach in the UK is
similar: “the Government is now encouraging every good school to offer Computer Science as
part of their curriculum, from primary school onwards.” (Computing at schools, 2012).

New primary textbook including basics of computer science
With the aim of accommodating ot the trend described above, we wrote a textbook for ICT
education at primary school level (Vaníček, 2012a). This textbook includes not only topics of
the basics of computer use, but also propaedeutics to computer sciences connected with
simple algorithmization and the understanding of information.

Fig. 3: A cover of a new textbook for primary schools
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The textbook was created taking into account these requirements:








textbook does not contain texts to remember because children have to discover the
world of computers a playful and creative way
textbook has to allow teacher to change his role from the person who transfers
knowledge finished knowledge to the person who organizes education so that pupils
learn themselves
textbook has to help teacher to manage lessons that means it has to contain tasks,
problems, activities and practical exercises
children need to learn not only control computers and process information but to
understand these information and forms of their representation
children have to develop their thinking, creativity, collaboration, the activities in the
textbook must support this approach
children must be instructed about risks and ways how to protect themselves when
working on the Internet
used software must be free of charge and appropriate to the age, that means no way for
professional applications

We briefly introduce the contents of the eight chapters of the book and describe two chapters
with computer science content more in detail.











The main aim of chapter 1 is to unify at the basic level of handling with the computer,
controlling the mouse, using drawing tools, orientation on the keyboard, using dialogs,
checkboxes and sliders.
In 2-nd chapter, pupils learn to orientate in graphic computer interface, to launch
applications, use of windows and menu and also to get some hygienic knowledge
about work with computer
Third chapter deals with drawing and pupils are aimed to work with basic common
functions of computer (copying of data, opening and saving files, step backwards,
zoom) as a side-effect of these drawing activities.
Chapter No. 4 called „Programming“ is included earlier than writing because pupils
don’t need keaboard to programming and our opinion is that writing is more difficult
for them than solving of algorithmic tasks. This chapter will be described in detail
later.
The title of 5-th chapter is „Writing“. This chapter is aimed to correct writing and
editing and basics of formatting of the text where pupils are also introduced to basic
typographic rules.
Chapter No. 6 deals with work on the Internet that means web browsing, searching for
information and basic communication using e-mail. A part of this chapter is dedicated
to internet security. Also searching in online maps, filling-up forms, using downloaded
pictures and saving files to appropriated place is included into this part of the
textbook.
Chapter No. 7 deals with information comprehension and their simple representation
in the computer. More about this chapter is described later in the text.
Final short chapter explains how people can learn with computer and how adults use
technologies in their jobs using form of short stories and comics. The chapter
especially contains an offer of educational project using digital technologies for
realization in school lessons.

The chapters 4 and 7 contains some basics of computer science content so we introduce them
more in detail in following text.
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Algorithmization
The chapter about training basics of algorithmization was called Programming but it is
necessary to see behind this ambitious title practical training of handling with some figure by
making up a set of commands of motion and drawing of track movement. We have used this
title programming analogically to mathematicians who grandly call counting of numbers in
primary school as mathematics.
We used the programming environment EasyLogo, whose author is Ľubomír Salanci (2010),
for algorithmization training. This application is available free of charge for the teachers from
the Internet [učebnice] and has been located into Czech. This simple microworld based on
Logo allows gives direct control moving figures (see Fig. 4) and offers a system of creating
programmes as a sequence of commands with integer parameters, loop of a known number of
repetitions and simple application of procedures.

Fig. 4: Simple mode of EasyLogo with direct control of moving figure

The main advantage of this environment in our eyes is that it offers a set of programming
exercises for the pupil, implemented into the environment of the application. Each task has
a goal and tools for reaching it, which makes it possible to guide the pupil methodologically
from simpler to more difficult algorithmic problems. The pupils may work at their own pace
and the computer gives them full feedback. They learn new concepts in accordance with the
constructivist paradigm, in creation, manipulation, in activities appropriate for their
personality, temperament and age.
Some of activities were mentioned as open, with important creative part and not only
problem-to-solve. The teacher is in the role of manager, an assistant rather than the person
assigning the problems or explaining the subject matter. Typical Czech primary teacher who is
responsible to teach this school subject is not very familiar with computers and does not feel
himself/herself comfortably when teaching this topic. This closed learning environment gives
the teacher a feeling of security, which is much appreciated.
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Fig. 5: EasyLogo, environment for simple programming. Pupil creates the program as a sequence of commands
with parameters to solve the task where a figure will create a tunnel through all chambers of the castle. The
advanced task is the minimal length of the program for accomplishing this task.

We created 40 problems for the environment EasyLogo (see Fig. 4, 5, 6), some of which are
based on the Slovak version of the application. Using the turtle graphics pupils draw pictures,
move figures, solve problems, read and correct already written programmes. Some of
activities are aimed not only to creation of the program but also how to create shortest
program, to compare two programs or to correct wrong program. In these activities, pupils
can learn about the efficiency of different algorithms and to read the code of the program. The
chapter on programming is complemented by activities in which pupils create commands for
their classmates to carry out some task and by algorithmic questions with multiple-choice
answers. Some of these tasks were taken from Bebras contest in which the category for
primary school pupils was realized first time in 2012 with almost 5000 participants (Bobřík
informatiky, 2012).

Fig. 6: Advanced programming activity in EasyLogo, drawing tree trunks using a loop
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Understanding of information
The chapter No. 7 deals with information from the point of view of its
 content;
 representation;
 types of digital media.

Fig. 7: Symbols of the word of “lightning” with different meaning (danger, forecast, title of newspaper)

The content is described from the point of view what do things around us tell us (see Fig. 7).
As a representation at the basic level audio signals and visual symbols (traffic marks, animal
sounds) were used. Some activities deal with information as text, audio and video (to find
some information in a video or audio record, in written labels and icons).

Fig. 8: A learning activity in which the pupil “manually” sets the values on the graph with the mouse to make
them correspond with the text on the left, computer then checks correctness.

The chapter also focuses on representation of information in the form of lists, tables and
graphs. Apart from user competencies (e.g. writing into a table, formatting the list, creating
graphs from tables) which are more traditional in Czech way to teach ICT pupils train
competencies to understand these structures. They learn to distinguish between a numbered
and an unnumbered list (e.g. in cooking recipes), to choose the format of a table for recording
specific data (gained from measuring), to choose the suitable type of list, to read information
from graphs and to make a graph “manually”, not using automatic tools creating graphs from
the table at once (see Fig. 8).
When reading a graph, pupils are taught to pay attention to the graph’s information value.
Pupils then make use of tables, charts and graphs with simple data processing in their own
research (measuring, questionnaires, surveys). The typical children research is graph of
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favourite colours, most used way to school or numbers of pet species among the classmates.
The chapter has been supplemented by web application called Grafy online (Graphs online),
whose author is Václav Šimandl (2012) for simple conversion of data from a table or chart
into a graph (see Fig. 9). The application is adapted to the age of 10 years and is available at
http://graf.asp2.cz.

Fig. 9: The application Grafy online for creation graphs from tables for pupils’ activities of data processing

Conclusion
Results of questionnaires showed that informatics contest is perceived by a part of teachers
and student as non-informatics. It corresponds with orientation of the Czech national curricula
of ICT. If we want our schools to prepare modern and digital literate citizens which are able to
“think informatically” system, we cannot afford to understand the ICT educational area only
as a training of digital literacy and user approach of utilization technologies even in younger
age of pupils.
A question is arising whether this textbook with topics of algorithmization realized practical
way on computer would be accepted by primary teachers. This problematics goes out of range
of this article but we claim that activities were chosen very carefully so that they suit the age
of pupils and teachers’ abilities. Our experiences of pre-service primary teachers working
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with EasyLogo are positive because teachers understand important competencies, are able to
solve these problems and express their feeling that children will enjoy these activities. It
seems that future teachers have no problems with algorithmisation realized this way (Vaníček,
2013). Of course, every teacher could decide to skip these informatics chapters and use only
traditional parts of ICT curricula.
We hope that new textbook will show the way how to improve informatics education at Czech
schools and even by pre-service primary teachers preparation so that they were able to teach
this subject because we are persuaded that prepared primary teacher can teach this subject
better than specialist from the secondary school with the risk of mechanical transfer of
educational content to the younger pupils.
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Abstract
Interactive whiteboards (IWB) are among the technical means that are increasingly emerging
in Czech schools. Schools IWB usually gain from the different projects and grants. At most
schools contain at least one interactive whiteboard but they are also schools that have in their
property several interactive whiteboards. The biggest problem in this case is that the boards
are from different manufacturers that boards are also available for own software. For teachers
this is really problem in connection with the information literacy since it must modify
materials for teaching. Interactive whiteboards are a useful supplement teaching in the
education of pupils with mild mental handicaps. For these pupils it is important to support the
clarity because they are missing abstract thinking. In science there is a problem when many
processes are based on atoms and molecules thus go in terms of learning about abstract
events. The paper indicated the possibility of using the interactive whiteboard in science
education for pupils with mild mental handicaps especially in chemistry and physics. In the
paper are examples of materials created in SMART Notebook software for chemistry and
outcomes of interviews after practice trying materials.
Keywords
Interactive whiteboard, pupils with mild mental handicaps, chemistry, interviews, basic
school.

Introduction
Information and communication technology are currently pervasive in the field of education
where they cause a lot of changes. The term ICT understands everything that allows us to
process information and communicate (Zikl, 2011).
New technologies in education include material educational resources that can objectify and
model living in the teacher's work far beyond the level of teacher effects (Nikl, 2002).
Current ICT resources are able to replace almost the entire Educational Technology (Malach,
2002). New technologies include computing and communications. Main components are
computers, peripherals and total interconnection of computers in networks. Prucha et al
(2008) defines new technologies in education as a means of modern educational technology
educational programs and they inspired new forms of teaching including in particular the
networks, multimedia and mobile devices. It also includes software and other technologies
that have the communication parameters (Burewicz, Miranowicz, 2005).
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Interactive whiteboards
Interactive whiteboards appeared to 21st century as a new technical tool for schools. The aim
of the interactive whiteboard is to ensure the highest possible degree of clarity of instruction.
From a technical aspect it is either by a special tool in the form of a marker which is
integrated miniature transmitter or a surface that reacts to pressure (eg finger pressure).
Linking interactive whiteboard is using either a USB port, wireless or using Bluetooth
technology.
Based on the tracking defines Wagner (2011) following the distribution of interactive
whiteboards:







IWB based on the measurement of resistance
Electromagnetic boards
Capacity Board
Laser sheet
A combination of ultrasound and infrared
Optical IWB.

From the perspective of software there are different types of programs that are delivered
together with the IWB. The problem is that if the school has interactive whiteboards and more
these IWB are from different companies there may be different levels of software
incompatibility. From the point of view of the Czech market is dominated SMART Board
interactive whiteboard, ACTIV Board, Interwrite (Roubal, 2009) resp. eBeam. Other less
represented include Acer, IWETA, Polyvision, etc.

Pupils with mild mental handicaps
Pupils with mild mental handicaps are placed between pupils with handicaps. Co-education is
already trying to move these pupils in special schools but leads to their integration into
mainstream classes so that they have the same opportunities as pupils without handicaps.
Integration of pupils with mild mental handicaps can take various forms. Prucha et al (2008)
describes the most commonly occur or individual group integration and primarily depends
only on the type of disability or combinations thereof which integration is most suitable. At
present we still encounter the education of pupils in special classes (95.6% of the total number
of pupils with mild intellectual handicaps) but there are already indications of individual
integration into mainstream classes (4.4%) (Bendová, Zikl, 2011). For pupils with mental
handicaps leads to a permanent reduction in mental abilities usually when it comes to organic
brain damage caused by multifactorial (Fischer, Skoda, 2008). Damage leads to the
development of lagging cognitive skills to the different development of certain mental
qualities as well as faults in the adaptation behavior.
In people with mild mental handicaps varies IQ ranging from 50 to 69 which corresponds to
the mental age of 9-12 years. Consequences of this situation lead to difficulties in the
education but not usually to disturbances in social relations and life in society (Pipeková,
2006).
Education of chemistry to students with mild mental handicaps is an individual since
according to the current Framework education programs there is no strict inclusion to the last
resp. last year of primary school. Based on a questionnaire survey conducted in 2011 found
that despite some freedom given to the Framework Educational Programme chemistry is
marshaled to the ninth or eighth and ninth grade basic school (Veřmiřovský, 2012).
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Pupils with mild mental disabilities are learning as annex to the Framework educational
program which provides education for pupils with mild mental handicaps (Jerabek et al,
2005). Chemistry is divided into seven sub-areas which are then broken down into chapters
curriculum.

Materials for pupils with mild mental handicaps
To create multimedia materials for pupils with mild mental handicaps were used SMART
Notebook program which is designed for use on the SMART Board interactive whiteboard.
Creating multimedia materials are used mainly for fixation of knowledge and fun form of
repetition for pupils who are so motivated for further study chemistry. Objects are not static
over traditional textbooks and teaching texts but there is the animation. When working with
interactive exercises are therefore not only motivated pupils but also enhance their
information literacy skills and manual skills which make up the complex skills that pupils
acquire in this way. As a benefit for teachers can mention the possibility of working with two
groups pupils at a time. When pupils are in fact with mild mental handicaps placed in regular
classes the teacher must work individually with pupils 'healthy' and with students "affected"
which is challenging. Utilization IWB allows alternate activities for both groups pupils when
the exposure phase one group can run diagnostics and fixation of the second and vice versa.
Create multimedia materials for chemistry education for pupils with mild mental handicaps in
terms of themes correspond to the underlying structure of the Annex of the Framework
educational program for pupils with mild mental disabilities. Materials include not only
handwritten texts to free fields but also exercises which are used in a variety of multimedia
elements from the "Lesson Activity Toolkit." Maybe a slight disadvantage can mention that
you can not change the options of these elements but only content. The most common use as
is evident from the thumbnails are exercise assignment and distribution resp. use of anagrams
which requires setting a slow timer or without timing tasks that students were not stressed
(Veřmiřovská, Veřmiřovský, 2013).
For pupils with mild mental handicaps a set of multimedia materials for chemistry was done
in SMART Notebook environment. It affects all the complex subject matter of the Annex to
the Frame educational program. Examples of materials are presented in Figures 1 to 4.
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Fig. 1-4 :Views created materials in the environment of SMART Notebook

Evaluation of materials
Create a multimedia materials have been tested at two selected schools. Verification of
materials in education took place in January - April 2013. They were selected schools that
integrate pupils with mild mental handicaps into regular classes. After four months of using
materials in lessons of Chemistry was performed interviews with pupils regarding the use of
multimedia materials. The original intention of using the questionnaire survey was rejected
because of the orientation methodology of pedagogical research on qualitative research.
Another important factor that influenced the choice of the method of evaluation is the lack of
reading comprehension in pupils with mild mental handicaps which would ultimately lead to
a distortion of research.
The interview method is by Přinosilová (2007) often used in diagnosis and therapy.
Evaluation of materials was carried out using a controlled interview questions prepared in
advance. The key was to ensure a peaceful atmosphere without authoritarian approach and
impatience.
The testing of multimedia materials were involved in school and kindergarten Šilheřovice and
Church´s school and kindergarten Přemysla Pitter in Ostrava.
Pupils were asked the following questions:
a) How much do you use your computer to search for information to school?
b) Do you use the Internet to prepare for chemistry lessons?
c) You learn to like to chemistry?
d) Do you like it when your teacher is doing chemistry experiments?
e) Do you use when learning of Chemistry and textbooks?
f) Do you like it when practicing chemistry with an IWB?
g) Evaluate how do you like the following exercises on the interactive whiteboard:





Assignment
Memory games
Puzzles
Connecting exercises.
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The interviews revealed that the highest rated issue is to work with IWB and the partial
function when working with I-boards - assignment. Great importance pupils asked realization
of experiments in chemistry. At the opposite pole from the school to search for information
using a computer and the Internet use in preparation for Chemistry. The pupils also benefit
from the possibility to move within an hour and monitor the fulfillment of the required task.
Positive was lessons using interactive whiteboards evaluated in terms of entertainment value.
In interviews with pupils were also verbally focus on issues related to homemade work using
computers and the Internet when has frequently appeared lack computers at home and the
related absence the Internet. This condition is caused by family backgrounds where pupils are
either from socially disadvantaged families or are pupils who are entrusted for any reason in
the care of grandparents. Sometimes it is also about families that have a large number of
children and therefore the computer is used by all household members not only to prepare for
learning.

Conclusion
Interactive IWB which are increasingly emerging in schools through various projects and
grants allows enhancing clarity in education. Another key role is to increase the motivation of
the subjects which is of great importance especially for pupils with mild mental handicaps
unless it is a difficult subject with its emphasis on abstract thinking. The interactive
whiteboard is an important resource that not only allows manual strengthening the skills
pupils but also approach some processes taking place in the microworld. Interviews with
pupils revealed that the greatest significance in terms of pre-prepared materials for pupils
assignment terms. On the contrary less important is the use of memory games and puzzles
which related to the issue of cognitive abilities of pupils.
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